
XYZ Coheritor


A coherer or a coherer is a primitive type of bridge receiver on the telegraph.


The co -herer was only fit for the reception of messages in the Morse Code.


For the reception of telephony without threads and of AM radio, this device was inadequate.


XYZ Construction and functioning


The coherent consists of a tenuous tube of glass with two electrodes, full, without pressure, of metal lime (FeNi).


One side of the coherent is connected with the lantern, the other with the earth.


The high electric resistance includes an electric current from a source of energy connected parallel to the cohesor.


But under the influence of a radio -unda, the dust is coherent, and the coherent allows for the easy passage of the current.


This run may, for example, ring a bell or control a relax.


The cause of this effect is the crosshairs that are running between the sheets of metal and which make the pieces cloaked.


If it strikes at the bottom of the tube, it's the opposite, and it's the previous situation.


XYZ History




The coherer's invention is often attributed to French radiotelegraph pioneer douard Branly.


Around 1890, he used his radio conduit for the first time as a radio -unda receiver.


But the Italian physique Calzecchi Onesti described the beginning of the six -year -old coherer.


In his research he discovered that the electric conductiveness of the iron finish, confined to an insulated tube, grew heavily under the influence of outside electric fields.


Onesti used this mainly as a storm -detector because it changed to atmosphere disturbs in the air.


The Englishman, then, explained the principles of his office, and gave it the name of the name of the name (coherer, coherer), based on the English word (to coherer).


In more recent years, better disposals for the reception of radio -undas were developed, such as the receiver at the crack, the electronic tube and today's transistor.


XYZ Lingua creole haitian


The Native Greek language (kreyol ayasen), often referred to simply as Creolo, is a language spoken in Haiti by around eight million people (as of 2005).


That's almost all the population of the land.




In addition, there are about three hundred million Creophone emigrants in Canada, in the United States, in France, and in many expensive nations, especially in the Dominican Republic, Cuba, and the Bahamas.


The Haitian creole is one of the two official languages of Haiti, with the French.


It's a first -class creole in French, which comes to 90 percent of its vocabulary.


It also contains several influences, notably from the native Tano language, from some languages of West Africa, Portuguese and Spanish.


The language has two distinct dialects: the Fablas and the Plateau.


The Frenchman was the only literary language of the land from its independence in 1804 to 1961, when Fquile Morisseau -Leroy among other members made the official state of the creole, which was confirmed in the national establishment of 1987.


The use of the creole in literature is rare but growing; Morissau is one of the primary examples.


Many speakers are Trilingual, speaking Haitian, Spanish, French.


Many teachers, authors and activists have been emphasizing injury and alphabetization from 1980 onward.


Today there are numerous newspapers and radio and television programs in the creole.


Earth Atmosphere XYZ




Earth's atmosphere is the mass of gases that surround the earth.


The atmosphere consists of chimic nitrogen mills (78.09 per cent), oxygeno (20.95 per cent), argon (0.9 per cent), carbon dioxydose (0.0333 per cent) and a few noble gases (helium, neon, krypton, xenon); it also contains method, hydrogen, oxydium and suboxydoses of nitrogen, ozon and other gases.


The mix is homogenous to the extent of about 50 miles (80 km) of height except for a different amount of water vapor; these gas mixtures are called _are_.


The circulation of the air and the condensation of the water vapor dependent on the thermodynamic conditions of the atmosphere causes the formation of clouds and the variation of solar radios.


The mass of the Earth's atmosphere is approximately 5,1015 tones.


The average atmosphere press at the sea is 1013.25 hectopascal (Normal conditions of temperature and pressure).


On the highest level, the atmosphere pressure dims.


XYZ Iceland


The Republic of Iceland is a island of the North Atlantic Ocean, between Greenland, Scotland and Norway, to the north -west of the Faroe Islands.


It is a member of the European Association of Freedom Excamium (AELE) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).


XYZ History




One of the theories to the populace of its present territory asserts that the first people of the island arrived in the 8th century, and that they were members of a mission known as a non -papar, which came from Ireland or Scotland, even though there are no archeological discoveries that support these hypotheses.


It is thought that the monaches left the island when the Scandinavians arrived, who settled between 870 and 930 years old.


The first permanent North American settler was Inglfur Arnarson, who built his farm in the area of the present 874th year.


Ingalfur was followed by many other colonists and their Irish slaves.


In 930, the highest portion of the agricultural land was occupied and the Althing, a legislative and judicial parliament, was founded as a political centre of the Icelandic Confederation.


Christianity was adopted in the year 1000.


The confederation lasted until 1262, when the political system for the original colonists was incapacitated with the power of the Icelandic.


XYZ Geography


The island is situated in the Atlantic Ocean on the south side of the Arctic, which runs across the island of Grimsey on the north coast of Island, but not across the mainland of the land.




At the level of Greenland, it is part of Europe, not North America, even though the geographical part of the island is located between the continental plates.


The nearest island in the land is Greenland (87 km away) and the Faroe Islands.


XYZ Culture


XYZ Lingua


The official language of the land is the Icelandic language.


Many people speak English and Danish because they are obligatory according to the National Studios Plan.


XYZ Religion


The station religion is the religion of the National Church of Iceland.


Other important religion is satrurflagi, a neo -pagan religion.


She was the first country to accept a neo -pay religion as a legal religion.


XYZ Pakistan


Pakistan is a republic in Asia.


It is placed in the region, which in the old age called the Indian _in Latin or Greek -language_Sindhos_.


With a population that exceeds 180 million people, it is the sixth country that is the most popular in the world.




It is located in a crossroads between the strategically important regions of the south, the centre, and the east asian.


It contains 1046 miles of shore to the Arab Sea and the Gulf of Oman in its southern part.


It also has borders with India for the east, with Afghanistan for the west and the north, with Iran for the southwest and China at its north end.


Even so, it is separated from Tajikistan by the leader of Wakhan, pertinent of Afghanistan, and the border of the border with Oman.


It is a political republic composed of four provinces and four federal, ethnic and linguistically diverse territories, with great differences in their geography and life savings.


Today's country is an intermediary power with regional power, it is told by the seventh army of the most numerous worlds, and it is possessed by nuclear weapons, which will make it into the only land of the Islamic world with this type of weapons and the second in South Asia.


Its economy is semi -industrial and figures on the 27th floor of the world at the end of the basis of the objective power and in the 47th by the size of its nominal GDP.




It is one of the founding members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference (this day called the Organization for the Islamic Cooperation) and it is the Member of the UN, the Commonwealth of Nations, the Proxime Dece One, the ASACR, the OEC, the D -8 and the G -20 of countries in disrepair.


XYZ History


It was created from India after the peaceful revolution by Mahatma Gandhi against the British who held India.


During this political process, the leader of India's Muslims, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, and other Muslims thought that Indian Muslims were not safe, so the land was built.


In time of war, Pakistan was against India, but with republics it wanted to take over the region of Kashmir.


Pakistan and India have friendly weapons.


The present territory of Pakistan was in the antiquity the home of different cultures, such as the neo -Lithic Mehrgarh and the culture of the Indo Valley of the bronko.


It was also the object of invasions and consents by Indians, Persians, Indo -Greeks, Muslims, Turkish -Mongolians, Africans, and Sikhs.


All this region was governed by many empires and disasters, such as the pure empire, the wealthy empire, the Omeyyade, the Mongol empire, the Durrani kingdom, the British kingdom and the British Empire.




As a result of the efforts of the movement led by Muhammad Ali Jinnah and the Indian independence movement in 1947, in which they reached their independence you were set up as the nation of the Muslims who lived in the regions of east and west India, where they were mostly.


Initially, Pakistan was a British rule, but in 1956, the land opened up a constitution, and it became an Islamic republic.


A civil war in 1971 resulted in the secession of East Pakistan, which went on to be called by Bangladesh.


The history of post -independence has been laid down by military government period, political instability and conflict with its neighbour India, other countries with nuclear weapons, for the control of Kashmir.


The land continues to afflict problems like terror, poverty, analphabetism, and corruption.


XYZ Geography


After the occupation of Alexander the Magnus, Sindus separated from India and became involved in the classical Hellenic culture.


Deinde his geography and nickname were known in classic Greco -Latina.


XYZ Italy


Italy (effectively the Italian Republic) is a country in southern Europe, a member of the European Union.




Its territory consists mainly of a peninsula (Peninsula Italic, crossed by the chain of the Apennines) and of two large islands in the Mediterranean Sea: Sicily and Sardinia.


The north is surrounded by the Alpes.


Geographically, Italy is made up of three parts: a mainland, a peninsular and an islander.


Italy has borders with France, Switzerland, Austria and Switzerland.


The independent States of San Marino and the City of the Vatican are enclosed in Italian territory.


Italy is a member of the G8 or a group of the eight most industrialized nations of the world.


Situated in the heart of the ancient Roman Empire, the land is full of treasures which constitutes the history and basis of Western civilization.


His capital is Rome, called the eternal city.


Language: Italian.


XYZ History


XYZ Prime Iron Cultures and Etate


During the Iron Age, there were several cultures that could be different from three large geographical nuclei:


 - that of the ancient latin


 - the woman from Magna Grecia


...that of Etruria,




One of these languages was an enigmatic people that lived in the north of Italy, Switzerland and the south of France.


Another people, the Etruscans, had their historic core in Tuscany, and had an uncertain origin.


They spread out from Tuscany to the south to the Latio and the northern part of Campania, where the Greek colonies were found; towards the north of the Italian peninsula they occupied the valley area of the river Po, in the present -day region of Lombardy.


Towards the 5th century, his power began to deteriorate because of the fact that he had to fight against the Celts, the Greeks and Carthaginians.


Around 40 before Christ, Etruria was conquered by the Romans and the rest of the people were also conquered.


XYZ Roma


Old Rome designates an agricultural community founded in the 8th century, which was spread from the city of Rome, and grew up in the wilderness of the Sahara, and turned into an empire, which, in its age, caused a great cultural flower from Great Britannia to the desert of the Sahara and from the Iberian peninsula to the Euphrate, caused a great cultural bloom in every location in which it ruled.


At first, after its founding (753 A.E. according to the tradition) Rome was an Etruscan monarchy.


Later (509 B.C.) there was a Latin republic and in 27 A.D. converted into an empire.




The period of ever -splendor is known as Pax Romana, for the relative state of harmony which prevailed in the regions under the Roman rule.


Cesar Augusto closed the gates of Jano's temple, which he remained waiting for in times of war, when he believed he had won the songs and the stories in the 24th century.


It is accepted at the beginning of this period in 29th century when Augusto declared the end of civil wars and its duration until the death of Marco Aurelio (180).


With Emperor Diocletiano the Empire is reorganised, but after Constantine I the Great, it was not made to be unified because Theodosius and the Great divided it between his two sons, Archadio and Flavio Honorio, giving to one of the Byzantine Empire and to another of the Roman Empire of the West.


Barbarian invasions will be the end of the Western Empire in 476 beginning the Median.


XYZ Medievo


The ostrogothos was a group of gothos who had been subdued by the Hunas, but after their deliverance, Theodorico the Great, with the blessing of the Emperor of the East, led his people to Italy in 488.


In the prison, Odoacro ruled after the Empire in 476, but after a country in the northern part of the peninsula, Theodorico tossed the capital, Ravenna, killing Odoacro in 493.




In 526 the death of Theodoric ended with the peace, inheriting Italy his grandson, Athalaricus, who died without sons, which caused a cry that caused the kingdom to disappear.


Under King I, the Byzantine Empire started a series of country with a way to rebuild the Mediterranean unit.


The weakness of the ostrogoth kingdom and the byzantine desires of recognising the city of Rome turned Italy into a goal.


In 535, General Belisarius commanded Sicily and marched across the peninsula, taking Neapole and arriving in Rome in 536.


It came up to the north and took Mediolanum (Milan) and Ravenna in 540, and in 561 the area was pacified.


Among the different Germanic people who had forsaken their purple antiques to live in the best land, the lombards were told, to whom Justinian had left to settle in Panonia, at the condition of defending the border.


The pressure of the cities on the Pope caused the king of the French, Pipin the Breve, to take place between 756 and 758 reprieves in the north of Italy.


The situation was impotent with the death of Pipino, but the reunification of the French under Carol Magne led to a new intervention in Italy in 774.


After a brief battle, Carolo Magne conquered the kingdom of Lombardy which, holding its autonomy, became a member of the Carolingian Empire.




Between the X and the 13th centuries, certain maritime republics had great economic prosperity, thanks for their business activity, in a framework of extensive political autonomy.


Generally, the definition is referred to as four cities: Amalphi, Pisa, Genua and Venetia.


The other cities of the area had independence, participated in the Crusades, counted with a naval fleet, etc.


Among them can stand Gaeta, Ancona, and Noli.


XYZ Renascentia, Foreign master and unification


A third of the population in 1348 was killed by the panda of black.


Between the 14th and 16th centuries, Italy was not a political unit that was already fragmented into multiple states.


The Republic of Venice, the Republic of Florentia, the Duchy of Milan, or the Republic of Genova, existed in the north.


At the turn of the city of Rome was the Papal States, and at the south was the Kingdom of Neapole, later the member of the Crown of Aragon, and therefore of the Spanish Monarchy.


During this time there was the Italian Renascent, a period of great logs and cultural changes in Italy that had widened since the end of the 14th century until 1600, the transition between the Middle and modern Europe.




Among its cultural logs lays out literary works by writers such as Petrarch or Machiavelli, art works by Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci, and architectural operations such as the church of Sancta Maria dei Fiore in Florentia and the Basilica of San Petro in Rome.


For its fragmentation, it was a scene of the interests of the European forces during the 16th, XVI, XVIII, and XVIII, which led to conflict as the Italian War, the Spanish War of Succession, the conflict between Espany and Austria for the Neapolitan possessions as well as the French and Napoleonic war, which was called the Emperor Napoleon the first King of Italy in the May 23rd King of Milan.


After the first half of the 19th century, when the Italian nationalist sentiment came up in Italy, materilized on 17 March 1861, when the states of the Italian peninsula and the two United Sicilys formed the kingdom of Italy, which was to be organized by the Holy Empire II, of the house of Savoya, until the ruler of Pedemon, and king of Samdenia.


The craft of unification was Camillo Benso, Count of Cavour, King's Minister.


XYZ From unification to news


Rome, for her part, was separated from the rest of Italy under the lead of the Pope, and was not part of the kingdom until September 20, 1870, the end date of the unification.




Then there was a plebiscite in which Rome was chosen as the capital of the kingdom.


Outside the boundary alone was the Republic of San Marino.


There was a conflict between the Sancta Sede, for the independence of the Italian police, which was only resolved in 1929 with the Pactos de Letran.


For these agreements, Italy yielded a small part of its territory to the poorness of the Pope.


Mussolini's fascist opinion was allotted with the Nazi German and the Japanese Empire, which led to the deroute after the Second World War.


During the defeat of this war and later years, thousands of Italians were emigrating out of the land, mainly in Argentina, Chile, Belgium, United States, France and Germany.


On June 2, 1946, a referendum to the monarchy established the republic as a system of Italian government, adopting the land a new Constitution on January 1, 1948.


The members of the royal family who were taken into exile, for their relationship with the political family until November 10, 2003, when they were able to return, thanks to the amendment of the Italian parliament.


The Treaty of Rome in 1957 signed by six European countries has made Italy one of the founding members of the European Union.




From the end of the sixtieth years until the beginning of the eighty, there was a period of dissatisfaction at a political and political situation translating violently in the streets and armed struggle, now called an anni di piomb_.


XYZ Geography


XYZ Topography


The Relievo presents four regional units: to the north, a continental sector that is governed by the Alpes; to the south, a financial sector articulated by the Apennines; to both the plains of the Po or the Padana; and finally the Volcanic islands.


The alpine system is spread across Italian territory almost all of its southern vertente.


In this great mountain assembly stands out the shapes of the Dolomites and in the crystal -sector, a few of the main members of all the alpine systems like Mount Rose or Cervin.


The remnant of Italian plains, though numbered, is of little extension, and is mainly situated on the coastline, and some made up of important banks like Arno or Tiber.


The chain of the Apennines shall make up the back thorn of the Italian pensula, and there shall be three parts in it: the northern Apennines, of lower height; the central Apennines, also referred to as Abruzzes, which shall make up the roof of the chain, and shall be presented with karstic type models; and finally, the southern Apennines, which are under its height.




On the south end of the Italian peninsula, the island of Sicily is considered to be an extension of the Apennines, representing Mount Etna, which is the highest volcano in Europe with 3,345 m.


The island of Sardenia is also mountain, even though it can uncover the river origination of Campidano, between Oristan and Cagliari.


XYZ Climate


Italian climatology, well as a Mediterranean character, features remarkable regional variations.


In the first post, for the effect of its extension in latitude: annual media in Milan of 23 C in June, and -0.6 C in January, during the time that in Palermo, these media are 24 and 13 Cs, respectfully.


The most precipitous of the land is the province of Udine, on the north -east, with 1,530 -mm, and the place with less precipitates in the south of the region of Apulia, in the province of Foggia and in the south part of Sicily, with approximately 460 -mm.


It may be different from the land in three climatic regions: the Mediterranean climate in the south of Italy, with warm settlements exceeding 30 C, the rivers of the river Po, where winter is very cold as in the land of northern Europe and the Apennines, with cold climate and strong precipitation.


XYZ Main cities


XYZ Other cities


XYZ Regions and regional capital




XYZ Government


The political policy has been based on a Member Republic system with a representative democracy since June 2, 1946, when the monarchy was abolished by popular referral.


The power is to implement the Council of Ministers which shall be delivered by the Head of Government (the President of the Council of the Ministers), the Chief Minister of the United Nations, one of the five most important members of the region of the Union, with the chairman of the President of the Republic, the President of the Senate of the Republic, the President of the House of Deputys and President of the Constitution Court.


The legislative power is in charge of the Parliament and the Council of Ministers.


The judicial power is independent of the executive and legislative.


Moreover, it's an old -timer.


In the south of the peninsula and in the island of Sicily, the mafia has so much or more power than the state, coming to control, judges, judges and police.


In 1992, the murder of Giovanni Falcone, a magistrate who was investigating the organized crime and the country of fine hands that he had been moved by Italian instincts, but years of intense research, had little results.


Silvio, a former prime minister, has always been suspected of corruption and was chosen in three occasions for his burden.




It resigned on 12 November 2011 for the serious economic situation.


XYZ Economy


The industrial activity has been the Italian development engine, and the present axe of its economy.


Agricole activities have experienced a remarkable setback, in the occupation of active population (7,3%) and in its participation in the PIB (3,7%).


Agricole production does not supply the food of the population and is especially plentiful in the cattle branch.


XYZ Transport


Ferrovie dello Estado was born in 1905, and is the most important public railway company and Italy.


Starting in year 2000, following the European regulations requiring the separation of passenger transport, of the undercrowding sector, the society was reorganised.


Today, the trains of high Italian speed are the ETR 500 and the lines that exist at this moment are Roma -Florencia, Roma -Napole, Turin -Novara, Padua -Venice, Milan and Milan -Bolonia.


In total, in 2003, there were 16,287 kilometers of train roads, 668,721 kilometers of travel, of which 6,487 kilometers were utopian, and 4,379 kilometers of transport for tubes.




Airports with the most traffic in 2003 were Roma -Fiumicino, Milano -Malpensa, Milano -Linate, Venetia and Catania - Fontanarossa.


For his part, the most expensive harbors were Genova, Trieste, Tarento, Augusta, and Gioia Tauro.


In 2005, 590 out of every 1,000 Italians owned a car and in the majority of the cities, the 60 percent of the citizens were not satisfied with public transport, the reasons for which the number of passengers has decreased.


XYZ Tourism


Tourism is one of the largest areas in the national economy with 43.7 million tourists from year to year and a total of 42,700 million dollars generated in the fourth country with the most tourism in the world.


Rome, the capital, is one of the most visited destinations of the world, with a media of 7 to 10 million tourists a year.


The Colosseum of Rome with four million tourists is the 37th -most visited by the world.


It also benefits from the religious and cultural tourism that generates and neighbours the Vatican City with posts as visited as the Vatican Museums or the St. Peter's Basilica.


Other areas of great interest include Agrippa's pantheon, Trevi's Fontana, Navona Square, Roman, St. Angelo's Castle, or the Arch -basilica of San Juan de Letran, the last sovereign of the Vtican city.




The cultural interest of the land also reflected is all the World of the United Nations that has, even though the land that contains the greatest number of places in the world with 44.


XYZ Population


XYZ Demographia


At the end of 2008, the population of the country surpassed 60 million, the fourth -most populous country in Europe, and with a fifth -highest population density with a average of 198 persons per kilometer.


As of the age of sixty, the Italian population experienced a change in its rhythm of growth, which was since 0,30 per cent of average year between 1985 and 1990.


The lowering of the death cup was accompanied by a sizeable decline in the birth cup, one of all five Italians over 65 years in 2008.


The change in the geographical tents added to the traditional migration movements that had also made Italy one of the largest management of Europe and America.


It happened to become a small arrival of third -world immigrants, but, above all, there were important migration currends among them.




With a massive southerly population movement in Rome and the north -industrialized, not to the north, but to the north, but to help with the growth of birth.


The mealy cup has grown for a few years since 1,32 children per mulier in 2005 to 1,41 in the year of 2008.


The focus of the Italian population on urban nuclei (69 percent of the urban population) has generated a homogeneous ratio of large cities, playing a regional centros role (Neapole, 973,132 inhabitants; Turin, 963.128; Palermo, 663.173; Genova, 610,887; Bolonia, 372,256, and Florentia, 364,710), with two national nucleities; (2.718,768 hab), the political capital, and Milan (132,99633), the economic capital.


XYZ Religion


In Italy is the principle of the state's loyalty and thus there is no official religion.


Italian citizens are mostly Catholic: in 2006 87,5% declared themselves Catholic and 30, jostling.


18.5 per cent of the population is anostic or not a believer.


The Catholic Church in Italy shall be organized in 225 diocese plus military ordinariate; the episcopus of Rome shall be the chief and assume the title of the Pope.




Ecclesia has an influential role in the Italian society, taking a position on religious, social and political topics, such as divorce and abate within seventy years, or, in more recent years, bilingual testament and assisted fertilization, the remoteness of the scolastic Italian classrooms (remotion to which the 60 percent of Italians shall be declared, with 17 per cent in favour) or the policies on immigration.


The State -Ecclesia shall be written in the Constitution, which the request to the Lateran Pactos shall be referred to in 1984 with a new agreement, in which state support to the Ecclesia shall be laid down through a pro -portional fee of the eight per thousand of the IRPEF, which shall be joined by other finances to the Catholic Church in Italy.


Several other Christian confessions (particularly Orthodox and Protestants, this last part of the Protestants), Jews, Mormons and Jehovah testimonials, are present among minority religions.


Immigration contributes to feeding some of the religious minority of the land, the most numerous are Orthodox, Buddhist and Hindu Muslims.


XYZ Linguas


The Italian is the official language and the most widely spoken; it is also one of the official language of the European Union.


It belongs to the East Romanic languages of the family of Indo -European languages, and is derived from the Florentino of the thirteenth century, the language of the worship of all Italian thanks to the Tuscan scriptors such as Dante, Boccaccio and Petrarca.




XYZ Parasitism


Parasitism is a form of unilateral symbosis.


Living host parasites.


He can, or he can't miss the host.


Parasitods by the other side, sape kills his hosts.


Parasitic affinity is the opposite of mutual affinity .


Human parasitic examples include taenas and bloodstains.


On a global basis, the cause of great magic is a disease, a parasitism, which is an organism that is obtained by the newborns from a living host where he lives.


XYZ Soja


Soya, ([sofa]; scientific name (Glycine max_), is a legume of the family of the readish, (fabnfs_, affin to the fabes, for the most part grown for its oily grains that can be the main food oil consumed in the world.)


The term also designates its grains, which constitutes a richer natural food.


It contains a large amount of protein, carbohydrate, lipbed, A and B, potassium, calcium, magnesium, zinc and iron.


XYZ Etymologia


The word _soja_ is derived from the Japanese word, _shoyu_.


XYZ Panama Channel




The Panama Canal is an 82 -kilomethrean naval channel in Panama that connects the Atlantic Ocean (via the Caribbean Sea) to the Pacific Ocean.


The dry channel across Panama Isthmo and is an important unit for international maritime trading.


A journey to the canal, which began in 1880, was completed in 1914.


The canal removed the need for vessels to sail the long road of Cape Horn, around the southernmost end of South America, and to wreck the dangerous waters of the Stricts of Magellan.


One of the largest and most difficult projects of engineering already undertaken, the direct path of the Panama Canal may have made it possible for ships to go between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans in the previous time.


On the west coast of the United States and on nations in the first century, the Pacific Ocean allowed the places to become more integrated with the economy.


XYZ Sandinista Front of National Liberation


The Sandinista Front of National Libration (Spanish: _Frente Sandinista de Liberacin Nacional_) is a political party in Nicaragua founded on generally socialist principles.


It has led to a popular revolution that subverted Somoza's political dynasty in 1979.




After their capture of the power, the Sandinistas reigned Nicaragua for about 12 years between 1979 and 1990, stable, among other comprehensive reform, democratic elections and a national constitution.


Their organization is generally referred to by FSLN initials and their members are called Sandinistas.


The opposition to the Somoza government was inspired by what they called as Augusto C Sandino's anti -imperialist struggle during the year of 1930, twelve years before the Nicaraguan Revolution.


Though the struggle of Sandino was against the United States, he was not a Marxist.


Today the FSLN remains one of the two main parties of Nicaragua, representing about 40% or more of the Nicaraguan electorate.


FSLN is often in opposition to the Liberal Constitution Party, or PLC, which represents a similar (possibly a few larger) portion of the Nicaraguan population.


Despite the fact that FSLN is no longer the governing party in Nicaragua, its revolution affected many aspects of the Nicaraguan society and its inheritance has left a permanent impression in the land.


In the November 2006 election, Daniel Ortega of the FSLN has become the President of Nicaragua again.


XYZ Prosopagnosia




Prosopanosy, sometimes called face blindness, is a condition in which a person cannot recognize face.


Typically it is caused by a damage to the brain's temporary lobo or a childhood defect (appelled as a congenital prosopanosis).


Persons with the congenital type never develop the ability to recognize facts.


Persons with common prosopalogy use other physical characteristics to recognize other people, such as their way to ambulate or speak, the color of their cap, their heights and their bodies, etc.


Prosopanosia is not healable or treatable.


Persons with congenital diagnosis include Dr.


Oliver Sacks and Judith Malina.


XYZ Cause


Prosopanosia may be caused by injuries in the bottom of the brain.


It can be caused either by a damage to the nerves in the lower part of the brain (acquired prosopanosia) or by natal defects, carbon monoxide toxicity, encephalitis, Parkinson's Maladia, or Alzheimer's Morbo.


Medics can scrutinize their patients for pro -sopagnos for the use of a positive omission tomography and fMRI to test whether the brain reigns when a patient sees the faces.




XYZ Tests of Jehovah


The Testes de Jehovah (s) [teas of jeho -v] is a religious group of millenaristic ideology of Christian -Adventist roots.


They were also known as Bible Students (Bible Students).


XYZ Exegese


The Tests of Jehovah began their modern history in 1875 with the founding of Charles Taze Russell, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, of the Treaty Society of the Tower of Guard (Watch Tower Treatise Society (Zion's), in 1884 and later in 1886 (Bible).


Today the Watchtower Society is known as the Watchtower Society of the Bible and Treaties, which is also known as the Bible and the Society.


In the beginning, the believers were known as Studiants of the Bible, but in 1931 during the second president of the Watchtower Society, Joseph Rutherford, they assumed the present name of Jehovah's (Jehovah's Witnesses), inspired by Isaiah 43:10 -12 to give glory to the divine name of God in the Bible, Jehovah, and to identify himself as persons who bear witness at the time when they are in the name of His Sovereign and his kingdom.


From his small days the organisation has grown to millions of Tstes, who are able to preach the good news of the kingdom of God in more than 240 countries.




The one -source of his credentials and conduct is the Bible, they usually use the translation of the New World, (1950 -1961, English and later translated into other languages).


The publication of the Watch Tower Society (from Russell in advance) is considered to be a guide to the correct understanding of the Bible, but not inadvertently, in various occasions it was necessary to change the points of view of the most detailed study of the Bible.


They believe in the One God, Jehovah, but they do not believe that the One that God is not in the Bible, because the Bible is according to him, Jesus Christ is the first angelic creature to be created by God, above the other, and with his cooperation God created all the other things; and in more the Bible he taught that the Holy Spirit is the divine active force.


Their faith in the Bible and not in the teachings of men that are different from those of Christians, with trinitarian credentials. (e.g.


Catholicism, etc.)


They also believe that the demon fights against the kingdom of God directly, and also through the land statutes he can control (Mattheo 4:9): trade, politics (the States, UN) and religion (unspecified, churches that are defined by Christianity, the most prominent among them by Catholic Church).


They consider that we are alive in the last days, and therefore they are focusing their lives on the divine appropriation, which is to be shown by their work of preaching.




Therefore the centuries -old instruction and success in this system is considered to be important secondary.


Until it was time for them to advise only the necessary studies to find a job that would allow them to stay with which not many decided to pursue the university studies.


Today, the day gave the growing requirements of the workplace to find employment, which considers that the construction may be necessary, and so more members choose to follow a street.


The disciples of this faith have the duty to testify in all the world, the existence of Jehovah God, and to know what his will is for human beings and the earth, to reveal the faults of false religion, and to live a moral life.


His teaching proclaims the return of Christ in 1914 with the purpose of admonishing the government of the earth, which is attended by 14. They also believe that, as the signs of the times indicate, hate, war, hunger, infirmity, natural disasters, the battle of (Harmadon is abject) and will stand before the Millennio (the kingdom of Christ), the time of the end of the earth for the Tests of Jehovah, and for many other people who are left to stand for God.




This period shall come between the last trial and the final judgment, the kingdom of God shall come to pass, and the righteous shall live forever in the heavens with Christ, and those who will refuse to accept the commandments of God, will die as he does, and will not be able to resist the existence of a hell of a storm, but the punishment of sin is eternal death, non -existence.


This is, therefore, a non -symbolic interpretation of the theme book of the Apostle (from Greek Revelation).


The dissemination of this doctrine is mainly made by faithful couplets, friendly conversations and house visits, orally or by means of brochures and books; the most interested auditors are invited to attend to the meetings of Bible study and its publications.


On the plus 8.6 million Jehovah's Tests (c. 683 117, 2019 estimate), all countries, in which their main periodicals are published, the Tower of Warehouse, and the United Nations.


The Watchtower Society, a legal entity which they use as a publishing company, is considered by some to be the greatest of the world.


Many Jehovah Tests were murdered by the Nazis before and during World War II.




Without respecting this tragedy, sadly, the witnesses have sought to show that at first they helped the National Socialist Party (NAZI), to settle in the power of their criticism of the Hebrew religion and the traditional (Catholic and Protestant) religion.


This argument shall prevent the fact that the witnesses have always been neutral in politics, and they were only critical from the religious price (for their abandonment of the values and belief of nominal Christianity, and for their refuse to idolize Christ), but not as social groups.


XYZ Jehovah Test Congregations


Most of the congregations of the Tests of Jehovah meet three times a week.


You are invited to attend the meeting. You are invited to serve together.


The Bible is the basis of the teaching presented.


Meetings begin and are ended by precariousness.


In almost all the gatherings are sung of all the spiritual charms,


(Ephesians 5:18, 19.) The entrance is free, there are no collects.


Matteo 10:8.


Most congregations have their gatherings in a Kingdom Hall, which is by general a simple structure built by volunteer Tests.




You won't see images, crucifixes or similar things in the Kingdom Hall.


Expensations are paid thanks to the volunteer offerings.


For who wants to make an offer, there's a box for contribution.


2 Corinthians 9:7.


In each congregation there are elders, or survivors.


They take the directive in the training of the congregation.


(Timotheo 3:1 - 7; 5:17).


They receive the help of the Ministerial servants.


These men are not raised on the rest of the congregation.


They don't wear a special title (Mattheo 23:8 -10).


They don't get dressed in different ways from the others.


They don't get a salary for their work.


The elders are gratuitously concerned with the spiritual needs of the congregation.


They may offer advice and advice at times of difficulty.


James 5:14 - 16; 1 Peter 5:2, 3.


Jehovah's Tests also organises large assemblages every year.




Many congregations are gathered together in these occasions for a special program of double construction.


The baptism of the new disciples is part of the programme of every meeting.


Matteo 3:13 - 17; 28:19, 20.


The world seat of the Jehovah Tests is in New York.


It is found by the Governing Body, a group of elders with many experiences leading the world's congregation.


The Tests shall be made up of more than 100 countries, the volunteers who serve in the proceedings to help the first and send out liblic publications.


The work of the preaching work has been organized since.


XYZ File Transfer Protocol


The FTP Protocol (_File Transfer Protocol) is part of the Internet protocols to transfer computer files with very different systems of operations.


Though FTP is directly used by a user at a terminal, it is mainly designated for use by programmes, i.e.


where it normally uses indirect mode.


Many places that run FTP servers allowed to call FTP anonymous.




Usators don't need a account in the server, but they're required to send their e -mail address as a contrasign, even though it's not checked.


XYZ Standard technical


FTP is standardised in RFC 0959 by the IETF as:


FTP is an 8 -bit protocol, capable of transferring any type of file without the need for further processing by the means of e.g.


Mime or UUEno.


FTP is normally run at the gate of 21, but for the transfer of individual rows it is automatically introduced to separate connections in a few doors.


XYZ FTP Objectives


1


Allow row exchange (computing and/or data programmes).


2


To encourage direct or implicit use (via programs) of remote computers.


3


Celeating the user's variations between the immagazination systems of interserver rows.


4




To transfer data dependable and effective.


XYZ FTP Disadvantages


1


Comptrollers and the contents of the rows are sent into pure text, so that it is possible that third games will interrupt it.


2


It is difficult to leak the FTP traffic using a firewall, after the data connections are carried through some doors, causing difficulty in combining the use of FTP with protection against in -line vandals.


3


For the sake of the precedent, FTP has a very high summer; this is, the time between the beginning of the request and the beginning of the reappointment of the requisite data can be laid down long, and a procedure is required at any time.


4


It is possible to instruct a FTP server to send data to a gate of a third computer, causing a risk of safety.


Anonymous XYZ FTP


Anonymous FTP is the oldest and most common method of discussing public files via the Internet.


The term means that they are connected to a FTP (i.e.




the protocol for transferring files with the name of the anonymous user, the gender account for visitors with limited privileges, usually reading/disclosing only.


The majority of web navigators include an anonymous auto -function of FTP, disclosing the files of their address to the URL is starting with the front -of -the -clock.


If the address points to a shirt on the side of a file, the nurse autobuilds a tablet of it.


This will make it possible for the transparent interlinking of FTP with the World Wide Web that almost doesn't see the difference.


Traditional custom is that in order to provide an FTP connection, an anonymous e -mail address as a fictitious contrasignment, to ensure that the managers of the situation can contact the user in the event of problems.


But it's already common with the internet trade, with the use of web navigators like FTP clients who are giving only some gender code, and with the growth of the spam that will make people suspicious as to the spread of their e -mail address.


However, some preservative FTP sites are blocking today the connections of users who don't give an e -mail address with a valid synonym as a contrasign.


XYZ Landsml




Landsml is a Norwegian literary language, based on the north old and Norwegian dialects (free from Danish influence) built by linguist Ivar Aasen and promoted by poet and linguist Arne Evenson Garborg, (Time, 1851 -1924), in his book of the New Norwegian Language and the National Movement, (1887).


Under the pressure of this language of the land (Landsml) the Norwegian aristocratic language Riksml (much influential by Danish) developed because of various developments (in 1907, 1917, and 1938).


In time, the name of the two languages was changed, the Riksml became the Bokl (the name of a book), spoken in greater numbers to the highest level of Norway) and the Nynorsk -Neonorvegian, spoken of in greater numbers in the west of Norway.


The changes and modernisation continue on with languages today, but the two are taught to the Norwegian schools.


XYZ THE


The, last of the Chinese, pronounced in the dialect of Mandarin, as in the middle of the day (pinn; in the morning dialect as in the middle of the world, is an innunciation of leaves in warm water, which tastes like steel.


After the water, the tea is the most frequent drinks in the world.


It is prepared in more forms (hot or cold, with or without sugar or milk) and is grown by several methods.


Almost all human cultures have some version of it.




XYZ Plants


Thee is prepared with the leaves of many plants, but the most popular is the tea of the non -complacency.


From this plant is the green, the black, the white, and the oolong.


There are many other types, like the red made of robes, or the grass, a term for the infusing of different types of plant.


XYZ Affiliated Vocabulary


a sack of tea, a sheet of thee, a thread of thee, a chest of thee, a chest of thee, a teaser,


XYZ Minnesota


Minnesota is a state in the middle of the United States.


It is the state of twelve in the end of the grain, and on the edge of five million people.


Almost 60 percent of the total population of Minnesota lives in the Queenites of Minneapolis and St. Paul in the Southeast.


The rest of the state is, in large part, rural, you consist of meadows and deciduous and bored forests.


The state is called the State of the Tenth Mill Lakes, which is 11,842 lakes which are larger than ten acres.


The natural beauty of the state attracts 12 million tourists every year.




Politically, Minnesota is renowned for its modical/progressive policy and civic environment.


According to the census, Minnesota is one of the healthiest and most educated States.


XYZ Provenience of the name of the state


The name (Minnesota) originates from the word dakote (mnisota) which originally applies to the river of Minnesota.


The names of many cities in Minnesota shall begin with the root, including Minnehaha Falls (cascade), Minneiska (white water), Minnetonka (large water), Minnetrist (strave water), and Minneapolis, a combination of (mni), and the cities), the Greek word for the city.


XYZ Geographa


At the exclusion of Alaska, Minnesota is the northernmost state of S.U.A; indeed, it is the only region of the adjoining United States to be on the north side of the 49th parallel.


In the region of the Midwest Supere, it is confined with Michigan, with whom it owns a border on a common border.


States of Wisconsin, Iowa, North Dakota and South Dakota are about it.


XYZ Politica


The state is known for its socio -democratic policy.


A demonstration in the presidential elections, the people of Minnesota have not voted for a Republican presidential candidate since Richard Nixon in 1972.




In recent years, the Republican party has recovered; since 2003, the governor and his lieutenant is a liberal republican.


However, in the 2006 election, it seemed as if the Republican election regained after the Democrats won all state office except the local governor and governor.


XYZ Hajar Al -Aswad


The black stone is a famous object in the north -east corner of the Kaaba, which the pilgrims move around in Mecca and (if they can) kiss.


It is an irregular oval aerolith, with about 17cm of largor, and surrounded by gold.


On the other hand, the Moslem mythology, when Abraham wanted to build the Kaaba, the stones came spontaneously, and he asked that they had faith in this stone.


In the pre -Moslem era, more than four centuries before Mahomet, Hajar al -Aswad was referred to as an object of worship by Maximo Tyrio in the second century.


The legendary Persian says it was an emblem of Saturn.


According to Ibn Abbas, Mahomet said that when it came from paradise, it was whiter than milk, and it was black for the sins of the million people who kissed it.




On the Day of Resurrection (a certain allegory tradition), it will have eyes, to acknowledge the people who kissed it, and a language, to the end that they can report to God on their sincerity.


XYZ Lingua Venetian


The Venetian or Venetian language is a Romanian language spoken by about five million people, mostly in the Veneto region, Italy.


The language is called _Veneto_ in Venetiano, _Veneto_ in Italian.


The variant spoken in Venice is called the Venezsian/Venesian_o _Venesian_, respectfully.


Though it is commonly referred to as an Italian dialect (_day, Day_), even by its speakers, it shows a remarkable structural difference with the Italian.


It belongs to the northern Italian group in front of the Romanian languages.


In 2007 -03 -28, the Regional Council of Veneto recognized the existence of the Venetian language (Venetian Language) with the appropriation of the law overlaid and valiant della lingua e della cultura veneta.


Venetiano must not be confounded with the neighbouring language (Venetic in English), a South European language apparently unconnected and extinct spoken in the Veneto region, about the 6th century.


XYZ Renascentia




Renascentia or Renaissance. [r] (1400 - ca.1600)


It was a period of artistic and cultural renovation of the history of Europe between the Middle and the Modern State.


This period, which begins more or less between the fifteenth century and the middle of the 16th century finds a new ideal of life and a renovation in humanistic studies.


The classical art and classical architecture are used like idols in the Renascentia, but the antiquity is interpreted in a simple new form with calmness and dignity, so that the spectator will experience the works by his feelings.


There are attempts to present details and space with perspective, and it experiences light and shadow.


The artists of the Renascentia understand Leonardo da Vinci (1452 -1519), especially his Mona Lisa, Raphael (1483 -1520) and Michelangelo (1475 -1264) with his statue of David in Firenze and the St. Peter in Rome.


It includes a Galilee and Tyco Brae a' important figure of Renascentia.


The main centre of this movement was the city of Florentia in Italy.


The discovery of Greek and Latin texts of the Byzantine Empire, kept in the monastery, contributed to a chain of studies and inventions.




A few locks this period to May 6, 1527, when Rome was invaded by Spanish and German armies of Emperor Carola Quinte.


In the history of music, however, the end of the Renascentia is between 1600 and 1620.


XYZ The origin of the word


The first to speak of the renascentia was the pictor and architect Giorgio Vasari in his tracta (Vita de'pu'eccellnti arcitetti, pittori et scultori italiani..to speak of the movement that began with Giotto di Bodone and Masaccio and cul Donatello, accuminated the Greek -Byzantine pencil, to reach Michelangelo to overtake the masters of the antiquity.


But the paternity of the word is from the French historian Jules Michelet who uses it in 1855 to indicate the discovery of the world and of man in the 16th century.


This statement was extended by the Swedish -born historian Burkhardt, who speaks of the Renascentia as the historical period where mankind and modern consciousness see the light, after the dark period of the Media.


XYZ Differences with the Medievo


Renascentia has great changes in politics, in the economy and also in religion:


In politics, in the eastern part, they always make the greatest expansion of the Ottoman Empire.




After the failure of the city of Constantinopole, there will be a great expansion to reach Hungaria, reaching the end of Austria, and entering the Friulian.


The western part is characterized by the birth of the modern states, the national monarchies of France and Spain and the empire of the fifth century.


The difference with the monarchies of the average is in the power plant.


In economics with America's discovery, colonial expansions begin.


The big changes are coming in Europe too.


The discovery of the new world brings the economy from the Mediterranean region of North America.


The middleman's Typical economy will leave the post to the boat with the ships.


Protestant reform arrives in the religion.


XYZ Megatokyo


Megatokyo is a comic in line designated by Fred Gallagher (all known as Piro),


Fred takes care of the designs, the stage, and the confection of the sitter.


Rodney Caston (known as Largo) helped with the first year of the story, plus or minus, but now it's a charge of Fred's.




Fred was separated from his daily work at the end of the year of 2002, and was now doing the story in full time.


Megatokyo follows the adventures of two Americans, Piro and Largo, fans of computers and video games, who travel to Japan.


A great part of the humor is based on the culture of video games and informatics.


All the bands are available for free at the Megatokyo.com.


I.C.


Entertainment (previously IronCat Studios) published the volume 1 of Megatokyo in print format, containing the chapters 0 and 1 of the story.


The publication of the next few volumes, as well as the revision of volume 1, is now assigned to Dark Horse Comics.


XYZ Personages


Note that Japanese personage names follow the Japanese convention, named after the first name of the family.


 - Piro - a fanatical american for sleeves (especially shoujo), who knows how to speak Japanese.


He prefers games of the type _simulation of romance, but he's still in the interage of women in real life.


He's an excellent designator, but his low self -esteemed impediment to believe in it.


Piro is Fred Gallagher's incarnation in the story.




Largo - a fanatical American for computer games and beer.


He prefers the play of the first -person, and does not quite recognize the distinction between fiction and reality (or, on the other hand, he is able to see what is not really real?).


Largo is the incarnation of Rodney Caston in the story.


Tubasa - Japanese friend of Piro.


He houses Piro and Largo after they taste their money in Japan.


One day he will go to the United States and leave Ping -chan with Piro and Largo.


Ed - -Employee of Sega, it's paradoxically Dom's best friend and rival.


The best friend and a rival of Ed are paradoxically named the Sony Employee.


It's the incarnation, in Sunday Nguyen's storytelling, that it's so extraordinary that Fred isn't available.


Sonoda Yuki - Japanese scholar of the secondary school, daughter of the chief of the police of Tokio.


She admires the artistic talent of Piro.


Hayasaka Erika - Japanese young woman, a friend of Kimiko's room.


She's sure enough for herself, and she's violent to the insolent people.




Erika works in a video game store called the MegaGamers.


Nanasawa Kimiko - Japanese young woman, a friend of Erika's room.


Work as a server at a restaurant (Anna Miller's_) and are an applicant for {_voice_: person who does the voice of souls/video games}.


Like Piro, she has low self -esteem.


Ping -chan - Puera -robot, a prototyp of accessory for the PS2 designated to be used with type _commulants of romance.


The EDS (_Emotional Doll System) system of Sony allows her to absorb personality treatments of female personages with which the player is involved in the games.


Tsubasa got a prototype because he invested in the project.


After going to the United States, Ping -chan stays with Piro and Largo.


Tohya Miho, a young, mysterious woman with gothic air, works in the disco, cassocks of evil, specialised in wreaths.


Largo thinks she's in the command of a bunch of zombies.


Seraphim - An angel, in the role of conscience of Piro.


Seraphim is the incarnation, in the storytelling of Fred's fidante, Sarah.




Boo - A hamster tied with wings tied with a strap assigned to Largo's role of conscience, an almost impossible burden in which he is fully incompetent.


A reference to the Boo personage of the game of Baldur's Gate, the multiplying Spanish in miniature, from Minsc.


Assemblies - A small diabolet assigned to tempt Piro to commit mistakes of conduct, as if he were involuting with girls with an age of secondary school students.


His partenary is a winged cat called Belphegor.


 - Junpei - Ninja that is won over by Largo in Mortal Kombat and will later become his apprentice in the secrets of the L33t_.


XYZ Groups and Lower Personages


A division of the police force of Tokio forced to survive (and even organise!) the action of monsters and other destructive elements in the city.


Yuki's father, Sonoda Masamichi, is a frequent member found in the megatokyo's pages.


Rent,a,Zilla,a sorta from Gozilla to place, grazed by Junpei when necessary.


You'll see them (or imagine) in all places.


John Romero - One time he was a big game player, just like Doom and Quake.




He founded the game show Ion Storm, a famous game for making Daikatana (a game that was notable after a large advertising allowance), after which he was soon resigned.


Now he's without money and without employment.


The type l33t - A computer and video game fan who speaks exclusive in leetspeak_.


He suffers a chest of pain in the same plane in which Piro and Largo travel to Japan, and Largo serves as an interpreter between him and the hostess.


Though he uses an Arctic language, his words are translated into a cultured language in legends.


Asako and Mami - Japanese high schoolsters and Yuki's friends.


They think she's in love with Piro, and they can be right.


XYZ is the source of the name


In the Japanese animation, the Tokio of the future is often referred to as Megatokyo o (Neo -Tokyo)


In many of these stories, the city was destroyed by a natural disaster or a nuclear disaster, but it was more and better than ever.


See for example films like Bubblegum Crisis, AD Police, and Akira.




The name was attributed to the story only because it was the name of a rule that Largo had available to him.


On the other hand, Largo originally settled the chair like a new song, but it had no success, and at the end it was replaced by the story.


XYZ The Initial Basic Scenery


Piro and Largo start the story by intending to enter the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3).


The entrance is not allowed because the E3 is open only on the means of communication.


Largo gets angry, drunk and provokes a scandal.


Piro decides to come out of the land for a few times and brings Largo (unconscious) with him.


In Japan they buy all kinds of games and electronic apparitions.


At the airport, they discover that the limit of their credit cards have been exceeded.


Now they're locked in Japan.


XYZ Kalmar


Kalmar is a town situated in the province of Smland in the south -east of Sweden.


Smland has never been a political province, only geographical.




Since the 17th century Smland consists of three provinces of which the Province of Kalmar is one.


Others are the Province of Jnkping and the Province of Kronoberg (with Vxj as the city of the capital city).


The Kalmar city is the chief city of the Kalmar City and is the capital city of the Kalmar Province.


In 2005 the city had 31,000 inhabitants and all the common 65,000 inhabitants.


It is number 35 in the great of the Swedish cities and the third city of the largest city of Smland after Jnkping and Vxj.


Kalmar belongs to the diocese Vxj, but during the period 1602 -1915 Kalmar was a diocese.


XYZ History


Kalmar is one of the oldest cities of Sweden, and because of this he can display several historic memorials.


The history of the city is connected with the Kalmar Union (1397 -1523), King Gustav Vasa and the rebel (against Gustav Vasa) Nils Dacke.


Kalmar's union was founded in Kalmar in 1397 and Sweden left it in 1523.


This union included Svedia, Danmark, Norvegia, and some of the islands of Shetland and the Orkney.




During the midday the city was a strong border to Danmark, the Great Snow of Sweden, a major port, a centre of trade and one of the greatest cities of the kingdom.


Many combats concerning Sweden's rule were fought in the neighborhood of Kalmar.


After the treaty of peace in Roskilde, 1658, the importance of the city resigned until the beginning of the industrialisation in the 19th century.


Kalmar has many beautiful buildings, e.g.


the cathedral.


In this city is the Muse of the Kalmar Province where there is i.a.


permanent exhibitions of the Royal Kronan and the popular artist Jenny Nystrm (1854 -1946).


She is.a.


he has illustrated many books, but his reputation may depend on the most of the many Christmas postcards that are loved today by many Swedes.


No doubt she has created the most common interpretation of Patre Natal's appearance among the Swedes,


XYZ The city


The central parts of the city are situated on the Kvarnholmen island.


There is i.a.




the Muse of the Province, the City Dom and the other common institutions.


Kvarnholmen has the most historical -cultural objects of all Swedish quartos.


On Kvarnholmen is the old water tower and around the island are many parts of the circular wall.


North -west of Kvarnholmen is the part of the city of Malmen.


There are several other institutions in Malmen,


Komvux (communal school for adult education), the first instant court and the main part of the campus (the area of a senior school or university) of the Upper Kalmar.


The Communal Library and Prison are also found in Malmen.


XYZ Culture and attractions


For many years, Kalmar has been a resident city and diocesan and has also also been a border town.


During the midday, Kalmar was one of a few cities in Sweden that were surrounded by a circling wall, and there are still a few still in the old city.


In Kvarnholmen, a few parts of the wall of the city and fortifications are preserved.


The city was saving the situation well during the restoration resulting in the removal of many other hundreds of cities during the 1960s and 1970s.




The important historic areas of Kvarnholmen and the ancient city of Kalmar Castle were well -preserved, but large parts of Malmen, which were built during the last time of the 19th century, were demolished to create space for new buildings for the provincial government.


Modern attractions belong to the land Bridge.


land is the second great island of Sweden, as the greatest, Gotland, is in the Baltic Sea.


The construction began in 1967 and the opening happened in 1972.


It is more than 40 metres high and is visible in large parts of the city.


With its long, 6,072 metres, for several years it was the longest bridge in Europe.


XYZ Municipal Park of Kalmar


This park is located on the bed at Kalmar Castle.


It was founded in 1887 - 1880 and the land was given by the grossist Johan Jeansson.


In the same time it was built by a villa and it was by the popular humor called out.


It was demolished in 1939 and a restaurant was built there.




The famous architect Sven Ivar Lind designated it and also designated the Swedish homeland of the World Exhibition of Paris 1937 and the Football State of Rsunda in Solna (Suburbium of Stockholm).


In 2008 the Kalmar Museum of Art was built in the same park, but many inhabitants of the city disapproved of it.


XYZ Other attractions


 - Medieval Shadow Salve


Old tower of Kalmar water,


Kalmar Art Museum


Upper XYZ Schola


The upper Schola of Kalmar has the rank of the university in the natural science branch and has the right to proclaim the purchase of a doctoral exam in natural science.


Important research fields are aquatic ecology, biochemy, biomedical science, bioorganic chimia, nanoscience/nanotechnics and environmental science.


One of two upper Scholas of navigation in Sweden belongs to the upper Schola of Kalmar.


XYZ The College for Adults of Hgalid


The College for adults of Hgalid (College for Adults) in the neighborhood of Kalmar was the venue for the intensive races of Interlingua and the 12th Nordic Incontre de Interlingua merciridi on 28 June 2010.




The event was in this pleasant environment (see photo).


XYZ Industria


Kalmar's industry has reproachfully had a fatal luck and a lot of great industry is now closed.


Volvo Kalmarverken existed during the years of 1974 -1994.


A chocolate factory with the following succeeding names: Rda Ugglan, Candelia, Cloetta and Nordchoklad during 1909 -1998.


Kalmar verkstad (Mechanical industry of Kalmar) which was produced by ABB, Adtranz and Bombardier produced trains during 1909 -2005.


Kalmar Varv (Kalmar Naval Site) for 1679 -1981.


During the year of 2007, the plans for a large trade centre for the grossists began, China Europe Business and Exhibition Center but it is not yet ready for the global financial cruise.


XYZ Virus


A virus is a submicroscopic agent that infects humans, animals, plants and bacteria, and is unable to recover from the fabric of the planet.


XYZ Consistency


A fully developed virus consists of nucleic acid (DNA/DNA or RNA/RNA), circumferred from a protein and lipped tease.




The nucleic acid of the virus interferes with the cell mechanisms of the planet to overlay the nucleic acid, and modifies the cell to produce the viral nucleic acid.


XYZ Typos


Phytoviruses are spread by insects and by nematotes.


Zoo -viruses are spread by direct contact, by respiratory transmission, by insects and by the communication of body fluids.


XYZ Morbos


Viruses causes many blackberries like mosaicism in many plants grown, myxomaths, epizootic aphtha, rheumas, influence, morbils and polytomyelitis.


XYZ Vide etimam


Violence,


Virology


Enterovirus


Epidemacy


XYZ Connective Texito


Connective jest is one of a quarter types, which support and sorcer and support and connect various members and texites and organs of body.


Connective jest is animal weaning.




Other types, which hold texitos are epithelium and musk and nervos.


XYZ Awareness


Consciousness is the quality or state of conscience, or, of being aware of the external object or something in itself.


It is defined as: sentience, knowledge, subjectivity, the ability to experience or feel, state of conscience, have a sense of individuality, and the ability to control the mind.


Despite the difficulty in the definition, many philosophes believe that there is a basic intention to implement shared re -consciousness.


The philosophes of the west from the time of the Descartes, and at the end of the day, he has struggled to understand the nature of the conscience and to specify its essential properties.


The questions of interest in the philosophy of nonhuman conscience include whether it exists, is fundamentally consistent; whether knowledge can be explained; whether nonhuman conscience exists; whether knowledge can be understood by a way that can not be recognized; whether it can be recognized by a dualistic distinction between States or mental or physic properties; and whether it is possible for computers such as computers or bodies to be aware of, a topic of teaching in the field of artificial intelligence.




There are deep doubts about what is exactly aware of.


For example, in the field of artificial intelligence, he has worked on implementing the subject of creating machines or software that are very complex to generate consciousness.


The possibility of an algorithmic nucleus as a computer's ability to generate any genuinely indistinct knowledge can be denied.


The test of Turing provided in 1950 abhors this problem.


Since the news in 2015, no programmer has successfully reached this test.


The only exception was a baptismal bottle of conversation, as Eugene Goostman, who in 2014 was able to give a large portion of a juror of men who were used for this test.


Consciousness in psychiatrics may also be defined as the non -abstract cognitive state that allows for interaction, interpretation and association with external, reality -denomined stimuli.


Consciousness requires of the use of the meanings as a means of connectivity between external and their associations.


The grown -ups have a sense of knowledge and an abstract conscience, and also the abstract thought will be presented in other animal species, until a point that must still be cleared.


XYZ Don Quixote of La Mancha




When Don Quixote de La Mancha _ ([on.ki.ki.ote.e.la.mant (a]; at the way of the traduct as ? Dom Quichotte de Le Mancha (a.k.a.),


Approximately: /d.kist/, de.le -man, or /don.kwi -kote.de.le -manka/; Spanish: Don Quixote de la Mancha's native Don Quixote; saepe note simply com: _The Don Quixote_) is a Spanish literary opera written by Miguel de Cervantes.


It's the most translated book from the Bible.


The book was published in two parts, the first in 1605 and the second in 1615.


In interlingua, there is a partial translation by Lorenzo Garca de la Barrera Mora, Novus,


The romance begins with the description of a pauper hidalgo from an undetermined place of La Mancha in the south of Spain, which is afflicted with the reading of cavalry books and is believed to be a wandering horse from the middle.


XYZ Thomas Jefferson


Thomas Jefferson (Shadwell, Virginia, British America on April 13, 1743 - Charlottesville, Virginia, SUA on the 4th June 1826) was one of the Founding Fathers of the United States and the third president of the United States of America.


Jefferson was the lead author of the Declaration of Independence of the United States.




During the American Revolution, he represented Virginia at the Continental Congress, served as the Governor of Virginia, and then as the Minister of the United States in France.


Under George Washington, he was the first Secretary of State of the United States, and under John Adams, the second Vice -President.


In the election of 1800, he dismissed John Adams and became chairman of March 4, 1801.


Jefferson promoted expansion to the west by the Louisiana_Acquisition: the United States acquired all the territory owned by France in North America (over 2 000 000 miles) at the cost of $15,000, duplanting the territory of the United States.


In the election of 1804 he was decisively re -elected.


In 1807 Jefferson signed a law forbidding the import of slaves.


This law affected only the international trade; it did not prevent the domestic trade.


Jefferson owned more than 600 people in bondage.


Controversy surrounds his relationship with one of them, Sally Heming: there are strong indications that he was the father of his children.


During a great portion of his life, Jefferson was in the process of planting and constructing, as an architect, his chief residence, Monticello, a palatial house in the neoclassic style.




He founded the University of Virginia in 1819 and planted his original architecture.


Monticello and the University together constitutes a UNESCO World Heritage Site.


XYZ Rete personal


A personal area ratio (PAN, _personal area network_) is a computer fee for communication between computer devices (included telephones and digital personal assistants for a single person.


Disposals do not need to be the property of the person in question.


The scope of a PAN is typically limited to a few meters.


The PAN remit may be used for communication between the personal disposals (intra -personal communication), or for connecting to higher level and internet (a_uplink_).


The nets can be connected by metallic threads with data buses such as USB and FireWire.


A retrenchment of a personal area with none of the rays (creative networks, WPAN) is possible with technology like IrDA and BlueTooth.


XYZ System International Unit System


The International System of Units shall be the most widely used unit system.




So together with the old system of CGS (centimer, gramma, second), the SIS is also known as the Metric System, especially in the nations in which its everyday use is not yet accepted.


This system can be used in all areas of the world (including the United States), and in many countries its use is mandatory.


The countries in which there is still official recognition of non -SI units (e.g.


United States, United Kingdom) shall define them in terms of the SI.


The SI was adopted by the twelve -first General Conference of Weights and Measures (CGPM) in 1960.


(See weights and measures for history of measurement units).


SI is based on seven base units, like e.g.


the kilogramma and the subway, which are used to define different derived units.


Some derivative examples are the square subway (m2) as a surface unit and the kilogram by cubic metro (kg/m3) as a unit of density.


The SI defines a few categories, which can be combined with the names of the units to give multiplies and submultices.


For example, the prefix of _kilo -_ denots a thousand (x -1000); so a mile consists of a thousand meters, a kilogram consisting of a thousand grams, and it ceases.




Unit symbols are written in minuscules except for the symbols derived from person names.


This means that the symbol of SI for the pressure unit is Pa, while the other unit is written pascal.


It must also be noticed that there are no plurals for the symbols (which are written for about two pounds) and not two pounds.


XYZ Graham Ovenden


Graham Stuart Ovenden (born 11 February 1943 in New Alresford, Hampshire) is a British painter, artistic photograph, writer and architect.


Her former wife is the artist Annie Ovenden.


His father, Emily, is a writer and singer of the music group Medival Bbes.


Some of Ovenden's works have been researched as possible child porn by American and British authorities in many occasions.


In 2009, he was prosecuted in the United Kingdom under the charge of creating indecent images.


The first jurors acquitted him and a second trial failed when the heads of the charge did not appear in the court.


During these investigations, Ovenden's work received the support of eminent figures in the artistic environment.




In April 2013, Ovenden was found to be responsible for six strokes of indecentness with children and a charge of indecent assault against children, with a view to girls who had set their way for him.


After his condemnation, the Tate Gallery removed images from its work from its online gallery, as well as access to its work from its gallery.


XYZ Anna of Great Britannia


Anna of Great Britannia (in English, 6 February 1665 - 1 August 1714) was the queen of England, Scotland and Ireland from 1702 to death.


In 1707, England and Scotland came together to make up the Great Britannia kingdom.


She was the monarchical end of the Stuart Dynasty.


Anna was born during the reign of her uncle Carolo II.


His father was James II, who succeeded Carolo, and his old sister Mary, who was to be a monarch after Jacob's desolation.


Though the Catholicism of his father, Anna and Mary were raised up in England.


The sisters' friend was alienated after 1888.


After the death of Mary, his husband Gulielmo III reigns to his death in 1702 when Anna succeeded him.




Through the union of England and Scotland, Anna's king saw the development of political parties and British participation in the Spanish War of Succession.


Anna strengthened moderate policies of the Tory faith.


Their adversaries of the Whig faith became more powerful during the war, until 1710 when Anna resigned many Whigs.


His intimate friendship with Sarah Churchill, the duchess of Marlborough, was overwhelmed by the political differences and friendship of Anna and Abigail Masham.


Churchill wrote a negative description of the queen in his memories, which was generally believed until late in the 20th century.


Anna had twelve pregnancies and five children who died during the child.


She was not in good health during her reign.


She was succeeded by Georgio of Hannover, because of the law forbidding a Catholic successor.


XYZ Central Park


Central Park is an urban park between the Upper West Side and Upper East Side of Manhattan in New York City.


The park originally opened in 1857, in 778 acres of city land; today it is 843 acres (3.41 km2).




In 1858, Frederick Law Olmsted and Calvert Vaux won an architectural design competition to get the park out of the park with a plan they intended the Greensward Plan.


Construction began on the same year, continued during the State Civil War, and was completed in 1873.


Central Park is the most visited urban park in the United States.


Designated a National Historic Landmark in 1962, the park is currently mandated (under a contract with the government of the city) by the Central Park Conservancy, a non -provailing organisation which contributes to 75% of the annual budget of $79 million, and in 2015 employed 80.7 per cent of Central Park maintenance employees.


XYZ John Dewey


John Dewey (October 20, 1859, Burlington, Vermont - June 1, 1952, New York) was a psychologist, psychologist and stately pedagogue.


It was born in the same year that Darwin published the origin of the species, and the _Critic of the political economy_ was born.


In 1882 he moved to Baltimore and enrolled at Johns Hopkins University.


The Hegelian environment of the university was especially influencing it.




Hegel's mark is reflected in three characteristics that influence mightily: the taste of the logical scheme, the interest of social and psychological questions, and the attribution of a common root to the objective and to the subject, to man and to nature.


In 1884 he earned his Ph.D. for a thesis on Kant.


She married an old student, Alice Chipman, who contributed more than anyone else to interest in Dewey in the educational themes, and worked closely with him.


In 1884 he went to the University of Chicago, there he brothered his definite interest in education.


In 1904 he resigned as the director of the school and resigned from his post as professor.


His latest fate as a professor was the University of Columbia.


At 87 years of age, he joined two children.


The father of progressive psychology died on June 1, 1952, at age 92.


Dewey was a man of action, who aspired to the unification of thought and action, of theory and practice.


It defended the equality of women, including the right to vote.


He was a co -founder of the United Nations for independent political action in 1929, promoting teaching, encouraging the help of exiled intellectuals from totalitarian records.




Dewey had a great influence on the development of pedagogical progress, playing a leading role during the end of 19th at the First World War.


It was the most original, renowned and influential pedagogue of the United States and one of the most insightful and genial educationists of the contemporary epoch in the course of three generations.


XYZ Historical, Philosophical and Pedagogical context of John Dewey and the Progressive Pedagogy


Of the historic point of view, we must wait for the particular moment that the United States lived, it falls to pass:


The mobility of the state borders and the colonisation of new territories.


The ductility and permeability of social organisation.


The flexible social strategy.


The relation of the principles and practices of historical inheritance.


The form of democratic life.


In definition, an open social climate.


In the philosophical ambition, we must consider the pragmatism of Dewey.


XYZ Theoretical Propositions by John Dewey


Of the epistemological point of view, Dewey considers that the accounts in which the credentials are formulated are provisional human constructions.




Dewey criticizes the classic approach on knowledge.


The main concept in relation to the theory of knowledge is experience.


Dewey keeps the person's whole dynamic conceit.


What the person proposes is the rebuild of moral and social practices, and also of the credentials.


Hold a critical position in relation to the industrial society, and a huge distance from the marxism.


Progressive education shall overwhelm us to the traditional education conception.


Dewey rejects a conjunction of pedagogical doctrines of different conflict:


Education like preparation.


Education as a development.


Education like training the faculty.


Education like training.


The school, for Dewey, must be intended as a reconstructation of social order, the educationist is a guide and a learner of the students.


XYZ Methodological Contributions by John Dewey


He intended to form a new pedagogical proposal in opposition to the traditional and ancient school.




I thought the new education had to go over the tradition not only in the basis of the speech, but also in the best practice.


It's bad, if you don't have a Dewey method to apply.


When he's talking about the method, he's doing it at his abstract level, he thinks there's no methods, buried and wrapped up.


Dewey appreciates that the education praxis is an intelligent management of the affairs, and thus provides freedom from the educationist in relation to his specific education situation and with the consequences which may be derived from the different courses of action.


Dewey distinguishes between general and other individual methods.


The first prizes intelligent action led by fines, the other part, the individual method refers to the particular situation of education and education.


Dewey's methodological proposal consists of 5 phases:


1


Considering certain current and actual experience of the child.


2


Identifying certain problems or difficulties raised from this experience.


3


Inspectorate of available data, as well as search for travel solutions.




4


Hypothese solution form.


5


Verification of the hypothesis by the action.


Dewey showed an excellent practical sense to plan and develop an integrated curriculum of occupations (functional activities connected by the child), including program development prices in short time cycles.


A careful inspection of methods that have been achieved at formal education will reveal that their effectiveness depends on the fact that they return to the situation that causes reflection outside the college in ordinary life.


To give him something to do, not something to learn; and if to do it is of such a nature as to ask for the thought or knowledge of the conscience of the connexions, the knowledge is a natural result.


XYZ Jejuno de Esther


Esther's jeejun (from Hebrew:   ) is a minor jejun in Jewishism that will take place on the 13th month of meeting, the day before the day before the worst day.


Like the other Jewish jests, it begins in the air and concludes after sundown, when it is pure to begin.




The jejun is to celebrate the salvation of the Jews from an indentured genocide by the persecutive scholar Haman when the queen Esther has revealed to her husband the king of Ahasuerus that she herself was a Jew.


Such a salvation is described in the Book of Esther, a book which is a novel of the man was a Hellenistic and whose events and personages (with the exception of the king, who is a common man identified with Xerxes I or his son Artaxerxes I) are completely fictional.


The Jewish calendar is a lunar calendar that has either 12 lunar months, or 13 months in bisixty years.


On the 12th month of the Jewish year is to be heard, when there are 13 months of age, the 12 shall be called and the 13th shall be called.


In this case, pure, and according to Esther's jeun, is to be heard..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................


In the years when the 13th meeting in the Jewish Sabbath is Esther's Rejoice is the 11th meeting and not the 13th.


This is why fasting is forbidden during the Sabbath; the jejun is not in 12 in this case because the Sabbath begins a little in front of the sunset, but the jejun does not end until the twilight.


XYZ Desiderio Erasmo


Desiderio Erasmo (28 October 1466 - 12 June 1536), also known as Erasmo of Rotterdam, was a Dutch humanist, Philologo and the Newlander, who was the author of major Latin operations.




XYZ Biography


Erasmus was born on October 28, 1466 in Rotterdam, the bastard son of the priest of Gouda, and his housekeeper Margaretha Rogerius (Rutgers).


After being ordained as a priest, Erasmus studied at the University of Paris, which lived on the Renascent of the culture of Greece and Rome.


It is possible in this age to meet the initios of the humanistic thought of Erasmus who turned to the young man in a free thought and professor of independent ideas.


XYZ Travel in England


Erasmus went to London between 1499 and 1500.


The most important of this journey was the opportunity to listen to John Colet speaking on the life of Sancte Paulo in the Saxon University.


After the exhibition, Erasmus had a discussion with Colet on how to read the Bible of a humanist form.


That would influence his way of thinking.


In 1500, Erasmus wrote his _Adagios_ together with Publio Fausto Andrelini.


He'll work all his life on this job.


That book would be 60 editions, something unbelievable for the age.


XYZ Travel in Italy




Between 1506 and 1509 Erasmus lived in Italy, the most part of the time working in a hurry.


In many cases, he offered many good -paying work, but he said that with what he was in the hurry he was suffering.


From these meetings with universities and with writers who went to the press, Erasmus began to know people who thought of him and who rejected the church's abuse.


Erasmus's fame spread throughout Italy and his ideas on intellectual and religious elevation began to be known and discussed; however, they did not all think of how he and these people began to criticize him in public and in private.


This may be why the writer would leave Italy to go to Basel in Switzerland.


XYZ is fighting against discipline and institutions


It is not known that of the three education institutions in which he was an inmate Erasmus was the cause of the deep rejection that he had all his life against the authority.


As a result of their status in them, Erasmus unveloped a feeling of rejoicing against the Catholic Church and came to the conclusion that the schools, universities and the Catholic Ecclesia did not think freely.


Then he objected to any type of authority and sought more freedom from the scriptures of Greece and Rome, for they had lived in the evo in which Christianity had not won.




At the university, Erasmus saw that in the place of teaching the new ideas, what he taught was the antiquated theories of the first centuries of the Media and that in the place of advancing and further than the rest of the society, it was further backward.


He decided that he could do something to reverse the situation: with the ideas of his friends of the Augustinian monsteries and the other ideas of John Colet, he began to analyse the most important books of the ancient Greek civilizations, and remains modernizing its contents and trying to apply them to the life of the society in which he lived, trying to get the most meaning out of these old, but brilliant texts to which anyone can understand the texts.


He never left to fight against the spiritual care he had observed in all parts, in all the educational, intellectual, political and social institutions of his age.


That would make him a lot of trouble during his career.


XYZ The literary forces


When he was in the city of Basel, he was forced to go out because of the persecution, which he was subjected to, he felt the heat of this country that received him with hospitality and attention, and once more he was surrounded by friends and sequitors who had begun to believe in him and in his ideas.


It was where he started writing.


Before he tried to turn into a maestro of the Latin prose.




It was the clearest language that had ever been made to translate complex ideas and the most useful to transmit its ideas in Europe.


Only after he started writing.


XYZ Colpos v. Ecclesia


Erasmus's polemics against Ecclesia were misinterpreted with frequentness.


Erasmus agreed with the Catholic doctrine and the Church's form of organization.


What bothered him was superstition and ignorance.


He wanted to use his university training and his ability to come up with ideas to clarify Catholic doctrines and make church more freedom of thought.


These two scopes were not shared by the episcopos of the 16th century.


From his work of academics Erasmus believed his obligation to deliver the Church from the paralyse to which he condemned the richness of thought and the institutions of the Middle, while he believed that the Renascentia was a new way of thinking.


The tradition and ideas of the Medievo were not already in the world, and he, the breach of righteousness, had to be able to change the status of things.


XYZ Central operations




In 1503 Erasmus published the first of his most important books; the _annchiridion militis christiani_ (Manual of the Christian Knight).


In this little volume, Erasmus explains the main aspects of Christian life, which would then pass through all his developing and deepening life.


The key to everything is sincerity.


After his time in England, I begin a study of the New Testament to prepare his Latin version.


Published by Johann Froben in Basel in 1516, Erasmus's version of these books caused the Bible studies to deepen during the Protestant Reformation.


Martin Luther based on this translation to study the Bible.


That's why Erasmus's work had historic consequences that go on until this day, and it's in the genesis of Protestantism and new Christian churches.


The translation of Erasmus is the basis of the English Bible, known as the _King James Version_.


XYZ Erasmus and Luther


Martin Luther was the first man to rebel against the church and create, with his ideas, a church away.


Luther said that one of his inspiration was the translation of Erasmus from the Bible.




In 1522, Luther translated the Bible to German and this version was the basis of William Tyndale's translation to English in 1526.


Luther's sighers were furious at Erasmus after the publication of the Bible in Latin.


Then Luther said that this translation helped him, the church began to fall on Erasmus.


The conflict between the Ecclesia and the Protestants made to all select positions, but by Erasmus all the gangs were repulsive to him the most important of their individual and intellectual independence.


But the situation could not last: Luther began to pressure Erasmus to see that he would appear as the visible face of the reformists, to which the Dutchman denied.


On his part, the Pope also put Erasmus to the end of his attack on Protestantism.


The refusal to work with one or another was interpreted by both of them as unfaithfulness.


The church accused him with a famous sentence: You set out the egg, and Luther put it together, to which the theologo answered with her not least known as irony: Yes, but I expected another class.


XYZ Litteras with Luther




Erasmus's letters are interesting: there are eight hundred eminent men of the world of politics and the thought that he wrote to him to ask for help, support, or counsel.


Many of them respected the words of Erasmus, but not others.


The most interesting of Eramos's correspondence is his letters with Luther.


From the beginning of his relationship, Erasmus and Luther had many letters, which were kept and are very important to know his relationship.


In the first few months, the reformer praises the work done by Erasmus for a better Christianity without speaking of the reformation he thought he would do.


Later, he wondered that he left Catholicism and joined the Protestants.


Erasmus replied by a word of understanding, respect and sympathy for the reformist cause, but he didn't want to pick a band.


Luther said to him that it was necessary to leave the books and turn into a spiritual leader of the people, but Erasmus did not want to abandon all the work of the dead.


That's why he didn't join Luther.


XYZ The Doctrinal Discussion


Though he wanted to, Erasmus's support for the development of Lutheranism had in religion an effect contrary to what he wished.




By reviving the ideas of the founder of Augustinianism, Protestantism gave great impetus to the interests and personal commitments of the faithful in religion.


This fairy lives in love, it's the fundamental pillar of Protestantism.


But Erasmus had always tried to change the abuses which the Catholics made of Christian ideas, but not of the same ideas.


He claimed that the reformation could be made perfectly without doctrinal changes.


Only two times in his life were allowed to be in polemics on doctrine.


One of the themes he was dealing with were freedom.


The Protestants believed in freedom and said that there was no need for salvation.


Catholics denied the ability of man to be free.


In one of his books published in 1524, Erasmus recognized and attacked Luther's exaggerations on human freedom.


But with the eagerness of the scientific truth of his work, he's probably analysing the contrary arguments of the Catholics and ending up in conclusion that they're part of the truth with their positions.


It was said that the man was born bound to sin, and that there are also the right ways to apply to God that he would allow him to get rid of himself.




The right way to offer it only the Catholic Church and depend on the sinner's approval.


This was a great contribution to the problem of the age that had caused the Catholics and the Protestants.


XYZ Religious conflict


All his life, Erasmus has been involved with his criticism of the stable and the abuses of the evil religion.


When he was forced to choose between the church and the Protestants, he said that no one had ever attacked the church as an institution or to God as a source of intelligentness and justice, but to the bad episcopos and brethren that won the money by selling the paradise and started other religious crime.


Luther agreed with the ideas of Erasmus, and the reformer Luther was one of the few people whom Erasmus recognized in the audience he admired.


The German, he always defended the ideas of Erasmus by arguing that it was the product of a deep work.


XYZ Last year,


Erasmus spent the last few years of his life with Catholics and Protestants.


He held disputes with people who had been his friends before.




The city of Basel was official to the Reformation in 1529, and in the meantime he made himself up from there and stood in Fribourg where he could be intellectually independent.


He died in Basel in 1536.


XYZ Censor


All Erasmus's works were censured and included in the Index of Forbidden Operas by the Council of Trent.


In a similar way it was reported by the majority of the Protestant thinkers.


XYZ Armenian Language


Armenian is an Indo -European language spoken by about six or seven million people, approximately three million of them in the Republic of Armenia where it is the official language and the rest in the Armenians.


Armenian has its own alphabet, created in 405 C.E. by Mesrop Mashtots.


The word in Armenian for the Armenian language is even: (pronounced h.j.; n.)


Armenian is the only living member of its branch of the Indo -European family, but it is greatly influenced by the Iranian languages and the majority of its vocabulary is derived from the Iranian languages.


There are two very different dialects, Eastern Armenian and Western Armenian.




The dialect of the east is spoken in the Armenian, Iran, and Russia; on the west is spoken in Lebanon, Syria, France, the United Nations and other countries, but in decline, not generally used by the youngest generations of the Armenians in the day.


XYZ Catacombas


Catacombas are a subterranean gallery or net, used as a refuge during wars or as a place of worship, or as a cemetery.


The first cities are under the city of San Sebastian, running through the wall, in Rome, and used as a cemetery.


The most famous are the catacombas of Rome and Paris.


XYZ Catacombas in the world


XYZ Catacombas of Rome


The catacombas of Rome are ancient, initiated in the 2nd century.


The most known is the catacombas of San Callixtus and of San Sebastian according to Via Appia.


XYZ Catacombas of Paris


Paris's catacombas are called the subterranean gallery of the City of Paris.


It is a 900 -mile (400 km) net of cut under the capital of France.


XYZ Alphabeto phonetic international




The international phonetic alphabet (API, IPA of English International Phonetic Alphabet) is a phonetic notation system based on the Latin alphabet, imagined by the International Phonetic Association as a standardized representation of spoken languages.


International phonetic alphabet is used by students and instructors of foreign languages, linguists, therapists of linguistics, singers, actors, lexicographers, and translators.


International phonetic alphabet is designated to represent only the quality of language that is distinct in spoken languages: phones, intonation, and the separation of words and syllables.


To represent additional quality of language, such as cold teeth, mischievous or incorrect pronouncement of 's' and 'z', and sounds made with a crack of the palate, a set of outlined symbols to the API are used.


Occasionally, some symbols are added, removed, or amended by the International Phonetic Association.


In 2008, there are 107 distinct letters, 52 diacritics, and four prosedic marks in the international phonetic alphabet.


XYZ The Jungle Book (film of 1967)


(in Interlingua: El Libro del Jungla_) is a British animated film from 1967 produced by Walt Disney Productions and released to the movies on October 18 of the year.




On the 19th Disney animated film, the film is based on a group of novels by Rudyard Kipling, but the Disney Studio was allowed great freedoms with its ideas in the cinematic script.


XYZ Transitional fossil


A transient pit or a transit pit is a few parts of a way of life that shall display common treatments to a family and a group that are derived from it.


This is especially important where the descending group is carefully separated from the ancestral group by gross anatomy and way of life.


These fossils serve as a remorse that taxonomic divisions are human constructs which have been placed on a continuum of variation.


Because of the incompleteness of the fossil registrar, there is usually no way to know exactly how close a transitional fossil is to the point of divergentity.


Accordingly, we cannot assume that transitional holes are direct ancestors of more recent groups, even though they are often used as models for such ancestors.


In 1859, when the origin of the species was published by Charles Darwin, the younger registrar was ill -known.


Darwin described the manslaughter of transient fossils as the most obvious and grave object that can be set against my theory, he never explained it to the extremity of the geologics.




He noticed that the collection available to him was limited, but even so the available information showed patrons running out of their theory of natural selection.


In fact, the _Archaeopteryx_ was only discovered two years later in 1861 and represents a classic transitional form between dinosaurs and birds.


Many other transitional fossils have been discovered since that age, and in the present, there is plenty of evidence of how all kinds of goats are related, many of them in the form of transient fossils.


The specific examples include humans and other ancestors, tetrapods and fish, and birds and dinosaurs.


The missing locution - has been widely used in popular scripts on human evolution to make reference to a lake perceded in the evolutionary record.


It's very much used to make reference to any new transitional fossils.


Scientists, however, don't use the term, because it's about a pre -evolutionary view of nature.


XYZ Evolutionary and Phylogenetic Taxonomy


XYZ Transitions in Phylogenetic Nomenclature




In evolutionary taxonomy, the prevailing form of taxonomy for a large part of the 20th century and still used in unspecified text books, the rate based on similar volume is often designated as oxen bulls, branching off from each other, forming evolutionary trees.


The transitional forms are seen as falling between the various groups on the end of the anatomy, having a mix of characteristics from within and out of the new branched key. Patron:Sfn


With the settlement of the cladistics in the 1990s, common relations came to be expressed in the keynotes illustrating the branching of the evolutionary lines in the linen figures.


The different groups that are called natural, or monophyletic, form annified units, and only those that receive phylogenetic names.


While translating tetrapods and fishes are seen as two different groups, the tetrapods are considered to be a branch of the fishes.


Thus, there is no longer a transition between stable groups, and the term (transitional purposes) is an impromptu denomination.


Differentiation occurs in groups, represented as branches in the keyplate.




In a cladistic context, the transitional organs may be seen as representing the initial copies of a branch, where not all the types of the descenders are known beforehand as the ram has yet developed. Patron:Sfn. Such initial representatives of a group are usually denominated; translating, o -taxa sorores; Patrono:Sfn dependent on whether the fossil organism for the son or not.


XYZ Transitional to ancestral 


A source of confusion is the notion that a transitional form between two tax groups must be a direct ancestor of one of the groups or both.


Difficulty is exacerbated by the fact that one of the objectives of the evolutionary tax is to identify rates that were from other rates.


However, it is almost impossible to ensure that any form represented in the fossil of the registrar was a direct ancestor of any other.


In fact, because evolution is a branching process that produces a complex pattern in the form of a splinter bush, it is improbable that any particular form represented in the fossil register is a direct ancestor of any other.




The cladistics shall remove the emphasis from the conclusion that a tax group shall be raised from another, and shall be emphasised by the identification of their members, which shall divide a more recent common lamb from each other with other groups.


There are some exceptional cases, such as some sea -plank microfossibles, where the fossil registrar is enough to suggest with confidence that certain fossils represent a population that was actually from a later population of a different species.


But in general, one considers that transient fossils have characteristics that illustrate the transitional anatomical characteristics of common ancestors of different rates, in the age of being known to be true ancestors.


XYZ Prominent examples


XYZ _Archaeopteryx_


_Archaeopteryx_ is a generation of threshing theropods that appear to the birds.


Since the end of the 19th century, it has been accepted by paleontologists, and celebrated in lay reference work, as well as the most ancient acquaintances, even though a study in 2011 has dropped doubts about this affair, as suggested by the time it is a nonsensical tuxedo, which appears to the origin of the birds.


It lived in what is now the south of Germany in the later Jurassic around 150 million years ago.




Similar in form to a European pebble, with the largest individuals perhaps reaching the size of a corvo, the _Archaeopteryx_ could grow to about 0.5 metres in length.


In spite of its reduced size, long wings, and inferred ability to fly or plan, the _Archaeopteryx_ has more and more common with other mesozoic dinosaurs than modern birds.


In particular, it divides the following common characteristics with the dononychosaurs (compression and troodonts) with sharp teeth, three nailed fingers, a long ossee cause, according to extra -extensible fingers, plumage (which suggest homehood), and various skeleton characteristics.


These characteristics make the _Archaeopteryx_ a clear candidate for a transient fossil between dinosaurs and birds, doing the important thing in the study of the dinosaurs and the origin of birds.


The first complete copy was reported in 1861, and ten other _Archaeopteryx_ fossils have been discovered since then.


The majority of the tenth - a known fossils include impressions of feathers - between the most ancient obvious of such structures.


On the other hand, because these feathers lead to the advantage of flying feathers, the fossils of _Archaeopteryx_ are evident that the feathers began to evolve before the end of the Jurassic.


XYZ _Australopithecus afarensis_




The mane_Australopithecus afarensis_ represents an evolutionary transition between modern bipedal humans and their famous quadrupee ancestors.


A number of traces of the skeleton of the A.


to the extent that some researchers have suggested that bipedality had a lot of time before the A.


afarensis_.


In general anatomy, the skin is much more homicidal than it is.


The lilacs are short and wide, the sacro is loose and positioned directly after the joint of the cox, and there is clear evidence of a strong attack on the female_rective, involving an upright posture. Patron:Rp


Though the skin is not entirely like a man's (being markedly wide, or wide, with laterally oriented ilile blades), these characteristics fasten to a radically remodelled structure for a significant degree of bipedalism.


The femore makes a corner at the inside to the knee from the neck.


This method allows the average body to fall closer to the middle of the body, and indicates the usual double locomotion.


Humans, orangutans and ate in the present, possess this same characteristic.




The legs contain large, hard -willed fingers, if not impossible, head branches with the back members.


Ultra lcomotion, l_A.


and there was, in addition, a wild brain greater than a modern chimp (the greatest living relative of humans) and there were teeth that were more human than adversary.


XYZ Pakicetides, _Ambulocetus_


Patron:A lot of image


Cetaceans (whales, dolphins and phocenas) are mothers of the earth's mothers.


The pakicetides are an extinct family of ungulced mamas that are the first whales, whose most likely sister group is the _Indohyus_ of the Raoellidae family.


They lived in the beginning of the United Nations, about a million years ago.


Their fossils were discovered in northern Pakistan in 1979, in a river not far from the shoreline of the ancient Sea of Tethys. Patron:Neededs the paksites could be heard under the water, using better osseveral conduction, instead of depending the chest of the Tympano as the majority of the Earth's mammamas.


This arrangement does not provide directional hearing under the water.


The Native Affairs which lived around 49 million years ago, was discovered in Pakistan in 1994.




It was probably amphibious, and he remembered the crocodi in appearance.


In the Eocene, ambulocets lived the bays and estuaries of the Tethys Ocean in northern Pakistan.


The cassocks of ambulence are always found in a deep sea -deposits on the shoreline associated with plenty of sea -and -moulded sea -plants on the shoreline.


Though they are found only in marinous deposits, their values of oxygenous isotopes indicate that they were using water with a range of amounts of salinity, a few copies showing no evidence of consumption of sea water and no other aspects of consumption of water in the age when their teeth were filled.


Of course, the ambulence tolerated a wide range of salt concentrates.


Their diet probably included land animals approaching the water to drink, or watery organisms of sweet water that lived in the river.


Consequently, ambulocets represent the pitch of transition of cetacean ancestors between habitats of sweet water and sea water.


XYZ Septimana


A week (lat.


( any week, seven days) is a longer than a shorter and shorter day than a month.




In the majority of modern calendars, including the Greek calendar, the week is a period of seven days, and even though it is unprovoked of astronomics, it is implemented as a time unit.


The week can be imagined as an independent calendar running in parallel with different calendars.


However, a few calendars are submitted on the following week to the rules of the French Revolution, which have no week, such as the world calendar, or the calendar of the French Revolution, which has a 10 -day week.


XYZ History


XYZ Origins


The origin of the seven -day period is generally associated with ancient Jews and the double myth of creation, according to which God worked for six days and rested in the seventh.


However, it is known that the Babylon people watched a set week of seven days before the Jews came to the idea.


With the passing of time the Sunday week of the September seven days, other cultures in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East were involved.


The use of the seven -day period was probably a simplification of part of the lunar month.


In the meantime, the Babylonian people and the Jews held the lunar calendar with the week of seven days.




There are seven main heavenly bodies: the sun, the moon, and five visible planets on the naked eye, and this can explain the week of seven days.


XYZ Empire remains


The use of the word a week ago began in Rome.


Several groups of citizens of the Roman Empire adopted the week, especially those who spent a few times in the eastern parts of the Empire, including Egypt, where the seven days were used.


Consistently, Christians acquired the practice of the Jews and spread the use of the week together with their religion.


XYZ Christianity


As the first Christians became a distinct group of the Jews, several groups ceased to celebrate the Jewish Sabbath (Sabbato) and the first day or day of the LORD (dominian) and began to celebrate only Sunday.


In Rome, the Sunday was known as the Sun (day of the Sun), but the name was changed in the middle.


In the beginning of Article IV E.C., the Emperor of Constantin ruled the week's use of the week in a matter of several days for religious observations, and established the first day as the day for religious observations for all groups, not only the Christians and other people who were already watching the Sunday.




The Jews held back their tradition from (at least) 800 years of observation to the Sabbath.


Later, after the settlement of the Islam, the coming day of the religion's observation.


The seven-day record of the seven-day period defined in the ancient Middle East, probably in Babylon, is now used in most parts of the world due to the spread of trade and corporate negotiations.


XYZ China and Japan


China adopted the concept of the week-long work only in modern times when the Western calendar system was brought into the land.


There are several endings for a week in Chinese.


The most notorious in the Western is the Chinese: (_Xing1 Qi2_ gold: Stellar Period)


According to this fact:


In the China of the century, there was a method of recording time, denominated, (Wi1 Yao 4 Li4-o-Calendar of the Seven Luminares), but it was categorically uncontained by the method of the Seven Luminares to tell the days.


In the 8th century, Manicheism was travelling from (_Kang1 Ju1, Guo2_; Pais Kazak) to carry the method of the Seven Luminares to tell them, days and send it to China.


A little earlier, the passage explained the name of the adopted system:




The seven Luminaires were used to tell the days of an ancient date.


One of the seven days that followed a week, the Shinar Sun, the Shining of Fire, (Marte), the Luminar of Aqua (Mercurio), the Shining of Ling (Jupiter), the Shining of Metal (Venus) and the Shining of Terra (Saturno), and the original system, made up the original system, and was called.


In the primitive Chinese system, the days of the week were called according to the Sun, the Moon, and the fifth major planets, Mars, and the firstborn, the firstborn, the firstborn, the firstborn, and the second-born, the first-born, the first-born, the first-born, the first-born, the first-born, the first-born, the first-born, and the second-born.


Japanese language still preserves the same denominations, even though Chinese use it no more.


In modern Chinese, the days of the week are called by numbers, for example, the moonshine is called a planetic newspaper one.


The final term for a week in China is (_Li3 Bai 4_), meaning something like the Precarious River.


Almost certainly this was introduced by Christian missionaries who wanted Chinese to preclude everyday or calendar-determined languages, because there is no day of reprehension.




XYZ Days of the week


XYZ Uso in Interlingua


In interlingua, the names of the days are mainly from the gods and the gods are used in Latin:


Sunday - the day of the Lord (christian name)


Monday - Monday, Monday,


Tuesday - Day of Mars


- Mercury - Sunday of Mercury,


Jovedi - Jupiter's (or Jove) day


Venerdi--day of Venus (or Venere)


#NZEV?


According to the custom, the Sunday was called the Sun, and the Sabbath of Saturn.


XYZ Us in other languages


In Latin, there were two ways to name the days of the week.


One of these manners is using the names of gods and gods, as is used in interlingua, English, Spanish, Italian and French.


Another way is to name it from Monday until it comes with numbers:


- Sunday:


Lunedi: Fairness II




Marsedi: Fairness III


 - Mercury: Fairness IV


Jovedi: Fairness V


Veneri: Woe VI


Saturday: Saturday,


This way is used in languages like Portuguese.


XYZ Initio and the end of the week


The sequency of a Sabbath and a Sunday is commonly referred to as the end of the week or a week -end_ (from English) and are the days of rest and recreation in most Western cultures.


According to the standard of ISO 8601, the week is beginning in the moon.


That's what makes up the end of the week for Sunday and Sunday Sunday.


However, according to the decision of the ruler to make the first day of the week the day of religious observance, the Sunday is also considered the first day of the week in Christian countries.


Because there are two different calendars.


Young men of a year determine the number of weeks: September 1 shall be defined as the week it contains the first youth of the year, etc.


(_Live also, ISO 8601_).




A Sunday letter system has been used to determine the day of the week in the Greek or Julian calendar.


XYZ Bills and Numbers


-1 week = 7 days


-1 week = 168 hours = 10.080 minutes = 60.800 seconds


-1 year = 52 weeks plus 1 day (two days in a small year)


-1 week = 23 per cent of a month half (closely accurate)


In a middle of the Greek year there are exactly 365.2425 days, and by exactly 52.1775 weeks.


There are exactly 20,871 weeks in 400 Greek years, so 25 December 1601 was a Tuesday as 25 December 2001.


XYZ Germany


Germany, a country located in Central Europe.


Germany is known officially as the German Federal Republic of Germany (FFG; German: _Bundasrepublik Deutschland_).


XYZ Geography


Northbound Germany with the North Sea, Denmark and the Baltic Sea; eastbound to Poland and the Czech Republic; southbound to Austria and Switzerland, and westbound to France, Luxembourg, Belgium and the Lower States.


XYZ History




During most of its history, Germany was a geographical term used to designate an area occupied by different States.


It turned into a united state for 74 years (1871-1945), but was divided at the end of World War II in the Federal Republic of Germany (RFG), known as West Germany), and the German Democratic Republic (RDG, known as East Germany).


On October 3, 1990, the RDG became part of the RFG, so Germany became a unified nation.


Berlin is the most important capital and city of modern Germany.


XYZ Parliament of the Federal Republic


In the German parliament there are 709 members, chosen all four years.


Station after 24 September 2017 election:


XYZ Economy


XYZ Demographia


Germany is a country with a high population for air.


In the next year, Germany has 80,767,463 inhabitants.


In 2010, the average resident had a age of 43.7 years and in 2013 had half a woman, half a child.




The poor man whose Germany is more dead as the population of Germany is born to be ingested by immigration.


74 million inhabitants have a bourgeoisie from Germany and 20 percent have a non-German origin.


XYZ Culture


XYZ Sport


The most popular sport in Germany is football.


Germany was four times the field of the world (1954, 1974, 1990, 2014) and two times the football world's championship was in Germany (1974 and 2006).


XYZ Religion


East Germanic religions


31.2 percent - Catholics remain


-30,5% - Protestant


#NZEV?


- 3.9 percent - Islamites (3.2 my own.).


3.30 per cent - Orthodox


XYZ Isotopo


An isotope is a variant of a particular chimic element with a different number of neutrons from the element.


All the isotopes of one element have the same number of protons in each attire.




The Isotopo term is derived from the Greek rays of rays of the rays of the rays of the rays (equal) and _tops (e.g. )., meaning the same place, so, the name means that different istopos of a single element shall take over the same position in the periodic tab of the elements.


The number of protons within the core of the atom is referred to as the atomic number and equals the number of electronics in the neutral (non-ionized) at home.


Each atomic number identifies a specific element that may not identify the isotope; an at least of a given element may have very different numbers of neutrons.


The number of nucleons (the protons and neutrons) in the nucleo is the number of atome mass, and each isotope of a given element has a different number of mass.


For example, carbon -12, carbon -13 and carbon -14 are three isotopes of the carbon element with the numbers of mass 12, 13 and 14 respectfully.


The atomic number of carbon is 6, which means that each carbon at home has six protons, which are the numbers of neutrons of these isotopes are 6, 7, and 8 respectfully.


XYZ Radiosotopo


If the nucleo of an isotope is instable, the isotope is radio-active.


The nucleo is instigable because the relationship between the numbers of protons and neutrons is not appropriate for the stability of the nucleo.




XYZ Benidorm


Benidorm is a town on the north coast of the province of Alicante, in the Valencian Community, Spain.


It is located in the Baja Navy, 50 kilometers of the capital city of Alicante.


Benidorm is a most important tourist destination, known throughout the Mediterranean for its shores and night life.


Benidorm has the highest hotel in Europe, many other freeholds - hotels - all around 330 - and thematic park.


XYZ Geography


Access to this city by AP-7 autostrata and the N-332 train.


It may also arrive in its municipal end of different halts and a station of the Alicante Metropolitan TRAM.


Site is privileged by a special microclimate with a sweet and temperate winter and a temperate state for the sea breeze, which allows for the joy of a nature that has been combined, wisely, with the emerge of a modern and commodious city.


Benidorm is situated on the White Coast of the Mediterranean in Espania of the east in the province of Alicante one hour of driving north of Valencia and with the International Alicante, El Altlet, only 60 miles of the cent of Benidorm.


XYZ History




In the end of the city where there are rests of the trees and the Romans.


The population suffered from terrible barren pirate attacks, the first in 1410 and the second in 1448, which insulated the village and the castle.


During the 19th century, the growth continued and fearful touring adventures began, such as the inauguaration of the Great of the Suffrage Virgin.


The expansion of the port occurred in 1900.


Benidorm was originally a small village of fishermen, but good places and beautiful nature transformed it in 1960 to a modern city of holidays today more than 330 scratches.


More than five million tourists visit each year, Benidorm.


The City Council in Benidorm shall in 2015 request that the city shall enter on the list of the World Heritage Site of UNESCO in the cultural landscape.


Benidorm wants to be registered for the Mediterranean journeys for tourists in a way for the local nature and environment.


XYZ Climate


The climate of Benidorm is climated by typical Mediterranean with 300 days per year and a temperature of the average 19 -20-grade Celsius.


XYZ Demographia




Benidorm is a more international city in Europe and has the highest immigrant population in Spain.


XYZ Attractions


 - Horse point tower.


Declared of cultural interest.


It is included in the Natural Park of the Sierra Helada_.


 - Toss of the cove.


(seuls III - I a.


C.).


The Canfali Point Looker


In the great rock which divides the two seams, the fortification which served as a defence in front of the pirate incursions was established.


Church of San Jaime and St. Anne.


It is situated in the upper part of the ancient village, on the high side of the Canfali hillhill.


It was built between 1740 and 1780 after the Virgin of Suffragio, the patron of Benidorm.


XYZ Thematic Park


 - Terra Mitica: a large thematic park in Spain, based on the civilizations that lived next to the Mediterranean.


Earth Nature: A thematic park devoted to animals and nature.


Aqualand [1]: Park of water attractions (toboggans...)




World [2]: Animal observing park.


XYZ Populo


The word of the people [pu-lo] (from Latin populus, from Etruscan origin) can have many meanings, all designating a group of people.


The branch of science that deals with the phenomenon of people, especially as ethnic, is ethnology.


The word of the people cannot mean the inhabitants of a certain land, for example the beautiful people.


In this case, the word is more or less a synonym of citizens.


A people may also be a distinct group of people who perceive a mutual affinity and unity based on one or more common characteristics.


By using this definition, we can say that the beautiful population consists of three people (appelled also by the nations): flames, walloons and belgo -germanos (Germanic belagos).


So it's the language that's considered to be the main character of the people.


But some people are based mainly on their religious union.


The most well-cognized example is the Jewish people: only the half of the Jews dwell in the state of Israel, far from all Hebrew, Hebrew or Laden, and because of the Disapora they belong to all human roots.




There are other exceptions.


Irish has generally adopted English language, but no Irish will be considered to be English.


The German and the Dutch speak the same language (Nederland), but it's two different people.


In addition to the criterion of language, it is done: in the Dutch, the Limburgese may be considered to be a regional language, but none of them agree that the speakers of it would be able to regard themselves as a distinct people.


XYZ References


XYZ Herodoto


In Greek, Halicrna (in Greek, Greek, Greek, Greek, Greek, Greek, English, Greek, English, Greek, English, Greek, Greek, Greek, English, Greek, Greek, Greek, Greek:


From the point of geographical view, Herodoto left the presence of an ecumen that spread out from Sweden to Central Europe and India, in his eastern boundary, until Iberia in the West.


During Section VI, the control of the Carthaginians had of the commercial roads for the Western Mediterranean had prevented him from knowing this part of the world and the Atlantic coasts of Europe personally, so many of his observations were carried out from other sources.


He almost wrote the history of the world for his history, and the officer called him the father of history, as the founder of the historical generation.


His history was published between the years of 430 and 424 B.C.




and is divided into new books, which have the name of Muses.


The first six is about the Persian Empire and its influence on Greece.


Three of the last to describe King Xerxes's attempts to avenge the battle of Marathon and conquer Greece.


XYZ Drei Abhandlungen zur Sexualtheorie


Behold, Abhandlungen is a 1905 work of Sigmund Freud, a 1905 work that forwards his theory of sexuality, in particular his childhood relationship.


Together with the interpretation of sounds, the evidence contained in this work is one of Freud's most tragic and original contribution to human knowledge.


In short, Freud pointed out that the perversion, was in the same way among the healthy, and that the walking of the breastplate began not in the puberty, but in the first stages of the child.


By observing children, Freud claimed to find a series of practices that seemed inoffensive, but were really a form of sexual activity.


Freud also sought to put together his theory of the unconscious propounded in the beginning of the sound, and his work on the hysteria by postulating sexuality as the automotrice force in the neurosis (mediating the repression) as much in the perversion.




He also concluded the bills of envy of the penis, a complex of castration and a complex of the Edipo.


XYZ Olivenza


Olivenza is a municipality in the region of Extremadura, Espania, on the left bank of the Guadian River, almost on the front of the City of Elvas, Portugal, about 24 miles south of Badajoz, Spain.


The Olivenza Land has a triangular configuration, with two of its vertices resting on Guadian and the third boarding in Spain to the south-east.


XYZ Description


The municipality of Badajoz, in Espania.


XYZ History


In May 20, 1801, Spanish in alliance with the Napoleonic French led Portugal during the War of the Oranges, which was a great part of Alto - Alentejo.


Commanded by Generalisimo, Manuel Godoy, the Spanish people surrounded and took Olivenza.


Portugal, which was won by Napoleon and Carlo IV, was forced to appoint Espania, in the capacity of conquest, Olivenza, his territory and people from the Guadian River, to sign the Treaty of Badajoz in 6 June.


Frustrating French-Napoleonian ambitions, Europe met at the Vienna Congress, opened in September 1814.




That's where the main forces were represented: England, Austria, Prussia and Russia, but also Portugal, Spain, Sweden, as well as the victory of France.


It made up the Octo Committee that would be the main organ of the congress.


The trains were extended to the following year and the final act was signed at 9 June 1815.


Along with the signatures of the representatives of Austria (Metternich), France (Talleyrand), England, Prussia, Russia and Sweden, came from D.


Pedro de Sousa Holstein, the future Duke of Palmela, the chief of the Portuguese delegation.


Espania, which was not present, has written the Act in 7 May 1817.


The act of the Congress of Vienna, in its Article 105, prescribed:


, , , the Puisses, recognizing the justice of the years before S.


A, A.


R.




The king of Portugal and the Brssil, on the city of Olivenza, the great city of Olivanza and the great city of the city of Oliven and the great city of the city of Olivan and the poor, including a few measures of service, assembling between the ten oyres of the vineyards of the pensule, showing good harmoniousness, and setting up the provisions of the councils of the last few of the Europeans.


A.


, R.


The Prince of Portugal and of Brazil, on the City of Olivenza, and the other land of Olivenza and the other territories of Espania by the Treaty of Portugal, Badajoz of 1801, and by contemplating the restitution of such objects as one of the cities of Europe, the constant objective of their provisions shall be laid down in accordance with the paths of the conciliation of their efforts, so that they may be carried out in favor of Portugal.




There was a suspicion that Olivenza was conquered by Spain and not by the Napoleonic French, so that the firm of the Treaty of Vienna was made as a victor, and not to cover the territory of the right.


Today, in 2006, it is still sub-administration of Spain answered by Portugal.


XYZ Hierarchical data base


The hierarchical model of data organs the data in records tied between them according to structures in the tree.


Every registrar of the base of data, who is not the root of the tree, must have one father.


It is possible that there are two records, in different trees, which represent the same information.


This entails redundancies in the base of data and requires consistent control in its use.


Above all, it's impossible to imagine information without a father.


Hierarchical structure imposes rigid rules on the way to make the updates and consultations: the highest level is the point of access to all information.


A log from the data base will be cancelled, including the removal of all classified records that are hierarchically dependent on it.




The upgrade of the data requires access and the implementation of different records to ensure the consistentness of the data base.


The hierarchical model shall require the dependation of the frameworks, so it is not possible to change the structures without changing the programmes.


XYZ Mechanica quantic


The quantic machine is the branch of the machine, based on the quantic theory used for the interpretation of the behaviour of elemental particulates and atoms, which do not obey the laws of the Newtonian mechanist.


It is divided between the classic quantic machine, the quantic relativistic and the yes, called Quantic,


Quantic Mechanic is based on the existence of a unit function, which contains all information in the system.


The function of the unit shall be allowed to calculate the probability of the system assembling a given state in a measurement.


XYZ Theoria


Copenhagen's interpretation is the most common interpretation of the quantic physician and was developed by Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg, who was working together in Copenhagen in 1927.


Copenhagen's interpretation can be condensed into three fabrics.


XYZ Prime These




The first teasing is that the probabilistic predictions made by the mechanist are irreducible in the sense that they are not a good effect of the carelessness of variably hidden hypotheticals.


In the style of data, for example, we use the probability to predict the outcome, because we have no sufficient information, even as we think the process is determinable.


Probities are used to fulfill our knowledge.


Copenhagen's interpretation defends that in mechanics how many outcomes are indeterministic.


XYZ Second These


The second teaser finds that it doesn't feel like it can't be measured.


This is also a teasing of positive philosophy, which forsakes all questions that there is no possible experiment, real or imagined, to test or falsify its truth, as it is, for example, that God exists.


Physical is the science of measurement process results.


Copenhagen's interpretation considers no question as the following: where the electron was before its position was measured.


XYZ Tertie These


Finally, the third and last teasing finds that the act of observing causes the docks of the groundwork.




That means that even though the measurement of the system was done, there were many possible stages, only one of these states was chosen randomly by the processing of measurement.


The function of the undo is immediately changed to reflect this selection.


XYZ Critics


The complexion of the mechanist was attacked by the fictitious experience of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen, which was intended to show that it must be hidden in various ways to prevent non-local actions on the distance.


Bell's inequality on the results of such an experience was derived from the hypothese that there are different hidden and there are no non-local effects.


In 1982, Aspect made an experiment and discovered that Bell's inequality was violated, thus rejecting interpretations that postulated variables and local effects.


This experiment served as a venue for many critics and new experiments done by Weihs and Rowe, which entrusted the results of Aspect.


Many physicists and philosophes have notable criticism of Copenhagen's interpretation, based on or in the fact that it is not deterministic or in the fact that reality is created by a non-physic observation process.




The Pharases of Albert Einstein, God does not play the data, and he thinks even that the moon is not there when you do not see it, it illustrates the position of the critics well.


The experiment of the Catto de Schroendinger was proposed to show that Copenhagen's interpretation is absurd.


The main alternative to Copenhagen's interpretation is Everett's interpretation of parallel worlds.


XYZ Groups of Anti-Fascist Resistance Prime of Octobre


The Groups of the Anti-Fascist Prime of Octobre (GRAPO) is an armed Spanish underground anti-fascist and revolutionary groups, founded in 1975 from the Reconstitutive Congress of the Communist Party of Spain (reconstituency) (PCE-r), with the purpose of dethroning the Francoist kingdom and driving out of Espania the American army to establish a socialist government.


Though it is ideologically defined as a Marxist--Leninist, in its ranks there are thousands of communists, independentists, anarchists and anti-fascists.


Since 1975, the GRAPO has carried out more than 1 000 armed action, in which there have died 84 persons: 57 police officers, 20 civilians and 7 military officers.


The most active year was 1979, in which 21 people died.


21 members of the organization have died of murder by the police, caught in battle, with torture or inattention in prison.




The forces of Spanish Securetate have proclaimed its disarticulation for several times, the organisation continues with armed struggles until our days, with minimal intensity.


XYZ History


GRAPO was founded from the Reconstitutive Congress of the Communist Party of Spain (re-constitution) (PCE-r), in June 1975, with the purpose of destroying the Francoist rule and driving out the American army of Spain to establish a socialist government.


His first official release was published on 18 June 1976 in the Red Gazette of the CEP (r).


It was a fact that the organization had about 50 groups.


The first armed action claimed by GRAPO was carried out on August 2, 1975, in the canodrome of Madrid, when the activists Enrique Cerdn Calixto, Abelardo Collazo Arajo, and Jos Luis Gonzlez Zazo attacked two officers of the Civil Guard, killing one and leaving the other seriously vulnered.


On September 29 they perform other action, this time in Barcelona, in which they kill a Spanish armed police officer.


On 1 October of the same year, GRAPO kills four of the armed police officers in the city of Madrid, in retaliating for the three-membrance rifle of the Revolutionary Anti-Fascist and Patriotist (FRAP) and two Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA), on September 27, 1975.


This action will give its name to the organization.




Later, there were several cities of Spain, a series of blasts in many public buildings, monuments and other objectives.


The Spanish government is not late in showing signs of weakness.


On November 26, 1975, after the death of the dictator Francisco Franco, the state was forced to enact a limited grace.


Out of prison 235 political prisoners, representing less than 10 per cent of incarcerated anti-fascists.


While the government was preparing its landmark campaign to discuss the political reform of the kingdom, GRAPO will carry out one of its most ambitious operations: the chairman of the Council of State Antonio Maria de Orio (a follow-up to 1976) and the owner of General Emilio Villaescusa, chairman of the Supreme Council of Military Justice (a follow-up in 1977), called the Operation Chromo), which will balance the process of reform.


It was the first multiple and concater against two of the most remarkable personalities of the Frankish kingdom.


In exchange for his freedom, GRAPO demands the amnesty of 15 political prisoners from different anti-fascist organizations, some of whom were sentenced to death by the kingdom.




The purpose of the action was to express their unitary will in the struggle for amnesty against the common enemy, to accumulate forces and to break the prevailing sectarianism among the various anti-fascist forces.


Only one of the prisoners whose freedom they demanded was a member of the organization.


Oriol and Villassa, which will end on February 11, 1977, after which the police freed the elections, and the death of three police members from GRAPO four days later, in response to the murder of five professional lawyers by a political group, represents a qualitative leap of the organization to a victory.


On 8 January 1979, GRAPO kills the President of the Chamber VI of the Supreme Court of Spain, Miguel Cruz Cuenca.


On the 26th May of the same year, the Civil Guard ends with life, in a standoff in Terol, by the GRAPO leaders Ral Calero and Maria del Carmen Lpez Snchez.


On the 28th and 29nd June, the Paris-based activists Francisco Martn Izaguirre and Aurello Fernndez Cario are murdered in a part of Paris.


On the other hand, after all, the Spanish Minister for Home Affairs offered rewards to those who would facilitate the capture of 11 guerillas of GRAPO, considered to be the most important, one of those, Pedro Tabanera Lpez, who died on August 15, 1979 in a confrontation with the police at the railway station of El Escorial.




XYZ Italian Language


The Italian language belongs to the Indo-European language family.


The Italian language has been defiled in a literary way, until the past century was spoken by limited minority, the history of the Italian language is by example: Dante Alighieri, Francesco Petrar, Giovanni Boccaccio, who thanks to the contribution of the great writers and poets of the region, and was by example: Dante Alighieri, Francesco Petrar, Giovanni Boccaccio, and to the important economic and commercial role that Florentia was about in the middle, was overshadowed by all the Italian pensula.


The Italian is one of the official languages of the European Union and it has about 70 and a thousand speakers.


XYZ Nomine


XYZ History of Italian Language


Modern Italian is based on the literary Florentine used in the thirteenth century by Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio, which are influential by the literary Sicilian language created by the Secilian Scola of Jacopo, and of the Latin model.


XYZ from the vulgar Latin to the vulgar Italian


Think of the Italian as a direct application of Latin as a simple and approximate way: the Italian is the same language spoken by the Romans, which has taken a long development to the modern Italian.


In other words, in the classical age there was a Latin vulgar that played the spoken language.




With the fall of the Roman Empire and the formation of the kingdoms of barbar, the Latin spoken joined together with the dialects of the people of Latin, creating the Romanian languages between which the Italian.


XYZ Del Florentino vulgar al italiano


The present Italian descends from the vulgar Florentino of the 13th century, with many local characters.


XYZ Stonehenge


Stonehenge is a prehistoric monument near Amesbury, Wiltshire, England, three miles north of Salisbury and juxta the A303.


It has a circle of mermaids, each about 4.0m high and about 25 heavy tones, in the midst of a complex of artificial mountains.


Lessers stand at the largest location of prehistoric monuments in England, including hundreds of tumuls.


Archeologs believe that the mountains were built about 3100 A.E. and that the men were erected between 3000 A.E. and 2000 B.C.


Some of the others came from the region that is now Pembrokeshire, Wales.


Others came from within Marlborough, also in Wiltshire.


The end was about 1600 B.C.


Its exact role is unknown, but it seems to have been a place of religious rituals.




The use of the chair had ceased before the arrival of the Romans in 1 C.E.


The name of the seat came from the English, Saxons, and it means the words that hang in the air,


The monument was restored after the beginning of the 20th century.


It is now a major tourist attraction and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.


Stonehenge is associated with legends, especially King Arthur, and with neo-pagan movements.


The seat is owned by British monarchies after 1918 and run by English Heritage.


The National Trust owns the surrounding land.


In 1978 the audience's access to the interior of the circle was limited.


XYZ Linguistica


Linguistics ([lin-gwis-ti-ka]; from French to language science, from Latin to Latin is the science that studies language, or human language.


Linguistics, from French-linguistics, are the science of language, existing in the following divisions:


Languages apply: branch of linguistic studies dealing with the problems the language provides as a means of social relations, especially of what is referred to as language training.




Comparative linguistics: comparative grammar.


Computational linguistics, applying artificial intelligence methods to the treatment of linguistic questions.


Evolutionary linguistics: dialectical linguistics.


General linguistics: theoretical study of the language involved in research methods and questions common to different languages.


Interlinguistics: a study between languages for the comparison of vocabulary and grammar for the extraction or development of an international auxiliary language.


In so much, a linguist is a person with training in linguistics.


A person who speaks different languages is a _polyglotto_.


Linguistics studies all aspects of language or language, including different fields, general linguistics or linguistics theory, comparative or historical linguistics and sociolinguistics.


Interlinguistics which is the study for the development of an international auxiliary language.


(_Life of Universal Language). Computational linguistics is a new subcamp that is presented as a multidisciplinary area between linguistics and informatics.




In Europe, in the 19th century, linguistics were focused on the history of the languages of Indo-European, with the end of finding its roots and tracing common points in its development.


Interest in describing languages has been sprinkled by all the world, and thousands of languages of all parts of the world have been analysed in different grades.


When this work disappeared to the 20th century, mainly in America, the linguists were confronted with the idioms of the structure were greatly different from the familiar European languages, and they understood that they needed to develop a theory of the structure and linguistic methods of the analysis.


Outside of such interest was the field that came to be known by linguistics as a structural linguist or a Structura.


The pioneers in this effort included Franz Boas, Edward Sapir, and Leonard Bloomfield.


XYZ Amsterdam


Amsterdam is the capital and the highest city of the Lower Lowlands, in the province of North Holland in the west of the land.


The city, which had a population of around 1 million (inclusive of the settlements) on 1 January 2008, includes the northern part of the Randstad, the sixth-longest growing metropolitan area in Europe, with a population of around 6.7 million.




Its name is from the name of Amstel dam, indicating the origin of the city: a word (_dam_) in the Amstel River where the Dam Square is today.


Established as a fish village in the 20th century, Amsterdam became one of the most important harbors in the world in the Dutch Golden Era, thanks for its innovative development.


In a moment, the city was the chief financial and diamond centre.


In the 19th and 20th century, the city grew and was created by new neighbours and settlements.


The city is the financial and cultural capital of the Lower States.


Many Dutch institutions have their centres there, as seven of the 500 largest companies.


The Amsterdam Bursa, part of Euronext, is placed in the city centre.


The tourist attractions of Amsterdam include the Amsterdam Canals, the Rijksmuseum (National Museum), the Museo de van Gogh, the House of Anne Frank; these attractions attract 4.2 million tourists per year.


XYZ History


The first use of the word, Amsterdam, dated 27 October 1275, when its inhabitants, who had built a bridge with one day from the Amstel, were drawn to pay a foothold for Count Floris V.




The certificate shall describe the inhabitants of Amestelledamm's people.


In 1327, the name was developed at Aemsterdam.


In the 16th century, the war of Hollandy began for independence against Spain.


Despite Spanish laws, Amsterdam changed its laws in 1578.


As a result, freedom of culture, a very progressive movement for his age, was restored.


Holy Ardian wars throughout Europe and many people found refuge against religious persecution.


Many Hebrew families from Spain and Portugal, merchants from Ambra and Huguenots from France, found refuge in Amsterdam.


These groups carried their negotios with themselves, improving the opulence of the city.


The 17th century was the golden of Amsterdam.


Ships from Amsterdam arrived to North America, Indonesia, Brazil and Africa, building an imponent empire in the process.


The famous painter Rembrandt lived in this hall, and the city spreads out of its canals during this period.


Amsterdam became the most important in the world and in an international financial centre.


At the end of the 17th century, the city had 200,000, the largest third in the world (after London and Paris).




The 18th and 19th centuries put an end to the prosperity of Amsterdam.


The wars against England and France caused many problems in the city.


At the end of the 19th century, the industrial revolution reached Amsterdam.


They were built as far as the sea and the river Rhine, which was able to increase its communication with the rest of Europe and the world.


Amsterdam gained a new impulse, but nothing could do to achieve its previous authority.


The First World War did not influence Amsterdam because the Lower Lows remained neutral, whereas the trade and industry were overwhelmed.


During World War II, the German army occupied the city of May 15, and about 100,000 Hebrew people were exiled from Amsterdam, which was almost completely removed from the Hebrew population.


Before the war, Amsterdam was the world centre of diamond trading.


As this trade was almost exclusive to Hebrew merchants, it almost completely disappeared after the war.


Amsterdam continues to be an important city for diamond trading, but the city of Antwerpen in Belgium is the world's capital of the said market.




XYZ Demographia


Within the 16th and 17th centuries, immigrants to Amsterdam were mostly Huguenots, Flamingos, Sephards, and Westphalians.


The Huguenotes left for Amsterdam after the Edict of Fontainebleau in 1685, which gave freedom to cook.


The Protestant Westphalians left for Amsterdam during the eighty-year War.


Before the Second World War, a tenth (10 percent) of the city was Jewish.


The first mass immigration in the 20th century was from Indonesia, which went to Amsterdam after the National Indian Revolution in the years of 1940 and 1950.


In the years of 1960, guest workers from Turchia, Marocco, Italy and Spain were emigrating to Amsterdam.


After the 1975 independence of Suriname, there were several smiles in the neighbour of Bijlmermeer in the city.


Other immigrants, including asylum seekers and illegal immigrants, came from Europe, America, Asia, and Africa.


In the 1970s and 1980s, several 'veter' Amsters departed for other cities such as Almere and Purmerend, stimulated by a plainological law.


This law promoted suburbanization and created new development, or (Nederlandish) groeikernen_-literally, nucleos of growth.




XYZ Sport


Amsterdam is the home of Ajax, a team in the Dutch Football League.


The team plays in front of its audience in the modern-day Amsterdam ArenA State, located in the south-east of the town.


In 1928, Amsterdam was the seat of the no-one Olympic Games.


The Olympic State built for the occasion was completely restored, and it is now used for cultural and sporting events.


XYZ General Relativity


General relation or general theory of relativity is the geometric theory of gravitation published by Albert Einstein in 1916 and is the description of gravitation in modern physics.


General relativeness, general relativeness and the law of universal gravitation of Newton, to provide a unified description of gravity, such as a geometric property of space and weather, or spacious weather.


Let's take care of it, the space curvature is directly reported at the time of the quadruple (mass energy and timing line) of any matter and radiation are present.


The relationship is specified by the field equations of Einstein, a system of different partial equations.




Many general predictions of general relativity shall be significant to those of classical physics, especially to the passing of time, the geometry of space, the movement of bodies in the free fall, and the propagation of light.


Examples of such differences include gravitational time dilation, gravitational decomposition of the red from the light, and gravitational temporary delay.


Predictions of relativity have been confirmed in all observations and experiments to the present.


Though general relativity is not the single relativistic theory of gravity, it is the simplest theory that is consistent with experiential data.


However, unanswered questions remain, the most fundamental things to be general relativity can be reconciled to the laws of quaint physics to achieve a complete and self-consistent theory of gravitation.


General relativity is important astrophysic.


For example, it means the existence of black cavos - areas of space where space is distorted such that nill, including light, can escape - like a final station for massive stars.


There are ample evidence that such a spread of black caves and the most massive variety of black caves are responsible for the intense radiation involved by a few types of astronomic objects, such as active galaxic nuclei or microquasars.




Wrapping the gravitation beams can cause the gravitational refraction phenomenon, where multiple images of the distant astronomical object are visible in the sky.


General Relavity also predicates the existence of gravitational waves, which after it has been measured indirectly; a direct measurement is the end of the LIGO and NASA/ESA LISA projects.


Additionally, general relativity is the basis of running cosmological models of a consistent expansion of the universe.


XYZ Fungo


A function is a member of a large group of Eucharyotic organizations including microorganisms such as readings, muttons, and familiar champignants.


Fongos form a kingdom, Fungi, which is separated from plants, animals, and bacteria.


A major difference is that fungal cells have cell walls that contain chitine, seen that the cell pages of plants contain cellulose.


These and other different differences show that the functionings form a single group of cognate organs, called the Eumycota_ (_ver fungos_o_eumycetos_), which possess a common lamb (a monophyletic_group).


This fungal group is distinct from the structurally similar myxomycetos (limousum mares) and oomycetos (aquatic mucores).


The discipline of biology devoted to the study of functions is known as psychology.




Mycologia has been looked at as a branch of shop, which is bad for a separate kingdom in a biological tax.


Genetic cities have shown that the functions are more cognate to animals than to plants (with plants and animals are members of the Opisthokonta group, but plants are classified into the Bikonta group).


Abounding in the world, most of the functionings are nonconspicuous because of the small sizes of his structures and his cryptic vital pencils, on dead material, and like symbionts of plants, animals, or other backgrounds.


They may become observable when they are fruiting, or like champignants or mucores.


It's an essential role in the composition of organic material, and there are fundamental roots in cyclos, and exchange of nutrition.


They have long been used as a direct source of food, such as champs and truffles, as a lounging agent for bread, and in fermentation of various food products, as wine, beer, and soybean.


After the 1940s, the functioning was used for the production of anti-biotics, and the more recent various endearments are used industriously and detergently.


Fungoes are also used as biologic pesticides of controlling weeds, diseases of plants, and noose insects.




Many species produce bioactive composites called myco toxins, such as alkaloids and polyketites, which are attached to animals including humans.


The fruit bodies of a few species contain psychotropic compounds.


Fungoes can make up manufacturing materials and buildings, and they can be made up of people's fathers and other animals.


Losses of harvests due to fungal diseases (for example, deterioration of food can have a large impact on human food supplies and local economy).


The fungal kingdom includes an enormous diversity of taxa with varied ecology, life-stile strategies, and morphology, going out of single-cell water-strikes at large champignants.


However, it is known of the present diversity of Kingdom Fungi, which has been estimated to be 1.5 million to five million species, with about five percent of them being formally classified.


After the pioneer works of the 18th and 19th century by Carl Linnaeus, Christian Hendrik Persoon, and Elias Magnus Fries, have been classified in accordance with its morphology (for example, characteristics, as color of spores or microscope characters) or psychology.


In the molecular genealogy, the way has opened for DNA analysis to be built into taxonomy, which has been challenged by historic groups based on morphology and other characters.




Phylogenetic cities published in the last few years, helping to make up the class of Regno Fungi, which is divided to a sub kingdom, seven phylos, and ten subphylos.


XYZ Characteristics


In front of the introduction of molecular methods for phylogenetic analysis, taxonomists considered the functions of being members of the Plant Kingdom, because of vital activities: with organs and plants, they are mostly nonmobile, and they have similar general morphology and habitats of growth.


Resimilating plants, sape fustos vegeta in solo, and champinoes particularly form conspicuous fruiting bodies, which have been resilient to plants such as flies.


The surroundings are now considered to be a separate kingdom, distinct from plants and animals, from which they appear to have diverged for about a million years.


There's some monological, biochimic and genetic characters that are common with other organizations, but others are unique to the mushrooms, clearly separating them from the other kingdom:


Common characters:


With other eukaryotes: fungal cells contain mindful membranes - bound with chromosomes containing DNA with regions not calling intruders and areas called exones.


Additionally, fusses possess membranely - linked to cytoplasmic organs such as mythochondrios, sterol -continent membranes, and ribomes of the 80s type.




They have an extensive characterization of soluble charcoal hydrates and imagazinal compounds, including the use of alcohols (for example, manipul), disaccharities, (for example, trehalos), and polysaccharides (for example, glycogen, which are also found in animals).


With animals: Fungoes don't have chloropsies, and they're heterotrophic organizations, they need foreshadowing organic compounds like an energetic source.


With plants, rung is a small cell and vacuolas.


It is produced by methods with sexual and asexual methods, and similar groups of plants (such as threads and flies) produce spores.


Similar to muscles and seaweeds, groups have haploid nuclei


With euglenoids and bacterium: Higher figs, euglenoids, and some bacterium produce the master -acid L-lysin in specific biosynthetic steps, called the -amino-adipate way.


The cells of most backgrounds grow like tubular and filamentous structures called hyphae, which can contain multiple nuclei and spread to their bees.


Each pebble contains a collection of aggregated vesicles - cell structures consist of protein, lipid, and other organic mills - called Spitzenkorper.


With figs and oomycetes growing like hyphal filamentous cells.




By contrast, like that, it seems like a filamentous green algas, growing by repeated cell division in a chain of cells.


Common with a few species of plants and animals, plus 60 species of fungal shows the phenomenon of bioluminescentity.


One-off characters:


A few species grow like unicellaneous levatures that are reproducing by gemation or binary fission.


Dimorphic fungoes can change between a leval and a hyphal sentence in response to the surrounding conditions.


The parables of the fungal cells are composed of glucanes and chitin; while the first compounds are also found in plants and the second in the exoskelets of arthropods, the functions are the only organs that combine the two structural mills in their cell walls.


In contrast to plants and oomycetes, parables of fungal cells do not contain cellulose.


Most of the bodies do not have an effective system for transporting food water to long distances, such as chylema and phloem in many plants.


To overcome these limits, some functions for example, for example, for Armillaria, forms rhizomorphs, which are resilient and exalts similar to the roots of plants.




Other common characteristics include a biosynthetic way to produce mevalonic and pyrophosphotic acids like chimic compounds.


However, plants have an additional chimic way to the third in their chloropses, a structure of donkeys doesn't belong.


Fungos produce more secondary metabolites that are similar to or identity in the structure of these made by plants.


Many of the zymos of plants and figs that make these composites defile from the other in the following and other characteristics, which indicate separate origins and evolution of these enzymas.


XYZ Diversity


Fungos have a worldwide distribution, and see in many habitats, including extreme surroundings such as deserts or regions with high salt concentrates or ion radiation, also as in deep sea sediments.


Around 100,000 species of functionings have been formally described by taxonomists, but the world's biodiversity of the Fungi Kingdom is not fully understood.


Based on the observations of the fungal species number to the numbers of the plant species in the selected surroundings, the fungal kingdom was estimated to contain about 1.5 million species; one more recent (2011) estimate suggests the possibility of more than five million species.


XYZ Morphology


XYZ Strcturas microscopistas




Most fusses grow like hyphaes, which are cylindric, filamentous structures 2 - 10 am in the diameter and up to several centimeters in length.


Hyphas grow to their extremities (apics); new hyphae are usually made up of new, pre-existent aperities by a process called a_ramification_, or rarely grow forked hyphal bees, leading to two parallels -crescent hyphaes.


The combination of apical growth and bifurcating lead to the development of a bicycle, an interconnected net of hyphae.


Hyphas can be either septat or coenocyte.


Seven-hyphs are divided into compartments separated by transverse walls, sevens.


In contrast, coenocyte hyphae have no separate cells; they are extremely multi-nucleated supercells.


Many species have developed the development of hyphal structures to enter the nutholes of living guests; they include haustories in parasitic species of plants in a few fungal phylos, and arbuskets of small millows, which penetrate the cells of the nightingale.


XYZ Macroscopical Structuras


Fugal diseases can be visible to the unaided eye, for example, on different surfaces and substratums, such as wet walls and on the watery food, where they are commonly called muttons.




Mycelios grew on the medium of solid water in the laboratory Petri plates are usually referred to as colonies.


These colonies may exhibit forms of growth and colors (because of spores or pigmentation) which may be used as diagnostic characters in the identification of species or groups.


There are several individual colonies that can reach extraordinarily sizes and age, such as in the case of a clonal colony of some (Armillaria solidipes_), which are spread across an area of more than 900 square miles (3.5 square) with an estimated age of nearly 9,000 years.


The apothecio - a specialised structure in sexual reproduction in accommodations - is a fruitful body that contains the hymenio, a way of the fabric to contain the spore cells.


The fruiting bodies of the basidiomycetes (basidiocarps) and a few accommodations can be a few times old, very large, and many are familiar as champignants.


XYZ Reproduction


Fungal reproduction is complex, reflecting the differences in lifestyles and genetic composition in this different realm of organizations.


It is dear that a third of all functions shall be used more than a method of propagation; for example, the performance may result in two different stages in the life cycle of a species, the teleomorph and the anamorph.




Environmental conditions may require the development of different stages leading to the creation of specialised structures for sexual or asexual reproduction.


These structures are effective in helping to spread spores or spore propagules.


XYZ Sprinkle Dispersion


With asexual and sexual spores or sporangospores, the saepe is actively damaged by ejection by strength from its reproductive structures.


This ejection shall ensure the exit of the spores from the reproductive structures as to spread through the aer through long distances.


XYZ Evolution


In contrast to plants and animals, the old fossil history of the foundry is thin.


Factors which contribute to the underrepresentation of fungal species between fossils include the nature of fungal fruit, which are soft, fleshy, and easy degradable types and the microscope sizes of most parts of the fungal structures, which are not of a good evident degree.


XYZ Classification


XYZ Supertaxes




Though common included in botannical curricula and text books, figs are more likely to be related to animals than plants and are situated with animals in the monophyletic group of opisthontos.


Analyses use the molecular phylogenetics support a monophyletic origin of the mushrooms.


The taxon of the funds is to change quickly, especially because of recent research based on DNA comparisons.


XYZ Subtaxines


Phylos (a few times called divisions) of functionings have been classified mainly on the basis of characters of its reproductive structures.


Nowadays, seven phylos are proposed:


Ascomycota, a common knowledge of the functionings of sacrificing or accommodating, makes up the largest tax group in the Eumycota.


These surroundings form meiotic spores called aspores, which are closed in a special sacrificial structure called an asco.


These phylos include morelos, a few other champinoes and truffles, single-celled levatures, and many filamentous fungos live as saprotrophos, parasitic, and mutualistic symbionts.


Prominent and important generates filamentous ascomycetes include Aspergillus, _Penicillium_, _Fusarium_, and _Claviceps_.




Members of the Basidiomycota, commonly known as the fusteal fuscous or basidiomycetes, produce meiosporas called basidiospores on the fusteoid peduns called basidios.


Most of the common champinoes belong to this group, and even the rustos and utilagoos, which are greater and larger pathogenes of grains.


Chytridiomycota is commonly called chytridios.


These funds are distributed worldwide.


Chytridios produces zoos that are capable of active movement with a single scourge, leading first taxonomists to classify them as Protista.


The Blastocladiomycota was considered to be a taxonic key in the Chytridiomycota.


The blastocladiomycetos are saprotrophos, nourishing themselves with organic material, and they are also parasitic to all Eucharyotic groups.


Members of the Glomeromycota form arbuscular mycorrhia, a type of symbosis in which fungal hyphaes invades radical cells of plants and with spices benefit from the increased food supply.


All sorts of glomeromycota are asexually reproducing. Symbiotic association between Glomeromycota and ancient plants is evidently dated back to 400 million years.




Phylogenetic analysis showed that the microsporidian, single-cell parasites of animals and prosthetes, is almost recent and very derived from endobiotic functioning (living in the weave of another species).


The Neocalimastigomycota was first situated in the Chytridomycota thread.


Members of this little phylo are anaerobian organs, living in the digestive systems of larger herbivorous and possibly in other land and aquatic surroundings.


XYZ Fungoid organizations


Because of the likenesses and vital stilts, the bright mutes (myxycetos) and watery mucores (oomycetos) were previously classified in the kingdom Fungi.


Verily melts, the cellular walls of these organizations contain cellula and have no chitina.


Myxomycetos are unikonos like fugos, but are grouped in the Amoebozos.


Oomycetos is diploids bikontos and is grouped in the Chromalveolate kingdom.


No watering mucores or limousing mucores are proximously related to the real mushrooms, and, therefore, taxonomists don't already group them in the kingdom Fungi.


However, studies of the oomycetes and myxycetes are still saepe, including mycological textbooks and primary research literature.




XYZ Ecology


Though the unconspicuous saepe, all the functionings in all the surroundings on Earth and all the more important rocks in the ecosystems.


Together with bacterium, the functions are the greatest decomponitors on the most part of the earth's (some aquatic) ecosystems, and so that there is a critical role in biogeochemical cycles and many food nets.


XYZ Symbiosis


Many cities have important sympathetic relations with organizations of almost all kingdoms.


These interventions may be mutual or anointing in character, or in the event of the common functions, they are of no appearance to the benefit or detriment to the feast.


XYZ With plants


Mycorrhizal symbiosis between plants and functionings is one of the best known plant, and is of significance to plant growth and lingering in many ecosystems; of more than 90 percent of all species of plants are involved in mycorrhizal relations and are dependent on those relations for survival.


XYZ With Algas and Cyanobacteria




Lichenes is made up of a sympathetic relationship between algas or cyanobacteria (referred to in lichenic terminology as photobionts) and figs (mainly various species of ascomycetes and a little basidiomycetes), in which individual cells of the photobion are included in a weave formed by the function.


XYZ With insects


Many insects are also involved in mutual relations with functions.


Many groups of formics are growing in the order (Agaricals) as their primary source of food, and the ambrosial colony is growing various species of figs in the fruit of trees they are infested with.


XYZ Pathogens and Parasites


Many bodies are parasitic plants, animals (including humans), and other backgrounds.


XYZ Human uses


The use of functions for food preparation or preservation and other objects is extensive with a long history.


Cultivation and collection of champignants are large industry in many countries.


Because of this group's ability to produce a large selection of natural products with antimicrobial or other biological activities, many species have been used for a long time, or are used for industrial production of anti-biotics, vitamins, and anti-cancer and cholesterol -reducing pharmacists.




XYZ Pharmacos


Many species produce metabolites that are major sources of pharmacologicalally active drugs.


Particularly important is the antibiotics, including penicillins, a structurally-related group of -lactam antiques which are synonymized with small sins.


Of course, he has a limited type of biologic activity, a large selection of other penicillins can be produced by chimic modification of natural penicillins.


XYZ Cultured food


Leaning bread or saccaromyces cerevisiae, a single-celled fun, is used to make bread and other fruit based on products, such as pizza paste and bolettes.


Breeding species of the gene (Saccharomyces_) is also used for the production of alcohol drinks (as wine and beer) for fermentation.


Shoyu koji mucor (_Aspergillus oryzae_) is an essential ingredient in making Shoyu (soy sauce) and sake, and preparing me, and _Rhizopus_species is used to make tempeh.


Some of these found species are cleansed of spices that were chosen according to their ability to make food without producing evil toxins (see below), which are produced by pre-cognate _Aspergilli_.




XYZ Myco toxins


Many groups produce biologically active composites, many of which are toxic to animals or plants and so are called myco toxins.


XYZ Guigna


The gugna (_Leopardus guigna_), etimam kodkod or catto chilen, is a shy fairy who dwells in Chile and Argentina.


This parishioner of South America is a cognate of Geoffroy's cat.


The two species are separated by the Andes.


XYZ Characteristics


The gum has a colored skin varying between grey and ochreous - a covering of black scales.


There are also all melancholy copies.


The tail is ringed.


The flanks are lighter and the lower part are white.


A distinct black streak is spread over the neck.


The face has almost no scales.


The gum of Geoffroy's cat by the thickest tail and the slightest head.


It reaches a length of 40 to 52 centimeters and a weight of two to three kilograms.




The tail is between 17 and 25 centimeters long.


XYZ Behaviour


It's about a lonely, nocturnal animal that hunts for birds, milks and small mammifers like muses and rats.


Good climber, he's catching his prey on the ground and in the trees.


It's probably active during the day, but generally it's hidden among the tall grasses.


His hidden life-like manner limits knowledge of the species.


This pencil of hidden life has protected it against the shard of skins.


However, its limited diffusion makes the destruction of habitat a major threat.


XYZ Diffusion


The gum is found in cold and temperate forests and in open areas with trees in Central and South Chile and West Argentina, from the foot of the Andes to the edge of trees at 2500 metres of altitude.


It is the only fairy on the island of Chilo.


The gum is the most general in mixed and wet forests with a rich undergrowth of plants like Bambu, but dwells also other types of forest up to the edge of the agricole areas.


XYZ Libertarian Party (Spany)




The Libertarian or P-LIB Party (olym Partido del Libertat Individual) is a Spanish political party of freedom ideology established in 2009 and today concerned by Juan Pina.


The statutes of the party allude as the main influence of classical liberalism, rationalism and the objective of Ayn Rand.


Also, its programme includes many characteristic ideas from the Austrian Economic and Anarcho-Capitalism Schola, such as the _Faciar_ or the beginning of non-intervention.


XYZ Election results


The P-LIB for the first time ran for an election in the general elections of 2011 in the meetings of Madrid and Zaragoza, obtaining around 7000 votes in the Senate and 2076 votes in the Congress of the Diputes.


Three years later, the party will participate again in the elections to the European Parliament of 2014, obtaining 9644 votes (0.06%) in the single description containing all Spain.


In the municipal and auto-nomic elections of 2015, the P-LIB presented its data in the areas without obtaining municipal or parliamentary representation.


In the general elections of 2015, the game was presented by the meetings of Alicante, Cadiz, Madrid, Mlaga and Seville.


With 2833 votes for the Congress, it had no representation.


XYZ Marcelo H.


Pilar




Marcelo Hilario del Pilar y Gatmaitan (30 August 1850 - 4 June 1896) writer and hero philippin, born in Bulacan (Luzon) in 1850 and day in Barcelona in 1896.


The seventh of ten, a son of Julian Hilario del Pilar and Blasa Gatmaitan, was born in a family and prospered from the city of Cupang, the province of Bulacan.


When an order of Governor-General Clavera was promulgated in 1849 for the people to adopt Spanish names, they are the subdits of the Empire, and to get the name of Hilario, a word indicating their marketer's profession.


He was in Manila to study at the College of San Jose, where his title of Bachiller in Artes was received.


He continued his education at the University of Santo Toms.


From Pilar was a reformer for a more open associate and not a conservative for political independence; as the leader of the Filipino student movement who made a proposal in Espania, he contributed to the periode _La Solidarity_ en Madrid where he proposed the sysquitor agenda: Let the Philippines be a province of Spain; Representation in the Courts (the parliament); Let the chief priests be appointed to replace the Spanish, free of meeting and of exchange; and equality before the laws of the nations.


XYZ Lisburn


Lisburn (_Lisburn_English, et _Lios na gCaarrbhach_ Irish) is a city (founded 1620s) in Contato Antrim et Contato Down, Northern Ireland.




The city contains 71,465 full (in 2001), and 42035 fuller in the local region.


Here the third largest city in Northern Ireland, second to Belfast and Londonderry.


The river in Lisburn is Lagan (_Lagan_).


In the middle of Lisburn are numerous shops, and the commercial areas, including the Lisburn Square (English: Lisburn Square), the large 'Bow Street Mall', and 'Centro Srucefield' (English: 'Sprucefield Centre').


XYZ Rege


The kingdom is the highest monarchical title under the emperor, and indicates the head of a monarch.


The equivalent of a female is called a queen.


On the other hand, there were a few tribes and people who were called to the chief authority.


In the beginning the king was often chosen, but the title became hereditary.


Not all the monarchs are called kings or queens: in the monk and in the head of the state is a prince and in Luxembourg a great man.


The kings had originally as crown on their cloaks a golden band with leafy decorations.


The king, being the highest person in the land, is not part of the nobility, but he is superior to it.




XYZ European kingdoms


Several kingdoms in Europe have existed through the ages.


Some disappeared by conquest, others by merger.


XYZ European kingdoms


Belgium


Denmark


Espania.


Norvegia,


The Lower Islands,


 - United Kingdom


Sweden,


XYZ Ex-European kingdoms


Francia


Italy,


Greece


Yugoslavy


Romania


Share it! Bulgaria


Portugal




#NZEV?




Polonia


ZYZ Historical European Kingdoms


Holy Roman Empire of the Germanic Nation


Navarilla


Scotland


England


Polonia


Hungary.


Burgundy


XYZ Current African kingdoms


Lesotho


- Morocco,


 - Eswatini


There are traditional figures at the sub-national or customary level in more republics (South Africa, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Coast of Ebore, Ghana, Uganda...).


XYZ Kingdoms of the Middle East


#NZEV?


 - Bahrain


Share it! Emirates Arab United


Jordan




 - Oman.


 - Qatar


XYZ Asian kingdoms


 - Brunei


Cambodgia,


Japan


 - Malaysia


 - Thai


XYZ American kingdoms


XYZ Current American Kingdoms


Antigua and Barbuda


 - Bahamas


Barbados,


Belize,


Canada


Grenada


 - Jamaica


St. Christophor and Nevis,


 - Sancte Lucia




 - Sancte Vincente and the Grenadinas




XYZ Ex-American kingdoms


Guyana


-That's what's going on.


Brazil and Mexico were also monarchies for part of the 19th century, but the title of their ducats was imperator and non-rege.


XYZ Current Oceanic Kingdoms


Australia


New Zealand


 - Papua New Guinea


Salomon Insulas


Tonga,


Tuvalu,


XYZ References


XYZ Vide etimam


Master's Plural


Royalism


XYZ smund Knutson


smund Knutson was born on May 12, 1933 in Oslo, Norway, the son of Kristoffer and Sign Emilie Knutson.




He studied to become a civil engineer at the University of Glasgow and the Royal College of Science and Technology.


He served as a body and a temporary sergeant in field artillery between 1952 and 1954.


Since 1958 he was a member of the Association of Norwegian Civil Ingenieros (Norske Sivilingenirers Forening).


He is also a member of the Vegetarian Society of Judee and the Society of Samaritan Studios.


And in more ways, a hypnosis-practitioner.


He has been a religious minister since 1973.


In 1991, he got his Ph.D.


in the nutritional science of the Life Science Institute.


He presented a speech to the Second World Conference on Urine Therapy,


In addition, he was very much involved in Ringerike Senterparti, a Norwegian political party.


His first interesse in Interlingua led him to become the member of the Danish Union for Interlingua, but with the help of Ole and Dagrun iseth, they founded the Norwegian Union for Interlingua (NU), on 27 April 1992.


smund Knutson served as his first president.


smund Knutson married his wife Ruth in 1959 and they have three children: Toril, Yngvill and Kristoffer (and also 12 great children).




smund Knutson received his pension as an English in June of 1998.


And in November, 2001, smund Knutson became chairman of the NEU another time.


XYZ Evolution


Evolution (as known as biological or organic evolution) is the process of changing inherited treatments that are found in peoples of organizations.


These inherited treatments are notable, anatomical or biochemical or behavioural characters, which can be passed down from a generation to the following.


Evolution is possible when there is a variety of murders inherited in a population.


Principle sources of evolution include mutation, genetic recombination, and genetic flow.


Evolution has caused the diversification of all living organizations of a common elder, which were called by Charles Darwin as endless forms, the most beautiful and the most beautiful.


XYZ Mechanisms


There are four common mechanisms of evolution.


The first mechanism is natural selection, the process in which there are different reasons for survival or reproducing which is different for each inherited treatment.




The second mechanism is legal, the process in which there are random changes between two or more tasks inherited among a population.


The third mechanism is mutation, where there is a permanent change in a DNA sequency.


The fourth mechanism is genetic flow, in which the people's genes are incorporated into the other.


Evolution can cause speciality in which a ancestral species becomes two or more different species.


Speciation is visible in anatomical and genetic similarities between population, geographical distribution, species-of-the-ffin and fossil history, and genetic changes noted across various generations.


Specialization process lasts after 500 000 thousand years since life exists on Earth.


XYZ Science


The scientific study of evolution began in the 19th century, when research in the history of fossils and diversity of living organizations has convinced the majority of scientists that there is evolution.


The mechanism of evolution was not known until the natural selection theory was proposed by Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace (regardless) in 1858.




In the 20th century, Darwinian theories of evolution were combined with genetics, palaeontology and systematics, and it was created by the modern evolutionary synonym.


This synthese became the primary principle of biology, for it provided a consistent and uniform explanation for the history and diversity of life.


Today, the study of evolution is applied to various studies such as conservation biology, developmental biology, ecology, psychology, paleontology and medicine.


Out of biology, the ideas of modern evolutionary synthese have involved agriculture, anthropology, philosophy and psychology.


XYZ History


Before the work of Charles Darwin, the study of evolution was not scientific, but carried out by natural storytellers.


For example, the majority of the natural storytellers of him were convinced of the idea of a kind relating to their teachings or ideas; present-day individuals could be either good or bad examples of their idea.


But natural scientists began to see natural patrons as statistic; in other words, they were reassuring and undetermined.


Thomas Robert Malthus had this approach to human population in his work (English) (An Essay on the Principle of Population_ which influential Darwin.




Initiating with Darwin, species were built in statistical terms.


Darwin made up his idea of natural selection in 1838, and he still made up his theory in 1858 when Alfred Russel Wallace commanded him with a similar theory.


They were both presented to the Linnean Society of London as separate speeches.


At the end of 1859, the publication of _Super-Origin of the Species_ by Darwin presented evidence, causing the late performance of evolution.


Thomas Henry Huxley applied the ideas of Darwin to humans, using palaeontology and comparative anatomy to ensure that humans and apes have a common age.


The debate of evolution mechanisms continued, and Darwin could not explain the source of the hereditary variations that can be changed by natural selection.


Similar to Jean-Baptiste-Lamarck, he already believed that his parents were going through the adaptations of his life, a theory called lamarckism.


In the years of 1880, experiments by August Weismann pointed out that the changes of the usage and development were not hereditary, and the lamarckism was unbelieved.


In 1865, Gregor Mendel discovered that the treatments were inherited in a predictable way.




When his work was discovered in the year of 1900, the efforts between the reasons for the evolution by these models caused a rift between the Mendelian and the Darwinian models of evolution.


This tradition between the work of Darwin and Mendel was reconciled in the years of 1920 and 1930 by evolving biologists like J.B.S.


Haldane, Sewall Wright, and Ronald Fisher, who created the foundation for a population rider.


XYZ Cathedral of Sancte Paul (London)


Paul's Cathedral is an English cathedral in London and one of the most famous churches in the United Kingdom.


It is the cathedral of London's Episco, the third-most senior cleric of England's Ecclesia.


At least three cathedrals with a dedication to the apostle Paul has stood at the place after 604.


It is not clear whether the original cathedral is the same cathedral that was destroyed in a fire in 1087, which destroyed many of the cities.


A new cathedral was built between 1087 and 1240 with gothic architecture and a high needle.


This cathedral (_Old St.


Paul's_) was one of the longest and highest church in the world and a religious, commercial and cultural centre.




This cathedral was destroyed in the Great Fire of London in 1666.


The running cathedral was designated by Christopher Wren in an English Baroque architectural style and with a famous cup.


The cathedral is the largest church in the United Kingdom, after the City of Liverpool, and was the highest building in London from 1710 to 1963.


It has been a scene of many events, including the funerals of Horatio Nelson, Arthur Welley, Duke of Wellington, Winston Churchill and Margaret Thatcher, Jubilees of Victoria and Elizabeth II, the beginning of the Festival of Britain and the weddings of Charles, Prince of Galles and Dama Diana Spencer.


The cathedral is a major tourist attraction and is also a functioning church.


XYZ Tectonic


Tectonic studies the processes governing the structure and properties of the Earth's crust, and its temporary evolution.


Particularly, it describes the processes of amassing mountains, the growth and behaviour of the strong, the ancient nuclei of the continents called the crates, and the roads in which there are relatively rigid plates, which make up the earth's outer staircase, with an interagement like each other.


Tectonics as it provides a concept system for understanding the areas of seisms and volcanoes that affect a lot of global population.




Tectonic studies are important for understanding eroding patterns in geomorphology and how guides to economic geologist search for oil and metallic ores.


XYZ Ian Murdock


Ian Ashley Murdock (April 28, 2015) was a specialist software engineer who knew how to be the founder of the Debian and Progeny Linux Systems project, a commercial Linux company.


It also develops the Open Solaris operation system project when it works for Sun Microsystems to achieve its acquisition by Oracle Corporation.


XYZ Comet Halley


Halley's comet, the official 1P/Halley, is a short-period comet, visible from Earth every 75-76 years.


Halley is the only short-period comet that is often visible to the eye of the earth, and the only visible comet that could appear twice during the life of a human.


Halley appeared for the last time in the inner parts of the solar system in 1986 and will appear again in the middle of 2061.


XYZ Denomination


The comet is called according to its explorer Edmund Halley.


XYZ Exploration




It was depoised by the invention of the telescope that the astronomers began to study the comets with more detali, advirting thin than the majority of them make periodic apparitions.


Edmund Halley was the first person to notice this and predicted the appearance of Halley's comet in 1758, which was calculated to have a period of 76 years.


Unfortunately, he died before he came to his prediction.


On the different side of the planets, the comets become very small and with very long orbits, which make us see them for a little while, and only when they are near to the sun.


XYZ Description


The tails of the comets become considered sizes.


In the case of Halley's comet in his 1910 apparition, his caud came to meet about 30 thousand thousand miles of kilometers - the Earth has a diameter of approximately 12 thousand kilometers.


XYZ Marie Curie


Marie Curie (Polish name: Maria Skodowska -Curie, born Maria Salomea Skodowska; Varsovich, November 7, 1867 - Sallanches, June 4, 1934) was a French physique of Portuguese origin, and one of the four persons who won the Nobel Prize two times.


She discovered the radio activity of horium, and she sobbed two new elements: pologium and radium.




She is one of the four persons who won the Nobel Prize for two years: she won the Nobel Prize for Physician with her husband, Pierre Curie in 1903, and (after the death of Pierre) for Chimia alone in 1911.


She died at the age of 66 years of aplastic anxiety caused by extended exposure to radiation.


XYZ Chalcogenos


The chalcogens are the chimic elements in group 16 of the periodic tabella.


It consists of the oxygenous (O), sulfide (S), selenium (Se), tellurium (tea), the polynomium (Po), and the critical elements of the (Lv) element.


XYZ Appointments


This group is also noticed as the family of oxygen.


Even though all group 16 elements include oxygenos is defined as chalcogens, oxygenos and oxides are usually distinguished from chalcogens and chalcogens.


The chalcogenid term is more commonly reserved for sulphides, seleniates, and tellurates, than for oxydos.


If the word is spoken by chalcogen, it is derived literally from Greek words with the meaning of copper. The meaning is more likely to be made of copper ore or more generally ore-formatting.




These electronegative elements are strongly associated with minerals that contain metals, where it is made up of water-insolubable compounds with metals in minerals.


XYZ Properness


Members of this group shall display similar patrons in their electronic configuration, especially the outermost basins, resulting from similar trends of chimic conduct.


Oxygen and sulphur are non-metals, and selenium, tellurium, and polonium are metallic semiconductors (with properties between them of a metal and an insulator).


However, the common telurum and selenium are referred to as metal when in elemental form.


It's common like minerals, metallic calcogenides.


For example, pyrite (FeS2) is an iron ore.


The rare calaverite mineral is the Aute2 ditelluride.


The most common formal oxydation number of chalcogenous compounds is -2.


Other values, like a pyrate, can be achieved.


The highest number of formal oxydation +6 is found in sulfates, selects, and tellurates, such as sulfur acid (H2SO4) or sodium select (Na2SeO4).


XYZ Hjalmar Sderberg


Hjalmar Sderberg is a Swedish author of the 20th century.




He was quite confused during his life, but his work is still read today.


His style has a trivial modulation and is clear, modic, exact and ironic.


He was active in the social debate and considered to be a very good descriptor of Stockholm.


He remains, for allvarsamma leken (in interlingua, under the title (the serious game), his last beauty, was already in the year of 1940 called the only important remain of the love of our literature). But it also evoked criticism because of the story of an extraconjugation.


XYZ Youth and education


Hjalmar Sderberg was born 1869 in Stockholm, in a part of the city called stermalm.


He had a sister, Frida, who was a younger year.


His father was a recorder in an administrative authority.


In the school he was often exposed to cruelty and physic and psychology by the shops and schoolrooms, and the court of the school was a room of torture for him, as testified by the author and poet Bo Bergman, a friend in all his life who went to the same school, Norra Latin.


After the school, he began at the University of Uppsala, but misliked his extremity of reading books, for many years, he ended up after a few months 1890.




At the age of 20 he began to write criticism in Dagens Nyheter.


XYZ Family Life


During the year of 1899 he was married to Mrta Abenius and had three children.


After 1906 they once lived in Copenhagen.


In 1907 he met the Danish-born Emelie Voss in Mlle, Sweden, and was only in love with her in 1917 after the divorce from Mrtha, he married her.


Only in January 1919 was he actually recorded as Danish, which he was to his death in 1941.


He lived in several places in Copenhagen and its settlements.


With Emelie, there was a Betty daughter who was a successful actress and married Hakon Stangerup, a literary story.


They had two children, Henrik Stangerup and Helle Stangerup and these great children of Jarmil, both of whom became authors.


Hjalmar Sderberg is buried in a family tomb in the cemetery of Vestre Kirkegrd in Copenhagen.


XYZ Litterary Life


For several years he was employed in the general direction of the customs.


In the years 1891 -1892 he worked as a culture newspaperman in Kristianstadsbladet.




Then he returned to Stockholm and began to write criticism in Dagens Nyheter and Ord och Bild.


In 1897 he was placed in the group around the author Verner von Heidenstam who had taken possession of the newspaper Svenska Dagbladet.


This became an important platform that brought him regular subsistence.


He worked in the editorial office until 1908 as a critic and author of columns.


Then he was overwhelmed as a culture journalist.


In 1908 he began as the author of the Romans and the first was Frvillelser 1895 (Confusions).


Doktor Glas (Doctor Glas) is for many considered to be lingually perfect and the best written in the Swedish language.


His last traditional remains were Den allvarsamma leken 1912 (Serious play).


It woke up to many different reactions.


Some considered it to be a great and emotionful thing of love, as others thought of it as a failure.


One critic in the years of 1940, Ingemar Wizelius, considered it to be the most important way of the love of our literature.


Today the appreciation seems to have survived more than the disapproval.




Hjalmar Sderberg had a love story with Maria von Platen, which has evidently turned out in the land of the world, for God's allvarsamma leken, but also in Gertrud's play.


During the years of 1925 -1940 he was a co-worker in Gothenburg Handels - och Sjfartstidning where he, like Torgny Sgerstedt, the famous editor in chief, wrote very critical articles against Naziism and its self-crats.


His production was very great, and he wrote, poems, novels, columns of newspapers, literature and theatre, Romans and dramas.


He has also translated several foreign books, p.


ex.


by Anatole France, Guy de Maupassant, Alfred de Musset and Heinrich Heine.


He had a lively correspondence, and.a.


with Danish author Georg Brandes, and Bo Bergman and many of these letters are published.


His works are translated in at least 20 languages.


In 2012 there will be a translation in the interlingua del libro (Den allvarsamma leken) which will be printed and sold by Lulu.com.


During his last years he wrote more and more in more less beautiful literature, but he was interested in the science of religion e.g.




in Den frvandlade Messias (the Messiah transformed) where he feels that Jesus and Barabbas were the same person.


He naturally woke up in criticism when he was critical of Christianity.


Archispon Nathan Sderblom wrote once that these works of Sderberg belong to them that are to be neglected with silence.


He often engaged in debates about current ideas of day-to-day life.


XYZ Philatelia


When the hundredth of his birth was celebrated, the Swedish Post published a stamp with a portrait of Sderberg, which awakened a certain interest.


The paint was made by Martin Lam and the gravel by Arne Wallhorn, and when he studies the stamp, he can perceive that a woman with long hair sits in the author's knee.


He was overwhelmed by his affairs, with different women.


Partially because of these issues he finally sent to Copenhagen.


XYZ James Cook


James Cook (November 7, 1728 - February 14, 1779) was an English explorer, navigator, and cartographer who reached the rank of Captain in the Royal Navy (regal fleet) of the United Kingdom.




Cook was famous as the cartographer who made maps of the New Land, and as the explorer on the Pacific Ocean made him the first European to visit the eastern coast of Australia and the Hawaiian Island, and he was the first explorer to make a circle of New Zealand.


Cook took over the British merchant marine as a young man and took over the Royal Navy in 1755.


He took part of the War of Seven Years, and then made maps of the whole entrance of the river of Sancte Laurentio during the siege of Quebec.


He helped General Wolfe make his famous stealth assault on the Plains of Abraham, and he helped the young Cook to be noticed by admiration and the Royal Society.


This notice was at a crucial time in its career and the direction of British naval navigation, and caused its commission in 1766 as a place of the South Bark Endeavour for the first of three Pacific journeys.


Cook made maps of several areas and remembered several islands and coasts for European maps for the first time.


Its fulfilment may be ascribed to a combination of good manovre, higher skill of leveling and cartographing, courage to explore pericul dwellings to learn the true facts (for example, to cross the Antarctic cycle and to explore the Grand Barrier of Coralo), the ability to perform in adverse conditions, and to deal with their explorations and to exceed their mandates.




Cook died in Hawaii in a fight against the Hawaiian people during his third journey to the Pacific in 1779.


XYZ Young Life


Cook was born with a humble life in the town of Marton in Yorkshire (which is today a suburb of the village of Middlesbrough).


He was baptized in the local church of St.


Cuthbert, where you can see his name today in the island register.


Cook was one of the five children of James Cook and his wife Grace Pace (a local woman).


In the year 1736, his family moved to the firm, Airey Holme, in Great Ayton, where his father's clerk, Thomas Skottowe, paid for the education of the young James in a local school (that today is a museum).


In 1741, after five years of school, he began to work under his father, who was forward to the director of the firm.


When he had a few hours left, he went up to the next hill, Roseberry Topping, a man who gave the young Cook a taste for exploration and adventure that lasted all his life.


(The final house of his fathers, Cook's Cottage, now in Melbourne; he was moved from England and reassembled, bricked by brick in 1934.)




In 1745, at the age of 16, Cook moved 20 miles (32 km) to the country's village of Staithes to become the apprentice of a chapel and speciality.


Like a learner there, he could see the sea by the window of his shop.


His thoughts gave him a wish to go out of the sea.


After 18 months, it was clear that he was not skilled with the work of a shop.


That's why his clerk William introduced him to John and Henry Walker in the port of Whitby.


The Walkers were prominent in their community; they were Quakers, they owned ships, and they were in the coal trade.


(Lor domo today is the Captain Cook Memorial Museum.)


Cook became an apprentice in the merchant marine in his small flotillas carrying coal on the coast of England.


His first assignment was to the colliery of Freelove_; he spent several years in this and other coasts between the Tyne and London River.


As part of his term as an apprentice, Cook applied himself to the study of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, navigation and astronomy, skills which a captain of a ship of the age had to know.


At the end of the third and final year of learning, Cook began his work on merchant ships in the Baltic.




He was skilled, and for this time he went forward to the merchant marine's degree, initiating with his promotion to his master's degree (the officer loaded with the ship's navigation) in the colliery of the ship.


Less than a month after he had offered a command of his own ship, he joined the Royal Navy's service, which was prepared in which the War of Seven Annes became.


In armed forces, his career was better off, even if he had to start his career at the bottom of the hierarch.


XYZ Family


Cook was married to Elizabeth Batts (1742-1835), the daughter of Samuel Batts (a priest of the Bell Inn in Wapping and one of his servants) in 21 December 1762 in the church of St.


Margaret in Barking, Essex.


They had six sons: James (1763-1794), Nathaniel (1764-1781), Elizabeth (1767-1771), Joseph (1768-1768), George (1772 -1772) and Hugh (1776 -1793).


When he was not overseas, he lived in the East End of London.


He attended the church of St.


Paul in Shadwell, where his son James was baptized.


(There is a plaque on the Stepney Historical Trust in Free Trade Wharf on the Highway, Shadwell that commemorates his life there.)


XYZ Carrier in the Royal Navy




In June 7, 1755, Cook joined the Royal Navy at Wapping, for he believed that a war was imminent.


His first post was under Hugh Palliser in March 1756 with a degree of boatswain.


In the first two years after the Royal Navy was established, Cook tried the master's exam at Trinity House, U.S.A., and called him to sail a ship of the king's fleet.


Then he took over the Miss Solebay_ like a maestro under Captain Robert Craig.


In this capacity he served in more minor action around the British Island.


During the War of the Seven Years, he served in North America as the master of _HMS Pembroke_.


In 1758 he was part of the amphibious assault that captured Louisburg from the French.


Later, Cook took part in the siege of Quebec, before the Battle of the Plains of Abraham.


He had a talent for cartographing and grumbling, and made maps of a large part of the St. Lawrence River during the siege which was allowed by General Wolfe to make his famous stealth assault on Abraham's Plans.


When Cook returned to London, he married his love, but he would be at the same time overseas again.




Cook's skills as a farmer were exercised in the sixteenth century when he made maps of the coast of New Land.


He met the north east coast in 1763 and 1764, the south coast in 1765 and 1766, and the west coast in 1767.


His five stations in Terra Nove produced the first big, exact maps of the island coasts.


At the same time, Cook reached out to two important things: a practical mastery of agrim, at the best of the conditions, less than ideal; and the attention of the admiration and the Royal Society at a crucial moment, with the carriage of James, and for the explorations of England.


During his service in New Land, Cook wrote that he intended not only to go any longer than everyone before me, but as far as I thought it was possible for him to go a man.


XYZ His three journeys


XYZ Prime travel


In 1776, the Royal Society took Cook to travel the Pacific Ocean and document the journey of Venus by the sun.


Cook was commissioned as a guest and given the command of the Miss Bark Endeavour, a vessel of the same type with whom he had started his career.




The Endeavour had the ideal proposals for such a journey: strong, a big, hard-willed magazine, and with a low background, for navigation in archipelagoes and oceans with poor schools.


He set sail from England in 1768, surrounded Cape Horn, and continued to the west through the Pacific.


He came to Tahiti in 13 April 1769, where he tried to make an observation, to the Princess Venus, where he anchored, Cook commanded the construction of a forte and observatory under the direction of Charles Green.


As a matter of fact, the observations were neither so conclusive nor as accurate as they wanted.


When the observations ended, he opened his desired orders for the second part of the journey: to make a search in the south of the Pacific Ocean for the rich continent of Terra Australis.


The Royal Society (roughly Alexander Dalrymple) believed that it had to exist, and that the mission of the transit of Venus was the greatest opportunity that the United Kingdom had to discover the rich continent in front of the other European nations, and that such a little ship and as inconspicuous as the _Endeavour_ was a perfect cover for the mission.


Cook doubted his existence, but followed his orders.


With the help of a Tupaan-nominated Tahitiano, who knew the geographer of the Pacific well, Cook anchored in New Zealand on October 6, 1769 as the second group of Europeans (the first was Abel Tasman in 1642).




There, Cook made maps of all the coast of New Zealand, and identified many important notes to his geography (such as the Cook Strict, the Strict that separates North Island and South Island), with only a few minor faults (such as identifying the Banks Peninsula as an island, and setting the Stewart a pensula).


He tried to make maps of the inside of the entrance, but he couldn't, because of the hostility of the natives there.


Then he set sail to the west, and reached the south east coast of the continent of Australia in 19 April 1770; in doing so, his expedition was the first Europeans to visit his east coast.


In the 23rd of April he made his first recorded observation of the natives of Australia at the Lower Brush next to Bawley, where he wrote that they were not so close to the coast that they could see many people on the shore; they seemed to be very dark or black, but the real colour of their skin or their clothes, I don't know. I don't know, the natives were still hostile to Cook and his expedition.


In 29 April, Cook and the team made an anchor on the continent's right land (in a location where the Kurnell Peninsula is known today), which was called Botany Bay according to the only species obtained by shopkeepers Joseph Banks and Daniel Solander.


It was here that James Cook made the first contact with an aborigine tribe, Gweagal.




Of this peaceful meeting, English language (and finally Interlingua) won the word of the word kanguru_, of the gweagal word ngur_.


After he left Botany Bay, his expedition went north to Batavia.


At this time, he discovered that New Guinea and Australia were separated, and not a large continent.


On June 11, he had an accident when the Grand Barrier of Chorallo was unscathed by a low run in the Grand Barrier of Coralo.


There was a lot of damage to the ship: there was an infestation in the wood; a linen was cut to within 3 millimeters, and it had to be replenished and relapsed.


The reparations died seven weeks (next to the darses of modern-day Cooktown, near the Endeavour River).


When his reparations were over, the journey came and made sail through the sleeve of Towers.


On the 22nd of August he reached the Possession Island, where he took the shore he had explored as a British territory.


Later, Cook visited Savu for three days before sailing for New Warden.


Batavia had a reputation for manifestations of disease and teaching.




Though the expedition was without serious illness, the equipment fell badly, and the expedition suffered its only loss: Herman Spring Jr., the chief scientist and the secretary of Banks.


He died of dysentery caused by food, and was buried at sea in January 24, 1771.


Then, the expedition of the Cape of Bon Sperantia and Sancte Helena, and came in 12 June 1771.


XYZ Prevention de scurbuto


In the four years that his first expedition lasted, in only two times he was a sick slaughtered sailor, who was practically unheard of in the 18th century's expedition.


According to a police officer in the Royal Navy in 1747, Cook sent his equipage to build hot, sauerkraut fruit.


At the same time, it was known that a poor diet was tied to the scorb, but it was not known that the cause was a lack of C's.


Cook's position was practical and empiric; he became so varied that the circumstances were allowed, and he put up with green vegetabils when his luggage came to us.


The sailors of the age were not very innovative, and they looked at the idea of eder sauerkraut with misfortune.




To encourage his equipage to build it, an act which he had used for the other time without a fault, he commanded that the sauerkaut be served at the same and his officers, and gave an option to the sailors that they could take a little if they wanted to.


Option - was achieved: present with a new food in the restricted diet, especially one for the officers, food became very popular.


In the next week, one reason must be set up.


Everything in the ship built the same food, and started the practice at every command.


Two men were made by a scorch: Charles Green and Tahian Tuapean astronomer.


XYZ Arrivata


After the arrival of his expedition, he published his little newspapers, and Cook became almost a hero in the scientific community.


In general society, however, he was not famous, and the aristocious shopkeeper Joseph Banks was the most remarkable hero to the general man.


Banks tried to take the command of the second Cook's journey, but was moved by the expedition before it started, and Johann Reinhold Forster and his son Georg Forster were taken as scientists for the new journey.


George, the first son of Cook, was born only five days before he left.


XYZ




After his return, Cook was promoted from maestro to commandante, and he was joined again by the Royal Society, once again in a search for the mythical Terra Australis.


On his first journey, Cook had demonstrated in his surroundings of New Zealand that it was not part of the greatest land in the south; and well as to make maps of almost all the coast of eastern Australia, he had proved that it was as great as a continent, the Great Southern Land and for the Royal Society to look for, believed to be in the south of New Zealand.


However, Dalrymple and other members of the Royal Society believed that this massive continent was in the south.


Cook had the command of HMS Resolution_ in this journey, and Tobias Furneaux had a command of his companion, the _HMS Adventure_.


This new expedition surrounded the glob at a southbound latitude, and he became one of the first explorers to cross the antarctic circle (in 17 January 1773).


He also made maps, made maps, and arranged for Great Britannia, South Georgia (executed by Anthony de la Roch in 1675), discovered and called the Clergy Rocks and the South Sandwich Islands.


In the antarctic nebula, _Resolution_ and _Adventure_ was separated.


Furneaux and the Adventure_ made sail to New Zealand; there, their equipment was lost a few sailors after a fight with the Mori.


At last, Furneaux sailed to Great Britannia, as Cook continued to explore the Antarctic Ocean.




In exploring the Antarctic Ocean, Cook reached the latitude of 71,10'S in 31 January 1774, and almost discovered Antarctica, but returned to Tahiti to give up his ship.


Then he returned his south course to the dry search of the mythical continent.


On this part of the journey, he had a young Tahitian, Omai, who was less than knowledgeable about the Pacific Ocean than his predecessor Tupaiah was on the first trip.


During his return to Great Britannia, he anchored in the Friendly Islands, Pascha Island, Norfolk Island, New Caledonia, and Vanuatu.


Though he didn't discover the mythical continent, his journey wasn't a fault.


He showed scientific knowledge of the absence of the modern-day land against the popular myth.


At the same time, his journey was carried out by the new K1 chronomer by Larcum Kendall, which enabled Cook to calculate his location more exactly.


Cook's editorial office had so much praise for the clock and the letters it created with its usage were very accurate - so exact that the copies of them were already used until the 20th century.


After his return to Britannia, Cook was promoted to captain and given an honorary withdrawal from the Royal Navy, as an officer at Greenwich Hospital in London.




His fame spread through admiration; he was made a companion of the Royal Society, awarded the Copley Gold Metal, painted by Nathaniel Dance-Holland, invited to have lunch with James Boswell, and described in the Lords' Chamber as the first navigator in Europe.


Noonstantiating these honors, Cook could not be separated from the sea.


A third journey was flattened, to find the North West Passage.


Cook went to the Pacific and waited for an easterly journey to the Atlantic, when an old journey traveled in the opposite direction.


XYZ Tertie travel


In his final journey, Cook had the new command of _HMS Resolution_ when the chief Charles Clerk had commanded the _HMS Discovery_.


The journey was ready to return Om to Tahiti, and it was what the people of London believed.


As soon as Omai returned, Cook set sail to the north.


After visits on the coast of Alaska, in 1778 he was the first European to visit the Hawaiian Island.


After making anchors in the port of Waimea in Kauai, he named the Archipelago the Sandwich Inns for the fourth Earl of Sandwich, who was the officer of the first Lord of Admirality at the time.




From the south of the Pacific Ocean he went to the north-east to explore the west coast of North America and buried the town of the First Nations in Yuquot in the Nootka Strict in Vancouver, even though he had made the Strict of Juan de Fuca sail.


He explored and made maps of the coast of California up to the Bering Strict, in this part of his journey, he identified what would be known as the Strict Cook in Alaska.


It was said that on a single visit, Cook lettered the majority of the north-west coast for the first time, determined the extension of Alaska, and took up the Russian and Spanish exploration of the northern Pacific Ocean.


The narrowness of Bering was impossible, even though he had made enough attempts to cross it.


These failed trials frustrated him, and his physical health plagued him; indeed, his mental health was plagued with a little, and in time he did some unreasonable deeds, such as that his equipment eats the inedible flesh of the wreath.


Cook returned to Hawaii in 1779.


After sailing around the archipelago for eight weeks, he anchored in the Kealakekua Bay in the island of Hawaii, the largest island in the Hawaiian Inns.


After a month was remanded, Cook set sail to summarise his exploration.


After he left the Hawai island, the master of the _Resolution_ broke, and Cook returned to Hawaii.




For some reason, the weather in the halls was not so friendly, and there were many tension between the Hawaiians and the Europeans.


The final offence occurred on February 14, when a few Hawaiians stole one of the expedition ships.


Normally, because clothing was common in the halls, Cook took hostages until the return of his things.


So, Cook made his final mistake: he tried to take the king of Hawaii, Kalaniopu,'u.


The Hawaiians prevented it, and the expedition's equipage had to retreat to the shore.


When Cook returned to the shore to help in the boating, he was hit by the head and dipped in his back as he did to the water.


The Hawaiian took his body.


Four of the seas died and two were wounded in the face.


Though he tried to take his king, Cook and his body were treated with the consideration of the chief Hawaiian.


His body was made up, covered to facilitate the discovery of the body, and the bones were mutated with respect and preserved as religious icons.




(Accidentally, when the bodies of the European authorities were treated, after a request from the expedition, the body of Cook was given to the expedition, which gave him a formal British training at sea.


Captain Clerk was in the order of the command, and so he took the command of the expedition.


He made a final essay at Bering's point.


After the death of the Clerk, the _Resolution_ and the _Discovery_ returned in October 1780 under the command of John Gore (an veteran of the first journey of Cook) and Captain James King.


The third and final journey of Cook was filled by King after his return to Great Britannia.


XYZ The Hypothese of Lono


A hypothese of the reason for the Hawaiians moving after the expedition's return, it is about the Hawaiian station, and its influence on the interests of the Hawaiian people.


One story believes that when Cook came to Hawaii, his arrival was consistent with Makahiki, a Hawaiian feast of reaping in honor of his God Lono.


That's why this hypothese includes that the _HMS Resolution_ - especially, the formation of the masts, sails and mano-doves - re-regarded certain religious icons of the station.




Similarly, the circumnavigation made by Cook (from the north to the east, to the south, to the west) before he got back the processions that occurred during Lono's feasts.


One story has claimed that the other coincidences caused certain Hawaiians to believe that Cook was an incarnation of Lono.


However, when the expedition returned to Hawaii, it was not already the station of Makahiki - a celebration of Lono, which was synonymous with peace - but the station of K, which was the God of War.


The war station caused a climate of aggression and feeling from the Hawaiian people, combined with the wrongs made by Cook - how to attack a king on the war station - the hostility between the Hawaiians and the Europeans quickly reached a peak.


XYZ Legato of Cook


The 12 years that Cook spent in the Pacific Ocean improved the European understanding of the area.


Many classrooms, such as the Sandwich Islands, were met by the first time by Europeans, and their most exact navigational maps of great areas of the Pacific Ocean were a remarkable act (indeed, these maps will be used in the same form that Cook wrote to the 20th century).




So Cook picked up exact threats of length in his first journey with his ability to sail, using the moon's method of distance (imments from the distance from the moon to the sun by day, or one of eight stars lit by night to determine the time at Royal Observatory in Greenwich, and then compare this month with the time of the sun, determined by the sun, moon, or stars).


On his second journey, Cook used the K1 chronomer, which was in the form of a great task clock, 13 cm (5-ounce) in the diameter.


It was a copy of the H4 watch by John Harrison, which was proved to be the first clock to maintain an exact measure of time in the sea on the journey of the ship _Deptford's_ to Jamaica (1761 -1762).


Cook was the first European to make extensive contact with the people of the Pacific.


He believed, correctly, that there was a relative among all the people of the Pacific Ocean, in spite of the fact that their land was separated by thousands of miles of the ocean.


He believed, too, that the peaceful people had dealt with his native origin of the land in Asia (an assertion which was proved correct by scientist Brian Sykes).


Cook's expeditions were accompanied by many scientists, whose observations and discoveries were at the value of the journeys.




Joseph Banks (an English shopkeeper) and Daniel Solander (a Swedia scientist) collected species of more than 3000 species of plants.


Banks, in particular, was remarkable that he became a pre-eminent promoter of the colonisation of Australia by the United Kingdom, based under his own observations.


Cook's expeditions were also more artists.


Sydney Parkinson was one of the pre-eminent artists on the first trip, and made 264 illustrations before his death at the end of the journey.


His successor in the second journey, William Hodges, created remarkable paintings of the land of Tahiti, the Pascha Island, and other landscapes.


His contribution to science was recognized during his life, with him in England and the stranger.


In the year 1779, when American colonies were in a war against the United Kingdom, Benjamin Franklin wrote a letter to the leaders of the military ships, recommending that if the ships contained in the ship of Cook, that they were:


He does not regard it as an enemy, he does not regard it as an enemy, he does not know any more about the contents of it, he does not see his immediate return to England, to keep it, or to give it to any other part of England or to America; but you are treated by the Cook Captain and his equipage with all civility and benevolence, as common friends to mankind.




However, not known about Franklin, the captain had died a month before this passport, it was written.


The location in which he was killed in Hawaii is marked by a white shell, and about 25 square feet (~2.3 m2) of land around the obelisk incurred; this land, in spite of being in Hawaii, was given to the United Kingdom, and the land was official part of the Kingdom.


In the United States of America, Cook appeared in a U.S. budget, the middle of the United States, and struck in 1928 for the Hawaiian Sesquicentennial (the celebration of the 150th anniversary of the European island discovery).


XYZ John Cleese


John Marwood Cleese (born 27 October 1939) is an actor, writer, player, and comedian who is a member of the Monty Python comedy company.


XYZ Noted Otaka


Hissed Otaka (Japanese: ) (26 September 1911 - Tokio 16 February 1951) was a Japanese composer and driver.


He studied his position with Joseph Marx in Vienna, and went with Felix Weingartner.


The flautist Jean-Pierre Rampal recorded his flute concert.


The driver Tadaaki Otaka is his son.


XYZ Montemagno




Montemagno (_Montmagn_ in pedemontese) is a common of 1,228 inhabitants of the province of Asti in Pedemonte.


In the year 1000 is about, Montemagno is a city made up of twelve, twelve wines made up of all the numbers, and it remains to characterize its identity, and you are buried in the circuit of the Castle Aperti, of the South Pedemon.


XYZ Monuments and referral points


The Holy House, the last remanded door of the wall, and the baroque staircase in the stone of Cumiana has historical value.


Appreciable to the architectonic point of view is the girl from St. Vittore, the Roman church dedicated to the Holy Victor, who was borne by a tall bell.


Dimmed in the country is the country girl of St. Mary of Vallin, the country church of the Madonna of Vallin, which is covered by the local population.


In the last few years, the church is also made of picnics by tourists, thanks to its privileged position in the centre of a valley among the hills of the land.


On the daily basis, the position of the parrochial girl of St. Martin and Stefan is called as one of the most beautiful places of the Pedemon, for the staircase and church that dominates it are very similar to those in Piazza di Spagna in Rome.


XYZ Particula grammara




In linguistics, the term is used often as an artifice to name what is not a strict definition.


In general, it is understood that the particulates are words that are meant to be a word without reflection.


They are the words that have no suffices like those that indicate grammar, time, or person.


As a matter of fact, the term may have a higher definition.


In a few contexts, the meaning of the term may be superimposed with such notions as (morphem) (marker) or (adverbial)


To the equals which many linguistic ideas, the precious content of the nation depends on the specificity of the language.


In Japanese and Korean, the term is used to mark substances in accordance with the case or their role (subject, object, complement, or topical) in a sentence or proposal.


In English, the words _this_ (that) and _that_ (that) are not uninflected words, after they are plural.


In addition, the articles of the Romanian languages are also inflicted with number and gender.


In addition, if a particulate is defined as simply an invariable word, the interjections would be classified as particulates.


XYZ History of French Language




French is a Romanian language, that's a Latin language.


It is spoken of in France, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland and in other 51 countries, mainly in Africa, which were part of the French colonial empire and also the Democratic Republic of the Congo, including the Belgian Congo, and in Rwanda, the other British African colonies.


Born of the evolution of the vulgar latin to the romanic cock in the hearts of the first millenium of the Christian era, the French, the royal language, is turned into legal and administrative language with the order of Villers-Cotterts in 1539.


When the suite of the French, always around the Parisian naked, will be defiled in France, Europe and the world.


There is a long way of reforming the language promoted by academics, to regulate it, and to translate Latin words.


The French classic of the 16th and 17th centuries shall be turned into the modern French of the 18th century, the neighbouring language of Europe.


With colonisation, French spreads in North America in the 18th century, in Africa in the 19th which will turn her into a world language.


However, the Frenchman lost influence on the second half of the 20th century in favour of English.




Claude Hegge shall distinguish three acts of reasoning from the Frenchman; the period of the average which shall be extended from the end of the 11th century to the beginning of the 14th period, the period which shall be extended from the beginning of the reign of Louis XIV to the end of the 18th century, and from the period of the end of the 19th century to the beginning of the 20th century.


The term of hearing, in some cases, may be a synonym of French.


The French language has this particularity that its development was in part the operations of groups of intellectuals, such as the Pleiade, or of institutions, such as the French Academy.


She's a lingua dicta academic.


However, the use of the right and number of the right is the one who's male, this language is alive, when he's given the rank of Molire, where he's talking about Molire's tongue.


Before the Englishman's proliferation of lexical prints, the French government took measures to protect the integrity of the language.


Therefore, on the 7th January 1972, promulgates decree No. 72 -9 relating to the richness of the French language, leading to the creation of Ministerial committees of terminology by the richness of the French vocabulary.


The 1994 Toubon law is the cause of the same concern.


His 1996 decree of application created a coordinated display of French language richness.




In Quebec, the Quebec Officina of the French language is concerned with governing the use of French language, protected by Quebec law 101.


The office proposes on the Internet its great terminological dictionary.


XYZ Del seculo I al V: Interactions between the vulgar Latin and the gall language


The history of the French language begins with the invasion of the Gallia by the armies remains under Julio Cesare from 58 to 50 BC.


It is considered that the Gallia was counting with ten million inhabitants.


Later, the conquest, the soldiers and the merchants remained brought with them their daily and vulgar servant.


Despite the appearance of the two languages (syntaxes, numbering, morphology), there is littleness between the gall and the Latin.


The Latin works as a script and administration language, where the roach, oral tradition because it was written, continues to be an inter-cam language in the urban centres that knew a rapid development under the Romans, and later remains the everyday language in the rural media, notably distant from the great hundreds of romance that are the villas and the Mediterranean.


XYZ Brasil




Brazil (the official name of the Federative Republic of Brazil) is a federative republic formed by the union of 26 States and by the Federal District.


The land has 5,565 cities, 211,000 inhabitants and an area of 8,511,965 square kilometres, equal to 47% of South American territory.


It is the greatest land in South America.


XYZ History


The main article: History of Brazil_


In 1500 Pedro lvares Cabral began a journey to India, he took two carves and 13 ships, and more than or less than 1 500 people.


The Portuguese crown wanted him to use the cared for by Vasco to give Gama to the Cape of Good Speranty.


To avoid a calm area in the Gulf of Guinea, he sailed to the west and found the wind that finally burst into the South American continent in April 1500.


During the years between 1533 and 1549 the Portuguese crown divided Brazil into 15 territorial divisions, called by the chieftains, which the king gave to wealthy (donatrios) Portuguese men, who, in exchange for many powers and privileges, had to use their own capital to colonize these territories and develop their economic resources.




Among those captaincies only two, Pernambuco and So Vicente (to the south of the present city of Santos), were many success, Pernambuco because of the trade in sugar and So Vicente because of the juice and the lifting of cattle cattle.


In response to the general failure of the captaincy, the king, Joo III, assumed their direction by means of the governor-general with ample political powers.


In the captaincy, the Governor-General was represented by a group of local officials who fortified the strategic points of the coast and ruled the local cities according to the patrons already established in Portuguese cities.


The king also established the capital of the land in Bahiah.


This reorganisation of the colony attracted many new colonists to Brazil.


The first governor of Brazil, Tome de Sousa, came to the colony with a group of Jesuits who had an important role in the development of the land.


They set up schools for example.


But they also inspired a strong stand between the colonists of the colony, who tried to subdue the Brazilian Indians.


While the Portuguese crown reorganised the government of Brazil, France tried to establish a permanent colony in the Brazilian territory.




In 1555, Nicolas de Villegagnon, an adventurer who had the name of Henri II of France, commanded the port of what was called Rio de Janeiro.


The governor-general, Mem de S, leading a deemable army, attacked and exposed the French and established the city that would finally be the capital of Brazil.


French was persistent.


In the first part of the 18th century, they tried to settle in the Atlantic region of southern Brazil.


During the time that Portugal was under the Spanish crown (1580-1640) Dutch troops also occupied Bahia and Pernambuco, the wealthy capital of the main region that was produced by their own use.


In spite of the opposition of the Spanish/Portuguese crown, North-East Brasilians and the region of S Paulo were able to blow up the Dutch from their land.


In spite of his distance from Europe, the Napoleonic police had a great influence on the political development of Brazil.


According to the continental system of Napoleon, no European country could trade with Britannia.


Portugal and England were allotted for a long time, and the Portuguese government continued its trade with the English.


Napoleon answered his people to Limbon.




With the help of the British War Marine, all the royal family, and their courts, and their officials went to Brazil.


XYZ Protests


Liturgy or Protestants or evangelicals are an arrangement of religious rituals and practices of the Christian church of the Protestant Reformation, but every church has its own system of liturgy.


Benediction


XYZ Caffeine


Caffeine is a hot, white, crystalline, and alkaline shawl, which is like a psychoactive stimulant, and like a benign diurendant.


Coffee was discovered by a German chemist, Friedrich Ferdinand Runge, in 1819.


He created the word of Kaffein, a chimic composition in coffee, which was adapted to other European languages.


Caffeine is also called a guaranine when he finds guarana, when he finds himself in the matte, and heeds when he finds it in thee; all these names refer to the same chimic composition.


Coffee is found in different amounts in the fabes, leaves, and fruits of a few plants, where it comes like a natural pestice that paralyzes and kills certain insects that are nourished by plants.


Humans usually consume coffee in foreign infusions of the ceressities of coffee and the leaves of teasing, and of various foods and drinks containing products of the nut kola.




Other coffee streams include yerba matta, hear basins, and the potty Yaupon.


In humans, coffee is a stimulant central nervous system; it has the effect of temporing sleep and restoring vigilance.


Drinks with coffee, like coffee, tea, and energetic drinks are very popular.


Coffee is the most generally consumed psychoactive substance in the world, but different from other psychoactive substances, coffee is legal and not regulated in almost all jurisdictions.


In North America, almost 90 percent adults consume coffee all day.


Food and Drug Administration (administration of Food and Pharmacists) classifies coffee as a food substance, generally recognized as safe.


XYZ Plutonum


Plutonium is a radioactive Chimic element of Pu-symbol and atomic number 94.


It mainly uses it for its fissible quality, e.g. for the production of power plants or for the nuclear weapons.


Metal Plutonum is very toxic.


Ingestion or inhalation of minute pieces will cause death for a man.




XYZ Yemen


Yemen is a country in West Asia, covering the south west end of the Arab Peninsula.


It now constitutes the Republic of Yemen, which represents a merger of the North Yemen (whose capital was Sanaa) with the South Yemen ex-Communist (whose capital was Aden) in 1990.


Yemen is the only republic of the Arab Peninsula.


It is also the most pauper and the least unwelcome land.


However, the story and culture are rich.


In Antiquity, a part of Yemen was understood in the term of the term. Arabia Felice, pertaining to commercial prosperity and relative vegetables.


The ancient Yemen kept important ligams with the civilizations of Ethiopia, Egypt, Russia and India.


Many Indonesians and males descend from the Yemenite merchants.


Yemen became the home of a major Jewish population.


Islam is the predominant religion, present in the Sunni and Zaidite forms (a unique variety of Shiism).


There's even a small rustle.


The Gulf of Aden, located south of Yemen, is now periculous because of the proliferation of Somali pirates.




Yemen keeps nobly good relations with their neighbours overseas, Sooma and Djibuti.


XYZ Wilhelm Reich


Wilhelm Reich (Dobrzanica, Galitzia, Austrian Empire, 24 March 1897 - Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, United States, 3 November 1957) was an inventor, postulator of the organ theory, doctor, psychiatrist and Austrian -statunite psychoanalyst.


He was a member of the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society, acting initially as Freud's disciples.


At the same time, his theories were later independent of the institutional psychology.


From his studies of Freud, the points which he was most interested in were the unconscious, the neurosis and the libed.


He was driven out of the common and psychoanalytic figures for the radicality of his efforts, pursued by the Nazi figures in Germany for his book (Psychologia de masses del fascismo_, driven out of Denmark and Norway for Nazi government pressures, and finally judged in the United States during the New York Gansevoorta in March 23, where he recorded progressive schizophrenia, with his sleeves being released to the pyre in the New York Gansevoortorean Innner on October 23, 1956.


After a year he died in the care of a heart attack, one day before he called his sentence.


XYZ Project Gutenberg




Project Gutenberg is a digital library.


It was the idea of Michael Hart, who decided in 1971 that it could be an excellent idea if he had a famous and important copy of texts that could be available free of charge for all men.


From now on, hundreds of volunteers were joined by him who divides his own vision.


In 2006, over thirty years later, the Gutenberg Project has an availability of more than a total of 19,000 works in many languages, among them a novel in interlingua alone.


XYZ Description


Project Gutenberg's philosophy is to publish information.


Books and other materials are available to the public domain.


There are classic works by many authors of different countries free of author's right (_copyright_).


Operas are written mostly in English language.


People can read, use and quote such information freely.


XYZ Boxer


The boxman is a dog's ray of work, from native German.


The cashier is part of the Doges family.




The name (Boxer) is supposed to be derived from the tent of this race to begin to fight in the back of his back and to the left of his legs.


XYZ History of the race


The race was created in Germany during the second half of the 14th and early 20th century.


It's the result of crucibles, in 1880, between German and English bulldozers.


The ancestors of this race were German bulleiser, a dog descended from the Mastin and English bulldog.


The bullbearer was a dog of work used for hunting, it was used in the pursuit of urs, wild pigs and cervos.


His function was to take care of the prey and wait for the arrival of the hunters.


Later years, faster dogs were privileged and the bullbearer became more small, he was called Brabanter.


At the end of the 19th century, the Brabanter was crucified with the English and from here began the line that would be born to the modern Boxer.


In 1894, three Germanes Roberth, Konig and Hopper decided to establish the race and display a dog in a show.


This happened in Munich in 1895, and the next year they founded the first Boxer's Club.




The race was introduced in other parts of Europe.


The American Kennel Club (AKC) recognizes the first Boxer camp in 1915.


During the World War I, the boxman made part of the army by carrying out military work, acting like a precious messenger, porter, can of attack and guard.


It was only after World War II that the boxer became popular in all the world.


XYZ Description


The boxman is a medium-haired, short-sweetened and shiny dog.


There's a powerful ossature, and it's very muscular.


It must not look heavy, nor do it.


The boxman has a bulkhead with a sassy jaw (he's a dog), his muzzle is black, his neck is strong and muscular and his breast is wide.


Its pillar can be made of yellow colour and it can be made white.


In the standard the white color must not exceed 1/3 of covering.


Total white colors had been excluded since 1905, black in 1925 and grey in 1938.


There were no more major changes, except that which is concerned with otectomy and caudectomy, prohibited in Germany.




The male measures 60 inches and weighs about 32 pounds (standard male 57 -63cm; female 53 -59 cm above the scapula and 28 pounds).


XYZ Temperament


The cashier is a family can, hardened in front of the strangers.


Courageous in nature, this can be characterized by his great calm and his balanced and frank character.


Its training is recommended to precocious age, depending on the fact that they usually have a strong personality, that they should have the most difficult training when they are grown up.


The cashier is an appropriate dog as a child's companion, because it suffers with them, and it's very much attached to its owners.


The boxer is not considered to be silent until the age of three years.


It's a good watch can, as long as it's got a proper train.


In nature it's not an aggressive or vitorious race but it's necessary for socialisation to tolerate other dogs.


A few times its over-protective and dominant attitude, more intense in males, can be troublesome.


The cashier is generally patient with small, but can be shown to be dominant with larger dogs or sex.


A bad individual or a bad train can be capable of serious damage or even killing other animals.


XYZ Utilisation




It's a faithful, intelligent and vigilant dog.


With his courage, strongness and agility are used as a police can in Germany, and it is equally a blind guide and a good guardian.


The cashier can take part in agility contests.


XYZ Possible health problems


The boxman is a dog more susceptible to the tumors than most of the races, having also a sensible skin.


Among other problems, there is also a coxed drop.


The presence of these diseases is not very high, and if more of the dog is bought from a responsible debtor who forms health certificates, the risk of having a bad boxman is rare.


Swedish Language XYZ


Swedish is a Germanic language which is first spoken in Sweden, by about nine million people.


The majority of speakers live in Sweden, Finland and the land (autoname of Finland), where the language is official.


The Swedish is, in a great part, mutually intelligent with Danish and Norwegian native languages, but not with the finish that belongs to a whole other group of languages.




These three languages have been greatly influenced by the Lower Language, half German (during the Epoch of the Hansean League), a large change that did not occur in the Icelandic or Faroese language.


XYZ Grammatica


Male and female generations are reduced to one, the common generation.


XYZ External bindings


 - Online Dictionary of the government of Sveda


XYZ George Carlin


George Denis Patrick Carlin (Manhattan, New York City 12 May 1937 - St. Monica, California 22 May 2008) was a comic, actor, social critic, and author.


Carlin was famous for his black comedy and his thoughts on politics, English language, psychology, religion, and various tabu subjects.


Carlin and his comic rout, and he was central to the case of 1978 of the stately supreme Court.


F.C.C. v. Pacifica Foundation, in which in a decision of 5 - 4 the Court affirmed the power of government to regulate matter which it calls unindecent, in public education.


XYZ Rete transeuropee de transporto




The Trans-European Transportation Rete (Acronymy: RTE -T) is an integrated transport breach, designed to support the single market, ensure the free circulation of trades and persons, and corroborate the growth, occupation, and competitiveness of the whole European Union.


In the past, the European transport systems were developed by it plus according to the state's criteria, with the consequences of penuriate or complete absence of interconnections to the conferences of the Member States, or long strategic corridors of the continent.


For the interconnected weakness of transports is the economic growth, from its primes in the years, new to the RTE policies -T has directed the European unit funds for the implementation of the implementation of the project underlay by Europe.


A vague economic possibility for the Union would be also to establish a league between the Trans-European Rete and the New Way of the Seven, the Chinese global commercial connection mega-project.


The Rete shall have a legal basis in the Treaty of Amsterdam, which was signed in 1997, however, its developmental accomplishment in the advanced period shall be due to the Treaty on the European Union, signed in Maastricht in 1992.


XYZ Ecopoese


The model of ecopoesis for the origin of life is based on the idea that a continent atmosphere is a high percentage of molecular oxygenum, generated by the atmosphere photo of water vapor, is an essential characteristic of the primitive echosphere of the Earth.




The ecopoesis is radically different from other biopoesis models.


At the same time, the origin of life is kept as equivalent to the fortunate appearance of very simple cellular organizations, whose metabolic evolution would also lead to general evolution of the environment (the atmosphere rich in oxygenum would be a result of this process).


In the ecopoesis, on the contrary, the physical environment plays the main role, not organizations.


Precocious oxygen presentation determines the establishment of a stream of flosses, which, by casting on the methods of the lithosphere, crosses the archean seas, pumped by the photographic production of oxygen in the atmosphere of the Earth.


This flow is mediated and predominantly channeled by redox transitions of redox elements - sensitive to the hydrosphere.


These environmental interventions of great breadth cause the development of a geochimical basis metabolism in a planetary protoplasm (the holoplasm) by creating pre-conditions for the gradual evolution of organismal life.


The wide difference of electrochemical potentials in the prime environment would cause the appearance of biogeochemical cycles.


Primitive metabolic paths originate from the interaction of these cycles and their products.




The order of order in the supervening system of energetically favourable transitions, particularly in the oxidation of organic matter, and of the physical -chemical properties of participating computers.


This planetary proto-metabolism is very congruent with today's biochemy, including the setting of carbon and Nitrogenum and the aerobic degradation of organic compounds (total oxydation of CO2).


Biologic evolution, as it rules, will lead through the functioning control of these activities, not by its creation.


The naked metabolism of a geochemical basis will make it so congruent to our modern enzymatic processes.


Carboxylating properties and condensing borrowing in the middle of the water (namely hyper-carbonic world), for the presentation of a heavy CO2 atmosphere is particularly important, for it is allowed to fix coal in the presence of the shrinking power, and to spread chirals.


As the direct reduction of carbonic anhydride is outside the domain of the aqueous chimia, the fixedness of the carbon depends on the carboxylation of pre-existent coal composites.


The pro-biological cycles of the coal are running in the anabolic sensuous by interlocking organ composition carboxylation reactions with the stages of reduction.




Recipiplely, the catabolic cycles would change decarboxylation and oxydation steps, like in modern metabolic cycles.


You can discuss the possibilities of non-enzymatic analogs of such reactions in the hyper-carbonic medium to a few details, as well as to transversal methods of binding the balance of reduction - inxidation in the proto-biological echopher to carboxylation and decarboxylation processes.


The setting of the carbon shall require a conversion of modest (primary) types of hydro-carbons made up of the decomposition of coals from the lithosphere, above all acetylenics, which may be directly converted from the hydration and carboxylation, to the Pyruvic and Oxalacetic acids, the central constituents of the current biochemical paths.


Participation of these compounds strengthens the idea that the bi-directional Krebs cycle would be the main characterization of carbon circulation in the primitive echo.


Availability to reduce for anabolic processes (derived mainly from bivalent iron and lithospheric sulphurized compounds), compared to that of the solubile oxygeno, shall favor the accumulation of organic compounds in the hydrosphere.


The question of the nature of these compounds and their training processes may be helped by the development of the principle of congruency.




Organismal characteristics of life are achieved gradually, and the cellularity is quite late in this model.


XYZ Half hypercabonic


The average hyper-carbonic expression describes the reactive properties of the oceanic environment of the primitive Earth (o, hyper-carbon world), under the atmosphere composition put forward in the eco-poesis model.


Thanks to the large amount of CO2 dissolved, chimic species such as carbon acid, bi-carbonic ion, and bi-valent (over all alkali-terrous magnesium) are presented in much higher concentrate than in the oceans of today, lending to the carboxy, capable properties of carbans and carbans.


Under the balance of carboxylation, dry decarboxylation, various organic compounds would form hyper-carbical analogy series, proximously likened to only the amount of CO2 added to their mills.


The very polar medium, with a low water (Aw) activity rules the balance of hydration -dehydration.


Moreover, the balance of reduction - oxydation is part of the whole oceanic environment, laid down between a lithosphere that delivers reducing waves (over all the iron and bivalent sulphur) and the oxygenic atmosphere.




Factors that determine the balance of carboxylation - decarboxylation and the balance of hydration - dehydration shall be called a permanent factor and are attached to conditions that are only fluctuating very readiness.


The balance of reduction -oxydation, on the contrary, is guided by eventual factors that vary strongly between the redox ends of the protobiological environment.


The chimie in the middle of hyper-carbonics is central to the model of eco-poesis, as suggested by the principle of congruentity, the biologic relief of carboxylation and decarboxylation reactions, and the geologic obviouss of a heavy CO2 paleoatmosphere.


XYZ Mach Principle


Mach's principle had great influence on Albert Einstein in his general relativity theory.


In fact, this term, the beginning of Mach, was introduced by Einstein in 1918.


According to Ernst Mach (1838-1916), in his book (the Science of Mechanic_ (1893), there is no point in the speeding of a mass relating to absolute space.


Instead of that, he has made up the idea that the speeding of a body may be connected to the distant stars, i.e.


the inertity of an influential body of matter in great distance.




Thus, the inertial forces of an accelerated body shall have the same origin as the gravitational strengths which it has for the sake of concentrations of field of mass - energy described by the energy strainer - the basis for the type of the type of translation of the theory of relativity.


According to Mach, a body has no inertial strengths when it is in reprehension with the centre of the whole universe's mass.


Mach put such an idea after denying Isaac Newton's absolute space record.


XYZ Titanomachia


The Titanomachia (in Greek (in Greek) At the age of 10 years between the two rays of deities before the existence of mankind; the Titans, carrying out the mountains of Otris, and the Olympics, which will rule on the Olympos.


XYZ Dan (can)


The donor is a very big picture dog.


It must not be confused with a Danish person.


A donkey is a type of strong, thick-collared, short and wide, round-haired, strong and concaved.


It has thick, steep lips and strong jaws, sturdy paws, and extraordinary courage.


It is used to guard property, hunt and fight with wild animals.




The highest can unquam was a gift called the Jews (died September 2014 at the age of 5), whose height was at the shoulder was 111.8 cm.


The highest living dog is another, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one, one,


In other languages the Danish is called the Great Danish One, as in English (_Great Dane_), the Spanish (_large Danish_), and the German German: (dog_german) (using derivatives of the English word for dog (_dog_), as in French (_doge_), German (_Deutsche Dogge_), and Hungaro (_nmet dog_).)


XYZ Sukkot


Sukkot (Hebrew: Member States of the various Member States, Transliterated States, Sukkoth, Sukkos, Sukkos, Succot, Succoto, or Succeeds, or Cabanas' Feast and Tabernacles are a Jewish party, one of the vocations of the -kagim (fasts of pilgrims) in Jewishism.


XYZ Etymologia


Hebrew's name is the plural of the word Sukkah which means a hut.


To celebrate the feast, the tradition (or commandment, technically), is to build a built-up structure in the free-standing forest of the tree, quite tenuous branches that allow it to be seen of the sky, and to have meals (if the time is not bad) in it.


Many synagogues build sukkahs in their roofs or courts for the use of the local Jewish community.




XYZ Tempore


Sukkot starts in September or October.


The date of the first day is the 15th month of the Tishrei, the first native month in the Jewish lunar calendar.


Like the Khag of Passover, it lasts seven days for Jews in Israel, but eight days in the daytime, a tradition that originates because of the difficulty in ancient times of calculating in advance when the newness that incites the month will appear. (for the same reason, the Khag of Shavout is one day in Israel and two days in the day.)


XYZ History


(like the other shagim_) it was an agricultural feast of the Canaanites; Judaism assimilated these feasts, and reinterpreted them as a celebration of the history of the Jewish exodus of bondage in Egypt.


In the reinterpretation the feast commemorates the 40 years of wandering in the wilderness.


The tradition says that the sukkah represents the huts which were the houses of the Jews when we lived in the wilderness.


Obviously, the tradition is incorrect: the tribes named for the wilderness Sinai lived in tents and not in huts.




But it seems that the apologies, originally referred to the time huts in Jerusalem during the feast at the post-exilic period: In Israel, many Jews made a journey to Jerusalem, which the city had no permanent dwelling for their use.


The other brook of Sukkot is the use of the four species: three tree branches (of the merto, palm, and salt) and an etrog (and the fruit of the age of four species) are borne in English, noon is one of the translation of the word's words, this four species are kept in English during the days of the day of the feast except for the Sabbath.


XYZ Liverpool


The city of Merseyside, England, along the east part of the Mersey River estuaries, is a city and a metropole from Merseyside, England.


It was founded in 1207 and has gained city status in 1880.


Liverpool is the fourth largest city in the United Kingdom and has a population of 435 500, and is at the centre of the Liverpool Urban Area, which has a population of 816 216.


XYZ History


The urbanisation and expansion of Liverpool are the consequences of the city's status as a major port.


In the 18th century, exchange from West India, Ireland and Europe, and also the Atlantic House of slaves helped the economic expansion of Liverpool.




In 2007 the city celebrated 800 anniversary, and in 2008 the title of the European Capital of Culture combined with Stavanger, Norway.


XYZ Demographia


For the census of June 2007, 91.5 percent of the population of Liverpool is white, 1.9 percent is black and 4.6 is Asian.


XYZ World Heritage Site


In 2004, many areas of the city centre agreed to the status of a UNESCO World Heritage Site.


Referred to as _Liverpool - Maritime and Mercantile City_ the seats contain six separate locations in the town including the Pier Head, Albert Dock and Strata William Brown and include many of the most famous objectives of the city.


XYZ The Beatles


The popularity of the Beatles and other groups of the January music of Mersey contributes to the Liverpool Statute as a destination of tourism.


Tourism forms a significant part of the modern city's economy.


XYZ Budapest


Budapest is the capital city of Hungary.


It is the greatest city in Hungary and the chief centre of politics, culture, trade, industry and transport in the land.




Budapest is considered an important modiolo in Central Europe.


In 2008, Budapest had 1,702,297 inhabitants and its metropolitan area was 2.451,418.


The city area is 525 square kilometres.


Budapest has joined the Danube in November 17th, 1873, the Buddha and Obuda (Buda Valley) on the western shore with Pest on the eastern shore.


XYZ World Heritage Site


Budapest is considered to be a beautiful city of World Heritage Sites including the banks of the Danube, the Fourth of Castle of the Buddha, Avenue Andrssy, and the Underground Railway of the Millennio, the first in the continent of Europe.


Budapest attracts more than 20 million visitors a year.


The centre for the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) was in Budapest.


XYZ History


The first burgo in the city of Budapest was Ak-Ink (Aqua Abundante), built by Celts, and after all, built by Aquincum in the 1elinguistic century, followed by the Roman Empire.


The Romanos built streets, amphitheatres, baths and houses with thermal floors.


The Hungaros settled in the territory at the end of the 9th century.


The Tatars went into the 13th century.




King Bela IV of Hungary commanded the building of stone walls around the city and established the royal palace on the height of the stake of the stake.


In 1361 the city has become the capital of Hungary.


The Italian Renascentia had a great influence on the city.


For King Matthias Corvino of Hungary, the Bibliotheca Corviniana was a large collection of historic, philosophic and scientific chroniques in the 15th century.


XYZ Geography


Budapest is in the centre of Hungary.


The Danube enters the city to the north.


XYZ Climate


Budapest has a transitional temperate climate.


XYZ Band of Mbius


The band of Mbius (or _Moebius_), called according to German mathematics and astronomer August Ferdinand Mbius, is a topological object with only one edge and one.


It was co-discovered independently by Mbius and German mathematician Johann Benedict Listing in 1858.


A model can be built easily by half - drive a band of paper (or other material) and put the ends together to create a single band.


Mbius's band has a number of foreign properties.




If a two-band with two-seeds, one does not get two-bands, then a long band with two-seeds.


If one is still a long band, one will get two bands that are snaked around the other.


Alternatively, if a third of the distance from the edge, one has two sides; one is a thin band of Mbios, and the other is a long band with two half-tortions.


Other band combinations can be obtained to make Mbius bands with two or more twists for one.


For example, a band with three half-tortions, as they two-parted for their lengths, will become a band tied on a noose.


To dry a band of Mbios, tosses it out, and gather the ends together, the unexpected figures have been called paradromic rings.


XYZ Benin


Well, the official Republic of Benin (Rpublique du Bnin_), is a country of West Africa.


It contains 7 513 946 inhabitants in 2006, and covers an area of 112 622 square kilometres.


Benin spreads six miles from the Niger River to the north on the Atlantic coast to the south.


The land has like neighbours Togo on the west, Nigeria on the east, and Niger and Burkina Faso on the north.




Benin has become completely independent on August 1, 1960, under the name of the Republic of Dahomey_, before taking its current name in 1975.


The official capital is Porto-Novo; Cottonou is the economic capital.


The country has an official language of French, and it's worth the French C.A.


The governor of Benin is a chairman, and his head of the state is Yayi Boni, who succeeded Mathieu Kerekou after the 18th of March 2006 elections.


After the end of the Marxist -Leninist reign in 1989, Benin has a very strong image of democratic land throughout all sub-Saharan Africa.


The land is indeed one of the pioneers of African multi-partialism.


XYZ Creed


Formal or summary definition of a religion's faith


In the Christian religion the most important creeds are generally known as the Apostolic Creed and the Nitene Creed.


Christians believe in a God, which exists forever in three persons: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.


They are identical in parable, equal in power and glory, and they possess the same attribution and perfection.




According to the creed of Christianity, God is invisible, personal, eternal, independent, immutable, truthful, trustworthy, omnipotent, sovereign, omniscient, righteous, holy, good, loving, merciful, suffering and available to grace.


XYZ Apostolic Creed


The Apostolic Symbol was developed between the second and the new centuries.


It is the most popular creed used in the culture of Western Christians and forms the basis of the faith and identity of the great majority of Christian churches.


Its central doctrines are those of the Trinity and of the Lord the Creator.


One reading tells us that the apostles wrote it on the tenth day after the ascent of Christ in heaven.


That, of course, is not the case, even though the name remained.


Each of the doctrines found in the Creed may be drawn to running claims in the post-war period.


The most ancient version of the Creed is perhaps the Interrogatory Creed of Hippolyto (circa AD 215).


The present form was found for the first time in the scripts of Cesario de Arles (m. 542).


The Creed was apparently used as a summary of Christian doctrine for candidates for baptism in the churches of Rome.


That's why it's also called the Symbol.




As in the version of Hippolyto, it was found in the form of a request and a reply: the candidates for baptism said to them in a deft way that they believed in every affair.


XYZ Translating apostolic creed


I believe in God the omnipotent Father, the Creator of heaven and earth.


And in Jesus Christ, his only - begotten Son, O our Son, who was struck by the Holy Spirit, born of the virgin Mary, he was born to hell. He suffered from the third day, he rose from the dead; he went up into the sky; he went down to hell; the third day he came to judge the living and the dead.


I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy universal church; the communion of saints; the remission of sins; the resurrection of flesh; eternal life.


Amen._


XYZ Stokely Carmichael


unto the end of the June 29, 1941 - Conakry, Guinea, on November 15, 1998) was a black activist Trinidadean -American in the American movement of the civic rights during the 1960s.




Up in the United States of America, after the age of 11 years, he was a graduate of the University of Howard, and became a prominent figure in the movements of the civic rights and the Black Power, first of all, the head of the Norwegian Student Coordinating Committee (SNCC, pronounced (nick), and later of the Honorable Prime Minister of the Black Panther Party).


XYZ Childhood and education


Born in Porto de Espania, Trinidad and Tobago, Stokely Carmichael moved to Harlem, New York, New York, in 1952 when he was 11 years old to live with his parents, who were immigrating when he had two years and left him with his grandmother and two aunts.


He had three sisters.


When his parents were able to make him come into the United States of America.


XYZ Persa


Persa (Native name: (defdjrs) (Frsi_) is an Iranian language in the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo-European languages which are argely spoken in Iran, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and some extent in Armenia, Iraq, Bahrain, and Oman.


It is the official language of Iran, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan.




Persa, whose name is DENWAR (Frsi_e) (Dari) (the dialect spoken in Afghanistan) or (Frsi-ye-Dari_) can be classified linguistically as a Middle Persian language, the religious and literary language of the Sassanian Persian language, which was an ancient Persian language, the language of the Persian Empire in the Achaemenid.


Persa is a multi-centric language, and its grammars are all about many contemporary European languages.


Persa has been a means of literary and scientific contribution to the eastern part of the Islamic world.


In other English, there was a significant influence on languages in geographical proximity, in particular other languages than neighbouring them; Turkish languages in Central Asia, the Caucasus and Anatolia; and also Armenians, Arabs and other languages.


It also had a strong influence on South Asia's languages, especially the U.S., and some Indian, Punjabi, Saraki, Sylheti, and Bengali.


XYZ Taoism


Taoism (according to the Wade -Giles system in Chinese: do jio.


A more modern adoption is (daoismo_) such as Confucianism and religion and philosophy, and with Confucianism and Buddhism is one of the three traditional philosophies of China.


Tooism is a type of animism and pantheism.




In contrast to Confucianism, taoism is quite anti-author.


His message is of the freedom and spontaneousness of the man; the authority, whether it should exist, whether it is discreet, makes it possible, that the people may believe what they are doing.


The historic origin of taoism is not true.


Saepe, Laozi, a contemporary of Confucio, is seen as his founder; a major author and thinker is Zhuangzi.


The organized religion of Taoism was founded during the Han dynasty, when it was organized according to the model of Buddhism, but with its own doctrines.


The ordinary Chinese religion, with its myriads of gods, immortals, spectres and spirits, is often connected to taoism.


XYZ The Lion King (film of 1994)


The King of the King of the King of the King of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations, the King of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations.


It is the 32nd Disney animated film, and the five animated film produced during the period of Disney's Renascentia.


The royal king was led by Roger Allers and Rob Minkoff, who was led by Don Han, and has a writer credit to Irene Mecchi, Jonathan Roberts, and Linda Woolverton.


The royal king of Simba's (Swahili for lion) story, a young lion who is expected to succeed his father, Mufasa, as king of the First Land.




The Lion King was tossed on June 15, 1994.


A photo-realistic computer-animated remake of the Jon Favreau-directed film was released on 19 June 2019.


XYZ Arachnida


The Arachnidos is a class (_Arachnida_) of joint - gambal invertebrate animals in the subphyle Chelicerata.


There are eight feet of arachnidos, even though the previous pair of legs in a few species have become a sensory function, but in other species, different expenses may grow to a great extent of the appearance of supernumerary legs.


The term is derived from the Greek word  (_arachne_), meaning aranea.


Almost all the already existing arachnidos are earthly.


Some of them live in a gentle environment, except for the pelagic area, the sea environment.


They understand more than 100,000 known species, called spiders, scorpions, opilions, riches, hooves, and Solifugae.


XYZ Halogenos


The halogenes (from Greek to Greek) (whales_) (salt) and  (_gen) born) are the non-metallic elements of group 17 of the periodic tablet, consisting of the fluorine elements (F), chloro (Cl), bromine (Br), yodo (I), status (At), and Tenness (Tn).


In their natural form they are met as diatomic mills, X2.




In order to achieve a higher level of energy, one more electric is required for what has a tendency to form a mononegative moon, X.


This is called halour_; the halls that contain it are known as halours_.


XYZ Description


The halogens possess an electronegativity of 2.5 according to Pauling's ladder, presenting fluoride as the most electronegative and diminuating towards the base of the group.


They are oxydante elements (within this characteristic towards the base of the group), and fluorine is able to combine with most of the elements at the highest status of oxydation they present.


Many scientific and natural compounds contain halogenes; these compounds are called with servile_composals.


The thyroid hormones contain yodo atoms.


XYZ History


The name (halogen) is from the Greek (salt) (salt (salt) and the English-language countries (salt) born.


It shall refer to the property of each of the halogens to form, with sodium, a salt similar to common salt (sodium chloride).


XYZ Obtention


Reactivity is so great in the halogens that they rarely appear to be free in nature.




It is met mainly in the form of dissolving rooms in sea water or in extensive salt deposits in old geologic epochs for evaporation of inland seas.


Atato, which is the name of the name of the name of the name (unstabile_) is obtained from the shelling of biscuth with alpha particulates (nuclees of helium).


XYZ Proper and Composite


The physical status of the halogens in normal surrounding conditions fluctuates between the gaseous fluoride and chlorus and the solidation of yodo and at the same time; bromine, for its part, is liquid at room temperature.


Other physical properties, such as melting and boiling points, density and medium radio of the world, vary in order by growing fluoride to the yodo.


The specific heat is divided in the religion.


Fundamental chimic characterism of halogens is its oxidative capacity.


The oxydation energy of the halogens is the greatest in fluoride and is divided until Iodo.


Astato, because of his radio-activity, forms scarce and instable compounds.


The golden, relatively large and colourless waves possess high stability, especially in the event of fluories and glours.




All the members of the groups have courage of -1 and combine with metals to form halours, as with metals and non-metals to form complex waves.


The first four elements of the group read easy with the hydro-carbons, they get the halo-alkanes.


XYZ Applications


Fluoride derivatives have a notable importance in the field of industry.


Fluidated hydro-carbons are conspicuous, like the cool anti-freeze and the teflon resin, a lubricating of notable mechanical properties.


Fluorides are useful as insecticidals.


Chloro finds his main application as a white agent in textile and paper-manufacturing industry.


Etiam is employed in the sterilization of potable water and of pools, and in the industry of dyes, medicines, and disinfectants.


The bromuros operate medicines like sedatives, and silver joke is used as a fundamental element on photographic plates.


Iodo is employed as an antiseptic in the event of vultures and artichokes.


XYZ Technologists without contact




The non-contact expression (unEnglish: _contacts_) shall be used to refer to electronic technology within which data is transmitted, and shall be grateful for the registration or payment of a fee to the passage of a person in a certain closed location, but without the need to physically touch the information with the subject (one letter, one sound, one smart jewel) to send the information at the same time.


In the world this type of technology is sometimes used for:


 - merchant inventory (radioidentification)


- payment (non-contact cards)


In general, as if for transport services, homelessness, or the administrative economy of the Laboro.


On the other hand of the 2019 Pandemia of coronavirus, the need to avoid physical contacts has led to a huge growth in automation in the supercity field.


XYZ The speed of sound


The speed of sound is the propagation of sound waves.


In the Earth's atmosphere it is 343.2 m (at 20 C) and in water (at 25 C) it is 1493 m/s.


The speed of sound varies as a function of the means in which it is transmitted.




The speed or dynamic of spread of sound waves depends on the characteristics of the environment in which the propagation is carried out and not on the characteristics of the one or the overall force.


The propagation in the middle can be used to study a few properties of the means of submission.


A body that moves with a greater celerity than the speed of sound (like a supersonic avion or a bollet) causes an accumulation of the waves in a big noise, a sonic crack.


XYZ Propagation Media


Sleep speeds vary depending on the middle through the waves to travel.


Generally material with lower elasticity and higher stiffness transmits faster ones and more densely thickened materials.


In addition, a higher temperature generally results in faster waves.


From these properties, they are generally on the most rapid journey in solidities, and the most slowly in gas, with liquids between them.


XYZ Science


Science (from Latin-science, knowledge) is the various reasons of human knowledge that can be distinguished by its object of different study and by its method of seeking knowledge or truth.


XYZ Classification




A classification scheme is established by the Germanic epistemology scientist Rudolf Carnap who was the first to divide science into pure sciences and applied sciences.


XYZ Pure sciences


Pure or formal sciences: by countervailing to the applied sciences, they are to which they do not concern their practical application.


They use deduction as a search method for truth.


 - Logica


Mathematician


XYZ Sciences applied


Sciences applicable or factical:


XYZ Natural sciences


Natural sciences: with the objective of nature study.


Seque l'methodo scientfico:


 - Astronomy


 - Biology


 - Physica


Chimia


XYZ Social Sciences


Other schemas distinguish him:




Social sciences or human sciences: they are all sciences, in their widest recognition that they take care of the aspects of human beings - culture and society - not studied in natural sciences.


The method depends on every particular discipline:


Anthropology


History


 - Psychology


 - Sociology


#NZEV?


XYZ Sciences hidden


Occult or alternative sciences: Mysterious knowledge and practice that since the Antiquity you intend to penetrate and control the secrets of nature.


Not the scientific method so that they are not recognized as scientific disciplines.


In general they are considered to be pseudoscient,


XYZ Arab League


The Arab League, with the official name of the Arab States League, is a regional organization of Arab States in South West Asia, and North Africa and North Africa.




It was formed in Cairo on March 22, 1945, with six members: the Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iraq, Trans-Jordan (renamed Jordania depois 1946), Lebanon and Syria.


Yemen joined the League in 5 May, 1945.


The Arab League today has 22 members after the re-admission of Libya in 2011.


The independence of South Sudan, also in 2011, has reduced the extension of the League without reducing the number of members.


XYZ Membros and dates


The Arab League has been founded in Cairo in 1945 by Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trans-Jordan (Jordan depois 1946), and Yemen.


15 additional Arab States and 3 observants have been admitted.


In September 2006, Venezuela was accepted as an observer, and India in 2007


Israel is not a non-abstant Member State that 20 percent of its population is Arabic and that the Arab is one of its official languages.


XYZ Tjrn Bridge


The Tjrn Bridge is a bridge of cabs forced on the Asker Fjord on Provincial No 160, and together the Klln and Almn islands.


It is the largest of the three bridges that eats Stenungsund on the continent with the Tjrn island.




The two other ones are called the Kllsund Bridge and the Steningsn Bridge.


The Tjrn Bridge replaced the previous bridge, the Old Tjrn Bridge, but its official name was the Almn Bridge.


It was built by the Star Clipper Ship in 1980.


See more in the underworld.


Tjrn's new bridge was built very fast after the disaster.


In order to try the solidity of the bridge in front of the opening, she placed 24 rooms with macadam, each heavy 22 tonns, in two rows along the middle line of the bridge.


The invitation was held on November 9, 1981 by King Carl XVI Gustav.


The costs for the new bridge were 160 million SEK, but with costs for the ferry -boats, etc.


The accident cost $250 million (SEK.680 million in the money value of 2011) The length is 664 m, the opening of the main arch is 386 m, the pylons are 113 m high and 45.7 m high ships can pass.


Largor between the parapets is 15.2 m.


The construction consists of 1400 tons of armature and 12 000 tons of beet.


Builder was Swedish company Skanska.




Rooms on the bridge and some cities:


XYZ The old bridge of Tjrn, to know the bridge of Almn,


The old bridge was named Almbron (Almn's Bridge).


Like the new bridge, it joined the Almn and Klln islands.


It was built in 1960 and was made of the type of arches.


It was the longest bridge of arches in the world.


It was very stable against the weight of the cars, but it wasn't against the strength of the side which was shown to be catastrophic.


It was almost in the same place and today can still see remains of the foundations.


XYZ Catastrophe 1980


In the night of January 18, 1980, at 01.30 p.m., the Star Clipper mass merchant ship picked up with the arch of the bridge.


It broke all the vehicular part, 278 m long, which lay on the ark and fell down on the ship and in the water.


The ship's command bridge was built together with all the ship's radio communication equipment, but no person on the ship was hurt.


Fortunately, the ball had a VHF-bearing radio and thanks to the clear weather, it happened to clam at the aid, but not enough to stop the traffic.




Some members of the ship's luggage were trying to get to the ground with the rescue boat, but there were a lot of ice bushes there.


In that time, mobile phones weren't very common.


Alarm signs (rochettes) couldn't warn anyone auto.


It took about 40 minutes before the police in Tjrn stopped the train from Tjrn, but a truck running slowly, for the rising coast, happened to stop at the breakup of 15 minutes after the accident, and the driver blocked the road to Tjrn.


He saw how many cars on the other side were rushing about 40 feet into the water, but he couldn't do anything.


Seven veils went on the edge of the darkness and eight people died in them.


The cause of the accident was not found, but one day the ship almost picked up with a mountain in Norway that was not reported to the ball.


XYZ Bambuco




The Bambuo is a Colombian typist inherited from the Quechuas, who used to interpret it during which they have made a ceramica; at this conclusion there has been a fact that the word _bambco_ is also derived from wampu (cana, balsa) and puku (vassula), and when it comes to _wampu (vasculo in the form of a cano) that at the turn of the Spanish, they did not come to mean correctly; so they converted the word _wampu_ (wmpu_) and at the end of the end of the day.


However, there is a dispute as to the other possible meaning: according to other things, it is the possession, which means that the word _bambuko_ is derived from ku or siamoneros, which means that there is a lot of Indian Mayans from Columbia (if they exist) who invented the Bambuco.


XYZ Qualities of this rhythm and ethnic exports


The Bambuco can be sung, played, and performed in a moment. His arrival was in the Andin Columbian region, and was the result of the mix of several dances, the consequences of the racial mix that took place in the continent after the arrival of the Spanish people.


Though it was actually in this dance that elements of Indian type in its origin prevailed, it was very influential with other racial groups.


XYZ Bambuco and Nationality




This rhythm accompanied the calls of deliverance in all their journeys, in search of and in the struggle to achieve the independence of these five nations, as if to remember that the company of the liberator Simon Bolivar was in his great majority of the Great Great Great Great (or Sia, _Columbian_).


An example of the Bambuco as a musical rhythm of the Colombian freedom is found at:


Nicaragana XYZ Bambuco


The Nimaraguan Bamboo is more known in Nicaragua as _Son Nica_, but it is actually a Bambuco, according to more music maesters.


The Nicaragan Bambuco is a variant of the Colombian Bambuco.


This variant arose when the Litoral of Mosquitoes was in earlier parts of the Colombian property, and after the extension of the Coast of Mosquitoes to Nicaragua, the Bambuco varied its graceful sound to the singers of Nicaragua and proceeded to spread there.


Other words, the artistic rhythm of the babbler is devoted to music.


The words may be a few, and all who write words for the Bambuco can do it freely and with great variety, without the need for the text to turn around a specific theme.


XYZ Characteristics




Rhythmo dance, as measured in a case of 3/4 or 6/8 (or adversary), written text in octosyllabos, which pertains to its rhythm translation and musical structure at the root of its cyclical syncopation, which shall appear in each order, the melody consist of one or two or three convent gates to the poem, his step in the form of dance is put a foot in front of the other, which shall be on the tip of the foot, which will cause him to pass through this posture and reproach on the other.


XYZ Alcali


In chima, an alkali (with the Arab: _Al-Qaly_) is a basic, ionic salt of an alkaline metal or metallic alkaline terrose element.


Some authors also define an alkali as a base that dissolves in water.


A solution of a soluble base has a pH of more than 7.


Alkaline adjective is commonly used in English as a base synonym, especially of solubil bases.


This late use of the probable term came to pass because there were the first possible basis of the definition of the base of Arrhenius, and it is still a few of the most common bases.


XYZ Difference between alkali and a base


The terms, base, and alkaly, are often used in exchange, particularly in a scientific context.


There are different definitions for alkali.


Alkali is often defined as a base sub.




Of course, two sub-simulations are commonplace.


A basic salt of an alkaline metal or a large metal (It includes Mg (OH) 2 is excluded from NH3.)


A base which is soluble in water and forms hydroxy waves or the solution of a base in water.


(It excludes Mg (OH) 2 from including NH3.)


The second base sub is also referred to as the Arrenius base.


XYZ Protista


Prots are a different group of Eucharyotic microorganisms.


Most of all, prots were treated as a biologic kingdom formally called the Protista, and generally included single-celled organizations that do not belong to the other kingdom.


Molecular information has been used to redefine this group in modern taxonomy as different and sape distantly cognate threads.


The group of prots is now considered to mean different phylos which are not proximously cognized by evolution and has different life cycles, trophic levels, locomotion mods, and cellular structures.


Through its relatively simple levels of organisation, the protistoes are not very common.




These are single-celled, or these are multi-celled without specialized teasing, and this simple cellular organization distinguishes the protistos from other euchars, such as figs, animals, and plants.


The time limit was first used by Ernst Haekel in 1866.


Prots were translated into various groups based on similarities to higher kingdoms: the single animaloid, the protozoans, the plantoid protophytes (for the most part single-celled algas), and the fungoid, the limousian mucores and the water mucores.


These traditional subdivisions, based heavily on surface commonities, have been re-elected by classifications based on phylogenetics (evolutionary cognateness in organisms).


More ancient endings are also used as nonformal names to describe the morphology and ecology of various protise.


Prots live in almost a few surroundings that contain liquid water.


Many diseases, such as seaweeds, are photosynthetic and are importantly primary producers in ecosystems, particularly in the ocean as part of the plankton.


Other diseases, such as Kinetopals and Apicomplexes, are responsible for a number of serious human diseases, such as disease and sleeping illness.


XYZ Science




Protise study is called protistology.


XYZ Toussaint L'Ouverture


Franois Dominique Toussaint L'Ouverture (23 of 1743 - 7 of April 1803) was a National Hero of Haiti of African descent (from Benin) and a leader in the head of the movement for the independence of the territories colonized by European powers in Latin America.


At the same time he was the first thruster for the release of black slaves.


He was born in a family of slaves in the planting of the Count of Breda, near Cape Hatien.


The priest taught him to read, to write and some Latin.


At the age of 34 years (in 1777) he gained freedom.


At the Epoch of Toussaint, the island of Hispaniola, discovered on December 5, 1492 by Christophor Columbo, was a French colony since 1697, the year in which Espania in the Pace of Rjiswijk ended his rule in France.


However, the French man's spher, depleted by political and social divides, was not sufficiently stabled and firish, resulting in the eastern region being able to keep its Spanish tradition in which the ethnic influence of the west was simply superficial.


In 1789 the note of the French revolution reached St. Sunday), in the expensive colony.




On the following side, several regional insurrections were inflated, which were in short in a civil war, in which thousands of combatants and citizens were killed - before all persons of African descent.


In 1791 Touissant joined the movement for the release of the slaves in the French part of the Spanish island (appelled to the Holy-Domingue_) in which he had the command.


The war ended in 1793 with the victory of the insurrects and the abolishment of slavery in 1794.


The revolt of the African people was the most victorious in a European colony.


By virtue of his military powers, Toussaint was called the black Napoleon.


Under the command of Toussaint St. Dominague was taken into Spain in the Franco-Spanish War.


But in 1794 he was placed with four thousand soldiers on the side of the French victory, which he entrusted to Touissate the military rank of General of Brigade.


In 1799 there was a new civil war between the previous alliances of the armed forces of Liberty, which Toussaint had in all the crowds of the mulattoes commanded by Andr Rigaud.


From now on, Toussaint was the incontempt leader of the colony.


In 1801 he also occupied Santo Domingo (the remote Spanish colony in the country's area) which had been governed by French since 1795 (Peace of Basel).




With the occupation of St. Sunday, there was also slavery in this colony's territory (1801) that followed a great agricultural reform.


In 1802 Toussaint was placed in contradiction with France, which did not meet the requiriments of the black people and the revolution in all their aspects.


Toussaint brought the French out of the inn and won the English (pirate) and the last Spanish press and garnishes.


Accordingly, Napoleon Bonaparte, at that time the Prime Consul of the French Republic, sent an expeditionary to St. Domingue who took to Toussaint on June 7, 1802.


He was transferred to France, where he died on April 7, 1803 because of conditions of his arrest in the Force of Joux, near Doubs (Jura) and near the border of Switzerland.


After the removal of Toussaint the Ouverture, the French colony of Saint - Domingue and the slave were reinstalled by a short period of only a year and a half.


On the 1st January 1804 the country declared under the name of Haiti (Ayt) its independence from France.


Haiti was the first country in Latin America to free itself from the pure strength of European colonialism.


At the same time is the first black Republic of the world to follow the Republic of Liberty after 43 years in 1847, where the United States of America was home to about 18,000 freed blacks.




XYZ La Loi de la pudeur


The Loi de la pudeur , the law of the stink, is the translation of a radio debate sent from Paris by the French station on April 4, 1978, into the program _Dialogues_, between the Michel Foucault philosopho, the writer and lawyer of Jean Danet and Guy Hocquenghem, a romance and the founding member of the Homosexual Front of Revolutionary Action, where they dialogue on the completion of the law on the basis of consent in France.


The question was laid on the cap in the context of the sexual revolution of the seventieth year, while the reform of the Criminal Code was in progress.


In 1977, many French intellectuals had signed a petition, the foreign law on the revision of the loi on the seven-year-olds of the seven-year-olds. The law shall be opened on the revision of the law on sexual offences relating to minors, which shall be addressed to the same year by the European Parliament, where they defend the dispenalization of all relations between adults and minors under 15 years (with regard to consent in France).




Finally, the Senate approved 28 June 1978 the proposal (partio of Henri Caillavet) to provide paragraph 2 of Article 330 and paragraph 3 of Article 33 of the Penal Code (partner articles between gay and heterosexual relations), while the attacker (attended to the pouch) with violence, until the National Assembly rejected the proposal of this title by the Court of French Assists, would be judged in the criminal room (in the event of a crime), but the National Assembly rejected the proposal of the law.


The debate was published in French under the title of the Loi de la pudeur_ in the number 37 of the journal of Recherches_, which corresponds to 37 April 1979.


Later, it was included in Foucault's book (Dits et crits 1976 -1979_).


In our days, the text of the Loi de la pudeur_remands in a subtle situation of almost -censorship on the internet because of its contents, seen as subversive or inconvenient, so that it is almost entirely invisible in the net, both French and English, and it does not even appear in the web sites specialized on Foucault.


XYZ The main ideas of the text


Michel Foucault and Guy Hocquenghem, in the first place, the criminalisation of sexual offenses, in the 19th century and the creation of the emerging psychology of the category of the perverts,




Foucault outlines that the French penal code of 1810 did not rule sexual conduct, as if the sexuality did not look at the law.


He explains that legislation, in the course of the 19th century, and especially in the 20th century, in the age of Ptain and the age of Mirguet (1960), was always more oppressive.


Foucault, Hocquenghem and Danet report the intensification of society's psychiatrisation and the introduction of social control over sexuality.


Foucault had already expressed this analysis by using the definition of the instrument of sexuality, in his work the want of savoir.


Histoire de la sexualit I_ (1976).


For a legislative act on sexuality, Foucault, who was introduced from the 19th century in France is a teaching of laws on the hundredth century, which may appear to be impossible to define and to become a useful instrument for the purposes of different national traditions.


Foucault outlines that: There shall be a new criminal system, a new legislative system, whose function it is not so much to punish the trespasses of general rules governing morality, how to protect the population or parts of the population which are particularly vulnerable, (it is the case of children).




This will create a division in society: part of the whole, vulnerable, and other, bi-periculous population (adults in general).


The danger of preparing with the intervention of psychiatrics in the courts shall be the handling of the consent of the responsible victims, the handling of the consent of the children, the handling of their speech.


Citing, among other things, the example of the protest movement in Germany at the end of the 19th century, against Article 175 of the German Penal Code which criminalized any gay act, Danet notes that the psychiatrists were preparing a single thing for the abolishment of this law, i.e.


to be able to heal the perverts..[as the gays in the age were considered to be] by the middle of the knowledge that they had declared to have acquired from 1860 around them.


XYZ Martial Art


A martial art (_martial_is from Latin (Marte,_ War God) is generally a school teaching combat technology and the knowledge of control of itself.


The most popular martial art is Japanese or Chinese, with similar schools in all regions and cultures.


The history of martial art comes from the first ages of mankind and is translated into a complex system of dissemination in the cultures of the world.




XYZ Mind image


Mental images are a representation of something in the human mind, which replaces reality and which gives information about it, but which omits others.


Mindful images help thinking, facilitates reasoning and guides behavior -


You can distinguish between external representations, used in everyday life, and representations of the world, which we have in mind.


External representations, at their own hand, shall be subdued between the _pictory_ and_propositional_.


Pictorial representations, such as designs, maps and diagrams, are analogic, i.e. they retain the perceptual structure of the represented world.


In other words, the topological relations are preserved in them among the various elements that contain them.


Propositional representations, sometimes, are not analog, because the relationship between the sign and the object referred to, is arbitrary.


Typical case is the language, in which there is no intrinsic reason to bind an object to the name which we give it, but it is the fruit of a convention.


Linguistic representations have a grammar structure.


In practice they possess not only different classes of symbols, but also rules to connect between them.




It may be said that the information contained in the linguistic representations, not necessary is related to the perceptual channel by which it is transmitted.


This distinction between external representations is also applicable to the representations of men or women.


Analog mental representations have the structure of images and can be visible, hearing, uplifting, and tackling type.


Visive mental images are similar representations to photographs and, as such, rotating and explorable.


Above all, mental images can be explored as if the subject perverts with a map.


Propositional mental representation is more similar to language, but it doesn't mean it's about words, but it's only because we're allowed to get out of abstract terms.


They make up a kind of universal language, which is not linked to a particular language and no perceptual mode.


Normally, the nature of these representations is specified in the terms of predicative calculations, in which the objectives are the arguments, and the relations between them are the predicaments.


Every time a witness is tied to arguments, there's a proposal,


XYZ Vide etimam


 - Psychology


 - a lie.




Intellect


#NZEV?


XYZ Fluvio Mulyanka


Mulyanka is a river in the Perme Region, Russia, a fluent levee from Kama.


It comes to the territory of the city Perm and adhering to the Perme district of the Perme Region.


The length of Mulyanka is 52 miles, the pool area is 460.7 square kilometres.


Mulyanka has 35 guiles.


The greatest difficulty is Pyj.


XYZ Oahu


Oahu is the largest third of the Hawaiian islands, the Most Northered Polynesian Archipelago of Polynesia, which contains some of the largest Polynesian islands.


Oahu has approached 2/3 of the population of the state and is the place of the capital city and the most popular, Honolulu, on the south coast of the island to the east of the famous Pearl Harbor (which was bombarded by the Jewish-held empire in the 7 December 1941 attack caused by the entry of the Second World War).


With a few small islands of its shores, like the Ford Island in the Pearl Harbor, and the islands in the Kaneohe Bay on the east coast, its area is 596.7 square miles (1,545.4 square kilometers), the 20 grandest island in the U.S....




XYZ Mozilla Firefox


Mozilla Firefox is a free web worker who was based on Netscape Navigator.


It is compatible with the most used operating systems.


It has a 25 percent market share with over 450 million users.


To display the pages, Firefox uses the Gecko rendering engine, including the most current web standards in addition to some characters intended to anticipate possible standards.


These characteristics include navigation with linguistics, orthograph verification, increasing search, marking the living, a disparaging manager, private navigation, location-based navigation (as known as geolocation), based only on a Google service and an integrated search system using Google in a predetermined form in the main part of localisations.


Functions can be added to extensions, created by third-person developmentists, of which there is a large selection; this is a characteristic one that brought many users to Firefox.


Firefox works in different operating systems such as Microsoft Windows, Linux, Mac OS X, FreeBSD, and other systems.


XYZ History




The Firefox project began as an experimental branch of the Mozilla Project by Dave Hyatt, Joe Hewitt and Blake Ross.


They believed that the commercial demands of the Netscape auspice compromised the usefulness of the Mozilla navigator.


To fight what they considered to be a swollen software called Mozilla Suite, they created an independent worker intended to replace Mozilla Suite.


On 3 April 2003, the Mozilla Organization announced that they intended to change their fire from the Mozilla Suite to Firefox and Thunderbird.


XYZ Prime versions


The Firefox project had many names.


Originally called Phoenix_, he was renowned for manufacturing brand problems with Phoenix Technologies.


The name of the breach, Firebird_, led to an intense response from Firebird's free data base project.


In response, the Mozilla Fund declared that the navigator should always carry the name _Mozilla Firebird_ to avoid confusion with Firebird data base software.


Following an additional view of the development community of the data base server, on February 9, 2004, Mozilla Firebird became _Mozilla Firefox_, often referred to as _Firefox._ Mozilla preferred that Firefox should be opened as _Fx_ or_fx, even though it is very short of _FF_.




The Firefox project was followed by many versions in front of version 1.0 which was published on November 9, 2004.


A series of security and stability settings followed, the Mozilla Foundation published its major upgrade, Firefox version 1.5, on November 29th, 2005.


Firefox 1.5.0.12 was the last official version supported under Windows 95 and Mac OS X 10.3.


XYZ Extended Support Version (ESR)


Firefox ESR is a version of Firefox for organizations and other users who need support extended for mass implementation.


Different from normal publicizations, the ESR shall be updated with new characteristics and bestiaries of every year's behavior, with regular security issues during the year.


XYZ Chromo


Chromo is a chimical element of Cr symbol and atomic number 24.


It is apprehensive for the use of its high lustre.


XYZ Economy based on resources


A resource-based economy is a system in which all goods and services are available without the use of debate or bond system such as money, credit or thunder.


All the resources and all the inherited commons of all the people, not only of a few selections.




The premise on which this system is based is that the Earth is abundant in resources.


Our practice of reasoning the resources for monetary methods is unraveling and counterproductive for our survival.


Money is uniquely important in a society when certain resources necessary for survival must be reasoned with and the people accept money as a means of excamating for scarring resources.


Money is a social concession, a record.


It's not a natural resource, it doesn't represent one.


It's not necessary for us to survive unless we've been engaged to accept it as such.


When the futurists refer to the economy based on resources today, in a post-industrial context, they are usually speaking about systems in which global resources are run as municipal utilities and as a result of money becoming redundant.


No one's holding the water.


Communities create undercrowdings for their collection and distribution as well as the public.


All resources and many products are treated in the same way.


It is expected that such systems will evolve from global digital revenue systems and production of merchants that will be decentralized, local.




The profit and the specification are removed by transferring individual control of the resources and administering their explanation to the system as a global use guided by request.


The result is a moneyless society where all resources are free and automatically distributed in response to the request.


That's what the futurist Jacque Fresco has dubbed Cybernation; world resources mandated by global society commons by a command - building computer - based world use.


XYZ Geoffrey Chaucer


John's father of English literature is known as the father of English literature; it helped the legitimacy of the vulgar English language in one era when the dominant French and Latin languages.


He is considered to be the best poet in the middle and was the first poet to be buried in the English of Poets in Westminster Abbey.


He was an author, a philosopho, an alchemist, and an astronomer; in civil service, he was a clerk, a palatian, and a diplomat.


Though he is known for his work by the accounts of the Canterbury_, he wrote some novels and poems.


Like a prolific author, more than two thousand English languages are held for the first time at a Chaucer opera, and some of these words are all written in interlingua, thanks to the historic and international influence of its works.




XYZ Influence on Interlingua


The derivation of words in interlingua is based on a group of seven languages, including English, French, Italian.


Though he was an English author, Chaucer was influencing the Italian poetry and French poetry of his era, and often included angling words of these languages.


Thank you for the popularity of your works, I gave you the short word of the Romanian word in English language vocabulary; in the 20th century, these words were already running when interlingua was derived.


As exemplary, these words are written in interlingua with no changes in orthographies: unaccidental, arbitative, derogation, domination, movement, humiliation, questioning, translation, laxative, longitude, opposite, oriental, perpendicular, reverberation, session, village_.


These English words have become interlingual words, but with orthographic changes: (centaur_ (centaur), (collect_) (collect), (femininity_ (femininity), (galliard_ (galliard), (murmur) (murmurr), (offer) (officio), (officio) (peace), (saffron) (surrender), (superstitiose),)


The examples are not the full list of the words attached to his works.


Free XYZ Software


XYZ Free Software Definition




This definition of free software shall be maintained to show clear conditions that a particular software programme shall be satisfied to be considered free software.


The understanding of free software is found in freedom, not in price.


To understand the idea, to think of freedom of expression, not at the entrance of the theatre, for example.


Free software is the freedom for the user to execute, copy, distribute, study, change and improve software.


More precisely, it refers to four types of freedom, for the users of the software:


Freedom 0: the freedom to run the programme, to any proposal.


Freedom 1: Freedom to study the functioning of the programme, and to adjust it to personal needs.


Access to the original code is a precondition for it.


Freedom 2: Freedom to redistribute copies so that they can help a neighbour.


Freedom 3: Freedom to improve the programme, and to publish bestowals, so that all the community will profit from them.


Access to the original code is a precondition for it.




A program is a free software if the users have all these freedoms.


Of this way, it would be free to distribute copies, with or without changes, which may be free or exchange a monetary amount for distribution, to all persons at any location.


These freedoms mean (within other things) that need not be asked or paid permission.


Where there would be equal freedom to make changes and to use them privately in their own work or recreation, even without mentioning the existence of them.


If you choose to publish the changes, you wouldn't have to be forced to notify a person in particular, or a particular way.


Freedom to use a program means freedom for all types of persons or organizations to use it in all kinds of computer system, for all types of projects or work, and without obligation to communicate later to the development or other specifics.


Freedom to redistribute copies shall include binary or program-executible forms, in addition to the original code, for modified and unmodified versions.




(Distributing programmes in executible form is necessary for easy operating systems to install.) There is no problem if there is no method of producing a binary or executable form of a certain programme (see that any languages have no such function), but there must be freedom to redistribute such ways if they find or develop methods of doing them.


In order to provide for freedom to make changes and to publish better releases, we must have access to the original code of the programme.


That's why original code accessibility is an absolute condition for free software.


In order to achieve these freedoms, they must be irrevocable to the condition that they are not wrong; if the development of the software is able to revoke the teaching, without the fact that they have done anything to justify it, the software is not free.


However, certain types of rules on the way to distribute free software are accepted, if they do not comply with central freedoms.


For example, _copyleft_ (for explaining it very simply) is the rule that if the programme is redeployed, it cannot add restrictions that deny other people central freedoms.


This rule does not comply with central freedoms; on the contrary, it protects it.


XYZ Theory of Chords




Chordate theory (unEnglish (String theory_) is a theory where the physique of whens and general coalesce relativeness.


It does not only describe gravitation, but also other fundamental tasks of how many; because of this, it is often called _theory_.


Chordate theory is established, but it doesn't explain a lot of general questions that couldn't be experienced or tested.


However, a multitude of physiques look forward to studying this theory and trying it.


The theory of the cradles and the theory of the overcrowded are not experienced or confirmed, but many scientists believe in their theories.


XYZ John Adams


John Adams (Braintree, Massachusetts on October 30, 1735 - Quincy, Massachusetts on June 4, 1826) was one of the Founding Fathers of the United States and the second president of the United States of America.


During the American Revolution he served in diplomatic rolos in France and the Lower States.


During the chairmanship of George Washington, he was the (primarily) vice-chairman.


His son, John Quincy Adams, was the sixth president.


XYZ External bindings




Biography of the White Domo site


XYZ Alberta


Alberta is a province of Canada, where the Rocose Mountains add the great prairies of Central North America.


The two typical economic products of Alberta are oil and cattle.


The tourism sector is important in the beautiful mountain destinations like Banff, Jasper and Laco Louise.


Alberta is appointed in the honour of Princess Louise Caroline Alberta (1848-1939), the daughter of Queen Victoria and Prince Consort Albert, who lived in Canada in 1878 until 1883 while her husband served as Governor-General.


XYZ Rabies


Rabies (hydrophobia) is a disease caused by viruses that can infect all mammoths by including people.


Receptibility is very different and among the most receivable animals are foxes.


XYZ A deep-pitched zoo


This disease is a very timid zoo.


The virus causes encephalities and exists in large parts of Europe, especially in Eastern Europe, even if the situation has improved the last few years.a.


thanks to the vaccinations made of foxes and other wild animals with edible holidays.




Great Britannia, Ireland, Norway, Norway, Sweden, Australia, New Zealand and Japan have been free of this disease for many years.


On the other continents the situation is very pemorous and even in the United States of America rages is a problem.


XYZ The virus


The virus is a RNA virus and belongs to the Lyssavirus.


There are fine lyssaphas that can cause similar p.ex illnesses.


Duvenage, which infects evenings, even Denmark, and Mokola, which infects dogs in Africa, is not innocent for men.


The rabies virus has the form of a rifle ball and the length is 180 nm and the diameter is about 75 nm.


Fortunately, there's a lot of short duration in the body, and it's very sensible for a lot of disinfectants.


XYZ Infection Way


The virus is transmitted via infected saliva and morsuras are extremely dangerous.


But I don't have to forget that if there are flints in the skin, it's enough.


Virus is multiplied in the musculature at the place of injury and after the duration of incubation they will be lost via the nerves to the central nervous system.




Thanks to these slow disclosures of the virus, a vaccination may be achieved at least a time after the injury, which is solved by other tasks.


After all, the virus will also be destroyed via the nerves in the salivary gills.


This may happen a few days before the symptoms of the disease begin.


Anti-corpors with whom the disease may be diagnosed are reproachful later.


The disease almost always ends with death and the cause of death is paralyzed by breathing when the centre of breathing is damaged.


XYZ Symptomas


Symptoms are very different from different animals, and below are the symptoms of dogs described because this animal is the most often made of people.


There are several different stages in the same animal.


Prodromal status: first dog often demonstrates change of temperament.


A dog that is usually anxie can be cared for and a dog that is normally amazed can be bitten.


This station usually lasts 2 -3 days.


Then there are two categories of symptoms that happen.


Sometimes a dog can have a few different categories.




The dumb state is silent: the dog is silent and indolent and is often hidden.


Paralyses occurred, e.g. of the language and mandible musculature.


It may not eat and drink.


The state is furious: the dog is uneasy and almost never sits down or gets up.


It's getting aggressive and it's dying even more imaginable things.


It can run long distances and attack all.


The appetite is perverse.


After 1-4 days, convulsions and paralyses begin.


XYZ Prophylaxe


And people and animals can be vaccinated, but they need to do it in front of them, or immediately after an injury.


For wild animals there are peroral holidays.


The first successful vaccination against this disease was done by Louis Pasteur in 1885.


XYZ Subtitule


Subtitle is a technical tie to the audiovisual content, notably cinematographic, consisting of the text display (subtitles) at the bottom of the image, as a movie spread.




This cinema-initiated technology has also been transposed into television, where it can provide all kinds of programmes like television series, documentaries, television newspapers, etc.


It applies today to all audiovisual media, the Internet, etc.


XYZ Subtitle or duple


Subtitle is, with duplage (which he has preceded), one of the two ways of translating the spoken words of a film or of an audiovisual programme as well as the apparent inscriptions in the schermo.


The sub-title consists of showing a translation, synchronous with the dialogue, on the bottom of the joke (or sometimes, like in Japan, on the side).


It's expensive that duplage (for it has no costs linked to sound registration: study, actors, etc.), it's dominant in countries where languages reach a limited audience.


XYZ Ivan Petrovich Pavlov


Ivan Petrovich Pavlov (Russian:   ) (Ryazan, 14 September 1849 - Leningrad, 27 February 1936) was a Russian physicist.


Pavlov's reaction was called according to him.


In 1904 he received the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, not for his famous research of classical conditioning (the reaction of Pavlov), but for his pursuit of digestion.




As part of this research, he measured the production of salt in dogs after the administration of different types of food.


However, he met the effect that the dogs had already begun to make a way before he had given them food, and even if he had finished feeding them.


Pavlov continued to search for this phenomenon, for example ringing a bell five seconds in front of the feed.


After a few times the production of dog was already manifested at the ring of the bell.


This is called today's seasoned reflection, and the phenomenon that Pavlov discovered is called classical condition; if a stimulo A (the bell) repeats a precluded stimulo B (the food) that produces a certain (salt production) behaviour, it will bring the only stimulable to the end, but it will also lead to B-single.


To study the phenomenon of the conditioned reflection, Pavlov and his students had many extensive and systematic experiments.


Such conditioning processes formed a few behavioural psychology on the basis of all human and animal apprehension.


This account corresponded well with the Zeitgeist of the field, in which the experts of Darwinism and scientific materialism promoted the formation of a Mechanic Weltanschauung according to Descartes.




At the same time, the Russian colleagues of Pavlov Ivan Sethenov were 'reflexologos' by Vladimir Bechterev.


As a matter of fact, Sethenov was the first Russian Psychologo to experience reflexes, but Pavlov became much more famous than he had.


XYZ Pulmones


Pulmones are the primary organs for breathing in humans and many other animals, including a few fish and some cocks.


In the mammales and majority of the other goats, two lunges are placed close to the thorn on the sides of the heart.


Their functioning in the breathing system is to extract the oxygenum from the atmosphere and to transfer it in the circulation of the blood, and to distinguish the carbon from the circulation of the blood in the atmosphere in a gas exchange.


Respiration is made out of different muscle systems in different species.


Mammales, reptiles and birds use their muscular -skeletal systems to support and encourage breathing.


XYZ Truth


The truth is an account of the philosophy which serves to assess facts and judgments in terms of true or false.


It applies to all ideas and proposals and not to other linguistic expressions or behavior.


The truth is up to the lie.




XYZ Concepts of Truth


The concept of truth is different from the age or theological school.


You can distinguish all the followings:


It's true, what we're saying or thinking is true when it's up to what's going on, or it can be perceived in reality.


Proof depends on the existence of a foreign world, and therefore on the hypothese that this world can be known, as if it were denied by many (as if it were preached by scepticism).


Verily, as consistent, a statement is true for a certain community if it is consistent with other claims which the community accepts.


This is why it comes to use and is used in logic and science in general, where it is served in the following sense: we accept that anything is true if it can be demonstrated in anger or if it cannot be rejected at the moment (failification).


Subjective truth: what anyone considers to be true.


This is associated with personal belief, with the experience of the world.


There are different degrees of such relativism.


The religion uses the expression of absolute truth as a synonym for God or for revelation.




Pragmatic truth: while it is impossible to achieve a truth without doubt, it is acceptable to the fact that it is useful for everyday life or to achieve the question of a particular study.


XYZ Oliver Wood


Oliver Wood (or perhaps Oliver Baston in Interlingua: for the meaning of the name: Wood, see the paragraphs below) is a personage in the _Harry Potter_.


In the first three romances of the series he is a student in the Hogwarts school and the captain of the Quidditch team of the Gryffindor Dom.


English word ?wood_ (as in French) can mean or forest/-silve, o-ligno. The common supernome .. (as the Portuguese supernomes .Silva_e . Da Silva_e and the French supernome .Dubois_) originally meant a person from the forest.


But the other sense of speech is the basis for a play of words in the seventh chapter of the first romance, Harry Potter and Petra Philosophal.


Professor McGonagall, the chief of Domo Gryffindor, sees how he commits a violation of the rules of school in a way that shows the professor that he would be a big talent player in Quidditch.


She wants to introduce Harry to Wood without delay and command that he would not explain his reason to the boy, who thinks he was going to punish him.




When they come to the class in which Wood studies at the moment, then he asks the professor of the class if he can borrow Wood, he (who does not know that it is a man's name) thinks that the common thing in England is a reference to a wooden can with which he beats him (a barbecued method of preparing to be common in England until the middle of the 20th century).


In French translation of the Romans the name of the character is Olivier Dubois.


In French, there is the same ambivalence as in English, one of the bulls of the forest is a very common supername, according to the translation the original English word game is very good.


In some other translation, the name (like the majority of names, including: Harry Potter, is not translated and the word game is lost: the character is named Oliver Wood in Spanish and German for example.


But in some names the name is changed to create a version of the game as in French: in Catholic the name of the personage is Marco Roure, Marco Querco, or perhaps a framework of querco, and it's Oliver Baston in Romana, a language in which a language in which a person has the same meaning as in interlingua.


XYZ Edward Jenner


Edward Jenner (May 17, 1749 - 26 of Januario 1823), British doctor, celebrated for his discovery of vaccination against the rod.




Jenner was born in the story of Gloucestershire, which he rarely left. (James Cook invited him to take part in his second circumnavigation of the world, but he declined.)


He studied first at Cirencester Grammar School, and later at London under Hunter and others at St George's Hospital, and was soon noticed by people of scientific distinction.


After the completion of his medical study, Jenner returned to his native Gloucestershire and worked as a walking doctor.


He was elected to the Royal Society for his observations of worm dwellers, published in 1788.


Since 1718 he had tried to make a vagabond in men, with puffs made out of a person who had been infected with a sickness, but Jenner noticed that women who were dealing with cows often went out of cows, with the rod of cows (a disease similar to variola, but benevolent: fever takes a few days, above the hands of holidays) were rarely worth the rod.


He did research to confirm this fact and started an experiment.


On May 14, 1796, he took from the hands of a woman who was infected with the rod of the cows, and introduced it to the hands of a boy who was not still suffering from those diseases.


The boy developed the rod of the cows, and then Jenner infected him with the rod.


He did not dispel this illness, even after many trials: the boy was vaccinated.




XYZ New Rome


_New Rome is an international revivalist organisation that remains a political reconstructionist in 1998 (or MMDCCLI AUC in the Roman calendar) by Joseph Bloch and William Bradford, later incorporated into Maine as a non-profit with a religious and educational mission.


New Rome intends to promote the restoration of religion, culture, and virtues to remain classical, and ideals to remain in common,


Reportedly, when it comes to good news about the culture, Latin language, customs and old clothes, and historical construction guides, New Rome intends to be more than a community of historical representatives, and more than a group of historical studies.


Strimska, Davy, Adler, and Gallagher -Ashcraft refer to it as a reconstructionist polytheistic community.


For it has a structure based on the Roman Republic, old, with a senate, executive magistrates and law makers, and voting for the committee, and with its custom, and for the New Rome Wiki shall declare and ensure that the group shall be identified as a sovereign nation, plus outside observants classifies it as a micronation.


XYZ Religion remains


New Rome has adopted the religion as its religion of state, yet it shall maintain the freedom of religion of its cities.




Like a polythestic Reconstructionist, the Old Roman religion is referred to as Romanorum (Latin territories used by adherents of New Rome when they refer to their religion) called to attract a lot of people from the military background.


The religious traditions of domestic and the so-called state religion (_sacra publica_) are represented in the courts of New Rome, including the restoration of the old priesthood, and the honour of the complete cycle of the feasts remains for the year.


Second to the Ontario Consultants on Religious Tolerance, at Christmas time, new Romans are celebrating the feast of Saturnalia.


In 2006 Margot Adler noticed the plan of the organization to restore the Magna Mater fan in Rome.


XYZ Living events


New cities remain at such events as the Feast of Old Heresy in Svistov, Bulgaria, on the Die of Roman Market in Wells Harbor Park, Maine, on the _Forum Fulvii_ in Italy, on the _Ludi Savarienses_ Historic Carneval or on the _Floral of Aquincum_ Feast of Spring in Hungary.


XYZ Competitions and cultural games


Among the cultural activities of New Rome, competition and games associated with various holidays are important places.




They can include a large field of various shows from lively moody games to serious art competition like the famous novelist in all the world, where the Jew was made up of famous news stories.


Dr. Colleen McCullough, author of many romances best-seller de tema roman, and Prof. Dr. T. P. Wiseman, university professor of history remains and former vice-chairman of the Britannic Academy.


Dr. T. P. Wiseman, a university professor of history remains and former Vice-President of the British Academy.


XYZ Historical texts


XYZ


Reviving things remains and their cooperation for symbolic importance has a long history.


New Rome... (in Latin, literally, New Rome, in her deliberate revival of the great remands of the past, some parallels and echoes the other New Romes as:


The Byzantine Empire or the Eastern Roman Empire, as the surviving incarnation of the ideas, shall be based on the Empire (wholesome character as the New Rome, or the United Rome), after the decline of the empire, remain in the West.


- the doctrine of Tertie Rome, as justified by Moscow and Russian imperial ambitions from the 15th century




For a new empire is based on the Mediterranean in the first half of the 20th century.


XYZ Potassium


Potassium is a K-symbol chimic element (of _kalium_) and atomic number of 19.


It's an alkali silver soft metal - white which is very reactive.


Potassium is required for the functioning of all living cells and perhaps 95% of its production is used in fertilizers.


XYZ B. F. Skinner


Burrhus Frederic Skinner (Martio 20 1904 - 18 August 1990) was a state-of-the-art Czech.


He was born in Susquehanna, Pennsylvania, SUA.


Skinner was responsible in large part for the development of philosophy of radical behaviour and also for technical behaviour in psychology, a branch of psychology that is necessary to develop a unified theory of animal and human behavior based on principles of learning (or education).


He showed the condition of the operation and disveloped this technician in contrast to the classical condition.


Important areas included the condition of behaviour, punishment, positive and negative strengthening and the effect of this condition on future behaviour.




XYZ Superstition in the columba


One of Skinner's most famous and interesting experiments examined the formation of superstition in one of his favorite animals for experience, the pigeon.


Skinner put a series of pigeons with hunger in boxes attached to an automatic mechanism that delivered food to the pigeon in regular intervals without anything pertaining to the behaviour of the bird.


He discovered that the pigeons were associating the food delinquently with any actions they were trying to accomplish when food appeared, and that they continued to do the same depoise.


XYZ A bird was convinced to go back into the box, doing two or three wheels with reinforcings.


Another stretched out his head repeatedly in one of the tall corners of the box.


There was a third bird trying to unravel a waving answer, as if he had put his head on the bar and raised it again.


Two thirds of the birds made a hanging motion out of the head and the body, in which the head was spread forward and hung up with a quick motion followed by a slower return.


Skinner thought that the pigeons believed that they were influencing the automatic mechanism with their rituals, and that the experiment also lit up human behavior:




XYZ One may say that the experiment shows a lot of superstition.


The bird behaves as if there were a causal relationship between its behaviour and the presentation of food, a non-nobstantiation that such a relationship did not exist.


There are many analogies in human behavior.


Rituals for changing fortunes and situations or consequences are good examples.


Some accidental connections between rituals and favourable consequences are enough to establish and maintain the wrong behavior of many moments without strengthening.


The bouchling player, who continues to move his body as if he was able to influence the bowlling-ball course, is another example.


These obvious behaviors have no effect on fortune or on the course of a bowling-ball, as in the case of pigeons food would still appear if the pigeon didn't do anything - or better - did something different - the results would be the same.


Skinner is popularly well known by his books: _Walden Two_ and _Beyond Freedom and Dignity_ (_Ultra freedom and dignity_).




A visit to a common utopia in 1950 in the United States shall be described by a visit to a common utopia in 1950 in the United States, where the productivity and happiness of the citizens is made known to the outside world because of their practice of scientific social plan and the functioning condition of children.


Beyond Freedom and Dignity (_Ultra liberate and dignity_) before the teasing of the obsolete social councils, such as freedom, and indignity, threatens the survival of the human species, and also ensures the functioning of human beings to ensure their productivity and happiness.


Skinner wrote many books.


XYZ Violence


Violence is a term used to describe human and animal attacks.


It's the opposite of friendly behavior.


It wouldn't have to be confounded with aggression.


XYZ Good violence


Some say that violence can be good or permissible when someone defends himself against unread violence or when an army or a soldier in control of a fought nation or defends himself against others under general laws and the idea of world law.


XYZ Bad Violence


Violence can also be illeginating or unfair when it's unprovoked.




Pacifists like Leo Tolstoy, Mahatma Gandhi, and Martin Luther King, and Mr. would say that all violence is unreadable.


XYZ Difference


If violence is right or not, it's a rich decision to decide who is the victim and who is the aggressor.


A few times, economic and social aid aspects can be determined.


XYZ Typses of Violence


Violence can be:


Verbal or psychologic: insults, injuries or whatever offends other people's feelings.


Physicist: combat, murder, or plague anyone.


Sexual: a person who makes another person such sexual acts that he or she does not want.


Symbolic: to show that you are against a leader or a group, to the ideas or nationality of which you choose.


For example, see the Nazism,


Racial: when the victim of a violent act is chosen for his race, he will example the Nazi and Ku Klux Klan.


XYZ Sociology




Sociology is the least of knowledge to explain the behavior of being human in society, studying social logic, and taking care of the reasons that explain the general behavior of people.


Sociology is science that studies human society and social conduct.


Because of their interest in social interaction, sociologs have a tendency to pay attention to groups in the midst of individuals.


XYZ Exegese


Sociology studies human society and, more concretely, different collectivities that form it and causes that originate social divides and changes.


XYZ The particular behaviors of human beings are the subject of study of psychology.


XYZ The prospect of agentship, which can only work on general trends, seen that the behaviour of human beings is free and thus impossible to predict.


Structural approximations shall arise the opposite: the individuals are completely conditioned or determined by social structures, they are mere puppets of the upper structures.


Sociology is only one of social sciences - the group of academic disciplines that studies different aspects of social behaviour among people.




Among other social sciences are anthropology, psychology, economics, political science and history.


Sociology as academic discipline increased from the social tumulto of Europe to the 18th and 19th centuries.


But it did not arise as formal academic discipline until the middle of the 19th century, when the Frenchman Auguste's account concluded the word of society to describe the study of society.


Other influential sociologists of the 19th century were Karl Marx, Herbert Spencer, Emile Durkheim, and Max Weber.


XYZ Cupro


The cup is a Chimic element with the symbol which is written (with the Latin_cuprum_) and the atomic number of 29.


It is a ductile metal with thermal and electric very high conductiveness.


The pure cup is soft and malleable; the expounded surface presents red -orange oxidation.


It is used as a driver of heat and electricity, building material, and a constituent of various metallic ties.


XYZ Vide etimam


Metal


XYZ William Harvey




William Harvey (born on April 1, 1578; died in the heart of June 3, 1657) was British physician, who had written the words of blood in his book (Anatomical Exercation of Motu Cordis and Sanguinis in Animalibus) for the first time.


XYZ Terra Medie


The Middle or Mediterranean Land (with English: _Middle Earth_, a translation of the ancient Scandinavians: _Migarr_, Midgard) is a region of the imaginary universe where the history of the Romans is developed by the Hobbit and the Lord of the Rings and other works by J.R.R. Tolkien.


The history of the world is divided into four times.


The Prime Epoch has begun with the creation of the universe to fight (the name of the primary divinity in Tolkien's cosmogony).


The Second Epoch has begun with the destruction of the power of Morgoth, the Tertie Epoch has begun with the first destruction of the power of his servant Sauron, and the Fourth Epoch has started with the second and final destruction of the power of Sauron and the rule of Man.


XYZ International Interlingua Conference 1989


The 9th International Interlingua Conference was in Heino (nl), a small city near Zwolle (nl), Nederland, the 22nd June until 30nd June, 1989.


The organizer was the World Union for Interlingua (UMI), whose secretary-general Frank Esterhill had been since 1982.




He wished to retire, and during the conference was chosen as the interim Secretary-General of the United Nations - Secretary Ferenc Jeszensky (*1932), Hungary


XYZ British Insulas


British Insulas forms an archipelago on the north-east side of mainland Europe.


Apart from six thousand small islands, the biggest one is Great Britannia and Ireland.


XYZ Magnesium


Magnesium is a chimic element of Mg symbol and atomic number 12.


It's a terrible alkaline metal and it's the most abundant eight elements on the Earth's cross and no one in the entire universe.


XYZ Ray Manzarek


Raymond Daniel Manzarek (Chicago, Illinois, SUA, 12 February 1939 - Rosenheim, Germany, 20 May 2013) was a statunite music and the slaver of the rock band The Doors, from 1965 to 1973, and from 2001 (for legal reasons, called Manzarek -Krieger since 2009).


In general, Manzarek was the band's slaver, and Jim Morrison was the vocalist, but in the song, only to you, recorded by the original version of The Doors, it's Jim Morrison, Manzarek was the singer, not Morrison.




After the death of Morrison, The Doors published two albums, Full Circle and Other Voices, in which the voices were by Manzarek or Robbie Krieger, the guitarist.


He recorded a rock adaptation of Carmina Burana by Carl Orff with Philip Glass.


Manzarek also formed the band Nite City, which published two albums: one album in 1976 and one in 1978.


Ray Manzarek died 20 May 2013 at the Romed Clinic in Rosenheim, Germany, after a long battle against the galling duct cancer, at age of 74.


At the time of his death, he was accompanied by his wife, Dorothy Manzarek, and his brothers Rick and James Manzarek.


The body of Manzarek was burned.


XYZ Dannebrog


The banner of Denmark is called Dannebrog, meaning the standard of Danish,


It is red with a white cross that goes to the side of the flag and is considered the oldest official flag in use in Europe.


Crossed flags are known in Northern Europe at the first time in the northern countries (Islanda, Norway, Sweden, Finland and the autonome areas of the Aland and the Faroe Islands).


The flag is said to have the origin of the Danish crucible period in the year 1100-1200.




The myth says that Dannebrog fell out of the sky during the light of King Valdemar Victoria (in Danish: Valdemar Sejr) near Lyndanisse (hoday, Tallinn) against the Estonians in June 15th, 1219.


Dannebrog is celebrated in Denmark on June 15 as the official day of raising the flag.


Dannebrog is also the name of the gift ship, built in Copenhagen and launched in 1931.


The ship shall serve as an official and private resident for the family of Regals, when it is made up of summer expeditions in Denmark or official visits to other countries.


The present gift ship is number two.


The first one, which was a ship of wheels, was named Dannebrog.


It was in the run of 1879 -1931.


XYZ Christian names


There were no more denominations in the past than today.


E.g. Gnosticos (who was written in the times in which the gospels were written, had many more gospels than those contained in the Bible, and the Arianos (who believed that Jesus Christ was created, not a fellow worker with God Father), and who was more than a long time in the church.




Whether or not these groups were inherited (new doctrines laid against original doctrines), or whether they believed that they were just not defined until they were at the point.


Other very ancient schisms were born to monophysite and Nestorian churches.


The largest division in today's Christianity is among the Orthodoxy, the Roman Catholicism, and various denominations that were formed during and after the Protestant Reformation.


There are several categories of unity and division among the Protestants.


Western branches of Christianity


Eastern branches of Christianity


Other branches of Christianity


XYZ Derived genetic


A genetic derivative is an evolutionary force that comes together with natural selection by changing species characters in time.


Like the selection, it comes to the population, assembling alleys and the predominance of characters over the members of a population, and changing the diversity of the group.


Genetic drift effects are accented in small sizes and result in changes that are not necessary.




It's a random change in the frenchness of the alleys of one generation to another.


It usually gives a loss of less frequent alleys, resulting in a diminution in the genotypic diversity of the population.


That's why it's the change of the leafwork in a population, regardless of mutations, selections, migrations.


The loss of the loss or the inheritance of the reed is made of the hassle, therefore each individual who is reproducing the means of his or her legal heritage to his or her descent.


In a small population, it is strictly unavoidable that certain alleys are not transmitted by a few adults to their offspring.


Moreover, certain individuals don't have any descent.


The number of alleys (genetic variability) is reduced.


Among the alleys, surviving, some of them are going to have their original divide or on the contrary increase.


Genetic drifts can be natural.


It will appear on every single floor of a population of small size, for example an insulated population in the island.


But it can also be caused by man, in a limited group of animals he has tamed.




The genetic drift is one of the species (new species appearance), at least at a long time.


XYZ Senegal


Senegal is a Francophone country of West Africa.


The land is called the Gambia (who is almost a native slave), the Atlantic Ocean, Mauritany, Mali, Guinea, Conakry, and Guinea -Bissau.


The land is occupied by a semi-arid plain covered with savannas and crossed by three large rivers: the Senegal, the Gambia and the Casamance.


On the west is the Cape Vert peninsula, which gives its name to the Cape Verde Archipelago.


The Songhai empire was flourishing in the territory of present-day Senegal before the European colonisation.


After independence, Senegal formed with the Swedish Republic (present-day Mali) the Federation of Mali, but left this federation.


Senegal is now a republic of semi-presidential system.


Population is generally poor.


The economy is based on agriculture and river fish.


One of its most important products is the arachide, of which the land is a major exporter.


The French, the official language, the Constitution recognises six national languages: the Wolof, the Serer, the Foot, the Manneka, the Sonne and the Diola.




Wolof is the language used as a free language by the greatest number of persons.


Around 92 percent of the Senegalese population is of Musulman confession.


Sufism is popular in the land; the greatest mystic orders are twigs and murmurs.


Senegal is a Member State of the African Union, the Organization of the United Nations, the International Organization of Francophony, the Economic Community of the States of West Africa and other international organisations.


XYZ Ravenclaw


Ravenclaw is a house of Hogwarts magicians in the series _Harry Potter_ script by J.K. Rowling.


The students in it are very intelligent.


The founder of the house was Rowena Ravenclaw, one of the four magicians and magicians who founded Hogwarts in the tenth century.


The house's symbol is an aquila.


The name of the Domo is English words that are not made of the great heart, and the law of the nail,


The bedroom of Domo Ravenclaw, like the bedroom of Domo Gryffindor, is laid in a tower of Hogwarts.


But dissimilar to Tower Gryffindor and Donjon Slytherin, in Tower Ravenclaw the residents do not use a contrasign to enter.




On the door is a bronzo overlay in the form of an aquila which asks the correct answer to a difficult puzzle (a different enigma every time).


A student who does not answer correctly cannot enter another student uses the door.


The chief of Domo Ravenclaw is Professor Filius Flitwick.


The mirror of the Ravenclaw Tower is Helena Ravenclaw, the one who calls the lady the grey, the daughter of the founder of the house.


Other Ravenclaws include: Luna Lovegood; Cho Chang; Terry Boot; Penelope Clearwater; Michael Corner; Anthony Goldstein; Gilderoy Lockhart; Garrick Ollivander; Padma Patil; and Sybill Trelawney.


On the seventh chapter of the first book of the series of the Harry Potter, A.D., and Petra Philosophal, in the singing of the Assorted Goat, after explaining to the new students that they can be in Gryffindor, or in Hufflepuff, the Cappello sings:


Or in the knowledge of Ravenclaw, if you have a certain mind, where the wise scholar, will always find the people.


In the seventh chapter of the fourth book, South Potter and the Calice of Fire, the Chapel of Assorting says in his song that Rowena Ravenclaw was declosing, an English word that means a narrow value in Scotland.


This reference indicates that Rowena Ravenclaw was a scoundrel.


In the same song, the hat says:


For Gryffindor, the most coursing, was certainly first; for Ravenclaw the most ingenious, would always be able.




XYZ Hugo Chvez


Hugo Rafael Chvez Frias was a Venezuelan soldier and political officer, the 53rd President of Venezuela (February 2, 1999 - 5 March 2013).


After he finished his baccalaureate Chvez entered the Venezuelan army paracadist body.


He has founded the MBR200 Party of Bolivarian Ideology, the predecessor of the present PSUV.


XYZ Province of Latin


Latin is a province of the region of Lazio in Italy.


Its capital is the city of Latin.


It has an area of 2.251 square kilometres, and a population of 491,431 inhabitants (2001).


There are 33 towns in the province.


XYZ Tantalo


Tantalo is a chimic element of Ta symbol and atomic number 73.


Malartuous XYZ Latin


The vulgar Latin (in Latin, servome vulgaris_) is a genean term employed to refer to vulgar dialects of Latin language, based on the western provinces of the Roman Empire.




His existence as a living language was associated with the growing difference of these dialects, which led to the 9th century, the formation of the Romanian languages.


The Vulgate is written in a form of vulgar Latin.[3]


This variant of Latin referred to as the literary language of classical Latin in its pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar.


Some characteristics of the vulgar Latin did not appear until the late epoch of the Roman Empire.


Other characteristics, may include (there is a lot of time before), at least in the form of a creole language.


Most of the definition of vulgar Latin is supposed to be a language spoken more than written, for certain evidence suggests that Latin was dialectal during this period, and why there is no proof that anyone transcribed the way that they spoke daily of their speech.


Whoever studies the vulgar Latin must do it with indirect methods.


XYZ Alfred Levitt


Alfred Levitt (15 August 1894 - 25 May 2000), born Avraham Levitt in Stardodub, Russia, was a painter and an expert in prehistoric art who looked at the U.S. in 1911 and was made a _Chevalier of the Order of Arts and Lettres_ by the government of France for its studies of paleolithic paintings in caves.


One centenarian, he had 105 years at the time of his death.




Levitt was an anarchist whose friends included radical politicians, such as Emma Goldman and Jack London, and artists like Marcel Duchamp.


Twenty of his works are in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.


He was a fellow of the artistic colonial the Colony of MacDowell in 1956.


His papers are in the Archives of the State Art of the Smithsonian Institution.


XYZ Venetia


Venetia (or Venezia_) is a town in the Veneto region in north-east Italy.


Venetia is the capital of the Italian Veneto region and the Venice province.


It's one of the most popular cities in Veneto.


The city has been a centre of market and finance in the medieval age and one of the wealthiest cities in the middle.


Venetia and its laguna have been declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1987.


Venetia is considered to be one of the most beautiful cities in the world, and her artistic, historical and cultural heritage and her impact on the world remains great until today.


The city has a greater impact on music, architecture, education, cooking, philosophy, science and religion in Europe.




Venetia contains a number of Renascentia palaces, academias, garden, church, monastery, museums, gallery and ateliers.


The city has been appointed, with reference to a study of 2007, as the most desired destination for tourists in the world.


The town has a large range of art collections, especially the Galleria dell'Accadmia and the Ducal Palace (which have 1,358,186 tourists per year).


Venetia is the last preserved city of Renascentia in the world and is considered by many people to be the capital of Italy's art.


XYZ United Nations Security Council


The United Nations Security Council is an organ of the United Nations with its headquarters in the New York City.


It consists of five permanent Member States and ten elected Member States.


XYZ Membros permanent


The five permanent members are also called the strength of old, for they have only the right to set their olds during the adoption of solutions:


China


 - Russian Federation


Francia


 - United Kingdom




United States of America


XYZ Membros elected


XYZ Period of election


All five States are elected for two years.


XYZ Distribution


Among these ten chairs is traditionally


3 Africa


2 for Asia,


- 2 for America's Latin


2 for Western Europe with Israel and Turkey and Australia and Canada and New Zealand


- 1 for Eastern Europe


XYZ Membros since 2010


2010 - 2011: Gabon, Brazil, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Nigeria, Lebanon


- 2011 - 2012: Germany, Portugal, India, Columbia, South Africa


- 2012 - 2013: Azerbaidzhan, Guatemala, Marocco, Pakistan, Togo


- 2013 - 2014: Argentina, Australia, Luxembourg, Rwanda, South Korea


- 2014 - 2015: Lithuania, Tchad, Chile, Nigeria, Jordan


- 2015 - 2016: Venezuela, New Zealand, Spain, Angola, Malaysia


- 2016 - 2017: Egypt, Senegal, Japan, Uruguay, Ukraine




- 2017 - 2018: Bolivia, Sweden, Ethiopia, Kazakhstan, but Italy for 2017 / Nederland for 2018


- 2018 - 2019: Equatorial Guinea, Coast of Ebore, Kuwait, Peru, Poland


- 2019 - 2020: Belgium, Germany, Dominican Republic, Indonesia, South Africa


XYZ Political divisions of the United States


The political divisions of the United States shall describe the sub-national institutions which together form the SUA.


The state is the primary political subdivision of the United States.


A number of powerful facts confounding on the United States includes:


Four of the states are official commonwealths: Kentucky, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Virginia.


Delaware is the name of a state, a number of contacts in various areas, and a river that flows between Pennsylvania and New Jersey.


(Georgia) is the name of a State of the United States of the Member States of the Member States of the United States.


The name, New York, applies to three different things: a state, a contact, and a city in it.


Washington is a state, a city in the district of Columbia (that is not part of any state), and a number of cities and accounts in various areas.




The Federal and State Governments of the U.S. operate with a parallel system of sovereignty, so that States are not technically established by the United States, but by the United States, together with the Federal and Other Territories of the United States.


States are divided in accounts.


Louisiana uses the term (_parish_) to use the _borough_ term, which is equivalent to the term of contact.


In addition to the States, other divisions include the federal district, the island areas run by the Federal Government and the reservations of American Indians.


The Federal Government also has exclusive jurisdiction on military installations, and American ambassites and consulates placed in other countries.


XYZ Telescope


A telescope is an optical system that allows you to see objects far, widening your angular measure and your apparent luminosity.


The telescopes are probably the most important utensil in astronomy and astrophysicism.


Though with the word of the telescope, it is used to refer to the optical_telescopes, there are telescopes for almost all the frequents of the electromagnetic mirror.


All optical telescope is made up of an objective and an eyepiece.




The objective forms an (usually real) image of the object far on its focal floor; this image is spread by the eyepiece, or well impressed by a photo sheet, or surrounded by a CCD room.


If the object is a lens referred to as a mirrored telescope (refactor), if the object is a concaved mirror is referred to as a reflecting telescope; if you use a combination of lenses and mirrors it is called a catadioptric telescope.


A study by historian Nick Pelling, published by English History Today, asserts that the inventor of the telescope was a lens-maker from Girona named John Roget.


XYZ Death in Venice


Death in Venice is a novel by the European writer Thomas Mann, published in 1912.


Considered to be one of the most significant operas in Mann, it is certainly one of the smallest in the audience, drawing inspiration from the award-winning tuxedo by the director Luhino Visconti in 1971, the melodrama by the composer Benjamin Britten in 1973, and the classic ballet by John Neumeier in 2004.


XYZ Synopse


The book is told by the great author of Gustav von Aschenbach, who, the writer's writer's desk, decides to visit Venetia in a tentative of continuing his life.




In the age of Serenim, the man is finally freed and uplifted, but always more confused and obsessive by the knowledge of a beautiful young man's noisiness.


Also, the beautiful young man is in the holidays on the adriatic shore, and soon turns the author into an intense, platonic love that does not allow him to think about the day.


Tdzio, the teenager in the middle of the strong, emotive waves in the story, is the diminutiveness of the Portuguese man , and his wife is based on a veritable Baron seen by Mann during his visit to Venetia, and his wife, Katia in 1911, Wadysaw Moes, who was beating with her unhappy young belle, pure and etherean.


XYZ Themas


This brief, well-willed, literary work is hard to deal with in the face of the pure and ugly, unexpected courses of life, the summer and summer-long summer, the artistic nature of man, the love of adults and teenagers, the unexpected courses of life, the summer and summer-long summer, and the epidemics of the great cities, pushing the reader into various and incredible thoughts.


XYZ Falsifiability of species evolution theory


(False to Evolution), and provide for the theory of the evolution of species to be shown to be false.)


False and important property of scientific theory.


The creationists and recensors of the theory of evolution, for ves, assert that the common evolution and descent cannot be false, and, in consequence, there will be no scientific theories.




In other cases, defensemen of the Intelligent Design insist that there is no way of misrepresenting the evolution because any new obviouss are made of evolution in action, which is why.


Therefore, at the same time, not at the same time, there are all kinds of evidence that we can fake evolution.


The directest view of the development theory may be the original words of Charles Darwin, which casts his theory on his own, shows mercifulness, or mine for which she could be rejected:


If it is possible to prove that any complex organs are existing and that it is not possible to have been made up of additional and successful changes, my theory will be absolutely destroyed.


Affirmations made by creationists may be subject to evil, understanding what exists between the idea of being counterfeit, and being false.


Miserably, we concentrate on it as new obviouss (like new fossil data), and we always get up to evolution and the opposite, as if they were so different from a developping spice.


Not yet, this and a case of science, which fear nothing like deceit.


XYZ Molluscs


The molluscous (mollusca) is a phylo of animalic kingdom.




The moults are invertebrate animals of blue, naked, or protected by a basin, such as gastropods (such as known as limes), oyster, and squid.


In total it is calculated that there are nearly 100 thousand species of springs.


These are soft-bodied animals, with two unique characteristics in the animal kingdom they were grouped together by:


1


Those who possess a blanket that segregates plates, conchases, or bald spikes.


2


In which the mouth region is provided of a radula (made up of sharp, curving rows of teeth).


The spring is classified into: monoplatophora, caudofoveata, placophora, polyplacophora, scalopoda, cepopoda, bivalvous, gastropos.


How do you grow it? The basic formation of a molluscous consists of a splintered, bi-laterally-symmetric body, oval and made a basin in the form of a Chinese hat.


The concha forms a skincap called the _mant_, which has the power to segregate hotheads.


The most active part in the edge of the blanket, which allows the concha to grow.




Another structure of taxonomic importance is the periostraco_, which consists of a hat of skin covering the basin and which is also segregated by the blanket.


The molluscous, who starts his life in the form of a larva grove, builds around himself in his basin, deposing from the blanket.


Each concha has a different design and the unique pattern from generation to generation.


XYZ Chacos History


The origin of the chacos is one of the most controversial areas in the history of flat games.


Partners associated, at time or time, with the invention of China, India, Egypt, Greece, Assyria, Persia, Arabia, Ireland and Uzbekistan.


Many countries have made up the game of shoes in some incipient way.


The most widely held creed is that the chacoons come from India.


The first mention of the chacos appears in the Indian classic, Mahabharata, written around 2000 B.C., where it was called Chaturanga.


In fact, the words of Arab, Persian, Greek and Spanish for chaps are all derived from the sanctimonials of Chaturanga_.




The version of the chacos played through the world to the present is very much based on a version of the _Chaturanga_ which was played in India around the 6th century.


It is equally believed that the shutters created a more modern version of the game after the Indians.


The most old known pieces of shoes have been found in old-fashioned Persian territories.


An ancient text is referred to as Shah Ardashir, who reigned between 224 and 241 C.E., as a wizard of the game.


Another theory exists that the chaps emerged from the similar game of Chinese shoes, or at least a predecessor of it, which has existed in China since the 1st century.


XYZ Eduardo VI of England


Eduardo VI (in English: Edward VI_, 12 October 1537 - 6 June 1553) was the king of England and Ireland from 1547 to 1553.


He was the third monarch of the Tudor Dynasty.


The son of Henrico VIII and his third wife, Jane Seymour, were nine years old when he became king.


Eduardo would die before he could become an adult.


During his reign, the land was ruled by a councillor.


The chiefs of the council were his uncle Edward Seymour, the 1st Duke of Somerset, (1547 - 1549) and John Dudley, the 1st Count of Warwick (1550 - 1553), who was also Duke of Northumberland after 1551.




In the reign of Eduardo VI there were economic problems, social agitation, overwhelming rebellion and war between England and Scotland.


England was victorious at first, but at last they had to withdraw from Scotland and Boulogne -sur -Mer.


Eduardo was able to influence religious politics.


He was the first English Protestant monarch.


Henrico VIII broke England from the Catholic Church, but kept Catholic traditions.


Eduardo, council and architect Thomas Cranmer introduced Protestant reform to the Church of England, including services in English language and the deletion of clerical celibacy.


Eduardo was succeeded by his half sister Maria I, after the reigning and quarreling of Jane Grey.


Maria and she turned to the religious reform of Eduardo, but she reintegrated them.


XYZ Honesty


Honesty or honesty is a human quality which consists in acting and exercising oneself with coherence and sincerity, and in accordance with the values of truth and justice.




In its most obvious sense, one can understand honesty as the simple respect for truth in relation to the world, the facts and the persons; in other senses, honesty also implies the relationship between subject and other, and the subject.


Since the intent is firmly referred to in justice, it is referred to in terms of dishonestness, and dishonestness, there is a very widespread confusion in respect of the true meaning of the term.


Therefore, sometimes we are unconscious of the degree of honesty or dishonestness of our acts: self-fraud causes us to lose our perspective on the honesty of our own acts, obscuring all the visions that can change our decision.


In the Western philosophy, there was Socrates who devoted greater effort to the analysis of the meaning of honesty.


Later, this conclusion was included in researching general ethic principles that would justify moral behavior, such as Kant's categorical imperative or Jrgen Habermas's consensus theory.


XYZ Honesty according to Confucion


Confucio distinguished different levels of honesty, a fundamental concept in its age:




On its most superficial level, honesty is implicit in its account of the name of the name: all action carried out by a person with the objective of constructing the ideal society, and intended to carry out its desires, whether at the end of the term (bad) or at the end of it (well).


To admit that the immediate gratitude, with all things, may contribute to turning a bad act into a good one, of the same way that keeping the intention to the end can prevent a good deal of action.


The fundamental principle in this theory is that a good person must display his feelings sincerely in his face, so as to facilitate the coordination of all in the pursuit of better interests.


This sincerity, which subsumes the best face expression, helps to achieve honestness with itself, and to make human activities more predictable, friendly and placeable.


In this first version, you can achieve honesty by seeking only your own advantage.


...with a deeper level than the name of the name of the name of the name of the name of the name of the name, or the beauty.


On this level, no longer persecuted, but the moral principle of justice based on reciprocation.


Here is an important matter of the temporary aspect of the action, but in this case as a timepiece.




Thus, for example, in order that kinsmen may spend the first three years of their children's life, only to survive them, the sons shall be able to lose their first three years after the death of their parents.


At this level they are honest in respect of their own obligations and debts, but when no one judges or no one sees themselves immediately.


This part of the moral code is associated with the cult of the ancestors, which Confucio made normative.


The deepest level of honesty is the remnant, from which the _Yi_ and in accordance with the _Li_ arise.


The morals of Confucio are based on the empathies and understanding of the others, which require prior self-consciousness, of which the moral standards are born, more than of a prior ethical code, agreed upon by some divinity.


The Confucian version of the categorical Emperor consisted in treating the lower ones as you would have wanted your superiors to treat you.


Virtue is based on harmony with others, and on accepting that at some point in life we are all at the mercy of other people.


Honesty shall consist of setting in the hypothetic place of the future life, and of the past and coming generations, and electing not to do or say something that can make the family honour or reputation.




Partly because of a thorough understanding of these more honestities in the West, it is common in certain cultures of Asia to call barbarians who do not know them or complete them.


Despite the fact that certain asian cultures occasioned some levels of ambiguity and almost inlerable patience for a Westerner, this results from an attempt to ensure that honesty is over all: from his point of view, giving a positive or negative answer to a question on which he does not have enough information, he would be as ditonous as a sentence.


So to strengthen the interlocutor to commit a reply to which he honestly has doubts is a little polite behaviour in the Asian tradition.


XYZ Vide etimam


Verily,


Sincerity


Coherence


XYZ Diacritic Sign


A diacritic or diacritic sign (from Greek to English) is a sign placed on (overwritten diagnosis), under (subscribed diagnosis), in or at transversal (inscript diagnosis), after (adscribed diagnosis), before (prescribed diagnosis) or all around (circumscript diagnosis) of a graph:




- change the phonetic value of it;


- allow more precious reading (diacritics are not obligatory);


...or avoid an amiguance between people.


There are also diacritic letters, mute and necessary written on the side of the letter it modifies.


Some of the letters could become a diacritic sign (see Umlaut and Corona).


Like ligatures and supplementary letters made after, adding diacritics will extend the number of graphs from a script.


In many cases, the letter with diacritic is not considered to be an independent graph of the same as a_allograph_, this is a different script version of the simple letter.


A letter with a diacritic does not come into the alphabetic class.


XYZ Zen


Zen is a branch of the Mahayna, which of its part is a branch (a school, a sect or a denomination) of Buddhism.


The word (Zen) (in Japanese) is the translation of the Sanskrite word (Dhyna), which means reflection - the quietness of all mental restlessness.


The basic sources of Zen are the texts of the Prajjpramitsutra, the Avata Swingsakasutra and the La Hemingwaykvatrastra).




Zen school is a Chinese foundation, though it has its roots in India, especially in the teaching of Gunabhadra (4th/5th century) and Bodhidharma (6th century).


They both went to China where they worked the basis of the Meditation School, which in China is called Ch'an or Ch'an -tsung.


XYZ Paises


XYZ China


In China the school blossomed at the age of T'ang (618 -907) and Sung (960 -1279).


In the 8th century the school was divided into two lines: P'ei - tsung and Nan-tsung [chin.


Tsung_schola, denomination, sect.]


From other branches, Lin-chi and Ts'ao-tung were born.


In the course of seculos, the Ch'an doctrine of more and more mingled with the practices of the cult of Amidism (Amitbha) and lost much of its originality.


In China, it has to continue the situation in the 13th century to find its way to Vietnam, Korea and Japan.


Even in Japan, the school prospered, where the religious and cultural forces of the island empire were developed.


XYZ Vietnam




In Vietnam the Ch'an tradition (hence called Thin) had its beginning already in the third century, is to say about 300 years before its formation in China.


The Chinese schools of Lin-chi and of Ts'ao-Tung have the equivalent of Spanish in the schools of Lm-T and To-dng which were formed in the 17th century.


A more old school is the Khao -dung, which came to pass in 1069 of the Chinese tradition of Yn - men.


XYZ Korea


In Korea the Ch'an school shall be called Sn, which was the beginning of the year 630.


In the 12th century the master of Chinul united various sects, including the doctrines of the Hua-yen, in a new order, called Chogye which is influential to this day.


A modern variant of the Ch'an (Sn) is the Wn doctrine, founded in 1924.


XYZ Japan


In Japan the Ch'an or Zen school was born at the age of the Shoguna of Kamakura, in its precise forms of the Lin-chi (jap.


Rinzai) and Ts'ao-tung (jap.


St, whose parts are harvested in different collateral lines.


In the 17th century, the school was lifted.




school, denomination, sect.]


A modern expression of the Japanese is the one (Sanb Kydan which is a Synthese of Rinzai and St (founded in 1954).


It is common to all the meanings of the Meditation School (Ch'an, Zen, Thin, Sn), the busy meditative concentrate (zazen, chin.


tso-ch'an).


In this way, the thought of Zen does not deal with any other Buddhist sects.


However, the practice of Zen neglects certain aspects of methods in its usual way.


Zen meditation does not aspire to an attitude that intends to put things in an accessible way to consciousness.


It's said that it's not set on the usual objects.


It's hard to release the spirit of all thoughts, things and conceptions and to deliver them to the condition of a holiday.


absolute emptiness (skt.


nyat).


It is the thought of not thinking, which characterizes the attitude of Zen.


At the same time, the Zen pledges to deliver the meal with everyday work.




Well known is also the sensibility of Zen--Buddhism for nature.


XYZ Scholas


The Zen schola is divided into two main lines with particular spiritual foundations - i.e. the practice of the Zazen [in chin: tso -ch'an] and that of the [in chin: kung -an].


XYZ Zazen


(Zazen) is to stay in the doctor's office (to remain silent) in which the meditator puts himself in a state of all reassurance and attention, free of thoughts and without any intention.


It is a practice in which the practiser - by means of an exercise of non-exercising - before the absolute knowledge.


Zazen is the favorite method of St-shu in which illumination is not a broken event, but a long process of spiritual maturation.


XYZ Koan


The other practice is the one of the __, which consists of a dialogue between master and disciple in the form of a request and a reply.


The contents of a kan are generally paradoxic, intelligible, absurd, sometimes also banal and not accessible to normal intention.


Kan appears to be an enigma or apority that cannot be solved by the environment, which is necessary to exceed it.




It's up to a rational solution to it, it's only in the intuitive act, and it's overriding the limit of the intellectual.


With other words, the possibility of overcoming the mind to solve an existing problem.


That's why Rinzai is known as the cracked illumination school.


A well-known man is in whom Master Hakuin Zenji (born 1686-1769) beats his hands and says: This is the sound of two hands, but which is the sound of one hand.


Another sentence: a Zen master did his work in the garden of his monastery when a small man asked him: Who is Buddha?


The master replied immediately and without offence, suffocating, (angl.) a dictation that expresses that every intellectual tentative leads to the cow.


The sum of the Zen consists in the sentence: Who understands does not speak, who speak does not understand.


As a result of the work of everyday life in all its aspects are part of spiritual life, the Zen doctrine is opposed to sacred things and objects, to the culture, to holy scriptures and to preconcipitous opinions.


The Zen is restricted to what is essential - here and now.




The Zen has no subterfuge and penetrates the essentials, which contributes to the knowledge (bodi, satori, wu), in all places of life.


The spread of Ch'an or Zen is spread over all over the continent of East Asia (China, Japan, Korea, Vietnam), but there are also many adherents in the western world.


XYZ Ptolemaic Dynasty


The Ptolemaic dynasty was a dynasty of a macedonian origin that prevailed from Egypt between 305 B.C.E. and 30 A.E.


XYZ History


In the year 333 A.E., Alexandro Magne beat Dario III in the battle of Issos; then he conquered Egypt.


There he organized the administration of Egypt and commanded the founding of Alexandria before he went to Asia in 331 B.C. to achieve the rest of the Perse Empire.


When Alexander died in the year 323 B.C.E. Ptolemiah I, one of Alexander's commanders, became a sage (governor) of Egypt.


In the next few years Alexander's empire disappeared in several parts.


The Ptolemies kept their government over Egypt, proclaimed themselves king of Egypt, and thus established its dynasty.


During the following age, the Ptolemaic empire was flourishing and controlling the West Mediterranean.




The Library of Alexandria and the Pharo of Alexandria was built.


During the reign of Ptolemey IV Philopator (221 A.D. - 204 A.E.) the decline of the Ptolemaic empire began.


The attack of Antiocho III was rebuffed in the battle of Paphia.


But for this battle, the Greek and Macedonian soldiers were also Egyptians to be armed, creating the basis for revolts of the Egyptian population against the Ptolemaic dynasty.


After the influence of the Roman Republic, he grew more and more.


The last Ptolemaic Queen, Cleopatra VII, was able to stay alone for the support of Julio Cesare.


After the death of Cesare Cleopatra was allotted with Marco Antonio.


After all, she and Marco Antono were distracted by Octavian in the battle of Actium, Egypt was occupied by the left.


In the 30th year, Egypt became a Roman province.


XYZ Imperialism


Imperialism is an inequal human and territorial relation, which shall consist in the action by the governments to impose their jealousy on other countries to explain them economically, to assume the full monopolistic control of the sources of energy and for the overt export of capital.




The term Imperialism was created in France in the first eighth to define the kingdom established by Napoleon III.


They used it successfully in England, associated with the idea of despotism, to indicate the kingdom of Napoleon III.


In the end, the Imperialism assumed its most knowledgeable signification: the tendency of a nation to impose its economic rule and to influence the internal policies of other countries with the goal of building economic empires.


For the country, one of the main objectives of this system was to get a large amount of money from the occupied land.


The term is sometimes used to describe the policy of a state holding the maintenance of colonies and areas on land, even if the same status is not considered to be an empire.


On the other hand, imperialism may indicate an intellectual position, which would mean the conviction that the conqueror and the maintenance of empires has a positive courage; such a point of view is subjected to the presupposition of a cultural superiority or other type, entering the imperial power.


A scientific definition of imperialism, the unidential one, can be sought in the objective of the case of Lenin to the argument, before all the following things: imperialism is the supreme feat of an advanced capitalism, or entered into its maurine sentence.


XYZ Khag




The Khag, in Hebrew, the transliterated, the plural, Khagim, is some of the three religious feasts of farming in Jewishism: Passover in the month of Nisan (martio or April); Shavuot (a name which literally means weeks after the Passover, seven weeks after the Passover; and Sukkot or Scene in the first Autumn.


The word is extended to mean the Jewish feasts of chanukah and purem.


The Khagim may also celebrate the events of the escape of the Jews from bondage in Egypt to the freedom of the land of the land: the escapade from Egypt is commemorated by Passover; the reception of the nations is divided by the Mount Sinai by Shavuot; and the 40 years of the wilderness by Sukkot.


The name _khag_ means a pellet,_ and is cognate with the Arabic word


In the (approximate) millennia between the construction of Solomon's temple in Jerusalem and the destruction of his successor, the second temple, in the year 70 C.E., was common for the Jews to go to the temple for every khag.


The khagim is hard for one more day in the day of Israel: Passover and sukkot have seven days for the Jews in Israel, but eight days in the daytime, there is one day in Israel and two days in the day.


That's because of the difficulty in the old times of calculating in advance when the night that the month would appear.




The words of Khag s'meak (as the transliterated shag s'meach, which in Hebrew means m'kg m'kag murdse) are used as a costomary greeting not only during the pastry, shavuot, and sukkot, but also at the feasts of chanukah and purim, nobstant that these are not khagim in the strictest sense.


XYZ Internet Protocol Suite


The Internet protocol suite is the concept model and collection of communication protocols used on the internet and similar computer nets.


It is commonly known as TCP/IP because the original protocols in the suite are the Transmission Control Protocol (TAP) and the Internet Protocol (IP).


It is often known as the Department of Defense (DDD) model, because the development of the retaliatory method was founded by the United States' Defense Departement on the basis of DARPA.


The Internet Protocol Suite provides the communication of specific data such as data should be imposed, addressed, delivered, routed, and received.


These functions are organized in four stages of abstraction, which classifies all protocols attached to the field of retaliation involved.




From the lowermost to the uppermost, the straits are the street of ligamine, the continent of communication with data that is held in a single line of retrenchment (ligamine); the internet, which provides communication between independent retrenchments; the transport route dealing with the hospitable -a-hospite communication; and the journey of application, which is to exchange for data processing -a -a process for application.


Technical standards specifying the Internet protocol suite and many of its constituent protocols are maintained by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).


The Internet protocol suite predates the OSI model, a more comprehensive structure of referrals for general systems of retrenchments.


XYZ Greece


Greece, also Hellade (in Greek:


Its capital and chief city are Athenas.


XYZ History of Greece


XYZ


The ancient Greece came to Ellyria and Macedonia to the north, to the east of the Aegean Sea, to the west of the Ionean Sea, and to the south of the Mediterranean Sea.


It had an area of 77,000 square kilometres.




His mountains, with the sky almost always blue and his climate, made Greece one of the most beautiful countries in the ancient world.


It was in the country that the first European civilization began over two thousand years ago.


At that time, Greece overran the great areas of the Mediterranean and the Black Sea.


Nowadays, Greece has been able to reduce, one of the least developmental countries of Europe.


The nations are the capital and the greatest city of the land.


In Athenas and other parts of Greece there are splendid ruins that are monuments of the glorious past of the nation.


A thousand years ago, Greeks laid down traditions of justice and individual freedom that are the basis of democracy.


Their art, philosophy and science became fundamental to Western thought and culture.


The Greeks of the Antiquity called themselves as hellenes (whosoever spoke Greek, even if they did not live in Greece), and gave the name of Hamlade to their land.


Those who did not speak Greek were called barbarians.


They never came to the point of forming a national government, but they were joined by the same culture, religion and language.


XYZ International Ranges




- The overall freedom rate of the 19-year-old press of 139 countries


XYZ Sappho


Sappho was a Greek lyric poet, one of the New Lyric Poets.


She was born in the hall of Lesbos.


The majority of his works, which were well known and well loved by all things of old, was lost; however, his reputations and pieces of his works were overwhelmed today.


Unfortunately, the only time source that we had been his own works, and some of them can't be read literally, but only critically.


It is known that his life was an age of political turbulence.


Sapphi's poetry is treated with passion and love - returned and not - to people of both generations.


The word (lesbian_) is derived from the island that Sapho lived in, but also the least known adjective synonym, _sapplicable_.


It is generally believed that his love poems were autobiographical, but as all his life, it is not known as fact.


XYZ Father Pio


Francesco Forgione, born 25 May 1887 in Pietrelcina, Italy, died 23 September 1968), plus known under the name of Padre Pio, Capuchino and Italian priest.


Take the name of Pio when it comes to the order of the younger Capuchin brothers.




He is considered to be holy to Roman Catholic Church.


XYZ Biography


Baptized in the church of St. Anne of Pietrelin, she had a young foot, during which she would have experienced mysterious anxieties.


It was incorporated into the Orden of the Capuchin-minor brothers in 1903.


He went on as a priest at the Cathedral of Benevent in 1910.


The priest of St. Mary degli Angeli (our Lady of the United Nations) of Pietrelcina received the stigmas.


During the World War I, sir in Italian Medical Corps (1917-1918).


In 1940, summing up the plans for a erstwhile offering of Suffereza_domo to remove suffering, in 1940 the hospital opened in San Giovanni Rotondo in 1956.


He had the pigs for several years, with the particularity that his blood had a scent of flowers.


It gained renown as a miracle worker and a clearer.


He'd still have a multilocation subsidy.


The scissors classified Father God as pity, and declared that they were volunteers.


At the same time, Father Pio was the subject of two official investigations conducted from the Vatican authorities.




On June 16, 2002, John Paul II was able to hold Padre Pio under the name of Santtus Pius (Pio Sancte) of Pietrelcina.


XYZ Warning


The adverb is a grammar category that functions as the root of the adverbial synonym.


Its name comes from (ad) (juxta) and (verb) because it generally modifies a verb, even though it may also change adjectives and other adverbs.


To be a modifier, an adverb may exercise the functioning of a circumstantial complement.


Adverbial locutions are groups of words that fulfill adverb functions.


Some adverbs can change the whole sentence, as if unfortunately it couldn't come.


In interlingua, like a man in Catalan, the majority of adverbs come from prepositions or the sum of an adjective plus particulates.


These are invariable categories: in other words, they don't agree in either gender or number.


XYZ Typs of adverbs


In accordance with their meaning, they classify adverbs in:


- from time to time (now, now, then, then, in delay);


- either way (well, calmly);




- on the spot (that, where);


No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no,


- of affirmation (etam);


- of doubt (forcible, presumably);


- of amount (lower, little, less).


XYZ Formation of adverbs


Though they may be independent (i.e., already), numerous adverbs are derived from other words, particularly adjectives, with a specific maple.


In the Romanian and Interlingua languages, sub-groups of -mention/ -mind_to the adjective.


In English, it will subside to the adjective.


In Esperanto and ini, use the sufixe_e_.


In the open, under the sub-diving of -an_.


In the Austronesian languages, doubling the lexem in the form of sub-communing no novel.


In Irish, sub-junge-go-a-prefix.


In Lithuanian it attacks the ending of the _i_.


In Turkish, German and Dutch the majority of adjectives may be used as unmodified adverbs.


Mineral XYZ




Naturally, a mineral is a natural substantiation that is solid and inorganic, represented by a chimic form, usually abiogenic, and has an atomic structure.


It is different from a stone, which can be an aggregation of minerals or non-minerals and has no specific chimic composition.


The exact definition of a mineral is debated, especially with respect to the requirence that a species is worth abiogenic, and at a very long time it would have had an ordinary atomic structure.


The study of minerals is called minerals.


There are 4,900 of mineral species; over 4,660 of it has been approved by the International Mineral Association.


Silicate minerals make up over 90 percent of the Earth's crust.


The diversity and abundance of species of ores are controlled by the chima of the Earth.


Silicium and oxygenum make up nearly 75% of the Earth's crust, which translates directly to the predominance of silicate ores.


Minerals are distinguished by various chimic and physic properties.


Differences in chimic composition and crystalline structure distinguishes different species, and these properties in turn are influential by the geologic environment of ore formation.




Rooms in the temperature, pressure, and total composition of a small mass cause changes in its minerals; also, a stone can maintain its total composition, but during the temperature and pressure it changes, its minerals can change.


Minerals may be described by various physical properties connexed to their chimic structure and composition.


Common characteristics include structural structure and chrystallin habit, duress, lustress, diaphaneity, color, stain, tenacity, finding, fracture, separation, and special gravity.


More specific tests for minerals include reaction to acid, magnetism, knowledge or odour, and radioactivity.


Minerals are classified by chimic constituents; the hard dominant systems are the classification of Dana and the classification of Strunz.


The silicate tailplate of ores is divided to six underclasses by the degree of pollution in the chimic structure.


All silicate minerals have a basic unit of one [SiO4]4 -silician tetrahedrons - which is, a location of silicon coordinated by four oxygen anies, which yields the form of a tetrahedron.




These tetrahedrons can be pollicited to give the subclasses, orthosilicates (non-polymerisation, ergo singula tetrahedrons), disilicates (two glutinated tetrahedrons), cyclosilicates (tretrahedron circles), inosilicates (tetrahedrons), phyllosilicatesites (tedrahedron lamins), and tectosilicatesites (two-dimensional tetrahedron nets).


Other important groups of minerals include the native elements, sulphides, oxydos, halogenides, carbonates, sulfates, and phosphates.


XYZ Definition


XYZ Basic definition


The general definition of a mineral encompasses the following criteria


1.: Naturally, whereas 2.Stabile at daily temperature 3. Represented by a chimic form 4. Usually abiogenic form (not to turn out from the activity of living organizations) 5. Ordinated atomic arrangement


XYZ Petras, metal ores, and gems


Minerals are not equivalent to stones.


Though a mineral is naturally natural, usually solid, set a temperature of about 20-grades C, represented by an ordinary chimic, usually abiogenic, and has an ordinary atomic structure, a stone is either an aggregation of one or more minerals, or not composed of minerals.




Stones like lime or quartz are first composed of a mineral, or in the case of a lime stone, and a quartz in the second case.


Other stones can be defined by a lot of mineral essentials; a granite is defined by quarz, feldspato alkalin, and feldspato plagioclse.


The other minerals in the stone are to terminate accessory, and do not greatly affect the total composition of the stone.


Also it can also be composed of non-mineral materials; carbon is a sedimentary stone that is first composed of organically-derived matter.


In stones, a few species of ore and groups are much more abundant than others; these are called the stone - forming ores.


The greatest exemplos of them are quarz, the feldspatos, the mites, the amphibols, the pyrhoxes, the olives, and the hot, except for the last, all the minerals are silicated.


Generally, about 150 minerals are considered to be particularly important, whether in terms of their abundance of value for collectors.


Minerals and valuables are called raw minerals.


For example, musk, a little white, can be used for windows, such as a full one, or like an insulator.




Mineral metal has a high concentrate of a few elements, typing a metal.


All kinds are cinnabro (HgS), a mercury ore, sphalerized (ZnS), a zinc ore, pechblende (UO2), a mineral of uranium, or cassiterite (SnO2), a stanno ore.


Gems are mineral with ornamental value and are distinguished from non-gems by their beauty, durability, and often rareness.


There are about 20 kinds of minerals that qualify as gem minerals, which make up about 35 of the most common gems.


Gemmic minerals are often present in many different kinds, and so a mineral can give the count of different gems.


For example, red and sapphire are with horn, Al2O3.


XYZ Nomenclature and classification


Generally, a mineral is defined as a naturally-occurent solid, which is set to everyday temperature, represented by a chimic, usually abiogenic form, and has an ordinary atomic structure.


However, a mineral may also be narrowed to the end of a mineral group, series, species, or variety, in order from the leftmost to the leftmost least.


The basic level of definition is that of the mineral form, which is distinguished from other species by property, chimic and physical, specific and unique.




For example, quarz is defined by its formula, SiO2, and a specific crystalline structure that distinguishes other minerals with the same chimic form (terminated polymorphs).


When there is a range of composition between two species of ores, a mineral series is defined.


For example, the biotite series is represented by various aspects of the members: phlogoped, siderophyllized, anted, and stung.


By contrast, a mineral group is a collection of species of ores with common chimic properties that have the same crystalline structure.


The pyrhoxene group has a common form of XY (Yes, Al) 2O6, where X and Y are with coats, with X typing greater than Y; pyroxenes are single - sixteen silicates that smile in either orthorhombic or monoclinical crystal systems.


Finally, a variety of minerals is a specific type of ore that is provided by a few physical characteristics, such as color or chrystallin habit.


An example is amethyst, which is a purplish variety of quarries.


There are more than 4,660 of the mineral species.


They are more commonly named for a person (45%), according to the location of discovery (23%); names based on chimic composition (1)% and physical properties (8%) are the two other major groups of mineral names.


XYZ Chimia de ores




The abundance and diversity of minerals are governed directly by their chema, which are dependent on an elemental abundance on Earth.


The majority of observed minerals are derived from the Earth's crust.


These elements tell of the majority of minerals, because of their abundance in the crossroads.


These eight elements, on top of 98% of the cross by weight, are, in order to spread abundance: oxygenum, silicon, aluminum, iron, magnesium, calcium, sodium, and potassium.


Oxygen and siliquium are the two most important - oxygene make up 46 percent of the crust by weight, and silicium contains 27.7%.


XYZ Physical properties of minerals


Classification of minerals ranges from sufficient to difficult.


A mineral may be identified by different physical properties, some of which may be sufficient to provide the wrong identification.


In other cases, minerals can only be classified by more complex optical analysis, chimic or radio-X-difference; these methods can be expensive and time-using.


Physical properties applied for classification include structural structure and chrystallin habit, hardness, glossiness, diaphaneity, color, stain, finding and fracture, and specific gravity.




Other and less general tests include fluorescentity, phosphorescentity, magnetism, radioactivity, tenacity (response to mechanically - induced form changes), piety, and reactivity to dilute acids.


XYZ Structura e habito crystallin


Structuring crystallin is caused by the ordering geographical arrangement of atoms in the internal structure of a mineral.


This crystalline structure is based on regular atomic or ironic arrangement that is often expressed in the geometric form that the crystal amounts to.


When the mineral grains are too small to see or are irregularly made up, the fundamental crystalline structure is always periodic and can be determined by radio -X-difference.


Minerals are typically described by their symmetry.


Crystallos is restricted to 32 punctual groups, which are defiled by their symmetry.


These groups are now classified to the highest categories, the most inclusive of them being the sixth crystal family.


These families may be described by the relative lengths of the three crystalgraphic axes, and the corners among them; these relating to the sympathetic operations defining the narrowest group.




They are summed up, a, b, and c represent the axes, and , , the opposite angle represents the same crystalgraphic angle (e. g. one is the opposite angle of the -axe; which is, the angle between the b and c axes):


The hexagonal chrystallin family is divided into two-systems--the trigonal, which has a threefold axe of symmetry, and the hexagonal, which has a sixfold axe of symmetry.


Chimia e structura crystallin together defines a mineral.


With a restrictions on 32 punctual groups, different chima ores can have identical crystalline structure.


Gemination is the interbreeding of two or more crystals of a single species of ore.


The geometry of twinning is governed by the ore symmetry.


XYZ North Macedonia


North Macedonia, the official Republic of North Macedonia, is a country of the Balkan Peninsula in South-East Europe.


Its population consists of two large ethnic groups, the Slavs and the Albanians.


This republic, which was once part of Yugoslavia, covers a part of the traditional region of Macedonia, of which most of it is today in the Hellenic Republic (the other part is in Bulgaria).


The capital city of the republic is Skopje.




Limitrophe countries are Greece, Albania, Kosovo, Serbia and Bulgaria.


The land is mountain and has no access to the sea.


XYZ Nomine


Thanks to Grecia's opinion, which perceives how culturally appropriate the use of symbols and helenical names for this Slavic republic, the North Macedonia has been officially recognized under the proviso's name of Republic of Macedonia, by most international organizations (U.N., NATO, etc.) since the Fall of Yugoslavia.


After many negotiations, a referendum and discussion in the Macedonian parliament, the country has changed its name to the Republic of North Macedonia in 2019.


The parliament was released on 11 January 2019 with 81 of the 120 votes for this change.


XYZ Socialism


Socialism is a political movement of left over the modern development of the French Revolution.


In general, socialists favour the instrumentalisation of the state to advance the interests of junior social classes.


It has classically proposed the reimbursement of capital by a new economic system in which the audience would direct the economic forces in the common and equal way.




Therefore, a simplistic centrality to the nationalisation of factories; however, nationalisation is only a form of co-operatives to the public control of the economy - socialists to promote formalisation and action, the training of co-operatives, participation to operate in enterprises, progressive taxation, minimum pay etc.


In the past, the creation of enterprises or colonies, various monetary system manipulations, the immoposition of maximum prices, and other measures today that may be promulgated.


Socialists extend their definition of the interests of the non-hegemonic classes to the economic sphere: the purpose of public services (education, health, public transport, social security; promotion of international peace and unity; womanism; opposition to feudalism, rhecism, colonialism and apartheid; secularism; and economicism; are all often associated with socialism.


Naturally, these positions are not universal to the presence of socialists.


Socialist doctrines have been mixed in practice by democratic and dictatorial governments, and more or less accursed way.


Two variations of socialism have become important in the 20th century, to know the community and the social - democracy, are notable for their divergentities of achievement and ideology.




There can be a large way to characterize community as a revolutionary socialism implemented by a state of one party (within totalitarians), and socialism - democracy as a reformist socialism gradually implemented by a pluralistic and democratic state.


There are several democratic revolutionary movements (such as the _Total Revolution_ of J movement).


P. Narayan in India) or authoritative reformist (like the Napoleonic ideas of Napolon III, who was considered to be a socialist).


Socialist parties, or socialist traditions, are well-anchored in most multi-partition systems of the world (with some important exceptions such as this from the United States).


More than a hundred Socialist or Social Guidance Parties - which are organized in the Socialist International; other, less large internationals exist.


Assisting radical programmes, characterized as a socialist by their proposers, have been implemented by Russian revolutions (1917, by Lenin with the collaboration of Trotsky, Stalin, Bukharin), Chinese (1949, by Mao Zedong), Cuban (1959, by Fidel Castro and Ch Guevara) and Bolivarian (Venezuelan, 1999, by Hugo Chvez), among others.


Socialist intellectuals include Robert Owen, Henri de Saint-Simon, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Georgi Plehanov, Eduard Bernstein, Antonio Gramsci, Rosa Luxemburg, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Bertrand Russell, W.




E. B. Du Bois, Albert Einstein, George Orwell, Jean-Paul Sartre and others.


Socialism is made up of red color: red flag, red rose, and red co-chairs are familiar socialist emblems.


Encouragements such as the _Bander_ of the Internationale_, _Beautiful Cio_, _Solidarity Forever_, _The United People shall ever be defeated, _The Red Flag_ and _La Marseillaise_ shall be part of the socialist tradition.


XYZ History of Interlingua


The history of interlingua understands the formation of the language and also its community of speakers.


The first credit for interlingua shall be given to the American herede Alice Vanderbilt Morris (1874 - 1950), who was interested in linguistics and the international auxiliary language movement at the beginning of the 1920s.


In 1924, Morris and his husband, Dave Hennen Morris, established the International Auxiliary Language Association (IALA) (_Association de Linguas Auxiliar International_), a association without a proposal for a luxuriation in New York.


Their objective was to place the study of auxiliary languages on a scientific basis.




The investigation of the problem of the auxiliary language was in progress to the International Research Council (_International Research Council), the American Council of Education Council (_American Council on Education), the American Council of Docted Societies (_American Council of Learned Societies), the British, French, Italian and American Associations for the Advantage of Science, and other groups of specialists.


Morris created IALA as a continuation of his work.


She distinguished the research programme in consultation with Edward Sapir, William Edward Collinson, and Otto Jespersen.


XYZ International Auxiliary Language Association


The IALA became a major adherent of the Conventional American linguist, and founded, by example, the Semantic studies between the linguistics of all Sapir (1930) and the graduate phenomeans (1944).


Morris himself published the study between the linguistics of the final point of Sapir and Morris Swadesh, and the study of the indication of Collinson (1937).


Though the Morris to their family provided the majority of the IALA funds, it also received support from prestigious groups such as the Carnegie Corporation, the Ford Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation.




In his first years, IALA was concerned with three workings: to find other organizations in all the world with similar objectives; to build a library of language books and linguistics; and to compare existing international languages, such as waiting, waiting, Ido, Latin without bending, noval and western.


In the pursuit of his last objective, he conducted parallel studies of the languages, with national studies, under the direction of American and European university schools.


It also arranged conferences with owners of international assistant languages, and debated the treatments and objectives of their representative languages.


With a regulation of agreements, which required participants to make a certain number of concessions, the first debates in IALA sometimes grew from fervent to explosive.


At the International Inter-lingua Congress (_Second International Inter-language Congress_), made in Geneva in 1931, IALA began to open new land.


His conference was assisted by recognized linguists, 27 of whom signed a testimony of support for the research programme of IALA.


Another eight added their signatures to the third congress, made in Rome in 1933.


In 1933, Professor Herbert N.




Shenton from Syracuse University organized an intensive study of the problems found with inter-linguas when they are used in international conferences.


Later in the same year, Dr. Edward L. Thorndike published a scientific article of the relative speeds of learning languages that are natural and simple.


With Shenton and Thorndike, there were significant influence on the work of IALA at the moment.


In 1937, the first step towards the interlingua conclusion was made when a committee of 24 eminent linguists from 19 universities published _Some Criteria for International Language and Commentary_ (A few criteria for interlingua and commentary language).


However, the beginning of World War II in 1939 interrupted the biannual knowledge of the committee.


XYZ Disvelopment of a New Language


On the other hand, the association did not intend to create its own language.


Its objective was to identify which language was already in existence that the most is involved in international communication and how to promote the most effective.


Though, after ten years of recurrence, more and more members of the IALA concluded that nothing of the interlinguas was already good for work.




In 1937 the members had decided to create a new language for the surprise of the world's interlinguistic community.


Until that point, much of the debate had been made possible by the decision of using naturalistic (e.g., Novial and Occidental) or systematic (e.g., Esperanto and Ido.


During the years of war, lawyers for a naturalistic interlingua won.


The first app was the article of Dr.


Thorndike; the second was a grant by lawyer of the systematic languages which thousands of words were already present in many, or in a majority, of European languages.


Their argument was that the systematic derivation of words was a bed of Procruste, forcing the beginning to forget and learn again a new scheme of derivation when a useful vocabulary was already available.


This was finally convinced by lawyers of systematic languages, and the IALA of the point assumed the position that a naturalistic language would be possible.


At the eruption of the Second World War, the research activities of the IALA were moving from Liverpool to New York, where E.


Clark Stillman established a new research staff.


Stillman, with Dr.


Alexander Gode, unveloped a Technician _prototypic_ - an objective methodology for selecting and normalizing vocabulary based on a comparison of control_linguas.




In 1943 Stillman left to help with the war and Gode became the Interime Director of Research.


In 1945, the IALA published a General _Report - great work of Morris - which presented three models for the language of the IALA:


The P-model was a naturalistic model that didn't make an attempt to normalize the prototypic vocabulary.


A model, and it was quite easing in a resilient way in the West.


The K-model was moderately schematic in a way that was resimulating to me (i.e., something less than Esperanto).


From 1946 to 1948 the renowned leading linguist Andr Martinet was Director of Research.


During this period the IALA continued to develop modelling and conduct voting to determine the right form of the final language.


Initial examination acted against the three models of 1945.


In 1946 the IALA sent an extensive examination of more than 3000 languages and professional training on three continents.


XYZ The Four Models


Four models came together: Models P and K, plus two new models that resimilated Modello E of 1945.




The P model was not altered from 1945; the M model was relatively modern in comparison with more classical P.


K-model was readily modified in the direction of Ido.


The result of the exam was astonishing.


The two schematic models, C and K, rejected themselves - K convincingly.


Of the two naturalistic models, M attracted even more support than P.


Dante of national prejudice (for example, the fresh one who was disproportionately preferred to model M), the IALA chose a compromise between M and P models, with a few elements of C.


XYZ Finalisation


When Martinet took a position at the University of Columbia in 1948, Gode took charge of the last of the development of interlingua.


His burden was to combine the elements of the Modello M and the model P, to avoid the defects seen in the midst of the inquired community, and to repair them with the elements of the modello C as necessary, and to develop a vocabulary.


Verbal vocabulary and conjugations of interlingua were presented in the first place in 1951, when the IALA published the completed _Grammatical Interlingua and the _Interlingua -English Dictionary'_ (IED) of 27,000 words.


In 1954 the IALA published an introductory handbook entitled Interlingua a Prime Vista.




XYZ Success, decline and resurgence,


A first practical application of interlingua was the scientific journal Molecular Spectroscoping, published from 1952 to 1980.


In 1954 interlingua was used at the Second World Cardiological Congress in Washington, D.C., for written summary and oral interpretation.


In a few years, it met a user similar to nine (9) additional medical conventions.


Between the middle of the 1950s and the end of 1970, some thirty scientific and special medical newspapers provided summary of items in interlingua.


The editor of _Science Newsletter_ in this age published a monthly chronic in the interlingua of the early 1950s until the death of Gode in 1970.


In 1967 the powerful International Normalisation Organization, which normalised terminology, voted almost unanimous to adopt interlingua as the basis of its dictionaries.


The IALA closed its doors in 1953 but did not dissolve until 1956 or later.


His role in promoting interlingua was greatly taken over by Science Service, which took Gode as the head of its newly formed Interlingua Division.


Huge E. Blair, a caring friend and a colleague of Gode's, became his assistant.




A surplus organisation, the Interlingua Institute, was founded in 1970 to promote interlingua in SU and Canada.


The new institute supported the work of other linguistic organizations, made detailed scholastic contributions, and produced summary for scholastic and medical publications.


One of its greatest accomplishments was two large volumes of phytopathology produced by the American Phytopathological Society in 1976 and 1977.


The Interlingua Institute was up for a while after the death of Blair in 1967 and Gode in 1970.


According to Estherhill, however, the publication was slowing down briefly in the end of the year of 1960 and retrieving later, in search of the time of the second edition of 1971 of the IED.


A florescent interest in Europe might have been countered by the struggles in America.


Interlingua had attracted many previous adherents of other international language projects, notably Western and Ido.


Ex-Westernist Ric Berger founded the World Interlingua Union (UMI) in 1955, and played the end of 1950; interesses in Interlingua in Europe had already begun to pass that of North America.


Covering the medium of the Epoch, for example, was apparently the heaviest in North and East Europe.




Europe's frequent covering has continued until the present, joined by the attention of the media in South America in the early 1990's year.


Starting in the 1980s, UMI has held international conferences for every two years (typical attendance for the previous arrivals was 50 to 100 persons) and launched a publication programme that eventually produced over 100 volumes.


Other works in Interlingua were published by university press in Sweden and Italy, and in the 1990s, Brazil and Switzerland.


Several Scandinavian schools covered projects that used interlingua as a means of teaching the international scientific and intellectual vocabulary.


In 2000, the Interlingua Institute was dissolved in the midst of funds disputes with the UMI.


The American Interlingua Society, established the next year, succeeded the institute and answered new emerging interest in Mexico.


XYZ Post the Iron Curtain


Interlingua was spoken of and promoted in the Soviet empire, in contempt of persecution and efforts to provide information of the language.


In East Germany, government officials confiscated the letters and magazines that the UMI sent to Walter Raedler, who represented Interlingua on the spot.




In Checoslovachia, Jlius Tomin received threats after the publication of his first interlingua article.


As a result of continuing persecution, he was able to become the representative Interlingua Chief, teach interlingua in the system of writing, and write a long series of published articles and books.


XYZ Interlingua to the present


Today, inter-lingua has expanded from scientific community to general audience.


Individuals, government and private companies use Interlingua to learn and build, travel, publishing, and publishing through language barriers.


Interlingua is internationally promoted by the World Interlingua Union.


Periodics and books are produced by many national organizations, as well as the American Society for Interlingua, the Svenska Sllskapet fr Interlingua, and the Brazilian Union for Interlingua.


Currently, Panorama in Interlingua is the most prominent of many interlingua newspapers.


It is a magazine of 28 pages published by a bi-monthly covering news, science, publishing, and interlingua.


Thank you to the internet, interlingua has seen a resurrection in the past tenth, with the number of speakers that were multiplied by ten seconds.




XYZ Anello Unic


The One Ring is the most powerful ring in the fantastic trilogy of the Lord of the Ring by J.R.R. Tolkien.


The magic object of great power was made by Sauron, the Lord of the Shadows, in order to win over the other ten, and the new great magic ducks were made by the master to make Celembrimbor elfic.


The famous poem of the Annellos describes his role in the dark scribes of Sauron.


Letter version__


Three Annes to the Elfic kingdoms under the heavens, Seven to the Nanic princes in their stone halls, Nine to the Deadly Man, to mark, One to the LORD, to the LORD, to his black throne, to the land of Mordor, where Umbras is spread.


One of them, one of them, one of them, one of them, one of the ducks, one of the ducks, and all in the darkness to tie them up.


In the land of Mordor, where Umbras is spread.


Poetic version in metronica:_


Three rings to the king's elfs under the vault that shine, Seven to the dwarf masters in their halls, Nine to the mortal men, who have the sad death, one to the dark Lord, and the darkness behind him.


On the land of Mordor where darkness descends.




One Ring to tame them all, one Ring to find them, One Ring to add them all, and in the Shadow to cast them in.


On the land of Mordor, where darkness spreads.


XYZ Jalne


Jalne is the color between orange and green in the sight of light.


It is evoked at about 570 - 590 nm in length.


In translational color theory, yellow is used in paintings and is used in print as a primary color.


In the RGB model, jalle is used to create colors in television and computer monitors, jalne is the secondary color made to combine red and green with equal intensity.


XYZ Comet


Comets, together with planets and moons, are part of our solar system.


On the different side of the planets, the comets become very small and with very long orbits, which make us see them for a little while, and only when they are near to the sun.


XYZ Etymologia


The word comet, come from the Greek and mean of long hair.


XYZ History




It was depoised by the invention of the telescope that the astronomers began to study the comets with more detali, advirting thin than the majority of them make periodic apparitions.


Edmund Halley was the first person to notice this and predicted the appearance of Halley's comet in 1758, which was calculated to have a period of 76 years.


Unfortunately, he died before he came to his prediction.


XYZ Description


XYZ Origin


The astronomers have found that the comets are mainly from two locations; Kuiper's cintures, located beyond the orbit of the planet Pluto and the cloud of Oort, lying further, in the middle of the distance between us and Alpha Centauri (the star nearest to our sun).


As a comet approaches the sun, we begin to develop what we know as a comet's tail.


These are solid bodies composed of water, coal bioxite (syx), ammonia, methane (natural gas), iron, magnesium and silicates.


From the low temperature of the location where they are, there are substantiations that contain a comet that are frozen, which is why they are known in common that they are composed of unclean age.




These are diameters of several kilometer dozens - the highest mountain on Earth, Mount Everest, has approached nine kilometers of height.


The heat that produces the sun makes the substances that make the comet warmer, going directly from ice to gas.


The sun, in addition to being the source of light and heat (which makes the cometary gas shine), produces a wind set of particulates that are scattered in all directions, which are common as a solar wind.


This wind betrays the cometary gauze by producing the tail of the comet, which always affects the opposite direction to the sun.


The tails of the comets become considered sizes.


In the case of Halley's comet in his 1910 apparition, his caud came to meet about 30 thousand thousand miles of kilometers - the Earth has a diameter of approximately 12 thousand kilometers.


Every time a comet passes around the sun, it turns out a little bit, it's up to it that the material that's going to get lost is never replenished.


In the average, a comet spends nearly two thousand times in the sun before it evaporates.


During the length of a comet's journey, this one will leave a great many pieces of material.




When the Earth runs through the orbit of a comet, these pieces fall to the atmosphere in the form of fleeting stars, or also called the stars rain.


In May and October one can observe the stars' rains produced by the fragment that left Halley's comet.


XYZ Trivia


Many myths and superstitions arise when a comet is observed in plain sight.


Some people think they're a messenger of prosperity or disaster.


However, these fantastic stories are false.


There's nothing to be afraid of these miracle objects if we don't, on the contrary, try to appreciate them in all its splendour.


XYZ History of Western Civilization


Western civilization draws its roots back to Europe and the Mediterranean.


It is linked to Greece, the Roman Empire and to the medieval Western Christianity, which emerged from the Middle to experience such transformive episodes as Renascentia, the Reformation, Illuminism, the Industrial Revolution, scientific revolution, and the development of liberal democracy.




The civilisations of Greek Classic and Rome Old were considered to be seminal periods in Western history; some cultural contributions also arose from the peoples of pre-Christian Europe, such as the Celts and the Germans, such as some other religious contributions derived from Jewishism and Hellenistic Jewishism from Judea and Galilee during the Second Temple; and some other influence from the Middle East.


The Western Christianity had a prominent role in the formation of the Western civilization, which has been synonymous with Christian culture.


Western civilization extended to produce the dominant cultures in America and Oceania, and has had a very important global influence on recent centuries.


After the fall of Rome in the 5th century, Western Europe entered the Mediterranean, a period in which the Roman Empire of the East (or the Byzantine Empire) was able to stand in the West by the fall of the Roman Empire of the West, while the Roman Empire of the East (or the Byzantine Empire) was over the seventh century, with a hellenic contrast on the west side.


For the 12th century, Western Europe was to experience a lot of art and knowledge, which was built by the construction of cathedrals, the establishment of the medieval universities, and a major account of the medieval Islamic world from Al-Andalus and Sicily, from the various Arab texts to science and philosophy was translated to Latin.


The Christian unit was finished by the 16th century of meeting.




An m class


XYZ Singapore


Singura (in a malady: Singapura_, a native of the lions, Chinese:   ) is an island and city - which is situated in southern Malaya, 137km (85m) to the north of the equator, to the south of the Johor State of Malaysia, and to the north of the Swiss Riau Insulas.


With an area of 710 square kilometres, Singapore is a microstat and the smallest in South-East Asia, but more noticeably greater than the Monaco and the Vatican city, the only other city-sovereign states to exist.


Before the European colonisation, the island of Singapore was the seat of a sickly village of fishermen in the mouth of the river of Singapore.


Some hundred of Orang Laut also lived along the coasts, rivers, and small islands.


In 1819, the British Company of East India, led by Stamford Raffles, established a trading post on the island, which was used as a gate in the way of the species.


Thanks to this trade, Singapore became one of the most important commercial and military centers of the British Empire and South-East Asia.




During the World War II, the British colony was taken over by Japan after the Singapore Battalion, which Winston Churchill called the greatest disaster in Britannia.


Eight years later, in 1963, the city, after winning independence from Britannia, was involved with the Federation of Malaya, Sabah, and Sarawak to form Malaysia.


However, the union had no success, and less than two years later, the Singapore was leaving the union to become an independent republic in the Commonwealth of Nations on August 9, 1965.


Singapore was admitted to the United Nations on September 21 of the same year.


After independence, the standard of life in Singapore arose dramatically.


Foreign investment, and industrialisation led by the state based on plans written by the Dutch economist Albert Winsemius created a modern economy that focused on urban education, industry and planning.


Today, Singapore is the fifth wealthiest in the end of the GG per-capita term.


In 2009, the city was the top ten cities in the world in which to live - the third in Asia, after Tokyo and Osaka.


The population of Singapore, including non-residents, is around 4.86 million.




Singapore is very cosmopolitan and different, with the Chinese people forming a great majority and population of Malay, Indian, and other people.


English, Chinese, malay and tame are the official languages.


Singapore is a parliamentary republic, and the Constitution of Singapore shall establish the democratic democracy as well as its political system.


XYZ History


The island of Temasek was called to Singapore in the 14th century.


One reading says that a foreign prince, when he came to Temasek, saw a lion; he interpreted the lion as a beneficent wish, and then founded the city of the city of Singapore, the city of the lions. One port was created, and the Singapore prospered until the destruction of the port by Portuguese pirates in 1613.


In 1819 the port was rebuilt by Englishman Thomas Stamford Raffles (the father of Singapore),


Situated between China, India, and Malaya, the port prospered again.


During the Second World War, the Japanese Empire took into Germany in 1942 and took care of it until 1945.


At the end of the war, Singura saved and formed part of the British colony, with more autonomy than before.




Singapore joined the Federation of Malaya, which formed Malaysia in 1963.


Differentiations between Singapore and the rest of Malaya were insurmountable, and 9 August 1965, Singapore became an independent republic.


A modernisation programme, based on the creation of manufacturing, and became pregnant with public education, was introduced by Singapore.


The investments have paid, and in the years of 1990, Singapore became one of the most dangerous countries in the world.


XYZ Demographia


According to the state published by the government of Singapore, the population of Singapore in 2008 was 4.84 million, of whom 3.64 million were Singaporean citizens and permanent residents (called by Singaporean residents)


Several Chinese groups formed 75,2 per cent of the residents of Singapore; sick, 13.6 per cent; Indians, 8.8%; and Eurasians, Arabs, and other groups made up two per cent of the population.


Singapore is a land of many religion.


A Member State of Singapore, c. 51% of Singaporean residents (excluding visitors and migrant workmen) are practicing Buddhism and taoism.


Look for 15 per cent, predominately Chinese, Eurasian, and Indian, practice Christianity, a lengthy classification including Catholicism, Protestantism, and other confessions.




It's about 14 per cent, though the majority is sick, but with a substantive number of Indians and Chinese.


Other minority practices Sikhism, hinduism, and other religion.


The official languages of Singapore are English, malay, mandarin and tame.


The national language of Singapore is the disease for historical reasons, and is used in the national anthem, Majulah Singapura.


English is the main language of Singapore and has been promoted so after independence.


English is based mainly on British English, with some American English influence.


The second most common language is Mandarin, known by more than 70 percent of the population as a second language.


XYZ Economy


Singapore has a very developing economy-based market, which was historicly based on trade trade in any other countries - it's called a very large economy based on the export of goods from other countries.


With Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan, Singapore is one of the Four Asiatic Tigers.




Today, the economy depends on exports and the rooting of important goods, especially manufacturing; there is one of the most busy harbors in the world, and it is the fourth largest foreign exchange (after London, New York and Tokio).


Manufacture had 26 per cent of the GDP in Singapore in 2005.


Manufacturer industry is very diverse with important sectors in electronics, oil, chimia, mechanic engineering and biomedic sciences.


In 2006, Singapore created about 10 percent of the world's stock of wafers.


The economy of Singapore is conducted by the Economic Development Board.


The EDB is a Statutory Office of the Government of Singapore, under the creation of plans and enforcement of strategy to support the nation as a central principle for trade and investment.


The number of Singapore is the Singaporean Dollar (S$ or SGD).


The office laid down by the issue of number in Singapore is the Monetary Authority of Singapore (the Monetary Authority of Singapore_).


The Singaporean dollar is intercambiable with brown dolling.


XYZ Government


Singapore is a constitutional democracy, whose unicameral parliament is based on the Westminster System, thanks to its inheritance as a British colony.




The majority of the executive power in Singapore is under the Cabinetto, led by a Prime Minister.


The office of the President in the Government of Singapore is generally a ceremony, but there are some potters of old.


The legislative power in the Singapore shall be based in the parliament.


Parliamental elections of Singapore shall be by plurality; the Prince of Singapore shall be the People's Action Party (the People's Action Party) (_People's Action Party] (_) since the country has gained its autonomy.


The judicial power in the United Nations is of the Court of Judgment, with a system of poor courts, under a supreme court.


Though the law of the law of the United Nations is inherited from the British custom law, the law has been exercised by Singapore to change tradition.


There is no judgment by juries, and the criminal activity can be put on a grievously basis (for example, grieving lot, body penalty, or capital punishment).


XYZ Splen


Splen (Greece ??) is the organ of the human body, and of almost all vertebrate animals, which are blood circulating, and as part of the lymphatic system, are involved in the defense of the body.


The splen is leaking foreign matter and the bacteria from the blood.


The splen also stirs up the guastate and old erythrocyto cells.


XYZ DVD




DVD (known as (Digital Video Disc) is an optical media format disc.


Its main uses are video and data.


Many DVDs are of equal sizes to compact discs (CDs) but can image 4.7 gigabytes or 8.5 gigabytes compared to 800 megabytes (the capacity of the CD).


Changes the name of the DVD_describe the way the data is stored on discs: the DVD-ROM has data that can be read is not able to be written, written on DVD-R and DVD-R allowed to write the data once.


DVD -RW, DVD-RW and DVD - RAM allowed to record many times the data.


The length of the one used to standard the DVD is 650 nm, and the one has a red color.


XYZ History


In 1993, two optical record formats have been developed; one was the MultiMedia Compact of Philips and Sony, and the other was the Super Density Disc, of Toshiba, Time Warner, Matsushita Electric, Hitachi, Mitsubishi Electric, Pioneer, Thomson, and JVC.


A group of experts called the Technical Group of Laboro (which included representatives from the Microsoft, Sun, Dell, and many others) voted to cut off the two forms for determining them to turn into a common standard which is born with the name of the DVD.




XYZ Art


Art (from the Latin_ars_, genitive_artis_) is the activity or product of human beings, with a detailed or communicative spopo, with which one can express ideas, emotions, and a vision of the real or imagined world.


The display of art can be done with physical, linguistic or sound resources.


Art is a critical component of culture that shows the values of its people, and can last at the crossing of neighborhoods in time, space, or real linguistic barriers.


XYZ History


From the paleolytic, art has performed rituals, magic, or religious; and then, the scribes and power of art have grown up, gating scientific values and educational, commercial, expressive, decorative, or nicely recognizable functions.


XYZ Idea


The idea of art and its role is an idea which is debated today, because its definition can be interpreted in many ways that vary with society, the age, and the running fashion.


The word of the word is large and may represent any activity made with dedication.


That's why we can discuss the culinary art, martial art, medical art, cetera, in this capacity, art is a synonym for skill, ability, power, talent, or experience.




However, when they say 'art', usually re-fires human creations (artical operations) with stolecos.


In this context, 'art' is the generalisation of the ancient concept of beautiful art, which today is reduced to academic schools.


This article considers 'art' to be a means of human creative expression.


XYZ Artistic disciplines


 - Architecture


Artisan


XYZ - Ceramics


Graphical Art


Cinematograph


Comic


Dance


 - Litterature


Music


Photograph


 - Pickling.


Sculptura


 - Theatro


XYZ Vide etimam




 - Martial Art


 - Culture


XYZ Amlie Nothomb


Amlie Nothomb (born in Etterbeek, Belgium, 9 June 1966) is a beleaguered writer in French language.


The daughter of an aristocratic diplomat, she discovered Belgium only at age 17.


Her romances are often made of autobiographical character.


She won the Grand Prize of the French Academy for her romance (Stupeur et tremblements_ and even more of the literary prizes for the Grand Prix de l'Assin, La Sabotage amourux_e and _Neither d'Eve, nor d'Adam_.


In 2008, she became the Commander of the Great Crown Order.


She dwells in Bruxelles.


XYZ Napolon Bonaparte


Napolon Bonaparte (born as Napoleone di Buonaparte_, 15 August 1769 - 5 May 1821), later known as Napolon I, was a military and political leader of France whose actions led the European police into the 19th century.


Born in Corsica and taught as an artillery officer, Bonaparte was able to support the Prime Republic of France, and led to the first and second occupations in order against France.




In 1799 he set up a timeout and settled down like the French Emperor Consul; five years later, he was cut off by the French Emperor.


In the first century of the 19th century, he turned the French Prime Empire army against each major power in Europe, and overran continental Europe with a series of military victories.


He kept France's daughter-in-law by the form of extensive alliances and the appointment of friends and family to leading positions of other European countries, such as the client states of France.


The French invasion of Russia in 1812 marked a change in the direction of the fortunes of Napolon.


His Grand Arm_ was seriously damaged in the country and never fully recovered.


In 1813 the Sixth Coalition won against its forces in the Leipzig Battalion; in the next year the Coalition commanded France, Napolon forbaded his position and exiled him to Elba.


After a year, he escaped to Elba and returned to his position, but he was disposed of in the Waterloo Battalion in June 1815.


Napolon spent the final six years of his life under his parental supervision in the hall of Sancte Helena.


One autopsy concluded that he died of stomach cancer, but Sten Forshufvud and other scientists had concluded that he had come up with arsenics.




The conflict with Europe caused a total period of war throughout the continent; its fields were studied in military academias throughout the whole world.


He also remembered the establishment of the Napoleonic Code, which created the administrative and judicial foundations for several countries in Western Europe, and 70 countries of the world.


Its policies included more effective police and liberal reform: the abolishment of feudalism, state effective and meritocratic administration, rights of property, religious toleration, and the promotion of science, of art and education.


Euro XYZ


Euro (EUR or euro) is the European Union's Member States of the European Union: they are bought in the European area, and also from other non-EU States.


It was introduced on January 1, 1999, inde, there was no ten of the Union's countries.


The notes and coins of the old, non-nobstanti national valutas have continued to be valid until 1 January 2002.


The euro shall be divided into 100 cents, the veil of the eurocent_.


XYZ Nomine


The name of the name _euro_ is the successor of the name _European Currency Unit_ECU.




The official documents of the EU use words, Euro, and Cent, always in singular form.


XYZ Administration


The euro shall be governed by the European System of Central Banks (ESCB), consisting of the European Central Bank (ECB) and the national banks of the countries - members which have adopted the euro.


BCE (located in Francofort on Moeno, Germany) is the only one with the authority to develop monetary policy.


XYZ Stargate


Stargate shall refer to spectacular bodies, games, franchising and furs focusing on the original skin of the same name in 1994.


The skin is a band of travellers that will stand on other planets for stargates.


The head is Jack O'Neal.


They save men who are controlled by God's people who intend to be Gods.


 - Stargate_ - Original skin in which the band saves slaves under Ra.


...Stargate: SG-1_ - The television series where the people are scalps and controlled by Goa'uld which they intend to be God's.


Stargate: Atlantis_ - The television series where humans travel to the universe above the city and the Spanish ship Atlantis.




XYZ Arguments and Concepts


The skin is from a band of travellers that will be on other planets by stargates and spread-out doors.


The head is Jack O'Neal.


They save men who are controlled by God's people who intend to be Gods.


Abydos - A planet


Ascent - A high-floor status of existence.


For God's sake, the Goa's longings that are gods, but the band reveals that the Goa'ulds are false gods.


Harcesis - Twofold knees and all the sciences of Goa'uls.


First of all, the children of the Goa'uld, which the Jaffas wears in their destiny.


The word is from the language of Jaffas.


Stargate - A ring and a door that uses a spacious foramate - time (_wormhole_) tied to other starlings, allowing people to travel from a stargate across the vast interstellar distances.


XYZ rays


Elders--Racia and old men built the stargates and ascended.


Asgardes - Racia and advanced technology.




Furlings


Goa'uld - Parasites who control his host.


Jaffa - Humans who carry children of goa'ul in their stomachs are served by the Goa'uldes.


Now, religious persons who intend to be gods and ascenders and use the power of their minds.


Replier - Robot composite dwarfs.


Others are other machines, they appear human.


These are two versions of SG-1 and Atlantis which are called Asurians.


XYZ Simn Bolvar


Simon Jos Antonio de la Santsima Trinidad Bolvar Palacios y Blanco (Jule 24, 1783, Caracas, Venezuela - 17 December 1830, St. Martha, Colombia) was a South American military officer and political scholar from the independence of Venezuela, from Colombia, from Ecuador, from Peru, from Panama and from Bolivia.


XYZ Young Life


He was of Basque origin, especially from the Ziortza -Bolibar village in Biscaya.


When he was nine years old, his parents were already dead.


His avunculousness employed various preceptors to teach him and educate him, but he was a disciplinary problem.




In the end, his avunculo employed Simon Rodrguez and the problem was solved.


The two became good friends.


For six years, when the young man came to service for twelve years, Rodrguez taught him the ideas of the great European philosophes of this time, who believed in freedom and equality for all the people, such as Jean Jacques Rousseau, who taught him that he would only think of how to protect his son, where he had to teach him to protect himself, as if he had come to life, as if necessary in the cold, or in the fiery rock of Malta.


And that's what Rodrguez taught the young Bolivar.


He also taught him how to live in a forest and in the city.


He taught him to survive difficult situations.


Rodrguez had to leave Venezuela in 1797 because he had been involved in a revolution that made a fiasco.


In that time, there were people who wanted to free Venezuela from Spanish rule.


Several years later, the two Simones met again, travelling across Europe, the second visit of Bolivar there.


He reached the age of ten years.


At the age of ten o'clock, Simon Bolvar was married with the daughter of a noble Spanish man and returned with her to Venezuela.




His young wife died ten months after arriving in Venezuela because of yellow fever.


Simon returned to Europe and this visit would change his life.


He was in Paris, France, where Napolon Bonaparte was commanded by the Emperor.


As he observed hundreds of thousands of soulful and cheerful people, it seemed to him that the greatest desire of a person is to be seen in the midst of a group of people who express their kind of affection and love.


He would say later that he thought of his own poor country and glory as a man who could deliver it.


With Simon Rodrguez again, he visited Rome.


On a mountain at the height of the city, Simul Bolvar was kneeling and swore that he would work without fatigue until Venezuela would be freed from Spanish rule.


Bolivar would spend the rest of his life to fulfill his promise.


XYZ _The Liberator_


After many terrible years and two more revolutions, Simon Bolivar began to accomplish his dream.


The beginning, where it can be said, occurred in 1819.


Bolivar had already been involved in a revolution led by General Francisco de Miranda.


It was a fiasco.




A second revolution led by Bolivar also made a fiasco.


He had almost done his best at the end of the year, he had lost against the rods of the Orinocan valley, which were fighting on the side of the swords.


Five-years after the oath on one of the mountains of Rome, Bolivar led a two-thousand, one-hundred-hundred-man exercise to New Granada (day of Colombia and Panama) from the Orinoco region of Venezuela.


Bolivar had already been involved in two revolutions but this time, against seven thousand Spanish soldiers, he would triumph.


He took five years to repay his new army, after the conclusion of the second revolution, but that time Bolvar joined General Francisco de Paule Santander of New Granada.


At least with some British and Irish people they'll be free first New Granada and later Venezuela.


It was rainy times when Bolivar came out.


There were three ways to get to New Granada.


Bolivar chose the most difficult because the enemy would not be suspected, nor would he expect it to be used.


In advance of the army, Bolvar went from the top to the bottom, encouraging his people.


He helped the weak and the sick.




When his army crossed the plains of Casanara, they marched for a week with water until the fifth.


They had to lay their rifles on their heads.


There was no sentient, and they had to open the way for the thick forest.


There were no bridges, and they slowly made it.


At the end of the plains they met the mountains of the Andes.


Bolivar lost many soldiers in the mountains.


Many soldiers died of the cold and others returned because of illness and impeneturable terrain to some of their horses.


But Simon Bolvar continued in front, leading the army on the mountains and descending to New Granada.


When Bolivar came to New Granada, his army was only counting some hundred people.


But his plan to surprise the Spanish was a success.


When the Spanish soldiers recovered from the confusion, it was too late: Bolivar had triumphed.


On the third day his army came to Bogot.


In December he was appointed president and military chief of the Republic of Colombia.


This new republic was made up of New Granada, Venezuela, and Quite (called Emperor later).




The only problem was that large parts of Venezuela and Ecuador remained under Spanish rule.


In June 1821, Bolvar won against the Spanish men in the battle of Carab and Venezuela was free.


Bolivar left the General Santander in charge of the land, as he had done in New Granada, and then turned to free Equador.


In Ecuador Bolivar he made the knowledge of the great love of his life: Manuela Senz.


In 1824, Bolivar and his major teacher, Antonio Jos Sucre, helped free Peru.


Some months later, Sucre delivered the High Peru.


This new country decided to call Bolivia in honor of Bolivar.


Bolivar was now the President of Peru, Bolivia and the Republic of Colombia, which included New Granada, Venezuela and Ecuador.


It had been proposed to form a Spanish-American country league.


In 1826 there was an assembly in Panama including the countries of Bolvar, Central America, and Mexico.


The convention was not very successful, but it was the beginning of international cooperation.


In 1826, Simn Bolvar began to lose his power.


Venezuela and New Granada no longer wanted to be joined in one country.




There was a civil war, and Bolvar came out of Peru to try to preserve the united Republic of Colombia.


He couldn't do it.


And the people did not like the way he had taken the land.


He actually ran out of murder together by the courage and knowledge of Manuela Senz in Bogot, Colombia, in 1828.


In the middle, Bolivar woke up with the sides of dogs and strange sounds in the castle.


He took his sword and his pistol and started running to the gates, but Manuela stopped him.


The voices outside cried out: Death to the Tyranny, and Death to Bolivar. Manuela opened a window and Bolivar came out of it.


At that moment the doors opened with a big blow.


Manuela took a sword and confronted the murderers.


They were very surprised by this woman's action, and she told them that Bolivar was there.


In the end, Bolivar came to the exception that he had become an obstacle to the countries he himself had helped deliver.


In view of this, in May 1830 he decided to leave South America and travel to Europe.


However, when he was right on the point of leaving, he received news that there were troubles in Bogot and brought down his journey.




He stayed at the house of a Spanish gentleman who had always admired Bolvar.


There, Bolvar passed his time, and it was there that he died of tuberculosis on December 17th, 1830.


XYZ Legato


The political legate of Bolvar is massive, and it's still an important figure in the cultural and political scene of South America.


Pretentions to the coat of Bolivar began in the years of 1840 and were already in modern.


The Bolivarianism of the recent tenths is only a manifestation of this phenomenon.


Bolivar described himself in more letters as a liberal one,


He admired the American Revolution, and was a notable critic of the French Revolution, but his philosophy was not the philosophy of the leaders of the revolution in the United States of America.


One of those who preferred a central government, was firmly against it as a slave, not as the pendentives of North America, in spite of being an area that counted on slavery as a source of work.


Among the books that were written by the Constitution of Bolivia were the Spirit of the Leges, by Montesquieu.




The Bolivian Constitution had a term of life for presedence and a hereditary senate, indeed recreating the British Constitution not written, as in time, without the creation of a formal monarchy.


His attempts to create a similar constitution in Greater Colombia in the years 1820 caused his re-section.


It required more than a tenth to rehabilitate his public image in South America.


From the years of 1840, Bolvar's memory was useful for the construction of a national wound.


In Venezuela, particularly, the state had a spirit of Bolivar.


Because its coat of arms is important to the national identity of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia, it is taken by almost all the policies of each political philosophy.


XYZ Lingua gallese


The gallic language, (galless: _Cymraeg_ (k) is a celtic language spoken in Galles, a country that is part of the United Kingdom.


They have an estimated population of about three million and are official bilingual; the gallic and English languages have an equal state, and bilingual signs are normal in all the land.


The ancient decline of the Gallophone population has ceased in recent tenths; about 20 per cent (582,000) of the people of Galles may speak cock now.




The gallese are a language resimilating the languages of Cornualia and of the Britannia (P.Celtic).


It is also related to the Gaelic, to the Irish language and to the language of the House of Man (Q-Celtic), but more of the Lontan language.


XYZ Extreme programming


Extreme programme (in English  _extreme programming_) is an approximation of the programme engineering formulated by Kent Beck author of the first book on the subject (_Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace Change_).


It is an agile process of programme development.


The fundamental characteristics of method is:


Iterative and incremental development


XYZ Plenty of upgrades, one after another.


Continued Unitarian Probations


XYZ is to be frequently repeated and cared for, including regression tests.


Where advice is made to write the code of proof before the encoding.


For example, JUnit.


Twice programming


XYZ recommends that the carcasses of development be carried out by two persons at the same time.




It assumes that the highest quality of the code is written from this way - the code is revised and discussed during which it is written - this is more important than possible waste of immediate productivity.


Frequent interaction of the programme team with the client or user


XYZ Recommends a client's representative's work juxta a team of development.


The correctness of all mistakes


XYZ it must be before new functions.


Make frequent livations.


Refactoring the code


XYZ In other words, write certain parts of the code to increase its readability and maintainability without changing its behaviour.


Proofs must ensure that in a refactoring it has introduced no failure.


Properness of the code used in the common


In the days of splitting responsibility for the development of each group of distinct working groups, this method promotes that all the staff may be able to correct, and to extend one or the other part of the project.


Frequent regression tests ensure that the possible mistakes will be protected.




XYZ Lint


Int was the original denomination of a particular programme that marked specific and non-bearable (i.e.) constructions.


Probable errors in source code in C language.


Today it is a generous term for instruments that protects software-suspecting uses written in all programmation languages.


The term of the int-aid behaviour is applicable to the process of preventing use in terms of programmation languages.


Lintoid instruments normally perform a static source code analysis.


Usage shall include the use of variables before initializing them, legal constructions which are always true, or always false, and calculations which result may exceed the limits of the values represented in the type of data used.


The term was derived from the English name of the unvarnished tiptoe of the fibro and the lanugine found in the sheep's lantern.


Today, the optimizing compilers (whose primary motivation is to generate high quality code) shall include many of the capacity traditionally provided by Lint.


However, the authors of lintoid instruments have continued to increase the variety of constructs suspected of the detective.




Modern instruments perform analyse forms which are not normally made by optimizing compilers, such as the control of consistent trans modulos, the control of portability of the code to other compilers, and the support of code properties (i.e.


annotations for specifying intended behaviour.)


XYZ Nave


A ship is a great fleeting landing.


Ships are generally distinguished from boats based on their grain, shape, and capacity for cargo or passengers.


Ships are used on lakes, seas, and rivers for a variety of activities, such as the transport of men or goods, fish, entertainment, public safety and war.


Most of all, one-nave, it was a sailboat with at least three square masts-corded and a full bottle-of-bosprito.


Ships and boats have developed humanity.


With armed conflict and everyday life, they have become an integral part of modern commercial and military systems.


Boats for fishing are used for millions of fish in the world.


Military forces operate cars for naval warfare and to transport and support forces on the land.


Trade vessels, nearly 35,000 in number, carried 74 thousand cargo tonns in 2007.




In 2011, there are about 104,304 ships with IMO numbers in the world.


There was always a key in the great history exploration, plus scientific and technical development.


Navigators such as _Zheng He_ made such inventions as black-and-dust beer.


Ships have been used for such fines as colonization and slave trade, and have served scientific, cultural, and humanitarian needs.


Later in the 16th century, new harvests that had come from and from America by European sailors contributed to the growth of the world population.


Naval transport has formed the world's economy in today's energy-intensive pattern.


XYZ Leopardo


The leopard (_Panthera pdus_) is a member of the family of the family, and the least of the 4nd, great felons, or panthers of the January (Panthera_).


Another 3 is the tiger, the lion and the jaguar.


XYZ State of preservation


With historic presence in South Asia and Africa, from South Africa to South Africa, the range of Leopard's distribution has risen radically because of sale and lost habitat.




The largest focus on leopards is in sub-Saharan (or central) Africa; there are many cities in Pakistan, India, Indochina, Malaysia, and China.


Because of lost habitation and decline of population, the IUCN graded it as almost threatened in 2008.


After a re-evaluation of data, IUCN increased in 2016 its state from vulnerable menace, noting that, even though the many causes of the species decline are not well understood, the decline is evident and expected to continue in the future.


The number of leopards is greater than other species of _Panthera_, which has a more careful state of preservation.


XYZ Apparence


Compared to the other members of the family of the United Nations, the leopard has short legs and long bodies with a large skull.


It's similar in appearance to jaguar, but it's dejected and with a faint figure.


XYZ Classification


XYZ Supertaxes


Class = Mammalia


#NZEV?


 - family = Fel.


#NZEV?


XYZ Eau -de -vie




Eau -de -vie (plural vix -de -vie_) is a French term for uncoloured brandy, derived from one or more fruits, which are prepared via duple fermentation and distillation.


XYZ Eau -de -vie de pira


The eau-de-vie de pira (in French eau-de-vie de poire: water de vida de pira) is a type of traditional brandy created in France from the 16th century.


The beer is unique and easily recognized, because it consists of a type of fermented pyre juice.


The creation of this traditional liquor begins when the fruit is young.


The farmer chooses only the most beautiful fruit without scales, with care.


Later, he superimposely built glass (unusual grain) on the fruits, fixing the glass with ropes and maladies.


The fruit actually grows in the glass, safe against the rain and against the birds.


In September, the farmer removes the glass, slowly separating the fruit from the tree.


Later, the glass is filled with the distasteful juice, waxed, and sent to the stocks of the world.


XYZ Maria II of England




Mary II of England (in English, Mary II, 30 April 1662 - 28 December 1694) was the queen of England, Scotland and Ireland.


She was a monarch with her wife, Gulielmo, from 1689 to death in 1694.


Maria was born during the reign of her uncle, Carol II.


She was the daughter of Jacob, who would succeed in 1885.


Though the Catholicism of his father, Mary was raised up in England.


She married Gulielmo of Orange, a regulation of the Dutch Republic.


In 1888, Gulielmo dethroned Jacob during a political cruise; this event would be called the Glorious Revolution.


Gulielmo and Maria became the joint monarchs of the three kingdoms.


England and Scotland quickly accepted them, but the resolving of their rule in Ireland lasted two years.


They came to the Declaration of the Rights of 1689, the first legal limit of the power of monarchy.


The arrangement lasted five years until Mary's death.


Gulielmo was in charge of the two, but Mary ruled during her husband's absence, when he led armies in Ireland and the War of Nine Annes.


Religious politics particularly interested her.


She died of laughter in 1694; then her wife reigned alone.




XYZ Mente


The mind [means] is the same of the intellectual powers which allow the human to know the reality, to think and to judge.


That's why it's going to happen,


The mind is a conscious activity of itself and not a livable one.


It is the centre of the spiritual forces laid in the framework of the Ego.


Like a centre of strength, it's in relation to all the strength of the universe, material and spiritual, and while it's sensible, it's influential by these forces.


Like spiritual activity, it is the head of the impressions that are derived from the forces, it organises them in the organic development of itself, it turns them into conscious knowledge and uses these products as means to transform other forces in corresponding activities, producing new results.


It is always superior to nature and everything that surrounds it, however, of nature's nature, and it transforms the impressions of the material in real spiritual things that are consistent with its understanding.


In relation to the natural world, and apparently of this, the human mind arose over this world, which rules with the mysterious power of freedom, (Brooks).


Many psychologs are subduing the activities of the mind in three large classes:




(1) Think, 2. want, 3. Feel (cfr. feeling).


XYZ Vide etimam


 - Psychology


Thought


Intellect


XYZ Catto of the Desert


The cat of the desert or cat of the sablos/arenas (_Felis margarita_) is a feline that occurs in the deserts of North Africa and South Asia, from the Sahara to Belutshistan, Pakistan.


XYZ Characteristics


The desert cat is torn by a wide head, with large eyes and headed forward, and with large, sharp, and interdistinct ears.


It can lead the ears down to the floor, probably to hear the subterranean sounds of his prey.


The paws are short and the pebbles are hairy.


His skin has the colour of sablo or ochre and his tail is ringed.


The sides, the shoulders and the forehead are greyish.


On the paws are clearly seen transverse lines, particularly in the fall of the Sahara.


The young men are born with a skin to light brown lines that are waving with the passing of time.




It reaches a length of 40 to 57 centimeters, male weighing 2 to 3 and female 1.5 to 3 kilograms.


The tail is 23 to 38 centimeters long.


XYZ Behaviour


Night and lonely, the cat of the desert hunts small wheels (mainly gerbills) and milks, but it also catches snakes, insects and birds.


It drinks rarely, getting most of its water from its prey.


During the day it retreats under the ground, often in a car cave - dug under a bush, or using natural shelters like stones.


XYZ Propagation


The desert cat generally leaves about three youngsters per portatee.


They are independent after six months.


XYZ Diffusion


The desert cat lives in the sic deserts on the sable and stone of the Western Sahara (from Morocco and Belgium to the north-west of Tchad and northern Niger), the Arab Peninsula and east of Egypt, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and areas east of the Caspie Sea and Iran and Pakistan.


It seems to be lacking in the eastern part of the Sahara.


XYZ Cajun




Cajun is a people in Louisiana who are descended from French New Scotland and whose ancestors were driven out of the British people in the 18th century.


Its language is the first mix of French and English and Spanish.


The word 'Cajun' comes from 'Arcadian'.


There's a culture and cooking.


XYZ Source


Article of Cajun people in British encyclopedia


XYZ David Bowie


David Robert Jones (June 8, 1947 - 10 January 2016) more known by his artistic name David Bowie was a music and a composer, who has also performed as an actor, a record producer and an organizer.


He was an important figure of popular music, more than five decades, Bowie is considered an innovator, particularly for his work's work of the 1970s and for his peculiar voice, and for the intellectual depths of his work.


Sadly, there was an album _ (David Bowie) _ and several other songs before that, Bowie reached out for notoriety in May 1969, when his single _Space Oddity_ arrived at the 5_ list of British singles.




After three years of his experience, he returned in a few years, and was full of glam rock, with his extravagant and redness, and nods to the ego of Ziggy Stardust, thanks to his success of the _Starman_ and the record of The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars_.


David Buckley, his biographist, describes Bowie's impact on this epocha by saying that he had challenged the core of the music of rock_of epoch, and created the most important personage of popular culture.


Ziggy's relatively short life proved to be only a face of a career marked by continued reinventions, musical innovations and visual presentations of all types.


In 1975, Bowie changed his dream.


This alienated a few of his adherents initially, but he succeeded in the single (Fame_) and the album (Young Americans_ (1975)).


In 1976 he played the main role in the film The Man Who Fell to Earth and published _Station to Station_ (1976).


He moved to the experiments with electronic music, especially with the _Berlin Trilogy_ - the albums _Low_ (1977), _ __Heroes__ (1977) and _Lodger_ (1979), which were collaborations with the producer Brian Eno.


Its commercial success increased with the album _Scary Monsters_ (1980), its single _Ashes to Ashes_ and the 1981 single _Under Pressure_, a collaboration with Queen.




He came to his business apoge with the album Let's Dance and his title song.


The title song of the World of Germany was associated with the chair of the Berlin Wall in 1989.


During the 1980s and 1990s, he continued to create music and incorporates influence from industrial music and jungle music.


He continued to do concert tools and have rolos like an actor in film and television.


In the year 2000, he started a record room and had his last tour in 2004 and the last concert in 2006.


At the end of his life he returned to the record and had a commercial reinstatement with two new and acclaimed albums: _The Next Day_ (2013) and his latest album _Blackstar_ (2016).


He died two days after the publication of Blackstar_.


XYZ Fquile Carrasker


Flix Carrasker (4 November 1905 in Albalat de Cinque, Province of Huesca, Aragon, Espania - 7 October 1993 in Thil, Alte Garonna, France) was a Spanish revolutionist, pedagogue, and writer.


XYZ Life Story


Born in the Iberian Peninsula at the beginning of the 20th century, he painted at least two educational projects, the first of which was Elisha's school in Barcelona in the 1935 year, and the second of the leaders' schools in Monzn, Aragon, Spain.




His pedagogical projects came down to the conclusion of self-management, freedom, and equal equality between teachers and pupils.


He died in 1993.


XYZ Titulos published


 - Self-management at the debate


 - School of Aragon Militants


Marchism or self-management


XYZ External bindings


 - Commemoration for Flix (in Spanish)


XYZ Enrico Fermi


Enric Fermi (born 29 September 1901 in Rome, died in Chicago, Illinois, SUA on November 28, 1954) was an Italian physician who was known for his work on  decament, for the implementation of the first atomic pile, and for contribution to the development of quantic theory.


Fermi has guided the construction of the first atomic pile, which produced the first controlled nuclear reaction in the event.


He was, on the other hand, one of the largest drivers of the Manhattan Project, resulting in the implementation of the atomic bomb.




The element of fermium and the statistic of Fermi-Dirac, connexed to the spin part of the semi-integrity, bears his name, even though this last has been deduced in a more rigorous manner by English physique Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac.


The state-of-the-art scientific recognition of Enric Fermi was established in 1956 in the memory of his success and his state of great science.


The University of Chicago department where he used to work is now known as the Enrico Fermi Institute, and also the Fermilab accelerator is named.


In 1938, Fermi received the Nobel Prize for Physician for his identification of new radioactive elements and the discovery of the nuclear reaction caused by slow neutrons.


He is also known to have made the famous question: Where are they? Why have we not seen any signs of intelligent extraterrestrial life? This has now spread the famous Fermi paradox on the possibility of the existence of extraterrestrial civilizations.


XYZ External bindings


- Prize for Physician in 1938 for the official position of the Nobel Prize.


XYZ Madagascar


Madagascar is a large island and independent republic in the Indian Ocean, separated from the African continent by the Mozambican Canal.


Its neighbours from overseas include the Comoros, Mauritium and the Meeting.




The capital city is Antananarivo.


XYZ History


The lambs of the Malagasy arrived in Madagascar at approximately between 200 and 500 years of our age, probably from Borneo or Sulawesis.


There was a bath in the boat, and the island was also brewed by arabe ships from the 7th century.


The trade ran through Madagascar between Africa and the Seven Street.


Thank you to this commercial richesa, some strong Malagasy kingdoms were born.


By 1824 the Merina kingdom had conquered almost all the island, a kingdom of Madagascar that lasted until a French colonial invasion in 1895.


Ruled by the kingdom of Vichy, Madagascar was delivered by the British in 1942 and surrendered to the Free French.


There was a violent anti-colonial rebellion in 1947 in a constitutional way in 1956 and a peaceful transition to independence in the 1960s.


The political history of independent Madagascar has been generally small.




After the forced resignation of President Mark Ravalomanana and the self-proclamation of Andry Bajoelina as the chairman of the transition in 2009, the African Union has suspended the movement of Madagascar; the European Union has not recognized the new government.


During a referendum concerning the introduction of a new constitution, a group of senior officials has held a station strike on November 17, 2010; this tentative was repressed and the referral was approved.


XYZ Insula


Greater than France, Madagascar is the fifth island of the world.


The interior is very mountainish.


On the east coast there is wet silva, while the descending plate towards the west is more arid.


There is a very important provision of endemism between the fauna and flora of Madagascar.


The lowercase of lemurs, the pit (_Ferox_ cryptoproct), three aviar families and six species of baobabes are notable inhabitants endemic of the island.


XYZ Religions


Towards the middle of the population practice traditional religion, in which veneration of ancestors is of first place.




An important ceremony is the unfamadihana_, when people of Merina and Betsilea are exhuming their fast, dancing with their remains, and reinstating them in new sheets.


This ceremony is also performed by Christians who make up true 45 per cent of the population.


About 12 per cent of the population is of Musulman confession.


XYZ Lingua


Language by autochtone population, Malagasy, is of Austrian origin.


XYZ Economy


The Malagasy economy remains agriculturally commercial; the food products are essential, but the vanilla is a particularly important product of exporting.


Other significant products include coffee, sugar cane, nails, poop, cassock, arachides, bananas, beans and cattle.


Peaceful, poor health, and analphabetism are great problems.


XYZ Sport


Rugby at 15 is the most popular sport in Madagascar.


In the sense of pauperate of the land, there is no professional competition, no amateur matches at the national level can attract up to about 30 thousand spectators and is well-commented in the media.


Football is also a popular sport.




XYZ Alte Navarilla


Others shall be defeated, o: Peninsular Nafarroa (in Basque) is the expression that from the 17th century, the authors of the Basque literature have been used to refer to the territory of the present Spanish community of Navarre, which corresponds to one day with the same area of the five guests of the Old Kingdom of Navarre, which was attached to the Crown of Castilian in 1512.


The denomination (Altre Navarre_empts themselves semantically to the name of the Lower Navarre_ (in French) and in Basque (Nafarroa Beherea_ or _Baxenabarre_), which is called to the French territory of the Atlantic Departement of Pyrenees.


This department corresponds heavily with the one called the Land of Ultrapuertos, a small northern territorial extension linked to the Kingdom of Navarre from the 12th century and referred to as the sixth grade of the ancient Kingdom of Navarre.


To the extent of the expression Basse Navarura, whose use is general in both social and cultural areas and administrative areas, the expression of the officialty and its use is restricted and ideologically linked to the Basque nationalism.


In addition, the Royal Academy of the Basque Language and the Society of the Basque Studios also uses denomination.


XYZ Clyster




Clyster veil doctor is a medic instrument with the sump (syringa) and neck needles (hympowermatic needles) whose purpose is to try liquid in the body to get the moods out of the body.


The action associated with the clyster is the 'injection'.


XYZ Sparta


Sparta (__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


It was the capital of Laconia and one of the most important Greek cities together with Athenas and Thebas.


XYZ History


XYZ Origin


The city was founded after the conquest of Laconia by the Dorics.


At first, there were some dissensions at first.


The reformations of the 7th century were a real point of reflection in the history of the city, from then on, all would be directed to strengthen its military power, and Sparta would turn to the city for excellence.


And he set out in the whole of Laconia, and began to make up all the meadows of the Europeans to repay the people of Argos, and to take possession of the hegemony of the whole region.


The second step consisted of the annexion of Mesenia.




It was already the most powerful city in the area, with Arcadia and Argos as the only rival.


At the halflings of the 6th century, Sparta was also subjected to the cities of Arcadia, and turned over to Argos in full weakness.


All of them would be forced to sign pacts for those who recognized the hegemony of Sparta.


It was in these struggles with the argivos that Sparta adopted the battle-torn style, approaching between 680 and 660 A.E. between the years.


During the 6th century, the Spartans held an external political act including the covenant with Lydia's Creso fronted the persecutive menace.


And he fought the Tyrans of Greece, and gave to many of them (but failed at the front of the others).


Nevertheless, he also objected to the Tyranians who were able to favor him, and in the tentate, he had restored to the landlady, but the opposition of the mighty Corinth had prevented him.


XYZ Wares Mede


In the 6th century, Sparta had taken an interest in Asia Minor, among other things drawing a covenant with Creso, king of Ldyia.


At the beginning of the reign of Cleomedes I, a non-nobstanti, will be shown to be a great idolist, and in the 449 A.E., the revolt of the cities of Jonah against the Jews, and is focused on consolidating its own empire of the Pelopones.




In 491 B.C., when Cleomenes got rid of Demarato, the things would move.


The partarians threw a pounce on the emissaries of Darius and came to the land and water, a symbol of accepting the universal hegemony of the heathen, and sent reproofs to the Israelites (who were late to take part in the Greek victory).


XYZ Religion


The religion had a more important post in Sparta than in other ancient Greek cities.


There were 43 temps of divinities, 22 of heroes, not less than twelve, five statues of gods and four altars.


The most important gods were Athenea, Ares and Apollon.


XYZ Phrases celebrates


 - Vincer or die.


- Go back with the whoop or over it,


XYZ References


XYZ The Story of Stuff


The Story of Stuff (_The History of Things_) is a web document on the cycle of life of goods and services.


The film document, released in line in December 4, 2007, is told by Annie Leonard, who has a degree from Barnard College and a degree from Cornell University in regional city and flatness.




It is supported by the Tides Foundation and the Funders Workgroup for Sustainable Production and Consumption, with Free Range Studios to produce the film.


According to the following, it's already more than three million contemptors.


Ralph Nader called the film a model of clarity and motivation.


XYZ Content


The 20-minute film shall present a critical view of the consumerist society.


It exposes the connections in a large number of social and environmental problems, and calls us all to create a more sustenable and righteous world.


The film is divided into 7 capitals: _Introduction_, _Extraction_, _Production_, _Distribution_, _Consumption_, _Disposal_ (dispositions), and _Another Way_ (alterway).


The film shall describe the economy of the material, a system composed of extraction, production, distribution, consumption, and disposition.


This system is spread out with persons, government, and corporation.


His point of view is supported by many statistical data.


One of the assertors is:




- plus 50 per cent of our [SUA ] money of the Federal rate is now for armed forces,


Of the 100 greatest land-based economy, 51 are bodies.


We have five percent of the population of the world, but we are about 30 percent of the world's resources and create 30 percent of the world's uncleanness of the world.


...80 percent of the original planet forests are lost.


- Just in the Amazon, we're going to lose two minutes of trees.


Every one of us in the United Nations receives more than 3000 warnings a day.


One of us in the United States shall make four thousand pounds (2.04 kg) of worldhood per day.


The dioxin is the most toxic substance made by the man known in science.


And incinerators are the first source of dioxin.


It also quotes what Victor Lebow said in 1955:


XYZ, our hugely productive economy...


We ask that we make our way of life, that we turn into the emption and use of the goods in a ritual, that does not seek our spiritual satisfaction, our satisfaction of the ego, in consumption... we need things that are consumed, cleaned up, and armed with an accelerated rat.




A few of the themes referred to are: delaying with joked flame, pollution, forcible cost, flatted obsolescentity, warning, incineration, dixines, recycling.


XYZ Nuclear fission


In the nuclear physique and the chemia, the nuclear fission is a nuclear reaction in which the nucleo of a host divides into smaller parts (plus left nuclei), often produces free neutrons and photons (in the form of gamma radios) and relaxes a tremendous amount of energy.


The two nuclei are often compared with a rate of mass around 3:2 for common physsile isotops.


Most fissions are binary fissions, but rarely (2.4 times per 1000 events), three seriously loaded fragment is produced in a ternary fission.


The most small of this is spread in size from a proton to an argon nuclee.


A nuclear concession must not be confounded with a nuclear merger, which is the amalgamation of two nuclei from forming a new, larger nuclee single.


Fission is usually an energetic nuclear reaction induced by a neutron, even though it is rarely occurring as a form of spontaneous radioactive disintegration, especially in isotopes with higher mass numbers.




The unpredictable composition of the products (which vary in a late-probable way, and additional methods) shall distinguish the fission of pure tunneling processes, such as protonic issuance, alpha disintegration, and disintegration of groups, which give the same products accordingly.


Heavy element ratio is an exothermic reaction that can relax large amounts of energy, as an electro-magnet radiation and as the kinetic energy of the fragment (to heat the large material where the fission occurs).


By the fission of producing energy, the total energy bound by the resulting elements must be less than the original element.


Fission is a form of nuclear transmutation, because the resulting fragment is not the same element as the original host.


Nuclear fission produces energy for nuclear power and to push the blast of nuclear weapons.


With uses, it is possible to display certain substances called for by nuclear abuse, if it is done when they are struck by fissional neutrons, and then emiting neutrons when they disintegrate.


This makes a self-sustaining catenal reaction that relaxes energy to a controlled rat in a nuclear reactor or an uncontrolled rabid rat in the detonation of a nuclear weapon.




The amount of free energy contained in the nuclear trade is billions of times the free power ceiling contained in a similant mass of combustible chimic as petrol, to make a potential power source.


The products of the nuclear fission, as well, are on the media much more radio-active than the heavy elements in the combustible, and are radio-active for long durations, to cause the problem of the immagazination of the nuclear waste.


XYZ Nona Balakian


Nona Balakian (Constantinopole, 4 September 1918 - New York City, 5 April 1991) was a literary critic and editor at the New York Times Sunday Book Review of the New York Times magazine.


She served in the committee of the Pulitzer Prize and was a member of the Authors' and Pen Club Council, and also a founder of the National Book Critics Circle, whose Nona Balakian Citation for Excellence in Reviewing is called in his honour.


She and her sister, Anna Balakian, a literary critic and professor at New York University who died in 1997, were members of a literary circle including the playwright William Saroyan and the diarist Anas Nin.


The Balakian sisters were the great-grandfathers of the Archepist and the survivor of the Armenian Period, Grigoris Balakian and the amits of the poet and the manager of the Pulitzer Prize, Peter Balakian.


XYZ Boxe pieds -poings




Comprehensive endings box-poings box feet-pugs, French-styled group of combat sports which are performed with pugilistic gloves in a ring (or on a matt).


They belong to the category of sports boxing.


Butchers use rules, combat technicians: lace technicians (peeks of foot and knees), brace technicians (pumps of cubits and cubits).


A few more combat sports in the sense referred to,


- American disciplines (American box) under three main forms:


XYZ - full contact with karate without striking under the cinture,


XYZ - kick -boxing with foot strokes running around in women or kicks -boxing of Americans,


XYZ - and half-contacts or combats in the points (_point fighting_), a class of karate with gloves and pantholes in whispers,


Free (saved) box, also named _Save - French box_,


- kick-boxing Japanese: kick-boxing with direct knees, tail strokes circulating in the women (_low kick_), and with few pieces of struggles,


...two generation of boxing, where almost everything is allowed, burmessian (lethwei) and thailandese (muay thai) boxing.




XYZ Humanism


Humanism is a philosophy of life and vision of the non-religious world.


Humanism centrals the dignity of the human in the vision of the world and of reason in the philosophy of life.


In practice, humanism is all but a source of inspiration and for the minds of God and for non-beliefs.


Modern humanism grew up during Renascentia.


The reason was already important in the ancient Greek age, and is continued in modern humanism.


Humanistic philosophes of the antiquity include Christians in Greece and Confucio in China.


XYZ Arco (architectural structure)


An ark is a structure that crosses a space and carries a struct and weighs over it.


The arks came up with an ancient 2nd-millennia-EE in the British architecture of Mesopotamia, and their systematic use began with the ancient Romans, who were the first to apply the technician to a lame expanse of structures.


XYZ Internet


The internet, or Interrete, is a global computer store for millions of computers.


On the contrary of what you think is common, the Internet is not synonymous with the World Wide Web (Transterrestrial Theatre).




This is part of it, including the Transterrestrial Tea, one of many services offered in the garden.


The _Tela_ is a much more recent (1995) information system that employs the interrete as a means of transmission.


Some of the services available on the Internet from the _Web_ is remote access to other machines (telnet and ssh), transfer of files (FTP), post office (e-mail), new electronics (news or groups of news), conversations on the line (chat), instant message (ICQ, YIM, Jabber), and cetera.


XYZ Origins of the Internet


At the end of the 1972 year, the first public demonstration of ARPANET was carried out, a new stream of communications financed by the DARPA, which worked in a form of distribution on the changed telephone retrenchment; the success of this new architecture served to ensure that in 1973 the DARPA started a program of research on possible technology for interconnecting retrenchments.


There was no new communication protocols at this end which allowed this exchange of form information to be transparented for the connected computers.


From the project philosophy came the name of the Internet, which was applied to the system of nets interconnected by the means of the TCP and the IP protocols.


On 1 January 1983 ARPANET changed the NCP protocol for TCP/IP.




The same year the AIB was created with the intention to standardize the TCP/IP protocol and to provide research resources on the Internet.


On the other hand, it was focused on the functioning of the commanders in the IANA who later delegated a portion of their functions to the IR which, at the time, provides services to the DNS.


A few more years later, in 1986, the NSF began the development of NSFNET, which became the main trunn net on the internet, supplemented with NSINET and ESNET nets, all in the U.S.


In parallel, other truncational nets in Europe, both public and commercial, together with the stately nets formed the basic skeleton (or in English backbone) of the Internet.


After 1989, with the integration of the OSI protocols into the architecture of the internet, there was a tendency to allow, not only the interconnection of different structures, if not facilitating the use of different communication protocols.


In 1989 the CERN of Geneva, a group of physiques led by Tim Berners, also created the HTML language based on SGML.


In 1990 the same team built the first client of _Web_, named 'WorldWideWeb', and the first server'.


The internet currently includes, approximately, 5000 nets across the whole world, and more than 100 different protocols based on TCP/IP, which are set up as the protocol of the net.




The protocol for transfer of rows (FTP or _File Transfer Protocol_) shall be the standard protocol in the way of transferring files from a server to a computer or computer.


In some countries the access to the internet is restricted to foreign government and enterprises, or is heavily controlled by the state.


XYZ Internet and society


Today, the internet has become a great part of the fireworks and enterprises of rich countries, in this respect it has opened up a digital gap with poor countries, in which the penetration of the internet and new technology are very limited.


In rich countries and in travel ways, Internet access in specialized establishments is very common.


XYZ Eris


The nano planet Eris, originally designated in 2003 as UB313, is a greater transneptunian object than Pluto.


On September 14, 2006 the International Astronomical Union (IAU) gave its official name, according to the Greek goddess of dispute, to it.


It shall possess a small moon called Dysnomia according to the demonic daughter of Eris.


XYZ Eris as a nano planet




Eris's discovery ignited a serious debate between astronomers on the true state of the Pluto and the other almost even wide, transneptunian objects like Sedna and Quaoar.


Precipiently, they've only made a difference between two categories of solar satellites, longing for planet_and small asteroids.


In 2006 IAU created the new category of nano_planets for such objects and initially placed Pluto, Eris and Ceres there.


A dwarf planet must possess a spherical surface and orbit around the sun.


XYZ Prague


Prague (in Czech: _Praha_) is the capital and the largest city of the Czech Republic.


The castle of Prague in Hradany was founded in the 9th century, and around that came a society that was fast developed to Prague.


The city became a major trade noose and was developed into a major European cultural city.


Prague blossomed especially in the 14th and 16th century, when the city was the capital of the German -Roman empire.


In 1992 the historic centre of Prague became part of the World Heritage Site of UNESCO.


Among the tourist attractions of Prague are the University of Carol, founded in 1348, the Carol Bridge, the National Museum (Nrodn muzeum), the Vclava Square (Vclavsk namst), plus churches - i.a.




The Ecclesia de Tn, where the famous Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe is separated - and the place in the ancient quarto (Star Msto).


Prague has a great and varied cultural life that understands the worldwide theatre company known as Laterna Magika, the annual musical holiday in Prague, and remembrances about the famous author of the city, Franz Kafka.


The Czech president has his residence in the castle of Prague.


The Parliament, the Government, the Bureau and the National Bank also have their seats in the capital.


The upper court and the constitutional court are all situated in Brno.


Characteristic to Prague is the number of thorns and pine trees; in the early part of the 1800s it calculated 103, today the cipher is assumed to be more than 500.


XYZ Geographical situation


Prague is situated in the Bohemian region in the middle of the Czech Republic on the banks of the Vltava River.


The centre of the city is around 180 metres above the sea.


The city has climated temperate continental.


The annual temperature in average is 8-grade Celsius, varying from -17-grade C to 35-grade C.


Most of the rain falls during the summer.


XYZ History




History of Prague in chronology:


870 Cassa Prague is founded.


1085 The kingdom of the Czech monarchs of Prague.


Prague was the capital of the Bohemian Kingdom (Chechia) (Vratislav I).


- 1346 The kingdom of Carol IV - Prague is the capital of the Holy Roman Empire.


- 1348 Prague University is founded (in:Charles University).


1378 The Reformation of Jan Hus


The kingdom of Rudolf II is 1583; the city is the capital of the Holy Roman Empire and the cultural centre of Europe.


- 1918 Prague becomes the capital of Czechoslovak


- 1938 Germany occupation.


- 1968 Invasion of the Soviet army.


- 1989 Prague is the centre of Villut Revolution.


- 1992 The historic centre of Prague is part of the World Heritage Site of UNESCO.


- 1993 Prague becomes the capital of the Czech Republic.


- 1995 Prague is the host of the 12th International Interlingua Conference.




- 2019 Prague is the owner of the 23rd International Interlingua Conference.


XYZ Population


1,204,897 inhabitants (2017).


XYZ Religion in the European Union


In religious matters, four of every five citizens of the European Union have religious or spiritual beliefs.


The 52 percent of the population believes in the existence of God and 27 percent believe in the existence of a few kinds of spirits or life strength.


Only 18 percent of the citizens declared that there was no kind of religious belief, according to the study of the European Commission of the year,


In Italy, Spain, France and Ireland, the main religion is Catholicism, while in countries such as Sweden or Denmark predominates Protestantism; in other times Greece, Orthodox Christianity is the main religion.


In addition to Christians there is more than a million Jews[1] and millions of museums in the EU.


In addition, there is a procenta de agniticos e athee in the Union States which can be amended according to the state.


For less than two percent of the Israelites do not believe in the existence of God, in Spain, the 24 percent of the population declare themselves to be cared for, and in France between three hundred and thirty-five percent.




Stonia (76%) and the Czech Republic (60%) are the countries with the highest procenta of atheism and agnosticism.


All over the EU, some 46 percent of citizens consider religion to have a very important position in society.


In the land where the religion has an important location, it finds Cypro, Italy, Malta, Slovakia, Poland, United Kingdom, Portugal and Spain (in this order).


Hydrogen XYZ


Hydrogen is an H-symbol chimic element and atomic number 1.


At room temperature it is an inflatable diatomic gas, colourless and inodorable.


Hydrogeno is the most popular chimic element of reading and the most abundant of the universe.


It is part of a multitude of substances, as with water and organic compounds.


The most abundant isotopo is made up of a single proton.


In addition there are two other isotopes: deuterium (which has a neutron) and tritium (with two neutrons).


In the lab it is obtained by the reaction of acids with metals like zinc and industrially by the electrolyse of water.


Hydrogen is employed in the production of ammoniaco, and recently for the supply of energy in combustible stacks.


XYZ Chief Charactaristics




Hydrogeno is the most widely read chimic element, having its most abundant isotopo made up of a single one for a proton -electron.


In normal pressure and temperature conditions it forms a diatomic gas, H2, with a boiling point of 20.28 K and a melting point of 14.01 K.


A lot of high pressures, such as which was produced in the core of the gas-granting stars, the moles alter their nature and hydrogenum turn into a metal liquid (to see metal hydrogenous).


Very low pressure, like that of space, should exist in individual atoms, simply because the probability that it is combined is very low.


However, when it happens, you can form H2 clouds that are associated with the geneses of stars.


This element has a fundamental functioning in the universe, because it is mediating spreadout (the combination of hydrogenous atoms that result in a helium atome) for an immense amount of energy.


XYZ Applications


Industriously, large amounts of hydrogenous are produced, mainly in the process of having for the purchase of ammoniaco, in the hydrogenation of fats and oils and in the obtaining of methane.


Other user that can be quoted is:




Production of hydrochloric acids, combustible for rockets, and the reduction of metallic ores.


Hydrogeno liquido is employed in chryogenic implementations, including research of superconducently.


...employed in the past for his lawnmower like a swollen gas in balls and zeppels.


After the disaster of the Hindenburg, its use was abandoned because its great swelling.


Tritium is engaged in nuclear reactions and is employed in the construction of hydro-gen pumps.


It is also employed as a source of radiation in light colors and as a brander in biological sciences.


Deuterium is employed in nuclear implementations such as a moderator, as a heavy water supply.


Hydrogenous is put to work in internal combustible engines.


A fleet of automobiles with this type's engines is currently maintained by Chrysler - BMW.


Moreover, combustible stacks in development appear to be capable of offering a clean and economic alternative to internal combustible engines.


XYZ History


Hydrogen (from Greek), meaning water and water, meaning the meaning of generation), was recognized as a chimic element in 1776 by Henry Cavendish.




Later, Antoine Lavoisier gave it his modern name.


XYZ Abundantness and Obtention


Hydrogen is the most abundant element, consisting of 75% of the mass and 90 percent of the universe's atoms.


It is met with plenty in the stars and in the gas giant, non-nobstanti planets on the Earth's atmosphere, only 1 ppm in volume is found.


The most common source of hydrogenos is water, consisting of two atoms of hydrogenous and one of oxygenous (H2O).


Other sources are the majority of organic composites, including all forms of noted life, fossil combustibles and natural gas.


Methane, the product of organ decomposition, gain significant growth as a source of hydrogen.


Hydrogenous is obtained with distinct forms:


Electrolyse of water; water photos are currently being researched.


With water steam, he made up of hydro-carbons.


Attack metals with sodium or potassium hydroxies


 - Attack of metals (zinc and aluminum) with sulfuric or chlorydric acids.


XYZ Composites




Hydrogen has an intermediate (2.2) electronegativity for what can form compounds with major elements or minor metallic character.


Both with the metal elements of groups 1 and 2 and with the nonmetals of groups 15, 16, and 17 havers.


With the first ones it is present in the form of H, and in the second ones it is present as an H-Ion, for what is the last one of the ancient characters.


Some binary compounds are ammoniaco (NH3), hydrazine (N2H4, water (H2O), hydrogen peroxydo (H2O2), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), etc.


With carbon (a group element of 14) it forms an immense amount of composites, the hydro-carbons and derivatives which are the objective of the study of organic chima.


XYZ Forms


In normal conditions, hydrogenous gas is a mix of two types of different hydrogenous in the functioning of the spin direction of their electrons and nuclei.


These forms are known as ortho - and para-hydrogenous.


Normal hydrogeno is made up of 25 percent of the form, and 75% of the form ortho, which is considered to be normal, even though it cannot be obtained in a pure state.


There are all the other forms that have energy that are completely different, which is why their physical properties are not identical.




That's for example, the form for the right, there are pieces of melting and boiling of it, plus K lower than the form ortho.


XYZ Isotopos


The most hydrogene-like isotopo, also called a protium, has no neutrons.


There are two others, deuterium (D) with a neutron, and tritium (T), radio-active with two.


Deuterium has a natural abundance between 0.0184% and 0.0082%.


Hydrogeno is the only chimic element that has names, and chimic symbols, distinct for its different isotopes.


XYZ Periculs


Hydrogen is an extremely flaming gas.


It leads violently with fluoride and chloro, especially with the first, with what the reaction is so fast and unpredictable that it can't be controlled.


It's also a danger of quick depressing, because it's different from the rest of the gas, if it's spread over -40 and it's hot and it can be swollen.


Heavy water (D2O) is toxic to the majority of species, even though the fatal two are very large.


XYZ Administrative -governmental region of Arnsberg




The administrative-governmental region of Arnsberg is one of the five administrative-government regions of North Rhine-West Africa.


Its capital city is Arnsberg.


In the same way with the administrative - government regions of Detmold and of Mnster, it is formed by the provincial Westphalia-Lippe Association (in German: _Landschaftsverband Westfalen-Lippe_).


The region shall consist of seven districts and five cities.


XYZ Peng


Peng was a number of Hungaria, used between 21 Januario, 1927 and 31 Julio, 1946, when a period of intense hyperinflation was overwhelmed by the forefather.


Peng is divided into 100 more.


After the World War I, the Austro-Hungarian krone suffered from a high swollen rat.


Among Hungaria, a new numerary (neg pen) was introduced, valuable at 12500 krone at the pen, and 3'800 peng at a kilogram of gold.


(Non like the krone, golden peng was never produced.)


Peng was deprecated after World War II, suffering the highest hyperinflation rat in history.


Once the cigar was reassessed, the swelling did not leave, and the price continued to accrete.




More and more other denominations were created, at a maximum at 1021 peng (see image), which was printed but not emitted.


The highest used was usually 1020 peng (see image).


The economy of Hungary was only established by the introduction of a new number.


Ergo, in August 1, 1946, the forewing was introduced to the rat of 1 rays per 4x1029 peng.


XYZ Religious History


The History of religion is a branch of religion science; it takes care of developament, i. e. of the history of the noble religion, of their origins, of their deeds, of their deeds and modifications that they have seen.


XYZ Branches


 - the systematic science of religion, on the other hand, is interested in the study of the final phenomenic image of all religion.


The historical knowledge of the religion is conceived as empiric science, and it is achieved by the consequences of the methods of historical criticism and philosophical interpretation of the texts.


XYZ History


In the midst of the 19th and 20th centuries, the _Schola of the history of religion_ entered the study of the Bible in the general framework of the history of religion, at the end of understanding the specificity of the double religion.


XYZ Malawi




Malawi is a small country in South Africa from the south-east, surrounded by Mozambica on three sides, by Zambia to the north-west and by Tanzania to the north.


Malawi has no access to the sea, but a long bed on Lake Malawi, one of the Great African Lakes.


Malawi has two official languages: English, British settler's language, and Chichewa, a 57% native.


The people of Malawi were spared and consisted of veneers and forgeries until the 10th century when tribes of pastoralists and Bantu farmers colonized the land.


The people of Bantu (chewa, Noanja, Tumbuka, Yao, etc.) continue to predominate in Malawi until this day.


Around 1500, the Maravi kingdom was consolidating and controlling a large territory.


The Portuguese's ties debilitated the Maravi kingdom, which disintegrated about 1700.


Blacks captured many Maravi people in the next few years.


In 1891, the British colonized the land, which was called the protectorate of Nyassaland.


It shall be independent, and it shall be independent,


The first president, Hastings Banda, declared that his party - the Malawian Congress Party (MCP) - was to be the only one.




This rule of one party permaned until a 1993 referendum that resulted in the 1994 election of Bakili Muluzi and the United Democratic Frente (UDF).


After two terms, Muluzi was succeeded by the current President Bingu wa Mutharika in 2004.


This founded his own party, the Progressive Democratic Party (DPP), in 2005.


In 2008, Malawi held the 11th degree in the Indian Ibrahim of Government Africa.


Malawi is a very pauper state.


HIV and AIDS afflicts a great proportion of the population.


There are other infant disease rats and a low life expectancy.


However, the population density is as great as the population growth rat (estimated 2.75 per cent in 2009).


About 80% of the population is Christian (the largest confessions are Catholic and Presbyterian), while 13% are Muslim and 4% are Atheist.


XYZ Neon


No one is the chimic element that has the Ne-symbol and an academic number of 10.


Though a common element in the universe is rare on Earth.




There's a colourless gas, a useless gas in terms of standard conditions, no one's going to give a faint rubie -orange glitter when they're used in a low round lamp, no one's lap, or in high juggal tubes, or no one's badges for a commercial.


It's out of business, in which it's found in the field.


XYZ Hanuka


Hanukah and Hanukka, Hebrew: , , common scripts from Spanish editions, pro-announced in Hebrew, from Hebrew, , , , , transliterated in the time of the Chanukah and , and , the Jewish feasts of the Tempa Segund in Jerusalem at the time of the Maccabean revolt against the Seleuean Empire.


Hanuka is observed for eight nights and days, beginning on the 25th day of the month of Kislev in the Hebrew lunar calendar, which in different years of the common solar calendar can happen from the days of November to almost the end of December.


It is known as the Feast of Lumines and the Feast of Dedication.


The festival is observed by lighting the lights, common in a unique candlestick of new branches, the hanukia_ (as if called by the Hanuka word), which are eight branches similar and a branch which are visually distinct.


The Additional Light, with which the other eight candles (or oil lamps) are unknown, shall be called the _shamash_ (Hebrew: openings, meeting, and having a distinct situation, usually on or under the others.




Hashamash and one of the eight other lights are lit on the first night, with an additional light added on every night of the feast, culminating in the final night when all the lights are lit.


Other festivities and traditions include giving gifts, laughing dredulously, and eating patella cakes called !


XYZ Aves


XYZ Description


The birds are a taxon.


A bird is an endothermic vertebrate animal (of warm blood) beeped with wings and which lays eggs.


Modern birds are plucked with feathers, a beak without teeth, stiff eggs, a high metabolism, a heart of four rooms, a skeleton that is uplifted and strong, and systems of digestion and breathing that are very efficacious.


There's a thousand kinds of bird that live today for all parts of the world, from the Arctic to the Antarctic.


Aves ranges in size from five inches (like the name of Mellisuga helenae_) to 2.7 m (like the avestruth).


The majority of birds can fly, with a few remarkable exceptions like rats, pins, and an endemic island species.


Some birds, especially cords and parrots, are among the most intelligent species of animals; a species of bird has been observed by creating tools and using utensils, and many social species display cultural travel of knowledge through generations.




Many species make long annual migrations, and many other ones make more short and irregular movements.


Aves is social.


They communicate with visual signs, vocations, and Avian songs; they also make social customs as they spread, hunt, grease, and storm like groups.


Most species of birds are monogame, usually for a station, but rarely for all their lives.


Ovo is usually laid on a nest and incubated by their parents.


There is a period of parental attention after the cave.


A few species of bird is of economic importance, especially as a food source.


Some species, especially those that sing and parrots, are popular as domestic animals.


Other economic uses include the harvest of their guile like a fertiliser.


Aves is prominent in human culture, from mythology to religion to poetry to popular music.


But thanks to this economic importance, look for 120 species that have been made extinct as a result of human activity after the 17th century, and look for 1200 species of bird.


XYZ Ludwik Lejzer Zamenhof




Ludovica Lazaro Zamenhof (or _Ludwik Lejzer (azarz) Zamenhof_), (15 December 1859, Biaystok - 14 April 1917, Varsovia) is the maker of the international auxiliary language Esperanto.


Zamenhof grew up in the city of Byaystok (which is present in the territory of Polonia, but in that time it was under Russian annexation), where there were many different languages speaking, and there were difficulties of understanding among different cultures.


This moved him to look for a solution to the problem, and with the passage of the years Esperanto was developed in a long and labor process.


Zamenhof continued his efforts in his appearance of Volapk in 1879, resulting from the work of another interlinguist, Johann Martin Schleyer, in the project to create an international language.


Zamenhof considered the Volapk, but the problems he had with this language moved him to go on with his own plans.


Finally, in 1887 and with the economic help of his father--affin, he was able to publish a brochure in which he pointed out the principles of his internal _lingvo, under the pseudonym_Dr.


Esperanto_ (word that became the name of his creation).


Zamenhof died in Varsovia in 1917.


His three sons were murdered by the Nazi during World War II, because the Zamenhof family were Jewish.


XYZ Citation




No special, profound study of Zamenhof's life is necessary to make us recognize the unfamiliar idealism of this extraordinary man.


One remembers the anecdote - not important whether it abhors or historic - which, the first inspiration to look for a universal language came to Zamenhof by the way of its youth's appearance as a result of mutual misunderstandings, among the various linguistic -national groups in the environment of its youth.


What is fraught in this anecdote is the fact that the idealism of Zamenhof is attached to the third programmatic point of the great, French revolution.


Zamenhof aspired to the pan-human brotherhood, and his creation of, waiting for the consequences of his recognizance that all the brothers and sisters, presuppose a mutual understanding of the participants and that this understanding, mutual requirence, of its part, a means of perfect communication, (Alexander Gode)


XYZ Raphael


Josepho Sanzio gave Urbino, today, better known as Raphael, (6 April or 28 March 1483 - 6 of April 1520), who was famous for his predominant 'Raphaello', was an Italian painter and architect of Renascentia, lauded for the perfection of his paintings and designs.


With Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci, he is part of the traditional trinity of the Italian maestros of this era.




It was very beneficial to Joseph, and in spite of his unfortunate death at the age of 37 years of age, especially in the Vatican, which followed Raphael's rooms were the central and greatest works of his life, but not yet to be finished when he died.


After his first years in Rome, the majority of his works were designed by him and carried out in his destination by his designers, with a loss of great quality.


It was very influential in his life, even though outside of Rome his works were known for their collective work.


After his death, the influence of his chief rival, Michaelangelo, was greater until the 18th and 19th centuries, when the most quality was drawn into consideration.


His career was three-phases and three-stiles were written by Giorgio Vasari: his first year in Umbria, a four-year period of about four years (from 1504 to 1508) he learned the artistic technicians of Florentia, which was the end of his final ten years in Rome, the hectic and triumphal years in which he worked for two Popes.


XYZ Ascendance


XYZ


Raphael was born in Urbino, a small town in Central Italy, in the region of Marks, a small town of the artistic point of view, where his father Giovanni Santi was a painter at the Duke's Court.




In the small court of Urbino, Giovanni was built in the private circle of the family in a higher degree which was customary in other Italian courts, based on an important centre of literary and artistic culture.


Up in this small court he gave to Raphael the opportunity to learn the policed manners and social custom that was so lauded by Vasari.


Urbino's courtly life in this age was considered to be by Baldassare Castiglione, (in his work  The Court of Justice in 1528), as a model of Italian humanitarian court virtues.


And Castilione settled in Urbino in the 1504th year, when Joseph did not live there any longer; however, he visited him very often, which turned out in a long friendhood.


The court's regular visitors also became his friends: Pietro Bibibana and Pietro Bembo, named after them, were known as good writers, and lived in Rome at the same time as Raphael.


It was moved with awe in high social spheres throughout his life, which has been one of the factors that have contributed to giving a strange impression of a facile artistic career.


He didn't get a complete humanistic education and that's why he doesn't know clearly if he read Latin easily.


XYZ Biography


XYZ The First Years (1483-1503)




His mother, Magia di Battista di Nicola Ciarla, died in 1491, and on 1 August 14, Giovanni Santi, his father, was married again.


With only 11 years, Raphael became an orphan and under the legal guard of his uncle Bartholomew, a priest, who began a content with the mother of the young man.


Sadly, Raphael continued to live with her.


And yet, he had already done his talent, according to Giorgio Vasari, who says that he was a great help to his father.


A self-portrait flash of his teeny shows his precious talent.


His father's atelier continued and, in his stepmother's company, played a role in his management from his youth.


In Urbin, he had the opportunity to know the work of Paolo Uccello. 1475), the previous painter of the court, and of Luca Signorelli, who, until 1498, stayed and worked in the town of Citt di Castello.


According to Vasari, the father gave him to the master's attire of Umbria Pietro Perugino as a learner, despite his mother's tears.


The obviousness of a period of learning comes only from Vasari and from other sources, and was discussed, because the mother died when he was eight years old, which was too much done to begin his training.




An alternative theory is that he received some training from Timothe Viti, a painter of the court of Urbin since 1495.


But modern scholars agree that Raphael was working at least as a helper of Perugino from about 1500; the influence of Perugino in his early work is very obvious: probabely not any other learner of talent had absorbed his master's apprentices as he had done with the other man's wife.


It was written, however, that by the time he looked at this period, it was impossible to distinguish the works of artists, but many modern-art scholars have detected the parts that Raphael painted as helping with the works of Perugino or his ate.


Aside from the stylistic similitude, the technicians were also very similar, for example, in the dense application of the picture, with the use of a vernishing medium, in the dark shadows and ornaments, but with a greater application to read in the flesh.


Bad, the resin overlay in the vernish has caused many cracks in the areas of paints of the maestros.


Perugino's atelier was active as much in Perugia as in Florentia, perhaps with two permanent occurrences.


It is considered that in 1501 Raphael was a full-of-the-art master of the right-of-the-art format.




His first written work was Retablo Baronci, even though there is a contentment with the resurrection of Christ that was fulfilled between the years 1499 and 1501, for the Ecclesia of San Nicolas de Tolentino in Citt di Castello, a city half-way between Perugia and Urbino.


Evangelist of Pian di Meleto, who had worked for his kinsman, shared the work's commission, which was dated to 1500 and was completed in 1501; today only a few porters and a preparatory schizo.


In the next few years, Raphael painted work for the other churches, including the Mond_ Crucifixion, about 1503, and the Matrimony of the Virgin_ in the Pinacoteca di Brera, as well as works for Perugia, such as the _Oddi_ Retablo, _Le annunciation_,  _Le Adoration du Magos_e e  _Le coronation du Virgine_ 1501-1503.


He probably visited Florentia in this age.


These are major works, a few of them as fresh ones, in which Raphael limits the composition to the stable of Perugino.


In these years he painted a lot of small and sacrificial cavalier paintings, most of them capable of picturing lovers of the Urbino Court, as in the name of the Gratias, as in the dream of the knight, or of the saint of Michael, and began to paint the bacon with the infant and saints.




In the year 1502 Raphael was in Siena, invited by another learner from Perugino, Pinturicchio, he was a friend of Raphael and a connoisseur of his ability as an artist of the highest quality, for he helped with the work, and very probably with the designs, for a series of freshmen in the Piccolomini library of the Cathedral of Siena.


It is clear that in this phasing of his career he was already a unique artist.


XYZ Florentine influence (1504 -1508)


Raphael lived a life called for, working in different places in the north of Italy, but a good part of his time in Florentia, perhaps since 1504.


Even though the word of the Florentine Interval, between 1504 and 1508, no mention of the fact that there was no one left at all.


In any case, perhaps as often as possible, he visited the town to see the material.


There is a letter of recommendation, dated from October 1504, from the mother of the following Duke of Urbinus: the porter of this letter is Raphaello, the painter of Urbin, who is equipped for this profession and who has determined to spend some time in Florentia to continue with his studies.


The parents were very honest, and I loved them very much, and the son is a very polite young man; as much for something as for another one, he has an affright.




As before with Perugino and others, Raphael was able to assimilate the influence of Florentine art, respecting the evolution of his own style.


The freshes which were made in Perugia are around 1505 show a new monumental quality in the forms, which could be seen by the influence of Brother Bartholomew, of whom Vasari was a friend.


But the most stupendous influence in this period was that of Leonardo da Vinci, who was in town between 1500 and 1506.


Raphael's ways began to take more complicated and dynamic positions, even though the themes were still mostly re-posing.


Raphael was beginning to make slips of naked men hanging around, one of his greatest obsessions of this Florentine period.


Another design is the retreat of a young woman, using a pyramid composition in three rooms of the recent Mona Lisa, but with a complete raphaelesque appearance.


Other of Leonardo's composite inventions, the pyramidal (Sacred Famiglia_), were repeated in a series of works that are considered to be among his most famous cavalier paintings.


In the Royal Collection there is a design from Raphael of the lost work of Leonardo-Leda and the schis, of which he took the posture in his _contraunctre_ for his _Catalin of Alejandria_.


He also admonished his own version of Leonardo's unfamiliar, to give more finesse to the performance of the flesh, and to develop the exchange of glances between the groups, even less enigmatic than the appropriations of Leonardo.




Moreover, he knew how to keep the light and clear light of Perugino in his works.


Leonardo was only about thirty years older than Raphael, but Michelangelo, who lived in Rome in this age, was only eight years older.


Michelangelo hated Leonardo, and in Rome he began to loathe Raphael even further, attributing conspiracy against him.


Raphael had to know their works in Florentia, but their most original works of this age indicated a very different address.


In its _Sanctre Enter_ places, in the classical way of sarcophagos, all of which are on the forehead, in a complicated arrangement and not of the greatest success.


Wllflin uncovers the influence of Michelangelo's virgin in the _Tondo Doni_ in the receding figure of dextera, but the remnant of the composition is far away from his style, or from that of Leonardo.


Though this work was very much considered in their epoch, and very much after the retreat to the might of Perugia by the Borghese, it is an insolate work of its production.


His classicism would take a double address,


XYZ Le Cameras de Raphael (1509 -1513)




At the end of 1508, Raphael moved to Rome, where he entered the service of Pope Julio II, probably thanks to the recommendation of the architect Donato Bramante, who was working in the St. Peter's Basilica, and who was originally from Urbin and had some relation with Raphael.


At the deference of Michelangelo, who did not carry out artistic work for some time in Rome before he received the first commissions, the young artist received the commission to decorate the fabric of the pontifical's private library in the Vatican.


It was a much more important and extensive project than any other project he had worked on until this time and until the date he had not gone on to make any altar in Florentia.


In his team there were other artists working in different places, many of them painted works by the hated predecessor of Julio II, Spanish Pope Alejandro VI.


The new pontificate had decided to rate some of the clothes of Pope Borgia.


Michelangelo received the ping of the Cappella Sistina cup.


The first of the famous Chambers of Raphael, which he began to paint, is the famous Signature House, for the use which had in Giorgio Vasari's time, produced an extraordinary impact on the Roman art.




Today it is considered the work of the painter, then containing the Schola de Athene, the Parnaso and the contents of the Sacramento, which are a few of the most known works of the painter.


As a result of this long success, he was engaged with new rooms, moving other artists before he was hired, such as Perugino or Luca Signorelli.


He finished three of them, all with paintings on their walls and, often, even in the roofs.


Sadly, the enormity of the assumed work forced him to delegate the practical performance of his detailed designs (which he always performed in person) to the many members of the ate.


It was these deep-capacity artists, who, after the death of Raphael, were committed to the decoration of the fourth room, based on the designs that the master had left.


The death of Julio II (1513) did not interrupt the work, so that his successor, Pope Leon X, a medic, established an intimate relationship with the artist, who continued to receive work.


Raphael's friend, Cardinal Bibibana, was one of the old masters of the new father, and a friend and councillor of Raphael.


It is clear that Raphael was left behind by the ceiling of Michelangelo's Cappella Sistina.


The merchant says that Bramante was giving him a secret hat.




The re-action of the other artists before the upper expressive force of Buonaroti was the dominant question in Italian art in the two sub-seconds, and Raphael, who had already demonstrated his ability to achieve external influence in his own style, accepted the defiant with greater intensity than any other artist.


One of the first and clearest examples was the portrait of Michelangelo himself as a Heraclitate in the name of the High School, which is a direct reproduction of the _Sibils_ or the _ignit_ of the roof of the Cappella Sistina.


Other forms of this and other works in the rooms will be used in the same influence, but even more integrated in Raphael's personal style.


It came to pass that Joseph of the church and several years before John's death were overwhelmed in a liter of the next tenor: that which I know of art has come out of me, even though in other times he showed himself more generous.


This long and very complex composition may be considered the supreme works of the Renascentia.


They shall make an extremely idealized prospect of the subjects represented, and the objectives, even though they were quite conceited by the design, seem to suffer from the presimatura_, a term given by his friend Baldassare Castiglione, which ended it as a certain indifference which permeates all the work and which we make us think of or say has flowed without any effort.


According to Michael Levey, Raphael gives a superhuman grace and clarity to his ways in a universe of success.




The picture is of a maximum quality in the first two rooms, but the following conditions, especially the ones that contain dramatic dye action, are not completely perfect for what is concerned with the concept, not in the performance of their judges.


XYZ Other projects


The projects in the Vatican took over most of its time, but even so, he painted a few harbors, including those of his doctors, Popes Julio II and Leon X, the first of whom is considered one of his best guests.


Others of their friends, such as Castiglione, or of the personages of the papal circle, have been brought to service.


Some of the rulers ran to him with their commissions, such as Francis and France to whom he sent two paintings as a diplomatic present of the pontifical.


For Augustin Chigi, the rich master of the Pope, Raphael painted the Giatean_, called the decorating bricks for his _Villa Farnesina_ and painted two chapels in the church of _Sancte Maria della Pace_ and _Sancte Maria del Popolo_.


He also designated part of the decoration of Villa Madama, as well, the work of all the villages was fulfilled by his atelier.


One of the most important of the Papal committees was the series of the _Cartons of Raphael_ (now in the Victoria and Albert Museum), a series of ten cartons for the lids, of which 7 had survived, and which represents scenes of the lives of Sancte Paolo and Sancte Petro, made for the Sistine Chapel.




Cartons have been sent to Bruxelles to be woven in the atelier of Pieter van Aelst the Vetere (a father of the later famous painter Pieter Coecke).


It is possible that Raphael saw the whole term before his death.


They were probably finished in 1520.


And Joseph also designed and painted the Vtic Logia, a wide and narrow gallery open to a court and decorated in the grotesque, typical pencil of Rome.


Raphael painted some important altars, as if by example the St. Cecilia's Extasis and the _Madonna Sistina_.


His last work, to which he had been working until his death, was the last work of the Transfiguration, which in the company of the Passover of Sicily, he showed the address which had taken his art in the last year of his life: a more baroque than a man.


Cardinal Bernardo Dovizi di Bibbiena got from Pope Leon X, to the change of his support for the election, the authorisation to restore the apartment in the interior of the castle of the Vatican.


The Cardinal wanted his apartment to be at the height of the tradition to remain and to commit the project to Raphael.


And with his help they took care of the kind of decorating, inspired by the Villa Adriana in Tivoli and the Domus Aurea, they came up with results of long-standing raffining and elegantness in the classical movements and ornamental elements of old taste, which constitutes a decorating movement for a time.




The building of the stable reflected the culture and taste of Raphael; the performance was made of his students: Giovanni da Udine, G.


Romano and G. F. Penni.


XYZ Atelier


It was said that Raphael had an office with fifty scouts and assistants, many of whom became important artists for their own direction.


It was, perhaps, the greatest tier joined by a large maestro from the picture.


Among other regions of Italy, which were likely to work with their own teams as subcontractors, as well as learners and workers.


There is little information on the atelier and on the whole, as well as on the works of art, often difficult to contribute to the intervention of a specific artist.


After the death of Raphael, the activity of the atelier continued, even so, many of the paintings remained incessant.


The most distinguished members have been Giulio Romano, a young man who is a man of a native, a man of 21 years of age, and Gianfrancesco Penni, already considered to be a master of native origin.


Penni did not reach the same level of reputation as Romano, and after the death of Raphael, he took up the aid post of Giulio Romano for the most part of his career.




Perino of the Wage, already a master, and the Polydoro of the Facievagio, who also rose to the position of a painter, soon as he took up the humble task of transporting materials for the workers, also came to be important to the painters.


Maturino da Firenze, as in Penni's case, was overshadowed by the fame of his companion Polydoro.


Giovanni da Udine enjoyed a more independent status, and was responsible for the decorating of the grotesque decorating of the main bricks.


Most of the artists were scattered, and some of them had a violent death at the root of the Sacco de Rome of 1527.


This has contributed to the spread of Raphael's style throughout Italy and further places.


It is important to give a lot of importance to the fact that Raphael was carrying out a harmonious and efficacious at work, and equally to his ability and patience in resolving the conflicts or contentions between the clients and their guests, something that he cares about Michelangelo with with the partners.


Today, it's almost impossible to decipher the parts that Raphael and his guests carried out, because both Giulio and Penn were dextromans, and there's no doubt there's much more to be done for the last work of Raphael, and probably a few of his horseman's works, because it's made out of the idea than for the performance.




Evil, many of their guests, who are in good condition, show the brilliant performance technology that they reached at the end of their lives.


Others of his distinguished disciples and guests have been Rafaellino del Colle, Andrea Sabbatini, Bartolome Ramenghi, Pellegino Aretusi, Vincenzo Tamagni, Battista Duosi, Tommasdo Vincidor, Timoto Viti - Urbino's painter - as well as the sculler and architect Lerenzetto - Giulio Romano's brother-in-law


It was said that the flamingo Bernard van Orley was working for Raphael for a while, and that Luca Penni, a brother of Gianfrancesco, was a member of the atelier.


XYZ Portraits


On the length of his life, he carried out many harbors where he showed a great measure of gratitude and harmony, exemplary of this was the portrait of Baltasar of Castiglione.


The _Madonne_ and the _pleacity full of beauty and elegantness have been a recurring subject in both its harbors and its paintings.


In the Last Cinderella I give a great feature to the figure of the apostles.


From which he carried out the leaders of great persons like Cardenal Bibibana (c. 1516), the Portrait of Andrea Navagero and Agostino Beazzano_ (c. 1516),  _Portrait of Bindo Alteviti_ (c. 1514),  _Portrait of Tommaso Inghirami_ (1515 -1516),  _Portrait of Cardinal_ (1510 -1511),  _Portrait of Julio II_ (1511 -1512) and  _Portrait of Cardinal Alessandor Farnese_ (1509 -1511).




Many of them are concentrating today on the museums and gallery in Europe.


Raphael's relationship with Leonardo da Vinci in Florentia at the beginning of the 16th century was very significant.


The inspired model is Giconda, which made up the emotional effect of its look and at all the integration between the figure and the landscape made up a reflection model for Raphael.


But in the portraits of Raphael the line shall set out the forms cleanly, which thanks to their certainness shall be converted into a modulo, spatial, in balance between full and empty, in terms of the relation between particularity and universality, in perfect detail of the truths of the person.


And even the career of Raphael shall be determined in the supervising of the pauconventional forms of Perugino, in the acquisition of an autonom, free picture, which shall be the expression of the perfect balance between man and nature.


The clients of the artist are representatives of the high bourgeoisie of the banks and the merchants of the minority aristocratia, while the higher society is headed to more famous painters like Ghirlandaio.


And Joseph's fame and prestige, between 1509 and 1513, receives many small amounts of cardinals and noblest or least at the right end of the world.


He gave a saying to the same time he put out the rooms.


In this way, the evolution of the portrait is interesting.




Notice came to pass in it a greater propensity to represent the signs of the internality, the more he of the affliction of the social establishment; moreover, it turns out that the performance of the figure is more certain and conscious.


XYZ Architecture


After the death of Bramante, in 1514, he was called architect of the basilica of San Pedro.


Most of their architectonic operations have been torn down or changed after their death and on the basis of accepting the designs of Miguel ngel, but there is a few designs.


For the analyse of these, the examination was carried out of the temple, which was very dark, with large pillars on the long side, like a shutter, according to a critical and later analysed analysis of Antonio da Sangallo the Jew.


There is also the Hypothese that the temple has a similar to the sanctuary of Heliodor's expulsion from the temple.


Raphael was called other buildings, and for a short time the most important architect of Rome and the preferment of the father's social circle.


Julio had made changes to the urban arrangement of the city, creating several public lines, the tails seem to be splendoring palaces.




One important building, the Palazzo Branconio dell Aquila del chamblean de Leon X, was completely torn down to make a place for Bernini for San Pedro, a work that was carried out, but was kept for the holiday and for the courtyard.


The facade extolled by a decorated, unusable abridgment for the epoch, including both painted panels on the top floor (of three) and profusing from the mirrors in the middle stage.


The basic design of the Villa Farnesina was not from Raphael, but he appointed him and painted the Chigi Valley for the owner, Agostino Chigi, the master of the father.


The other building, for the doctor of Pope Leon, the Palazzo of Jacobe da Brescia, the building was drawn to a castle in the midway of 1930, and is now kept in the foothills; the building was called as a complement to a castle on the crossroads, by the work of Bramante, where the same Raphael was in residence during a time.


The Villa Madama, a sterling residence of Cardinal Julio ex Mdicis, later of Pope Clemente VII, was never finished, but their plans reveal their proposal.


There was a vision for the plans built by Antonio da Sangallo, and even though he had been destroyed, it was the most famous town to be designated until the time in Italy.


Out of this way, it will be important in the later designs of the building.


(that seems to be the only modern building in Palladio's Rome.)




Only keep the plans of the ground of the great palace for the new one, he stays in Giulia, in the Borgo, for the strange man accumulating the land in their last few years.


It was in an irregular place around the Tiber River.


It seems that the facades were supposed to include a commanding command for uplifted pilasters at least two floors until the full height of the noble plant, a large, non-precedented pencil in a castle of a private character.


In 1515, there were so many powerful guests like the prefect of all the ancients that will be unearthed in the city and about a mile.


A letter is written to Pope Leon to suffer half-way to prevent the destruction of the ancient monuments, and the purpose of a visual inspection of the city to record the old languages from being organized.


The Pope's opinion was different, to seek to re-use antiques made by the construction of the San Pedro, but to ask that all ancient inscriptions shall be fulfilled, as if it were to preserve the statues, and to give permission for the use of the pier.


XYZ Designs


He is considered to be one of the most endless cartonists in the history of Western art and one of whom he used to implement the design to plan their compositions.




According to Armerina, an expert in the artist's life, explains that when he started to plan a composition, there were a great number of designs that he had kept in prison, and began to designate, using figures from there and from there.


He has survived forty schizzes from the _Dispute_ of thence to thence and probably has more among the four hundred leaves that have now been made of their pre-desires; well, they only make up a minimum of what the artist was carrying out, or they were carried out by their atelier.


There were many designs for profiling the postures and composition, apparently at the top of the other painters, to judge by the great mountain on the surface:


That's how Joseph, who was so rich, used to work, always parted from the four or six different ways of exposing the scene, each of them different from the rest, and all of them full of grace and fineness, wrote the author after death.


For John Shearman, art of Raphael marks a shift from production to research and development.


Their work is accompanied by a vast and expensive tasks, which make up a fundamental document on the basis of the painted works, but which must be understood and interpreted as a field of autonomous and original research.


It has been categorized by Fischer as a Roman sojourn.




Of course, from the shadow period, the design made up of a fundamental part of their method of travail: these are mainly natural pieces or studies, which are used to focus a detalio on the composition, even though it is known that the motives of the designs are not transferred to the final work without change or change.


When he was satisfied with a subcomposition, he transferred him to the carton on a regal scale, which was laid out with a tip, left out by donkeys to pass a little out of the run, in the way that was left in the end as a guide.


There was also an unusual and unusual use, as much in the paper as in the yes, with a blind needle, marked with single-opened lines, but no mark.


Yours can be seen on the wall of the school of Athenas, and in many other designs.


The _Cartons of Raphael_, like designs for ribbons that were made, have been completely colored with painting in the temple, and have been sent to Bruselas to be tejides.


In the last works painted by atelier, the designs are often better than the picture.


Most of their designs are laid down, most of the initial schizzes with naked figures are careful facts, and the later designs for preparation have a high level of completion, with sombres and sometimes lit areas of white.




He cared for freedom and energy from some of the schizzes of Leonardo or Miguel Angel, but they were always very satisfying from the point of the summer.


There was an old artist from the last to use the usual way of a metallic device, even though he also knew how to make a sober sober from the most free from the red or black coal.


In their last years were the first artists to use women's models for preparatory designs, even though they have no idea that people are usually used for studying with six.


Garzn,


Technicians are disparate: pencil, blood, pen, tip of lead, or silver, birch, garlic, clean travois, white or colored paper.


XYZ Private and dead life


Rafael lived in Borgo, with quite a luxury and a castle.


Raphael died on April 6, 1520.


XYZ Dialect


A dialect is a variant of language.


Commonly use the dialect term to mean a different variant which is spoken in some (geolect) stories.


An anthropological linguist says that a dialect is a specific variant of a language as used by a community.




From this perspective, no one speaks a language, but everything speaks a dialect of the same.


On the other hand, the use of term (dialect) was very conversant.


For example, the term (dialect) has been reserved for the language of a little prestige with political or cultural stories.


However, it is supposed that the dialect is incorrect when it is referred to in true languages where social or historical reasons are deprecated as inferior, as in Latin-American use in relation to native languages.


There is no use of languages, and dialects, in the scientific way, the scientific framework of linguistics to make an objective distinction, because the distinction between the two provisions depends on a political policy, made by the speakers of different dialects in some historical contexts.


XYZ Yttrium


Yttrium is a Y-symbol chimic element and atomic number 39.


XYZ Cesare


Cesare (Latin: (Caesar_) was a romanan surname, abhorrent to a few members of the people's julie and notably to the dictator Gaio Julio Cesare.


The successors of Cesare adopted his surname as an important title of the leaders of the Roman Empire.


The title has survived until modern times in forms such as _kaiser_ and_tsar_.




XYZVatican City


The Vatican City or the City of the Vatican, officially the State of the Vatican City, a common term simply referred to as the Vatican, with its 20.4 square miles of office, and its 826 inhabitants, the vast and populous land of the world.


It is enclosed in the city of Rome, Italy, with which it has four miles of border.


The chief of the state, which concentrates on legislative, executive and judicial powers, is the Pope, chosen by a conclave of curtains.


The official languages are Italian and Latin.


The number, according to a subscribed agreement with the European Union, is the euro.


The Vatican also provides rail terminal and radio (Vatican Radio).


The Vtican city was created in 1929 by the Pacto de Laterano, signed by Pietro Gasparri, in representation of the Holy See, and Benito Mussolini, first Italian minister, during the bridge of Pio XI.


That was the end of the question, the dispute between the Holy See and the kingdom of Italy that had been in existence since 1870.


The Vatican City is on the UNESCO World Heritage List.


The Holy See, the central authority of the Catholic Church, shall rule the City of the Vatican, and shall be its diplomatic interests.




XYZ Combustible fossil


Fossile combustibles are made up of natural processes such as an anaerobic decomposition of dead organs.


The age of the organisms and their resultant fossil combustibles are typical millions of years, and interdum exceeds 650 million years.


Fossile combustibles containing high percentages of elemental coal, including carbon (petra), oil, and natural gas.


Fossile shells spread out of volatile materials with low amounts of charcoal to hydrogen like methane, to liquid oil, to nonvolatile materials made of almost pure charcoal, as an anthracised.


Methane can be found in the hydro-carbonic fields, alone, associated with oil, or in the form of methane hydratoes.


It is generally accepted that it formed out of the fossilized remains of dead plants by exposure to heat and pressure in the Earth's crust for millions of years.


This biogenic theory was first introduced by Georg Agricola in 1556 and then by Mikhail Lomonosov in the 18th century.


It was estimated by the Energy Information Administration that in 2007 primary sources of oil-consisting energy 36.0%, coal 27.4%, natural gas 23.0%, accompaniment to 86 percent of the build-up of energy in the world.




Nonfossible sources in 2006 included hydro-electric 6.3%, nuclear 8.5%, and other (geo-termal, solar, tides, wind, wood, residues) atop 0.9 for a hundred.


The worldwide energy issue grew to about two and a half percent per year.


XYZ Csar Lattes


Cesare Mansueto Giulio Lattes, more known as Csar Lattes, (Curitiba, 1924 -07 -11 - Campinas, 2005 -03 -08) was a Brazilian physique, co - discoverer of the pine meson.


XYZ Biography


Lates were born in an immigrant Italian Jewish family in Curitiba, in southern Brazil.


He did his first studies in this town and in S Paulo, coming to graduate from the university of S Paulo, which was formed in 1943 in mathematics and physics.


Lates made part of an initial group of brilliant young Brazilians who worked with European professors like Gleb Wataghin (1899 -1986) and Giuseppe Occhialini (1907 -1993).


Lates were considered to be the most brilliant of them and went on to discover, also a lot of young people, like a field searcher.


His colleagues, who also became important Brazilian scientists, Oscar Salon, Mrio Schenberg, Roberto Salmeron, Marcelo dame de Souza Santos and Jayme Tiomno.


With the age of 23 years, he was one of the founder of the Brazilian centre of physical research in Rio de Janeiro.




From 1947 to 1948, Lattes began his main line of research by the study of the cosmic radios, which were found in 1932 by the American physique Carl David Anderson.


He set up a lab at 5000 metres high, in the mountains of the Andes, in Bolivia, using photographic chaps to record the cosmic radios.


A traveller for England with his professor Occhialini, Lattes and worked in the H. H. Wills lab of the University of Bristol, led by Cecil Frank Powell (1903 -1969).


After he had bettered the new nuclear emulsion used by Powell, asking the Kodak Co. to add more boro to her, in 1947, he carried out with them a large, experient discovery of a new atomic part, the same pea (or pion), which disintegrates into a new type of particulates, the muon.


The impetuous young man Lattes began to write a workout for the wizard Nature without his heart with the consent of Powell.


The same year, he took responsibility for the calculation of the new partridge, in a meticulous work.


One year later, working as Eugene Gardner, (1913, 1950) at the university of California in Berkeley, U.S.A., Lattes was able to find out the artificial production of parts of the lab, by the pumping of coals with particulates.


He had 24 years of age.




In 1949, Lattes returned as professor and researcher at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro and in the Brazilian centre of research.


After another brief service in the U.S. (from 1955 to 1957), he returned to Brazil and accepted a position on his own mother, the department of physics of the University of S Paulo.


In 1967, Lattes accepted the position of a full professor at the new institute. Gleb Wataghin, of physique at the University of Campinas, named after his founding professor, whom he also helped to establish.


He also turned the director of the department of cosmic radios, high energy and leptons.


In 1969, he and his group discovered the mass of the co-nominated bulls of fire, a spontaneous phenomean that occurred during the collision of high energy, and which were detected by the use of the nuclear photographic emulsion paths invented by him and placed in the picco of Chacaltaya in the Bolivian Andes.


Lates was retiring in 1986, when he received the title of an honorary doctor and a professor of this university.


He continued to live in a house in the city near the university.


He died of a heart attack in March of 2005.


Lattes is one of the most distracted and decorated brasilian physics, and his work is fundamental to the development of the atomic physics.




He was also a great scientific leader of the Brazilian physiques and was one of the main personalities for the creation of various important institutions such as the National Council of Scientific and Technological Development.


He figures as one of the few Brazilians in Isaac Asimov's biographic encyclopedia of science and technology, as also in British Encyclopedia.


Though he was the first-ever author of the historical article of nature described the same pea, there was the only one who was thanked for the Nobel Prize for Physicians in 1950 for the discovery of a method of studying the nuclear proceedings and the discovery that led to the discovery of the month.


The reason for this apparent negligence is that the policy of the committee of the Nobel until 1960 was to give the prize for the leader of the research group only.


XYZ Citation


XYZ Science must be universal, without doubt. But we must not believe in it at all.


XYZ Fdor Michajlovi Dostoevskij


Fdor Michajlova Dostoj, Zajd Dostevski (in Russian:   ) (in Russian). (in Russian). (in Russian).




It is considered to be the most important of the Russian literature, and is known in all the world, especially for its famous works: _Crimine and Castigation_, White Nights_;  _The Fratras Karamazov_,  _Le Idiot_,  _Le Demons_, and  _Memoirs Hypogee_.


XYZ John von Neumann


John von Neumann (Jnos Lajos Neumann, p.


In the end of this article: /jae no. (I, nojm/; Budapest on December 28, 1903 - Washington, D.C., on February 8, 1957) was an illustrious mathematical, physician, and informatively naturalized figures.


He was an expert polymath in logic, nuclear weapons, economics, and statistic, and is listed among human computers.


He created the architecture of von Neumann.


Miksa, his father, was a master of jurisprudenty.


XYZ Lingua-Hawai


The Hawaiian (Hawaiian: ylelo Hawai) is the native language of the polynesian people of the Hawaiian Islands.


The Hawaiian language is an official language of the State of Hawaii, in the United States of America.


XYZ Alphabeto Hawaiian


There are 13 letters in the Hawaiian alphabet.


XYZ Winston Churchill




Sir Winston Leonard Spencer -Churchill (November 30, 1874 - November 24, 1965) was the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom two times and led the United Kingdom in World War II.


Cognito for his direction, Churchill was also an author, history, artist, and a police officer in the British Army.


He won the Nobel Prize for Litterature in 1953, was made the first Honorary City of the United States of America, and was the final non-regiant person to be honored with a state fund.


Churchill was born in the family of the Dukes of Marlborough.


His father, Lord Randolph Churchill, was a charismatic scholar and Chancellor of the Exchequer; his mother, Jenny Jerome, was an American lawyer.


In his service in the army, he served in Britannic India, in the land of Sudan, and the Second Boer War.


He won a reputation as a correspondant, and wrote his first books in his country.


After his first military service, he led a political career for fifty years.


Before the first World War, he served as the President of the Council of Trade, the Domestic Secretary, and the Prime Lord of Admirality as part of the government led by H. H. Asquith.


It served again in the First World War on the Western Front.




After his return, he served as the Minister of Munitions, Secretary of State of War and Secretary of State of Aere.


In the 1930s, Churchill had no political office, but it was already active in politics, especially against Nazi Germany and promoting the re-armament of the United Kingdom.


At the beginning of the Second World War, the first Lord of New Admirality and after the resignation of Neville Chamberlain in 1940, the Prime Minister was made.


He refused to consider any surrender or compromise in the war inspired the British people who object to the right potters, especially with their charismatic use of the radio.


He led his nation until it won the war.


When the Conservatists lost in the elections of 1945, it became the head of the position.


In 1951, the Prime Minister was born again, until his departure in 1955.


When he died in 1966, his station funeral was attended by a meeting of the state people (and in a rare act, assisted by the queen).


Today, Winston Churchill is already considered to be one of the most remarkable people in the world.


It's already set out and studied as an example of charismatic direction.


XYZ External bindings




 - (English) Books by Churchill


XYZ Magnetic Field


A magnetic field is a force field produced by moving electric carcasses, by electric fields that vary in time, and by the intrinsic magnetic field of elemental particulates associated with the spin of the particulate.


There are two separates, but almost connexious fields to which the name 'magnetic field' may refer: a magnificent field and a magnificent field.


Magnetic field at one point is specified by a_direction_ and a_magnitude_ (or intensity); therefore, it is a vector field.


Magnetic field is the most common field defined in the termini of the Lorentz force, which is employed on moving electric cars.


The relationship between the magnetic and electric fields, and the currents and carcasses that create them, are described by Maxwell's equations.


In special relation, electric and magnetic fields are two interconnected aspects of a single object, called the electromagnetic field tensor; the look of the electromagnetic field which is seen as a magnetic field is dependent on the observer's inertial referral.


In quantic physics, the electromagnetic field is quashed and the electromagnetic interactions result from the photo exchange.




Magnetic fields have had many uses in ancient and modern societies.


The Earth produces its own magnetic field, which is important in navigation because the north of a bus runs towards the pole of the south of the Earth's magnetic field, which has reached the pole of the north geographical field of the Earth.


Rotating magnetic fields are used in electric motors and generators.


Magnetic strengths give information about cargable porters in a material for the effect of Hall.


Interaction of magnetic fields in electric apparitions as transformers are studied in the discipline of magnetic circuits.


XYZ Vide etimam


 - electric field


- electromagnetism,


 - high


 - magnetism


XYZ References


XYZ Hypothese


HYPOTHESE (n) [hi-po-te-se]


XYZ Definition




Supposition, a conjective reason for the lack of data, to explain it, in which you have limited your knowledge.


For the sake of the hypotheses, the admissible, improbable, absurd hypotheses, the hypotheses of the surveyors, a hypotheses on the origin of the universe; by hypotheses, by conjecture, by supposition, by hypotheses, by hypotheses of work, the idea, which serves as a guide to implement a search, an activity.


Hypothese is a process of all scientific research: it consists in assembling a fact even if it was not yet proved, only as a conjecture.


Hypothese is at the outset of the explanation, it pretends the limits of the simple description.


It offers reasons that, in itself, it's only verosimilant yet.


Hypotheses are the preliminary degree of theories, which shall offer a more appropriate explanation to the object and, logically, more consistent.


Hypothetic assertions are to be considered according to a conjective and probability criteria.


- (ext.) probability, case, eventuality. E.g. . .


In logic, which is assumed to investigate the consequences, even if it could not be right.




 - (mat.) in a theorem, the premise or condition which is supposed to be true and from which the teases are drawn.


 - (gram) which comes from a hypothetic period.


 - (jur.) a hypothese of law: an abstract situation considered by the lawmaker to be the subject of a rule.


XYZ Derivatives


Hypothetic


XYZ References


XYZ Catto on black feet


The cat on black feet (_Felis nigripes_) is a feline of the dry regions of southern Africa.


It is the most small of the cats, and it is probably a close cognate of the desert cat.


XYZ Characteristics


The black-haired cat has a light brown skin on which great black scales and lines are spread.


The paws are covered with large and dark rings.


The foot plants are completely black and hairy.


The tip of the thick, short tail is black.


The nose is small, the ears are great, and the head is small, wide and oval.




The cat at black feet reaches a length of 27 to 50 centimeters and a weight of 1 to 3 kilograms.


The tail is between 13 and 20 centimeters long.


XYZ Behaviour


This cat is a nocturnal and lonely animal that is active for two or three hours after sundown.


It mostly hunts like tiny mammifers like mus, gerbills and other rods and musaraneas, but also other little animals like lettuce, little birds, spiders, termites and locusts.


It's a good digger and catches a lot of prey to dig it in.


The cat on black feet will get liquid enough of its food and rarely or never have the need to drink.


XYZ Propagation


After a feat of 63 to 68 days, two or three young men are born in November or December.


The male does not help the care of the young.


XYZ Diffusion


The cat of black feet lives in the semi-deserts, steppes and savannas open and sablose from South Africa, Botswana and Namibia, as well as the Western Cape, the Kalahari and the Karoo.


It prefers the earths to sparse vegetation, but requires bushes, grass poll or a termite in which to hide for danger.




XYZ Edgar Allan Poe


Edgar Allan Poe (born 1809 - 7 October 1849) was a SUA writer.


He is very well known for his poems, such as The Raven, and for his accounts, such as The Murders in the Rue Morgue, the Murderers in the Rue Morgue, and the Masque of the Red Death,


Because of its three stories on the C-detective.


Auguste Dupin, beginning with The Murders in the Rue Morgue, is often considered to be the maker of the modern generation of detective fiction.


The Edgar Prize for detective fiction is called in his honour.


The great popularity of his work in the 21st century is indicated by the fact that he is one of the most widely read authors on the site gutenberg.org (e.g., for the 30 days before April 22, Poe was the most popular author of the 3rd and his Complete Work was the 2nd most popular writer).


XYZ Buddhism


Hinduism is a polytheistic religion that was unveloped in India and taught that the present universe (which is attributed to successful cycles of creation and destruction), has a different eternal existence and no changes.


Hindu philosophy is very rich and varied.




The original holy scriptures of hinduism are the _Vedas,_ written in sanitized verses around the middle of the two millennia in front of the Common Era.


Ordinary Hindus worship many Indian deities, but they are often considered to be aspects of one supreme god (usually Vishnu or Shiva).


There is a few less than a milliard of Hindus, with great concentrations of population in India, Nepal, Fiji, Mauritius, Bali (an island of Indonesia), Guyana and other countries.


The _swamis_ and_gurus_ teaching philosophy and Hindu practices to others; _sannyasis_ give up material life and practice ascetics alone.


The Buddhism, the Jainism and the Sikhism have developed out of the Indian religious tradition, and are looked at in times as forms of hinduism.


Many religious accounts and vocabules are common to all or to all kinds of things.


XYZ Summa Theologia


The Summa Theologica is a medieval opus of theology; written by Thomas Aquinas during the last years of his life - the third part of the book is inconcluded, and was completed by his disciples after all - is most famous of medieval theology, and his influence on later philosophy is invaluable.




Conceived as a handbook for theological education of beginners, rather than as an apologetic work designed to pollute against non-Catholics, the intellectual style of scolastic in the structure of their joints will be overshadowed.


It came from a previous work, the _Summa Against Gentiles_, from more apologetic containments, built up to refute one to one of the associated hereties or the other religion.


The Summa was made up of crafts that answer all all the ipsum structura: part of a question (ask) to consider first the arguments against and post the favourable, ants of arriver to a conclusion.


Arguments usually come from selected authors.


Aristoteles is the accreditation of the logic which has to be used to find the truth, and to establish the theology rationally.


Thomas de Aquino's opus legitly described as a retrieval sketch of Aristoteles to prove the verities of the Christen faith.


Pedro Lombardo, a scholar and the author of the most widely used handbook in the Epoch, is a sape city, which is like Agustin of Hippo, which recognizes the meaning of the main theme in all times.




The other two main origin of the opus are the translation of the V-gloss, admonished to Dionysius the Areopagite, and Maimonides, a Jewish scholar not much earlier than his application of the method admired.


Java XYZ (programmation language)


Java is a programmation language developed by Sun Microsystems and published in 1995 as a central component of the Java platform of Sun.


Language is derived from the majority of its C and C++ syntax, but there is a simpler concept of object, and less grad -bass ease.


Java implementations are compiled into bytecode which can work on the Java (JVM) virtual machine without looking at the computer architecture.


XYZ Exemplo


Here is the program (Hello World) written in Java:


To run this program, the program must be saved in a file called 'Hello.'


This file must be compiled in the bytecode by a Java collector, who produces a file named 'Hello.class '.


XYZ Wilhelm Ostwald


Friedrich Wilhelm Ostwald (Vilhelms Ostvalds), (2 September 1853 in Riga, Lettonia - 4 April 1932 in Leipzig, Saxony, Germany) was a German chemist and philosopher who won the Nobel Prize for Chimia in 1909 for his Spanish studies.




In 1907 he was concerned about the meeting of councils which had the burden to choose the most suitable language for international communication.


The council recommended many revisions to the Esperanto, and recommendations led to the development of it.


After all, Ostwald was among other honorary president of the Academy of Ido.


Ostwald is considered to be the father of physic chimia.


He worked on the catalyse, the chimic balance, and the speed of chimic reactions, and he invented the process of Ostwald.


XYZ Slovenia


Germany, the official Republic of Switzerland, is a country of the European Union which is situated in central Europe.


The land has borders with Italy to the west, with the Adriatic Sea to the south-east, with Croatia to the south and east, with Hungary to the north-east and with Austria to the north.


A list of extensive forests.


Sloven identity is based on all its language.


Around 400,000 Slovenes live outside their land, especially in the United States.


There is also a community of Slovenes in Carinthia.


XYZ Arizona




Arizona is a state in the South West of the United States.


The capital and the greatest city is Phoenix.


It has borders with Utah in the north, with New Mexico in the east, with Mexico (Sonora and Baja California) in the south, and with California and Nevada in the west.


The inhabitants of the people are called from Arizona to Arizonian to Arizonian.


XYZ Etymologia


The etymological origin of the name of the state is uncertain.


XYZ Linguas


Arizona has three languages: English language (74.1%) is the official language, Spanish language (19 percent) and Native language (1.9 percent).


XYZ Ferro


Iron is a Chimic element of symbol Faith and Atomic Number 26.


It is the most common element to form the planet Earth in all, forming much of the Earth's inner and outer nuclei.


It's the fourth-most common element on the earth.


Iron metal has been used with old epochs, even though copper bonds that have lower melting temperature were first used in history.


The pure iron is soft, but the material is hardened and strengthened by uncleanness.


A certain carbon ratio creates steel, which is up to a thousand times longer than pure iron.




Iron has an important role in biology, forming complexes with molecular oxygenum in hemoglobin and myoglobin.


These two compounds are common oxygenous transport products in goats.


XYZ Eric Ahlstrm


Eric Ahlstrm was one of the three members of the World Union for Interlingua (UMI) in Sweden.


At first he loved Interlingua's collateral spelling.


The one referred to as the L-Variant (the Pro-Literary),


He became a secretary for the literary section of the UMI after the first interlingua congress in the city of Tours, France, in 1955.


Later in 1960, he published his work on Scandinavian Writings in Interlingua (_.


In 1967 he published four more of his notebooks with the perspective of Harald Herdal (1900-1978),  stuffed by Hans-Hassa-Zetterstrm (1877 -1946), , A Deserter, by Bo Bergman (1869 --1967) and , the new clothes of the Emperor (for H.C.)


Andersen (1805 --1875).


He made a final edition of translations from the accounts of H.C. Andersen in 1970.




XYZ Kraftwerk (band)


Kraftwerk ([k.aftv.k], German for the electric power station) is a German electronic music band consisting of Ralf Htter and Florian Schneider in 1970 in Dsseldorf.


Kraftwerk was one of the first groups to spread electronic music and are considered to be the pioneers of January and many of its branches like Dance, House, Trance, Italian and Eurodance i.a.


During the 70th year and at the beginning of the 80th, Kraftwerk's characteristic sound was revolutionized and there was a lasting effect on many generations of modern music.


According to The Observer, no other band after the Beatles gave so much to popular culture, and a long range of artists were forced from their music and their image.


XYZ Lupo


The wolf is the teacher of our household dog.


The wolf has a long, dense tail, with upright ears.


He owns a thick skin and varied colour that runs from the white to the arctic areas to different mixtures of white with grey, brown, black and snow.


There are two species, the grey lupus and grey lupo, and the red canis.


They'd make a difference by the grey wolf's height, and they'd get the shortest ears, and the most expensive muse.




XYZ Distribution Zone


The wolf's rule spread to all the Northern Hemispheres.


He covered North America, Greenland, Europe, Asia, only the faint tropics were not of his rule.


But the destruction of its habitation, the creation of neighborhoods in its territory, the growth of human population and all its persecutions and annihilation to be regarded as a damned and prejudiced animal for cattle and humans.


His people were greatly dejected, so he disappeared from many places where he lived before.


Today the largest population is in Canada, Russia and Alaska, the European population is quite reduced and only a few separate groups remain.


XYZ Habitat


Its habitat is varied: in the tundra, forests, mountains, meadows and rich landscapes, it demonstrates its high degree of adaptability.


XYZ Food


This carnivore is fed by great nails, such as Cerv, Ren, Le, Ovibos, when the wolves are organized into bands, but the wolves can also hunt the most small prey of the forest that falls to the ground.


XYZ Dramaturgo




A playwright is a writer who writes dramas.


Some dramatists were specialized in certain generations, such as tragedy or comedy.


XYZ Greece, old


Complete tragedies in Greek still exist by the playwrights Eschylo, Sophocles, and Euripides, and comedy by Aristophanes.


One comedy complete by Menandro alsi exists.


XYZ Roma old


Comedys exist today by two playwrights from the Latin Theatre: Plauto and Terentio.


Ten tragedies exist translationally written to Lucius Annaeus Seneca; schoolrooms today think that only eight of the tenth are true to Sweden.


XYZ Dramaturgos notable


The most famous and popular playwright in the history of the world is William Shakespeare, or at least the playwright whose work is the most frequently represented and translated into the greatest number of languages.


Other famous playwrights include Lope de Vega, Molire, Anton Chekhov, Luigi Pirandello, George Bernard Shaw, Bertholt Brecht, and Samuel Beckett.




Active drama in the 21st century includes Mel Brooks, Judith Malina, Harold Pinter, Wallace Shawn, Neil Simon, Tom Stoppard, and Wendy Wasserstein.


XYZ Perpinia


Perpinia (in French (Perpignan) and in Catalan (Perpiny), the city of south-east France, the capital of the East Pyrenees, in the region of Linguadoc (Rossellon) and the capital of Rossellone.


XYZ Geography


Perpinia is found in the middle of the building and is crossed by the Tt River.


XYZ History


It seems that the city has been established in a Roman agricultural settlement, a village will pertain.


From the end of the age (see 10, Perpinia spreads, it is the capital of the Count of Rossellone.


In 1172, Perpinia is integrated into the Crown of Aragon.


Therefore, the inhabitants of Perpinia have any privileges, such as electing the consuls, one by social class.


Between 1276 and 1344, Perpinia came to a golden age, the city is the capital of the Kingdom of Greaters.


His population and superficiency are multiplied by four at least one seat.




It is also the age of great works. (Ex:Palatio of the kings of Majorca.)


In 1344, the city returns to the Crown of Aragon.


From 1346, the heavy black is present in Perpinia: the development of the city shall be stopped until the 20th secole.


From 1479, the city shall become a strong place, which is fought by the French and Spanish kingdoms. During the rebellion of Catalonia in 1640, the city shall be occupied by French people who have been joined by Spanish rebels in September 1642.


After the surrender of Barcelona in 1654, the General of Catalonia was settled in Perpinia.


The firm of the Peace of the Pyrenees (1659) between France and Spain shall certify the cession of Perpinia to the French Crown.


In 1660 the General is suppressed.


The city will not develop until the beginning of the 20th century when the fortifications are destroyed.


Today, Perpinia concentrates on the majority of the residents of the department.


After a few years, the city has gone into a certain dynamism and thanks to the collaboration with the General of Catalonia (autonomous government of Catalonia) and the Train of High Speed (Francian TGV and Spanish AVE) to approximate in 2009, Barcelona at 40 minutes of Perpinia.


XYZ against the famous




Jacint Rigau (1659 -1743) painted the official portrait of Louis XIV of France.


- Francis Aragn (1786 - 1853), a physico, an astronomer and a liberal scholar acting on the removal of slavery in the French colonies.


Salvador Dal, after all his visit in 1963, said that the Perpinia station was the center of the world.


Enter the station, meet a monument to Dal's honour, and above the street, it's written with a large letter. KM 0, a center of the world.


XYZ Hello World


A program (Hello, world), (English for Hallo, world), often used to make a quick demonstration of a programmation language, for example, in the introductory chapters of manuals and courses.


This type of programme is very simple, and only displays the message. Hello, world over the user's joke.


For the majority of languages, a programme, Hello World, is one of the simplest possible programmes, even though some examples are very complex, in particular those to exhibit the message in a graphic setting (GUI).


The programme, hello, the world, can be a useful test, to indicate that the compiler, the setting of development, and the setting of (run-time) performance are correctly set up.




When you want to try a new collection of utensils for programming, often it's better to try with a simple program (sed one that clearly indicates his success).


There were few test programmes from the invention of programable computers, the tradition of using the phrase. Hell, world, as the indication of success was laid down by an exemplary programme in the book (The C Programming Language_the training of C), by Brian Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie.


The programme copies this book with a wide hello, world wide.


A collection of programmes, hello, the world, written in various languages, can serve as a petra de Rosetta, to help learn and compare languages.


Here are some examples of various languages:


XYZ Textual Ambient


XYZ Document Formats


XYZ Slovenes of Carinthia


Slovenes of Carinthia (Slovene_Koroki Slovenci_) are the autochthone population speaking the Slovene language in the Austrian state of Carinthia.


The Slovenes of Carinthia send their representatives to the Council of Ethnic Groups.


The state of minority is mainly guaranteed by international consent and law.




XYZ History


XYZ Population migration


The region, where the Dutch language is spoken, was initially populated in the end of the migration of people by the Western Slavs and after finally by the southern Slavs, who became the most predominant group.


A southern Slavic language with Western Slavic influence came.


In the end of the migration of the people, a proto - Slavic national state named Carantania, the forerunner of the later Carinthian Duchy, came to pass; it spreads far beyond the present area of the present state and says that its political centre was in the poor Gosposvetsko.


XYZ Medievo and modern times


Under Charle Magne, Carantania became a part of the Carolingian Empire and, in the consequences of the Holy Roman Empire.


As a result of this, the noble German family was gradually prevailing, but the people remained in the country.


Finally, the Bavarians changed their homes to Carinthia as colonists.


They colonized the once-sparsely populated regions, such as forested regions and high valleys.


Only here and there did it turn out to the direct displacement of the Slavs (the development of the Dutch did not exceed any more).




However, a process of assimilation by the Germans began.


In the 19th century, about two thirds of the Carinthians had spoken German in this way.


However, Klagenfurt, in this time a German city with a native environment, was the predominant native scholar.


XYZ 19 and 20th centuries


After the nationalist movement emerged in Austria - Hungary, the process of assimilation accelerated; at the same time, the conflict between national groups grew stronger.


In the end of the World War I, the State of the Slovenes, Croats and Serbos for a short time occupied the districts, where the majority still used the Slovene language.


The armed conflict followed, and this question also divided the people of Switzerland.


In the referendum area, in which about 70% of the population was Slovene, 59% of the electors voted to stay in Austria.


In front of the referendum, the government promised to ensure that it would promote and support the retention of the Dutch culture.


More than economic and other arguments, it caused about 40 percent of the living Slovenes in the referendum area to support Carinthian unity.




But this differed in different areas; majority voting to become part of the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes were in many cities.


Like anyone else in Europe, nationalism grew in the period between the wars.


In short, assimilation was forced to divide the Slovenes to non-Slowenisch and _Windish_, also to deny that their language - a beautiful dialect with many words borrowed from German - is a native of all things.


It ended with a look at persecution in the Tertie Reich.


It was possible to prevent persecution to propose to be _Windisch_ and to associate a promise of assimilation.


In the same time, many Slovenes took part in resilience of Yugoslav guerillas.


Wraps of Yugoslavia after the war again took up parts of Carinthia, including its capital, Klagenfurt, but they withdrew under the pressure of British forces.


Because of this extreme development on both sides, the atmosphere between the two groups was extremely strained after World War II and the Slovene language continued to retreat, even though in the linguistically mixed regions, all the pupils had to suffer a bilingual education.




But because of that, German-famiglias members were told amongst the numbers of native Carinthians in the publications of the Communist Liubliana, because they denied their knowledge of the Slovene dialect and the everyday community among the ethnic groups ceased.


In 15th May 1955, the Austrian State Treaty was signed.


Article 7 regulated the oaths of the Dutch and the Croatian minority.


In the 1975 year, the Dutch Unity List failed to get into the Carinthian Diet by a pile.


With the argument that in the election the population would have to vote for the political parties, not according to their ethnicity, before the following election in the year of 1979, the originally single electoral district of Carinthia was divine and these parts were combined with pure German parts of the state.


In the new election districts, the native natives of the population were driven so much that it was no more possible for representatives of ethnic minority to arrive on the diet.


The Austrian Center for the Ethnic Groups and representatives of the Slovenes of Carinthia see how the tentative succeeded in reducing the political influence of the minority.


In 1970 years, the situation was once again understood in the same way as the two-way dispute of local names, but after that it became less tense.




But until the present, particular declarations of the Dutch politic continues to be interpreted by some of the natives as the native pretentions of the territorial and they also look at the territorial integrity of Carinthia as not guaranteed yet.


These interpretations are rejected and by the Dutch government and by the organizations representing the interests of the Slovenes of Carinthia.


They say that the integrity of Carinthia is not a question at all.


XYZ Current development


After the years of 1990s, an interest in the native language of a part of Carinthians speaking German language is perceptible, but the proportion of men of a certain age grows.


The success of Jrg Haider (the governor of Carinthia after year 1999) shall make a political question of the bilingual table dispute of local names showing that the conflict is, as before, still present.


XYZ Regions have been populated by Slovenes and their owners


At the end of the 19th century, the people of Carinthia understood about a quarter or a third of the total population of Carinthia, which, at noonstance, in this time included parts, which were interceded.


During the 20th century, the numbers fell, especially because of the pressure assimilated, to an official number of 2.3 per cent of the total population.




For the German press came mainly from the west and north, the present region lay in the south and east of Carinthia, in the valleys of Jauntal, Rosental, the Lower Lavantal, the mountains of Sattnitz between Klagenfurt and the river of Drava, and the Lower Gailtal (as for Trpolach).


Kstenberg and Diex are approximately the northernmost points of the present novel population.


The highest of Carinthian Slovenes is Sele (89 per cent), Globasnitz (42 per cent), and Eisenkappel (42 per cent), according to the 2001 census of the year, which was required of the preferred mother tongue and language.


The actual number of Carinthian Slovenes shall be discussed, for the representatives of the Dutch organizations and the representatives of Carinthian traditional organizations shall describe the results of the census as incorrect.


Their opinion is that the results of censuses fluctuate heavily in individual towns, running heavily with political tension in minor matters.


In consequence, the results would underestimate the real number of Carinthian Slovenes.


The southern Carinthian town of Gallizien is called an exemplary: according to the census of the year in 1951, the proportion of Slovenes (which is called Galicija) was 80%, but in the year in 1961 - without any significant migration and with the approximate population - the proposal was limited to only 11 per cent.




Like an additional example, the results of the ex-municipality of Mieger (now in the town of Ebental) are cited, which in the years 1910 and 1923 had a Dutch population (which is called the town of Medgorje) of 96% and 51% respectfully, but only 3 percent in the year 1934.


After World War II and a relaxation of relations between ethnic groups, the census in the year 1951 showed a result of 91.5 per cent.


Finally, in the year 1971, during the Carinthian dispute of local names, the number of Slovenes rose again to 24 percent.


Representatives of the Carinthian Slovenes look at the results of censuses as the most low-lying absolute.


These referred to in the investigation in 1991 in bilingual parochials, which contained a question of the colloquial language used by parochial members.


The results of this investigation (50 thousand members of minority members) made a difference to those in the census, which occurred in this year (circa 14 000).


On the other hand, traditional Carinthian organizations love the real number of people as a native of 2 000 - 5 000 people.


XYZ Lingua


XYZ Dialects




The Carinthian dialects of the Slovene language spread across the borders of Carinthia.


It is spoken in the bilingual regions, which until the year of 1918 formed the Duchy of Carinthia (in addition to the state of Carinthia, the high Kanaltal is around Tarvisio and the Meika dolina in Switzerland).


Additionally, a Dutch Carinthian dialect is spoken in Ratee in Switzerland, very much on the border with Italy, a town of Upper Carniola, and the high river of Drava in Bashe Styria.


It can be said to subdialects spoken in the Jauntal, Rosental, and Gailtal.


The dialect of Obir, which is influential by the dialect of Upper Carniola, may be seen as a subgroup of the dialect of Jauntal.


Carinthian dialects are particularly unadulterated.


In the German regions present, the Slavic base of local names and pastures until the valley of the river of Mll can be demonstrated.


In any case, the German and the Slovene languages exercised a tone-influenced and vocabulary at the age of the century.


XYZ The term (Windish)


The description of Mondish was originally applied in the German language for all Slavic languages and particularly for the Slovene language in South Austria.




The term is still used by German nationalists as a general term for Dutch dialects spoken in Carinthia.


However, because of the historic pejorative associations, it is rejected by a large portion of the population of Slovenes in Carinthia.


In census, _Windisch_ is counted as a separate language.


Interestingly, this term is resuscitated by beautiful groups in Switzerland and there for the sake of venison theory.


XYZ Litterature after World War II


In the year of 2000 years, the noble literature in Carinthia is a literature which is delivered from provincialism.


XYZ Education System


In 1848, the Ministry of Education decreed that pupils of compulsive schools should be taught by their respective mother tongue.


The efforts of German nationalists in Carinthia to change this rule were fruitless until the end of the 1860s.


Between the year of 1855 and 1869, the system of co-pulsory Swedish schools was in the hands of the Catholic Church, which was traditionally friendly to the Slovenes.




After the year of 1869, there was a great change in the instruction to use the mother tongue in education, resulting from the imperial law of state schools, because after that time, the power to support the school was able to determine the language of education.


This led to a great proposal from the compulsive schools, which were used to teach only the pupils, who still did not gain a proper knowledge of the German language.


Only a few schools were left to stay brightly beautiful (three in the year 1914).


The Utraquist form of schools remained in existence until the year of 1941.


This system of schools was rejected by Slovenes as an instrument of Germanisation.


In October 3, 1945, a new law of schools was adopted.


The law looked at a bilingual education for all children in the traditional Dutch regions, without looking at the ethnic group they belong to.


A bilingual education occurred in the first three years, after the Dutch language was a compulsive subject.




After the Treaty of Austrian State was signed in the year 1955 (which also solved the question to open the Austrian border course, which was implicitly associated with it), there were protests against this system, which was overshadowed in the year 1958 by an expo.


As a result of this development, Ferdinand Wedenig, the governor of Carinthia, decreed in September 1958, that kinsmen or tutors may resist their children from a bilingual education.


In March 1959, the education system was once again altered, which pupils had to submit for a bilingual education.


As a result of a desolate compulsion associated with declaring his allegiance to an ethnic minority, the numbers of pupils in the bilingual system were deeming.


In the year 1958 only 20.88 per cent and in the 1970s only 13.9 per cent pupils registered for German-Slovenian education.


The law of schools for minorities was altered by a three-party agreement (Austria Social Democratic Party, Austrian People's Party, Austrian Freedom Party), which looked at the separation of large pupils from primary schools to those who taught bilingually and taught only by the German language.


The question, chiefly of bilingual schools must have a bilingual qualification, it remains controversial.




An extension of the offering of schools is confronted with the general development in the system of bilingual education described above; it is seen as critical of the native organizations.


In the year 1957, the Federal Gymnasium and the Royal Federal Gymnasium for Slovenes was founded, in its building the Federal Bilingual Commercial Academy was built after the year of 1991.


After the year of 1989, a centre of teaching is financed by the Catholic Church in St Peter's in Rosental (Municipality of Sank Jakob im Rosental).


After a decision of the Constitution Court, pupils of schools in Klagenfurt can set up a publicised primary school, additionally financed by the Ecclesia.


As a result of a private initiative, the Carinthian Music Schola was founded in the year 1984 and it will receive public funds after the year of 1998, when a cooperation agreement was reached with the State of Carinthia.


However, the amount of this financial support (with a relation to the number of pupils) shall meet the amount of equal treatment from the Austrian National Minorities Center, because the other musical school in Carinthia has a higher mountain per head.


The Music Schola of Carinthia can continue, but with the contribution of Switzerland.


An interesting growing of people in bilingual education is generally perceptible after the year of 1990.




In the year of schooling 2007/08, 41% pupils in primary schools in the region, where the system of schools for minoritys is applied, were registered for bilingual education - the ratio of children without a previous knowledge of the native language at the top of 50 percent.


XYZ Institutions of civil society


The Dutch minority in Carinthia has a well-moved ratio of civil society institutions.


The main organizations of paraluvia are the National Council of the Slovenes of Carinthia, representing Christian and conservative opinions, and the Association of Slovene Organizations, closer to the dominant and liberal policy.


The main policy is the Unity List, a political joint platform, which features a candidate in local elections.


Other important organizations include:


XYZ Frank Sinatra


Francis Albert Sinatra (December 12, 1915 - May 14, 1998) was a state singer, actor and producer.


He was one of the most popular and most influential music artists of the 20th century.


He's one of the most famous artists, selling in all the world more than 150 million records.




Born in Hoboken, New Jersey and the Italian immigrant's son, Sinatra began his music career during the swinging field, with the big band being taught by Harry James and Tommy Dorsey.


That's how it happened as a solo artist and signed with Columbia Records.


He was cognized for his popularity with teenagers.


His first album  The Voice of Frank Sinatra_ was published in 1946.


He started his career in film too.


At the beginning of the 1950s, his career was bled.


He played gigs in Las Vegas and his popularity was back with his role in the film _From Here to Eternity_ (1953).


He won an Academy Award (Oscar) because of it.


He continues it with a series of songs called: (In the Wee Small Hours_ (1955), (Songs for Swingin' Lovers!_ (1956)), (How to Fly with Me_ (1958)), (Only the Lonely_ (1958)) and _Nice'n' Easy_ (1960)).


Sinatra went to Columbia Records to start his record company Reprise Records and published more popular albums, including the September of My Years_ (1965).


During the tenth, he also took part in a famous TV program, Frank Sinatra: A Man and His Music, and worked with Count Basie, Tom Jobim and Duke Ellington.


Sinatra was retiring in 1971, but returned two years later.




He published more of the albums and performed gigs, usually in Las Vegas.


His last success was the song New York, New York_, published in 1980.


He continued to make tools in the United States and other countries until before his death in 1998.


Sinatra was produced as a film actor, especially music films such as _On the Town_ (1949), _Guys and Dolls_ (1955), _High Society_ (1956) and _Pal Joey_ (1957).


He was also in the company with the Golden Arm of (1955) and the Manchurian Candidate of (1962).


He was also hungry because of his rolos like detectives, including , Tony Rome_ (1967).


He was also involved in television, including the Frank Sinatra Show, which began in 1950, and political campaigns.


The fbi was investigating allegations that he was in the mafia.


His life was full of events, including his marriages with the guests Ava Gardner and Mica Farrow, and with Barbara Marx.


Cognised by his presence as an interpreter, his sense of passion and his perfection, Sinatra also had an influence on his sound and musical direction.


He won ten - one Grammy Award and other number-of-the-art honors.




XYZ Sephardi


Separd, and Sephardite (notices also: Spanish and Iberian Jew, in Hebrew: ptmoni, in Hebrew: yhudi Sfaraddd, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in English, in Spanish, in English, in Spanish, in the 1498, there were some other languages, in Spanish, and in the 1498, in the 1498 in the year of the 1498 in the postage of the Spanish city.


This sephardim set out a day, particularly in the various parts of the Ottoman Empire and in the Lower Islands.


Some of them, the cryptos, the judges called by the sea, stayed in Iberia, or in the Spanish empire in Americas, and added to being Catholic, but secretly engaged in Jewishism.


Through the centuries, Sephardi was growing up, including England (whom the king has driven out the Jews in 1290) by starting in 1650s when the Jews were appointed by the government of the Revolutionary Republic of Oliver Cromwell and the English colonies in North America that have become the United Nations.


During the 20th century, a large part of the Sephardi population has migrated to Israel.


The translational language of the Sephardi Jews, referred to as the Hebrew alphabet, is a dialect of Spanish writing in the Hebrew alphabet.


The etymology of the word is of Sepherad_ (Seperad_) the name of the Hebrew from a double location that was identified with Espania.




Today is a common way used in a higher sense, and referred to in all the congregations of Jews, who are not Ashkenazi, including the Mizrahi Jews of the commoners who were traditionfully speaking in the Arab language, the Persian-speaking Jews, and the others who did not use the Ashkenazi version of Jewish rivers and traditions.


XYZ Jimmy Carter


James Earl Carter Jr.


(Plains, Georgia, SUA, October 1, 1924 - ), more known as Jimmy Carter, is a state-of-the-art political scholar who was the 39th President of the United States of America from 1977 to 1981.


He received the 2002 Nobel Prize for the Pace, and he is the President alone who has received the prize after the end of his chairmanial term.


Before he became President, he served as a state-of-the-art marine officer, and he was an arachid farmer.


He serves two terms in the senate of Georgia from 1963 to 1967 for the Count of Sumter, and a term of office like the Governor of Georgia from 1971 to 1975.


He became the State President in 1977, after him and the candidate for the vice-president of his party, Walter Mondale, who beat Gerald Ford in the 1976 Presidential Election.


During his chairmanship, Carter pursued the Camp David Pace Agreements, the Panama Canal Treaties, the Treaty of SALT II, and returned the Panama Canal Zone to Panama.




Carter presides over a period of international economic bleeding and inflation.


His presidential term had many events, such as the Iranian Hostage Crise, the Three Mile Island Accident, and the invasion of Afghanistan by the Soviet Union.


For 1980 his popularity was overwhelmed.


He survived by a primary defense of Ted Kennedy for the Democratic Party's presidential nominee.


He was beaten by Ronald Reagan, the candidate of the Republican Party this year.


Carter obtained 49 election votes to 489 for Reagan.


After his chairmanship, Carter and his wife founded the Carter Center to advance justice and democracy throughout the whole world.


XYZ External bindings


Jimmy Carter at the Nobel Prize


XYZ Luna


The moon is the only natural satellite of the earth.


His diameter is less of a third of the earth (3,476-mile), his supercise, one-tenths (37,700,000-km) and his volume, about one-tenths of twenty-seven thousand miles (21,860,000 m).


Gravitated to the surface is 0.165 G, such a small value that Luna could not ever possess an atmosphere beyond mini-sculp trails.




With the equatorial diameter of 3474, it is the fifth-tallest of the solar system, which is the highest of the largest planet's diameter and 1/81 of its mass.


After me, it's also the second to tell the most dense.


It is met with synchronous relations with the Earth, always showing the same face to the planet.


The visible hemsphere is marked with dark moonshine seas of volcanic origin between the glittering ancient mountains and the unscathed astroblems.


Though the brightest object in the sky after the sun seems to be in appearance, his superficiency is in reality very dark, with a reflection similar to that of coal.


His success in heaven and his regular cycle of the Phases has made an object of the moon with a major cultural influence from the antiquity to the language, as in the calendar, art or mythology.


The gravitational influence of the Moon produces the tides and increases in the duration of the day.


Orbital distance from the Moon, about thirty times the diameter of the earth, makes it appear in the sky with the same grain as the sun, and allows the moon to cover the sun in the whole sun.


The moon is the only celestial body on which human beings have made an inhabited descent.




While the program of the Soviet Union was the first to reach the Moon by a non-inhabited spaceship, the program of the United States opened the only other languages inhabited until today, beginning with the first lunar orbit inhabited by Apollo 8 in 1968, and six inhabited landings between 1969 and 1972, including the first of Apollo 11 in 1969.


This mission returned with more than 380 pounds of moon rock, which was allowed to reach a detailed geologic understanding of the origins of the Moon (it is believed that it was made up of 4500 million years after a great impact), the formation of its internal structure, and its later history.


Since the mission of Apollo 17 in 1972, it has been visited uniquely by uninhabited spatial probes, particularly by the master, so-called Lunokhod.


Since 2004, Japan, China, India, United States, and the European Space Agency have sent orbiters.


These spatial ships have confirmed the discovery of iced water fixed on the moonbed in the crates that are found in the permanent shadow area and are placed on the poles.


It's made a future mission that lives on the moon, but they don't even start yet.


The Moon stands under the tract of the outer space, free for the exploration of any nation with peaceful purposes.


Luna Orbit


XYZ (for the moon to come out an hour (more or less) later each day?




XYZ this is easily explained by knowing the orbit of the moon around the earth.


Luna moves around the earth at once for a month.


(Solo as a curious gift shall tell us that, in English language, the word of the word of the word of a non-moonth-day offering, it would be very easy to spot the moon's motion in its orbit.)


This movement makes the Moon advance about 12 degrees in the sky every day.


If the earth did not lie down, what it would see would be the moon wandering across the sky for two weeks, and depoise would disappear and be two weeks away (during which the moon would be visible in the Globo's opposite).


However, the Earth completes a gyro every day (e, by certain, the direction of gyro is for the east), while the moon moves in its orbit for the east).


So, every day, the earth is over 50 minutes longer than the moon to go to the moon again (which means that we can see the moon in the sky). The Earth's gyro and the moon's orbit movement combines, of such luck that the moon's coming out of the moon is carried out in the order of 50 minutes each day.


To notice the movement of the moon in its orbit, it must be in mind of its location at the time of the sunset for a few days.




Its orbital motion will take it to the east of the sky every day.


XYZ Ayapaneco


Ayapaneco or Nuumte Oote (tr.


(Voce Ver_) is a language of the mixed family, one of the 68 native languages in Mexico.


With only two fluent speakers left (Manuel Segovia, 75, and Isidro Velazquez, 69), the language was reported in the imminent experience of existence by the newspaper  The Guardian_ in April 2011.


A vibrant language, when in a minority, until the middle of the 20th century in Tabasco, the language suffered after the introduction of Spanish education, urbanisation and migration of its speakers.


Daniel Suslak, an Assistant Professor of Anthropology at the University of Indiana, is one of the linguists who works to prepare a first dictionary of language.


The National Institute of Indigenous Languages (INALI) (National Institute of Indian Language) has demonstrated interest in revitalising language.


XYZ Multifactorial Authentication


Multifactorial authentication is a method of authentication in which a computer's user earns access only after correctly presenting two or more pieces of obviousness, referred to as an authentication mechanism:




1


I don't know anything that only the user knows, 2.


(possession_) Something the user only owns, and 3.


You don't mean anything the user is.


XYZ Bifactorial authentication is the term used when only two of the three precious factors are used.


A good example of bifactorial authentication is to take money from an auto potter; only the correct combination of a bank letter (one which the user owns) and a number of personal identification (one which the user knows) allows for the removal.


Two other examples are to be fulfilled by the user's contrasign with a single user (OTP) or by a code generated or received by an authenticator (e.g.


a security apparition or a clever phone) which only the user owns.


Two-step verification or two-step authentication is a method of confirming the identity laid down by the user using a thing that he knows (contrasign) and a second factor that is neither a possession nor a understanding.


For example, the second step may be asked to repeat something sent by an alternative communication channel, or to check a number of six fingers generated by a common application to the user and the authentication system.




XYZ Afghanistan


Afghanistan, officially known as the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, is a country without access to the sea in the crossroads of Central Asia and South Asia.


It runs east and south of Pakistan to the West, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Tadzhikistan to the north, and China to the north-west.


It is a mountain country with plains to the north and south-west.


Kabul is its capital and the largest city in the land.


The population is of around 32 million, mainly made up of ethnic groups Pashtuns, Tajiks, Hazaras and Uzbeks.


Humans were known to live in the region called Afghanistan at least 50 thousand years ago.


The first human colonies are set up in the sitting form of 9 000 years ago, gradually developing into the civilisation of the Valley of the South, into the Bactria-Margian archeological complex or the civilization of Oxus and the civilization of Helmand of the third millennium.


XYZ Etymologia


Afghanistan means the land of the Africans,


In its modern use it is derived from the word _afghano_.


The Pashtuns began to use the Afghan term as a name for themselves.




XYZ History


Nominated in the antiquity of Ariana, the territory of present-day Afghanistan was part of the Achemenid Persian Empire, of the Hellenic kingdom of Bactria, of the Kushan Empire and of the Sassani Persian Empire.


After the disparagement of the Hellenistic kingdom, the land embraced Buddhism and hinduism as religion.


Later they were moved by Zoroastrianism and later converted to the land of Israel with the arrival of the Muslims in the 636th year.


XYZ Territorial Organization


Afghanistan is divided into 34 provinces, each with a governor and a capital.


XYZ Thirty-Year War


The war of Thirty Years, from 1618 to 1648, was a series of wars in Central Europe, including the majority of European nations.


The war was one of the most destructive in the history of Europe, and one of the longest wars in modern history.


Initially, the impetus of the war was religious, fought between the Protestant and Catholic States; none of the fact that every state was part of the Holy Roman Empire, the way was to change the balance of power in the empire.


Gradually, the war became more general, surrounding more European nations.




In this summer, the war formed a continuation of the rivalry between France and the Habsburgs for political power on the continent, which caused more interaction between the power of France and the Habsburgs.


The war of Thirty-Years was completely denuding regions for the sake of raging armies (_beautiful is all the days).


Famines and sickes prevented the population of the German States, Bohemia, the Lower States, and Italy, and the majority of fighting power was made banked by the coasts.


Though the armies of each army were not mercenaries, in which they did not change their loyalities, some real soldiers were mercenary.


The problems of discipline were thankful for the nature of any of the military financials in the 17th century; armies were created to be founded with spolias and tributes from controlled regions.


This created state without a law, which impeded the conditions in the occupation of the nations.


The war of Thirty Years ended with the treaties of Osnabrck and Mnster, part of the Westphalia Pace.


XYZ Abomaso


The abomas is the fourth stomach of ruminants and it corresponds to the ventricle of other animals.




In the young, ruminants are about 50 percent of the size of all stomachs, but in adults only 10-20 percent, which is 10 -20 liters.


Contrary to the antsomachos, it has a beautiful glandulous membrane that produces chlorydric acids and enzymas.


So the content of the abomas is very happy, pH about 3.


The most of the microbes die there, and they will be found in the sights that will be absorbed in the summer of the summer with other products that are found in the abomae.


The aboma's enzyme is called a quail and contains chymosin and pepsin.


Only a young man who drinks milk still produces quail and his function is hesitating the case while the milk cloaks which enables the continued fermentation.


From time to time, however, the man has used a quay to produce cheese.


So there are a lot of young calfs, and they've cut off the enzymas in the water.


A single abomas is enough to produce 300 pounds (300 kg) of cheese.


The abomase is edible and in culinary cones it is called a trip The famous silver blooming lampplate consists of abomas which are covered with tomatoes, chisel, petrosilio and seleri.


XYZ Maladias




The abomas of milk cows, which often eat concentrated forage (= few straws), can be spread by too many gases, which increases the risk of abomae dislocations.


The most common is to dislodge the sinner of the romine, but to the right, sometimes in combination with the torsion of the abomas, which is a serious state.


These mislocations can be corrected to make the cow lie on the back, and to the belly as it rolls the cow back.


A cow usually makes little resistance during such a manipulation.


At times a surgical operation is necessary.


Vaca can suffer from gastric ulcers caused by too focused forage and by chlorydric acid.


It can be like a cause of serious bleeding.


XYZ Chirality


Chirality is the property which has an object which cannot be superseded with its speculable image.


XYZ Origin


The mechanical theory of the origin of chirality in the biological world is an integral part of the model of ecopoesis by the origin of life.




The chiral-propagation mechanism presented here by racemic aminoacy is a minimally denuded version of the forms of possible balance in the hyper-carbonic medium.


In accordance, the N-carboxylation and protonation of the carboxyl of the main chain are essential, but the actual reactive species may ask for the addition of CO2 or H2S to the peptide material, with the use of ordinary or thioacids.


Except for the fact that modern organisms use optically active, this mechanism is otherwise congruent with today's biochemy.


In the middle of hyper-carbonics, the flavours are deprived of zlitterial characters.


The nucleophilic attack of the carboxylated amino group on the carboxyl is easily protonated, which generates an adduct that will contain a stable carbanion for resonance.


Asymmetric recombination with the proton is directed by the masterminocide laid down in the previous cycle.


Because initiation can be made by acyclation with an achiral carboxylic acid, the first mastermind of the chain can be made of two enantiomers, but it is determined by the chiral orientation of all sub-seconds, producing homo-chiral polypepties.




The other important aspect is that the acylation of the group at the end of the body of the carboxyl group's package is increasing the probability that it will be protonated and favoured by the length of the catenas already in the training process, to the detriment of the attacker to monomers.


XYZ Character Encoding


In informatics, a character encoding is used to represent a collection of characters for a generation of encoding systems.


Depending on the level of abstraction and context, the corresponding code points and the resulting codespace can be looked at as bit patrons, bytes, natural numbers, electric pulses, etc.


In another medium, generally electronic, it particularly facilitates information transmission.


Though the character encoding has a use of crypto, its common use is to represent letters in telecoms.


Character encoding is used in computation, in data immagazing and transmission of textual data.


The first codes of characters associated with the optical or electric telegraph represented only one share of the characters used in written languages, some times limiting the letters of majuscula, to the number and only a few points.




The low cost of the digital representation of data in modern IT systems shall allow for more elaborate characters codes (such as Unicode) which represent the majority of characters used in many languages written.


Encoding of characters using internationally accepted standards allow for worldwide exchange of text in electronic form.


XYZ Vide etimam


 - ASCII


Code dies,


 - EBCDIC


Unicode


Appendice:Symbols list of character encoding in HTML and ASCII


XYZ British Empire


The British Empire was composed of the dominions, colonies, protectorates, mandates, and other territories.


It came from overseas colonies and trading posts created England in the 16th and 17th centuries.


In its peak, it was the greatest empire in the history of the world, and for more than a century, its most powerful overall power.




In 1922, the British Empire reigned over 458 million people, a fifth of the population of the world, and owned a quay of the superfaced area of the world; the lot of people, the only new ones on British Empire, (English): the only one of them is laid by the British Empire.


His political, cultural, linguistic legate is extensive, one today.


Today, the group of nations that were part of the British Empire is referred to as the Confederation of Nations.


In the Evo de discovery in the 15th and 16th centuries, Portugal and Espania conducted European exploration, and in doing so, created empires overseas.


Then, to bring forth so many riches, England, France, and the Lower Valleys, they began to create their own colonies.


A series of wars in the 17th and 18th centuries caused hooks over France and the Lower States, and caused England (after 1707 and the union of England and Scotland, Great Britannia) as the predominant colonial power in North America and India.


The loss of the Tenth - Three Colonies in 1783 after its independence war caused a loss of population and economy, and British attention changed to its Asian, African, and Oceanic possessions.




After the French Empire was over in 1815, the British Empire passed a seat like the world's world-contempt power.


XYZ Silvano


Silvano was a god whose Latin name means, from the forests; he was patronizing the fields and their limites, not less than the plants and all the wild forests.


He seems to be an adaptation of the Etruscan god (Selvans_s) without relation to the Greek Silene or the Sileans (similabile to the satys or fauns).


Hygino reports that Silvano was the first to erge stones to sign the limits of the fields, and that every property was overlaid with three Silvanes: _Silvanus domestics_ (namely a few inscriptions such as _Silvanus Larum_ and _Silvanus sanctus sacer Larum_), _Silvanus aggressis_ or_salutaires_, which were worshiped by the shepherds, and -Silvanus orientalis_, i.e.


the God who watched over the point where the property began.


That's where Silvanos spoke in the plural (Silvani_).


Silvano is more described as the divinity that protects flocks of cattle, promotes their fertility, and for the soups.


Like other gods of flocks and forests, he rejoiced at the music, and the syringe was shaken.


He's talking about the panes and the Nymphas, and the later specs have identified him with Pan, Fauno, Invo, and Egipan.




He must have been associated with the Italian Mars, because Caton calls him Marte Silvano.


In non-Italian times, Silvano was identified with the gods of Israel, Sink, and Twice in Gallia and Germany, with _Callirio, Cocidio_ and _Vinotono_ in Great Britannia, with _Calaedico_ in Spain, with the _Mogias_ in Pannonia and with_Poinino_ in Mesia.


In Latin poetry as in various works of art, Silvano always appears like an old man, but in love with Pomona.


Vergilio writes to him by carrying a cypress ( ), concerning which tree this legend is reported: Silvano, or according to other Apollon sources, was in love with the young Cypariso.


The God has suddenly killed a bead that belonged to him.


More tames and turns into a cypress.


Like sacrifices offered to Silvano uvas, spices of grain, milk, meat, wine, and pigs.


Vergilio says that the Pelasgos of the Sea Tyrrhen had dedicated to Silvano a forest and a feast at a long time.


It is written that his patronate of agriculture referred only to the work done by men, and that the ladies were excluded from his own age.


XYZ Norfuk Ailen


Norfuk Ailen (in Norwegian) or Norfolk Island (in English, meaning Norfolk Island) is an island in the Pacific.




Officially, the Teritarius a' Norfuk Ailen (Nerfuk) or Norfolk Island territory (English: Norfolk Island territory) of Australia, it has a 34.6-mile square area and is suitable for Australia, New Zealand, and New Caledonia, located 1412 km east of Evan's Head in Australia.


Today, many of the people of Norfuk Ailen descend from the millers of HMS Bounty, because the inhabitants of Pitkern Ailen, Insula Pitcairn, stood in the hall when the population of Pitkern Ailen was too big for the island.


XYZ Geography


Norfuk Ailen is in the Tasman Sea, a part of the South Pacific.


The island is in eastern Australia and northern New Zealand.


There is no lake or river in Norfuk.


The island's shoreline is 20 miles (32 km) first rush.


Monte Bates (319m) is the highest point in the island, and is next to Mount Pitt (318m).


The territory of Norfuk Ailen includes two sululettas: Philip Ailen (or _Phillip Island_ in English) and Nepeyan Ailen (or _Nepean Island_).


Kingston is the official capital, but Ban Pain (English: _Burnt Pine_, i.e.


Pino Ardite) is the main bureau and _de facto_ capital of the island.


XYZ History




Norfuk Ailen was inhabited by Polynesian people, from New Zealand or the Kermadec Islands in the north of New Zealand, c.


1300 - 1400 CE.


These people lasted for several generations in the island, but disappeared together in front of the opening of the island in 1774 by James Cook, who commanded the first European ship to board the island and who called it Norfolk Island in honour of the Norfolk Dog.


After the Prime Fleet was established at Port Jackson, Lieutenant Philip Gidley King and a group of convicts had reached Norfuk on March 6, 1788.


This penitentiary colony lasted until 1814.


A second penitentiary colony lasted from 1825 to 1855, when the United Kingdom has ended the transport of convicts to colonies.


Norfuk Ailen was established on June 6, 1856 by pitkernas (Gender of Pitkern Ailen) who were descended from the millers of HMS Bounty.


In 1914 the island was included in Australia as an external territory.


XYZ View of the Jewishness of Jesus


Jewish conception to the same (_mossiach_in Hebrew) is signifyingly different from that supported by Christians.




According to the Jews, the Hebrew Bible contains a small number of prophets concerning the future descendant of the King David, whom will be conquered, or anointed (in Hebrew (Moshiach) as the new leader of the Jewish people.


In the Jewish conclusion, this leader, full of human and mortal, will rebuild the land of Israel and restore the David's kingdom.


This subject is dealt with in the section of Jewish schatology.


The Christian understanding of the term of the Messiah shall be founded on the claims that Jesus will make of himself in the New Testament, it is: (a) that he came to establish the kingdom of God or of the kingdom of heaven, which shall not be an earthly kingdom; (c) that, when he asked whether or not to expect Messiah, he would address the miracles which he made, as pertaining to the meaning of the Jews.


XYZ London


London or London (pron.


The end of this year is the largest city and the capital of the United Kingdom.


It is situated in the south of the land.


Now the population is approximately 12.2 million.




XYZ Etymologia


London, Latin, and London, and London, and London, and London, at the age of the historic city, the colony of Rome.


XYZ History


The name of London was originally the Latin (Londinium_, a name of a fortress built by Romans.


London was attacked by terrorist on May 7, 2005.


XYZ Attractions


 - Palace of Westminster, with parliament, and the great clock called Big Ben.


XYZ Tungsten


Tungsten or wolfram is a W-symbol chimic element and atomic number 74.


XYZ Happy Tree Friends


_ Happy Tree Friends_ (HTF) is a state-of-the-art Flash animation series for adults, created and developed by Aubrey Ankrum, Rhode Montijo, Kenn Navarro and Warren Graff for Mondo Media.


The series has gained a considerable number of admirers.


Action and adventure comedy are composed of simple designs that judge wild animals with extreme violence.




Each episode tells a story of the personages during accidental or deliberate events of carnage, pain, dismemberment, evisceration and/or death.


Once, the chair published a warning: Encouraged violence: Not recommended for little children, or great drinks.


XYZ Baptism


Baptism is the Christian rite of initiation by which Christians receive the sign (the water) by which they are called to those whom God delivers them in Christ, confesses their faith in him, and is admitted as members of the Christian Church.


In Roman Catholic Church, the baptism of blood is the belief that the martyrdom of a few who did not yet receive baptism, equals the baptism.


Baptismal regeneration is the belief that salvation is conferred by the act of Egyptian baptism.


This concept is similar to decision regeneration, believing that the regeneration is preceded by conversion.


Connected with: _Baptism childhood_.


Baptism is the hypothese of the Roman Catholic Church that the soul of a person becomes completely clean of all sins and innocent of after his baptism.


The meaning of this is that other sins committed after baptism are accumulated, and if not removed by the means that Ecclesia has caused, they also condemn a Christian to purgatory.




XYZ The Rolling Stones


The Rolling Stones is an English rock band formed in London in 1962.


They became one of the most successful rock groupers.


During their decisive trade advantage, the members were Mick Jagger (vowels), Keith Richards (guitar), Brian Jones (guitar), Bill Wyman (bass guitar), and Charlie Watts (battery).


Mick Taylor reimbursed Jones in 1969.


When Taylor left in 1974, he was replaced by Ronnie Wood.


Wyman left in 1993.


Chuck Leavell (claviers) and Darryl Jones (bass guitar) are playing with the band, but it's not official members.


The group was made up of Brian Jones and pianist Ian Stewart, well as the fact that Stewart was at the same time.


Jones nominated the band for singing _Rollin' Stone_ for music Muddy Waters.


Initially Jones led the band and they performed 1950s blues and rock songs.


With the encouragement of their manager Andrew Loog Oldham, Jagger and Richards began to write songs and the band grew a more rebellious image than The Beatles, their contemporaries and friends.




Their 1965 singing (I Can't Get No) Satisfaction_ was a world success and became one of the most iconic songs of the 1960s.


They were consolidating their popularity with the singing of the Black-Paint and their first original song album, the Aftermath_ (1966).


Jones's influence declined because he didn't start writing songs and because of his narcompanies.


He was dismissed in 1969 and died early in the snowfall accident.


After a brief experiment with psychedelic rock, the band returned to blue rock with a series of popular, inspired and influential albums: _Beggar's Banquet_ (1968), _Let It Bleed_ (1969), _Stickey Fingers_ (1971) and _Exile on Main St._ (1972).


The band continued to succeed in trade until the early 1980s, especially in the albums _Some Girls_ (1978) and _Tatto You_ (1981).


The 1980s saw a commercial decline and the band did not make tone.


After 1990, the band has published new music, less often, but has continued to perform concerts.


Their recent tone was a great success of trade.


The Rolling Stones lasted almost sixty years and sold around 240 million records.


They were educated in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1989 and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2004.




XYZ Typographia


Typography (with Greek words _typs_ = form and_graph_ = script) is the art and technology of arranging types to make the languages visible.


Typical size, line length, interline, adjusting spats between groups of letters (interlitter), and adjusting space between parents of letters (crenation).


The design of type is a connexious method, which some deems distinct and other parts of typeface; the majority of typographers do not designate types of letter, and some type designers do not consider to be typographers.


In modern times, typography has been made of movement - in film, television, and internet telecasts - to add emotion to communication with the masses.


Typographies are carried out by case-makers, composers, typographers, graphic designers, art-makers, comedic artists, graffiti artists, committees, and other people who arrange type for a product.


Before the Information Age, typography was a specialized occupation.


Digitization has opened typographs to new generations of visual designers and lay users, and it was said that typography is now something like this.


XYZ Lenape




Lenape or Lenape, also called (for Europeans and their descendants) delaware, are a native people from the Central Atlantic coast of North America.


The ancestral territory of the Lenape Nation, Lenapehoking, today shall occupy (or be occupied by) part of the U.S.A., to specify the state of New Jersey and parts of the Delaware, Pennsylvania, New York, and (minimally) Connecticut States.


The Lenape originally spoke two very similar alphabetical languages (or two very different dialects, depending on how the distinction between language and dialect is defined), munsue in the north of Lenapehoking and unami in the south, but today most of the Lenape people speak English as their mother tongue.


Northern Lenapehoking includes the territory which is now the City of New York and its suburbos.


A lot of topims in the native-Lenape region include Manhattan, from the world of Mannahatta, meaning a lot of hills.


XYZ Star Fox 64


_ Star Fox 64_, known in Europe and Australia as _Lylat Wars_, is a video game for the Nintendo 64 based on flying space vehicles.


It's a follow-up to the video game with Star Fox on the SNES, and it's the only game of the New Fox_ series published by the Nintendo 64.


It was the first game for the Nintendo 64 that Rumble Pak used, an apparition that stirs up the controller to immerse the game in the game.




The game was made with the Pak Rumble.


The game received a positive assessment for its animation, its detailed graphs, its voices and its use of many courses at its level.


XYZ Disvelopment


The game was originally developed for SNES console video game with the name _Star Fox 2_.


It was almost complete, but the creature maker and patronist, Shigeru Miyamoto, wanted to make the game for the most capable console, the Nintendo 64.


He cancelled the publication of Star Fox 2_, lastly publishing _Star Fox 64_ as the result of these efforts.


_Star Fox 64_ retained many elements of _Star Fox 2_.


A lot of players, like the All-Range and the conflict with the Star Wolf team are originally from the Star Fox 2_.


Shigeru Miyamoto is a fan of the puppet theater.


In the Fox 64_, the people's mouths are moved like puppets, and they will reduce the necessary work for the animation.


XYZ Jocability


XYZ Powermakers


On any level, the player can achieve many enhancers, even accumulating power, including annels that encourages the protection of vehiculs, all the people of the world, types of lasers and reparations for vehiculs.




Most of the levels have a minimum of three golden annels.


Get three golden annels, give the player an extra way, and make sure the vehicle is protected.


You can use pumps on all levels.


XYZ Companions


As in the original _Star Fox_ game, the team's other members fly to the player.


They'd like the player, but in time, they'd be able to attend from the player.


If a companion does not receive this assistance, he can lay down during the level to repair his neighbor.


If that's right, the company can't fly on the next level.


Every companion can help the player with a different purpose: Slippy Toad can analyse the strength and valet of the people who are confronted by the team.


Peppy Hare offers advice on jockiness to the player.


Falco Lombardi occasionally finds alternative courses.


A few levels have added to the confederates who love to equip him.


XYZ Moves of Levels


The majority of the game occurs in the middle of the Corridor, where the vehicle of Fox remains in a fixed and direct path.




In this way, the player can deliver a little bit of a journey, and can slow down his timely pace, but he can't stop or change his direction completely.


This guide's pencil is usually called on the rails.


Any of the levels, including many levels of bone, where the gamer fights a big opponent, will appear in the All-Range World. In this way, the player will move freely, in the bounds of a great arena.


The player can play two perspectives: on the back of the Fox Astronave, or on his ball cab.


XYZ Courses


_Star Fox 64_ has a system of forklifting levels, where the player gaines more difficult access to achieve specific objectives.


All possible courses from the planet of Corneria have a conflict with the Star Wolf team, and end the conflict with Andross.


XYZ Vehiculos


In the 'Star Fox '64_, the player controls the vehiculs which are piloted by the mr.c., usually by the Arwing.


Vehicles have cannes and can launch pumps.


Arwing, an astonishment, is the main and preferred neighbor of the Star Fox team and has appeared in all the games of Star Fox.




To defend themselves against bolletes, it can make a so-called-barrel roll, a fast-hitting role.


It has four single moves: speed up, slow down, reversal and deadly leaps.


Arwing can be of 9000-grader temperature.


Another vehicle that the Star Fox team uses is the Landmaster, a reading tank that can be desired.


The landmaster appears on two levels and in a very big player.


The Arwing and the Landmaster can charge their lasers to work their guns.


On the planet Aquas, the team uses the Blue Marine, a Slippy Toad-designated sub.


Blue Marine can't use pumps.


XYZ Medals


It's a game, it's a game, it's a game.


To meet a level with all intact companions, and to achieve a certain amount of downfalls.


These totals are often high percent of total opponents in the level.


Giving medalias turns out to give away special ilbilities, such as a check on the system, and the ability to use the tank of Landmaster and fight in the way of a lot of players.




All sorts of medalias will deliver a new mode of expert where more and more opponent ones are by level, the Arwing of the player will be able to stay more injured, and there are more sundials like those of his father, James McCloud.


A new menu for the game will be released by all the medalias in the way of the Expert.


To bind a medal on the Venom planet, in the way Expert, to allow players to use the Star Fox team as soldiers on their feet in a lot of games.


After the end of the game, General Pepper receives a bill from the team.


The debt monies are the number of murdered people, multiplied by $64.


Pepper says, this bill is exorbitant, but it's worth it.


XYZ Modo, a big player,


No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no.


At the beginning, the players can only play with the thunderous Arwing, but he won certain medalias in the way of History, the players can lay off the tank of Landmaster, and the ability to fight a foot like one of the four members of Star Fox, equipped with a bazooka.


The way the player is the only way the player can use a landmaster with top lasers.




There are three ways to play a lot of games: a game with the last gamer left in hand, and a way to get the clock, where it is hard to destroy the greatest number of donkeys that are possible.


XYZ Persons


XYZ teams up Star Fox


The Star Fox team is a group of mercenaries who General Pepper, the leader of the army of Corneria, works to save the planetic Lylat system of the evil scientist Andross and his associates.


Fox, a red fox, is the protagonist of the story and the person controlled by the player.


He's the boss of the Star Fox team.


James McCloud, the father of Fox, also a fox, was the boss of the original Star Fox team, but there appear to be some years before the beginning of the game.


He's going to go to Mr. McCloud to guide him to the exploding camp of Andross.


None of the other people would like to see it, and no question if it was a hallucination.


Peppy Hare, the master member of the Star Fox team and a member of the original team, is a grey wolf.




He offers advice to the player to help him control the game and to help him achieve the level, like a common role: and the utilities are prudently pumped; he is a mentor to the scribe, and he's like an adoptive father.


Slippy Toad, a green fool is the machine of the Star Fox team.


He's a friend of Fox after their childhood.


Falco Lombardi, a member of the original team, is an expert ball.


He remembers a pheasant.


Katt Monroe, Falco's cat-friend, who is a member of his own band, is the team at some level.


Commanding Bill Grey, the bulldog friend of Fox, he also has a team.


ROB64 is a bot who loves to equip Star Fox by giving away his pockets during their mission.


He will repair the ships of the team on their front door, the Great Fox.


XYZ Andross's ties


Andross, the story's main antagonist, is a simian science from the planet of the corner that was exiled to the planet Venom after it had almost destroyed Corneria.


Wolf O'Donnell, a grey wolf, is the boss of the Star Wolf team.


He's a merchant from Andross to eliminate the Star Fox team.




He has a bandage on his eye.


Leon Powalski, a chameleon and Pigma Dengar, a pig, are also members of the Star Wolf team.


Pigma is a former member of the Star Fox team, his betrayal causing tension.


Andrew Oikonny, is the nepot of Andross.


Andross demands the team that Andrew fly with them.


XYZ History


_Star Fox 64_ occurs in a group of planets in the Lylat system.


Ingenious science Andross, a native of the fourth corner of the world, is afflicted and almost destroys the planet by using biological weapons.


With his betrayal, General Pepper brings Andross to the remote Venom.


Five years after the dportation of Andross, Pepper will discover an unknown activity in Venom.


Pepper hires the team Star Fox (consistent of James McCloud, Peppy Hare and Pigma Dengar) to investigate.


After his arrival in Venom, Pigma drew against the team and caused James and Peppy's capture by Andross.


Eventually, James sacrifices himself, leading to Peppy's escape.




And then Peppy reported James's son, Mr. McCloud, of his father's fate.


Some of the years after James' death, Andross will launch an assault on the Lylat system.


With the understanding that his army can't stop Andross, Pepper asks for assistance from the Star Fox team, now consisting of Fox, Peppy, Falco Lombardi and Slippy Toad.


During the teaming of several planets, including the Lylat, Solar, and the asteroid area, Meteo, the team beats ploughs of Andross, including the rival mercenaries, Star Wolf.


The team eventually invades Venom, where he disposes Andross, but finds a false, comic version of his own.


He destroys it and returns to the corner and leaves Andross in Venom.


Fox eventually decides to confront Andross more than once, together with Star Wolf.


Andross, who reveals his true form, is a cleansing brain with two flotting eyes.


After he destroys the brain, James appears and leads Fox to the exit.


When he escapes by a pee, they return to the corner to celebrate their triumph.


When Pepper offers them to be members of the Cornerian army, it declines with its equipment, saying, O, no, sir.




We prefer to do things in our own way.


The game ends with the Fox_Great and the Star Fox team flying in their Arwings in the sky.


XYZ Promotion


Subscribers of the Nintendo Power magazine, the monthly magazine published by the Nintendo, received a video on VHS before the publication of the New Fox 64_ annunciation, which caused its cinematic style, its use of voices, and its use of the Pak Rumble.


The video is on two Sega and Sony agents, the most popular Nintendo players at the time, strong employees of the Nintendo to reveal information about the game.


XYZ Evaluation e legato


The sentence, which is written by Peppy Hare, has become a real popular on the internet.


The web site of Google runs a full round when a user searches for a roll. This is to show the ability of CSS3 for modern browsers.


XYZ Version for 3DS


A new version, named _Star Fox 64 3D_, was published on September 9, 2011 by the Nintendo 3DS.


It has new autosteroscope graphs and a lot of play.


XYZ Francofort on Moeno




Force on the Moeno (_Frankfurt am Main_ in German), or just Francofort, is the greatest city in the state Hesse in Germany, and the fifth in Germany.


The city is on the right shore of the Moeno River and has about 670 000 inhabitants (the agglomeration has almost 2 million).


Francofort's blast is a white aquila on a red background.


The city is the chief financial centre of Germany: the Bundesbank and the German City are situated there, as well as the European Central Bank, giving up Francofort as prominent as London in the financials of Europe.


Francofort also has a major airport.


The city is known as the exhibition, especially because of the Buchmesse, the annual exhibition of the publishing houses.


One of the authoritative German newspaper, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, has its chair here.


A characteristic of Francofort rare in Europe is the modern urban aspect that is governed by freeholds, representing the _Mainhattan.._ Specially the central offices of the great banks (Commerzbank, Dresdner Bank and Deutsche Bank) and of the German Federation of Football jumps to the eye.


Francofort is today a young, great and modern metropole, and is tenth on the list of world cities.


XYZ History




The historic centre of the city's growth was the Dominsel, among two branches of the Moeno River, already occupied from the Neolithic.


After abate by Celts, Romans and Alemannes, the place became about 600 a royal court of the Frankish.


It's like the one that _Franconofurd_, the Frenchman's going, was called for the first time in a writing by Emperor Carolo Magne of the Year 794.


The Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, Ludovico the German named Francofort as his residence.


In 1220 the city received the rank of free imperial city, and since 1356 it has been allowed by virtue of the Bull of Aurour to elect princes - electors.


Since 1562 the city was also the crowning city of German Emperors.


Francofort was between 1816 and 1866 the seat of the Bundestag.


In 1848 the first German parliament was set up in the Church of Paul.


Prussia incorporated Francoforte in 1866.


In the Second World War, Francofort suffered heavy shelling.


The city was proposed after the war, because of its history and central location, as the capital of Germany of the West, but at last Bonn received the honour.




Francofort was satisfied to become the economic capital of the post-bellic German, and stayed it until this day.


XYZ Partners Italica Rosae Crucis


Italic Society Rosae + Crucis, also known with the S.I.R-C, is an Italian and global rosacrucan society, born in Fresonara in province of Alexandria, Italy, on March 21, 2017.


The purpose of the Society shall consist of the study of all the thematics drawn to the tradition of the philosophical movement called Rosacrucian, and of all the hermetic discipline of the Western Esoteric culture.


XYZ Structura del Societas Italica R-C


Italic Society Rosae+Crucis (S.I.R+C) shall be governed by the remembrance of Magus and his Supreme Council.


XYZ to access


The entry into the partners shall be guaranteed to all the men who have the greatest age and prophesy the faith in the Christian Trinity.


The members must choose the name of a native native native to Latin as the indentured name of the Italian Christians, Rosae Crucis.


Each member is called Frater aut Soror according to the sexual gender.


XYZ Dagny Carlsson




Dagny Valborg Carlsson (born Eriksson the 8th May 1912) is a Swedish centenarian who blogs.


Carlsson, who was called Bojan in his blog, began working like a merchant in a factory at a young age and then studied at a textical institute in Norrkping.


At the age of 99 she went to a class to learn more about it, and at the age of 100 she became known on the media for her age and her blog.


From the question of which she makes a long life, she answers good and curious genes.


She took part in several Swedish TV shows like Nyhetsmorgon_, Frga doktorn_, without Gomorron Sverige_ and the series documenting t r inte s dumt att bil_.


She's been a guest at the Northern show of speaking Skavlan, March 4, 2016.


and at the Swedish game show Bingolotto.


In 2016, Dagny Carlsson had a minor role in the film , Hundraett Gringen, we're emitting the house of Allan at the home of Retirement.


In 2020 she celebrated her 108th birthday.


XYZ Osmium


Osmium is a chimic element of Os symbol and atomic number 76.


XYZ Marco Aurelio




Marco Aurelio (in Latin: Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus) was a Roman Emperor of the 2nd century, noted as a philosopher, writer and general.


When he was in the field against the Marcoman invaders, he wrote a book of the politicalist in his mind.


The Meditations is one of only five works by Stoic authors to survive in whole form; it is revered today as a monument to a philosophy of service and incumbency.


As for the internal police, Marco Aurelio has a reputation for cleavage, good sense and humanity, in accordance with his philosophical precepts.


Heresy of the tradition of the five good Emperors, i.e.


Adoptive or antoninous dynasty, Marco Aurelio participated harmoniously in the same imperial dignity as his adoptive brother, Lucio Vero.


(In obedient to the build-up of Emperor Hadrian, Antonino Pio had adopted, and Marco and Lucio as his own heirs.) Marco Aurelio's external policy was more difficult, thanks for a hostile activity growing out of the part of the parts and various tribes.


Adding to these difficulties, a serious plague hurt the empire in 166.


A father of 14 sons, Marco Aurelio died in 180 during an expedition against the Marcomans, probably in or near Vindobona (the present Vienna).




In the view of the historian Cassio Dion, Marco Aurelio


XYZ - no one found the good fortune he deserved, for he was not strong in the body and was involved in many calamities during his whole principality.


From my own part, I admire him so much more for this same reason, which he makes to such great difficulties, he survived himself and preserved the empire.


Only one thing seemed to prevent him from being quite happy, knowing that after he had grown up and brought up his best man's son, he was very disappointing.


With Marco Aurelius, the success of adoptive emperors shall end, one of the most difficult of the Roman Empire, stable and peaceful.


The kingdom of Commodo opened a period of megalomanic tyrannia, followed by instalability and civil wars.


Marco Aurelio was divided by the Senate after his death.


He was revered under the name of the dive Marco, or as a tif Aurelio_ o _dive Marco Antonino_ (the forms of Marco Aurelio and Marco Antonino were co-existing during his life).


XYZ African Union


The African Union shall be a 54-state union on the continent of Africa and adjacent islands.


The only African States not in the U.A. are Morocco and South Sudan, and the accession of this is anticipated.




Set 9 June 2002 in Durban, South Africa, the AU shall be the successor to the Organization of African Unity.


The objectives of the U.A. are to promote democracy, human rights, and development across Africa, throughout the increase in external investment by the intermediary of the New Partenariato for Africa's development (NEPAD).


This programme details that peace and democracy are necessary to the durable development.


The AU also has the ambition to create a central development bank.


XYZ Linguas


The African Union shall publish its documents in six languages: English, Arab, Spanish, French, Portuguese and Swahili.


XYZ Organs


A semi-annual meeting of the heads of the state and government of its Member States shall be laid by the Council of the United Nations.


The Secretariat of the U.A., referred to as the Commission of the African Union, shall be based in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.


There are several AU bodies: a Executive Council, a Pan-African Parliament, an African Court of Justice, a Council of Peace and Security, an Economic, Social and Cultural Council, etc.


XYZ Monato




_Mona's _[Mense] is an independent international magazine in Esperanto, with joints relating to politics, culture, science and other themes.


It was founded in Belgium in 1979, as the successor of the magazin _Semajno_ (Settimana), which published only one number, on September 1, 1978.


In our day it is distributed to its subscribers in 65 countries and has five types of editions or versions: the most known of them is the edition in the paper, which is distributed also by an electronic postage, ASCII, XHTML and PDF.


It has about 100 corresponders in 45 countries, and it is one of the most renowned international magazines written in waiting.


It has participated in important Esperanto culture figures.


It has some similitude with the style, contentment and apparence of large international publications like Time Magazine or Newsweek_.


XYZ Dritro Agolli


Dritro Agolli (born in Devll, Albania, born on October 13, 1931) is an Albanian poet and writer.


He studied in Leningrad, the Soviet Union, and began to write first poetry and after stories, pieces, esays and romances.


XYZ Arne Garborg




Arne Garborg (_Aadne Eivindsson Garborg_) (Time, Norway, 1851 - 1924).


Norwegian poet, novelist and reformer of the Norwegian language.


Born in Time City.


He wrote books of poems and manners in promoting Norwegian culture.


He is known in the field of linguistics for his publication in 1877 of the magazine (Fedraheim), in which he promoted the adoption of a literary language in Norway (based on the Old Norse and named Landsml).


He also promoted Norwegian folklore, traditional customs and dances.


In 1878 he published two series of lyric poems, and religious novels of the New Norwegian and the National Movement.


XYZ Gospel according to John


The Gospel according to John is one of the four gospels of the New Testament.


It is about the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ; the proposal for this work is referred to in John 20:30 -31.


John was one of twelve, two apostles of Jesus Christ, and he was very fond of him.




The Gospel according to John uses a rather different presentation style to the other gospels (others are known as gospels (synoptic), or seen with the same eyes or tips).


The information which John has provided comes to pass from our knowledge of the events of Christ's acts and the person who is here on earth.


The most ancient manuscripts found until now are a part of the Gospel according to John from about 140 A.D.


XYZ Fourth Gospel


The Gospel according to John is also called the Fourth Gospel.


This term emphasizes the literary and theological nature of this gospel, which distinguishes itself from the structures of the first three gospels, known as the synoptic gospels.


XYZ Executes theological


The scientific methods used by interpreting old texts are used by theological scripts.


It shall be subdued in this: textual criticism, translation, literary criticism, study of literary genders, history of form, history of tradition, historic and literary and religious comparison, definition of historical research, history of redaction.




The execution shall not go out in the simple explanation of the terms, but its proposal shall perish at the heart of the content which lies under the words.


The _distinction of the sources_ is a result of the exegetical study of the Vetule Testament and the New Testament.


It shall be founded on the recognition of various books of the Bible, on all the Deuteronomy and the Gospels, but on all other historical books. (p.


ex.


Samuel and Reges) is not the literary work of a single author, but it can be recognized in the many sources that one or more editors collected and reworked to the production of the scripts in the way that today is known to us.


The duty of the work of distinguishing the sources is to distinguish the springs or the slinglings of which are made up of the rich books, to better understand and to assess the scriptures which we have, on the basis of their historic origin.


XYZ History of tradition


The history of the tradition is a branch of the law which studies the future of the double texts in the oral tradition, from the source of the broadenings and integration of the traditional bible material to the final setting in the script.


It deals with derivation and development of material, and even with place and tradition organs at the pre-letter level (Cfr.




History of forms).


The knowledge of becoming and the transmission of the double texts helps to distinguish between the core and the marginal elements between origin and the whole, between thematic content and subsects.


This contributes to the proper interpretation of the text.


XYZ History of forms


The history of the forms is a process of the law; it studies the literary forms present in the Bible to understand its specific elements and the laws which informs it and establish analogies or differences in relation to other literature.


It concentrates on the single literary units existing in the double texts (e.g.


parables, tales of miracles, the law of Jesus, those who had already received their impression in the course of the oral tradition, before they were satisfied and made up for this to be changed in more broad literary contexts.


This method examines the kind of literary generation, its sociological setting (Sitz im Leben), the history of its oral tradition, its written preparation and its translation into wider contexts.


The most general and fundamental distinction of literary forms is between poetry and prose.


XYZ Vide etimam


- hermeneutics,




 - a historical critic.


 - bibble criticism


XYZ Mac Conner


McCauley Conner (November 12, 1913 - September 26, 2019) was a commercial and centenarian author who was called one of the original Mad Men.


XYZ Hong Kong


The Chinese city is a Chinese semi-autonomary situated on the south-east coast of China, on the east side of the Pearl River.


The economy of Hong Kong is one of the most liberal of the world and the city is one of the international's commercial and economic centres.


Ante, Hong Kong was an English colony, but he returned to China in 1997, under the policy of a country, two systems.


XYZ History


English was settled in Macao between 1842.


Hong Kong was a Chinese sub-administrational English territory until 1 June 1997, when the Special Administration Region of Hong Kong, with a high degree of autonomy, was established under Chinese government and law, which will remain unmoved for the next fifty years.




The political, judicial, social, cultural and economic system currently in force, including the preservation of English trade and fd or according to official language and to save a wide framework of rights, freedom and guarantees of English, human and Western matrice.


XYZ Vladimir Lenin


And John, John, John, John, John, and John, John, and John, and John, and John William, and John, and John William, and John, and John William, and John, and John, and John William, and John, and John, and John, and John, and John, and John, and John, and John and John and John and John and John and John and John, and John and John and John and John and John and John, and John and John and John and John and John and the first head of the state of the Soviet Union. were the first of the first of the first of all.


His contribution to political science, leninism, was his interpretation of the Marxist theory applied to the agricultural Russian Empire of his era, and he wrote several books to promote his philosophy.


Lenin is recognized as one of the most influential persons in the 20th century.


XYZ Copyleft


The English term of copyleft [k-pi-left] shall refer to the application of copyright (author's guidelines) to ensure the public freedom to change, improve and redistribute an authorised work and all projects derived from it.


The concept was invented by Richard Stallman in 1984 for the distribution of software, even though it is used today for other types of material.




If the owner of a copyright delivers an irrevocable tie to the container of a copy, he will allow his redistribution (included sales) of other copies that may be upgraded or modified, under the condition that all the copies carry the same tie and become available in a way that makes their changes easier.


XYZ History


The account of times is born when Stallman worked with a Lisp interpretor (a computer program language).


Symbolics, Inc., a leading computer maker today, asked Stallman for permission to use his Lisp interpreter, and Stallman granted it.


So Symbolics spread and bettered the program player.


But when Stallman asked for access to the improvements that Symbolics made to his interpreter, Symbolics refused to give access.


Posta Stallman was able to create the type of literature for the computer code that would prevent this type of action.


XYZ Patents




The idea of times is suggested by more than patents, such as the public patent in common projects which shall allow free use of the patents contributed to the common use under certain conditions (as for example the implementation of the right to apply for new patents not contributed to the common use of other used in the project).


XYZ Etymologia


From English to English for a copy, and from the left to the left, from contrast to the right to the right.


Proof of English sentence (Copyleft), written by Don Hopkins in a message to Richard Stallman in 1984 as a set of words for the legal phrase (Copyright), written by Don Hopkins in a message to Richard Stallman in 1984 as a set of words for the reserved rights).


XYZ Vector (Informatics)


In the programme, a matrice or vector (appelled in English array) is an area of continuous immagazinage, which contains a number of elements of the type, the elements of the matrice.


From the point of a logic view a matrice can be seen as a set of items ordered in caution (or rows and pillars if it has two sizes).


In the beginning, it may be considered that all the matrices are of a size, the main size, but the elements of the word may be of their lives (a process which can be recursive), the one which allows us to speak of the existence of multidimensional matrices, even though the most easy to imagine are those of one, two and three sizes.




These data structures are suitable for locations in which access to data is carried out randomly and unpredictably.


On the contrary, if the elements are able to be ordered and go to use a sequential access, they would be better suited to using a list, while this structure could easily change during the performance of a programme.


XYZ Indices


All vectors are composed of a certain number of elements.


Each element is referred to by the position it occupies in the vector.


The said positions are Indian and are always correlative.


There are three ways to index the elements of a matrice:


- Base indexing -zero (0): In this way the first element of the vector is the zero component ('0') which, in other words, has the indication '0'.


In consequence, if the Vector has the last component, it will be as indicating the value of the value of -1.


Language C is a typical example that uses this indexing mode.


- Base indexing - one in this form of indexing, the first element of the matrice has the indice - 1 - and the last has the indice - (for a matrice of 'n' component).




Base indexing (n): This is a versatile mode of indexing in which the indices of the first element can be freely chosen, in some languages of programmation, which allow the indies to be negative and include from any type to climb (and all kinds of characters).


XYZ Notation


Representation of an element in a vector is made by the identification of the sequestered vector of the indic between square kinsmen, relatives or keys:


Though many times in pseudo-code and math books, they represent them as companiond letters of the numerous sub-indication indicating the position to which they want to go.


XYZ Access Form


The order to gain access to the elements of the matrice is direct; so it means that the desired element is obtained from its indice, and is not to seek the element by element. (in contraposition, in the case of a list, to reach, for example, at the third element, it must be access to the previous two, or to imagine a pointer that allows it to be fastened to this element).


To work with a lot of vectors, it's right to get through them.


That's what's going on with the mouths.


The next pseudo-codical shows a typical object to run a vector and implement a f-function (.




.


.


) 'to each of the Vector Components (the Indians go from 0):


XYZ


XYZ


XYZ


XYZ Dynamic and Static Vectors


A vector usually has a fixed amount of memory allocated, whether it is dependent on the type of the vector and the language of the programme can be a different amount of data.


In this case, it is referred to as a dynamic vector, in opposition, to a vector with a fixed amount of memories assigned to it, which is called a static vector.


Use of dynamic vectors to ensure appropriate dynamic memory management.


The wrong use of the dynamic, or better said, vectors, a mishandling of dynamic memory, can lead to a run of memory.


The use of dynamic vectors would always have to release the memory used when it is no longer used.




More modern and higher languages with a mechanism referred to as a gathering of worldliness (as is the case of Java), which allows the programme to decide whether to free the space by looking at whether it is in the future or not a certain object.


XYZ Exemplos in C


The previous example is made for C++ language.


In C, in order to create dynamic vectors that would be able to use the build-up of the malantic_and-realplace-for-reservation of dynamic memory (see libreria stdlib.h), and the function for free-for-free to release the memory used.


The result of the two examples is the same Vector_


XYZ Multidimensional Vectors


In BASIC, Java and other languages, it is possible to declare multidimensional matrices, understanding them as a vector.


In the case saying, the number of elements in the vector is the product resulting from each size.


For example, in the v-vector (4.1) which has ten elements, the number of elements is calculated from the following mode: (0.4) * (0-1).


The elements of the first size of the vector contain five elements which go from '0' to '4 'and the second size has two elements which go from '0' to '1'.


The items would be reached from the next way:




XYZ element 1: (0.0)


XYZ element 2: (0.1)


XYZ element 3: (1.000)


XYZ...


XYZ element 8: (3.1)


XYZ element 9:(4.0)


XYZ element 10: (4.1)


XYZ Gulielmo IV of the United Kingdom


Gulielmo IV (in English: William IV, 21 August 1765 - 20 June 1837) was the king of the United Kingdom and of Hannover from 1830 until his death.


He came from the Hannover Dynasty.


Gulielmo was the third son of Georgio III.


He served in the Royal Navy during his youth, and would be called the Lord King-General.


His older brothers died without a living child and a legit, and therefore he succeeded in Georgius IV in 1830.


His kingdom of seven years saw some important developments: a new law of poverty, restrictions on the work by children, the removal of slavery in almost all the British Empire and the Act of Reform 1832, which formed elections and extended the election.




Gulielmo didn't come into politics if he often had his father and brother.


However, he was the British monarch, which was called a prime minister against the will of the Parliament.


He gave Hannover a liberal constitution, which his successor Ernesto called.


His two legitimate children died before him.


He had ten illegitimate children, including eight with the actress Dorothea Jordan.


He cooperated with her for twenty years.


Late in his life, he married Adelaide of Saxe-Meiningen.


He was succeeded in the United Kingdom by his nepta Victoria.


Hannover did not allow female regulations, so he was succeeded in Hannover by his younger brother, Ernesto Augusto.


XYZ Lingua creole


Creole or creole language is a language which has been developed from a pedgin, which means a language which has been formed from the meeting of two or more languages and which has an appropriate grammar.


Once a pedgin becomes the mother tongue of a community's nativos, you can talk about creole language.


The word, behold, comes from the Portuguese language (_crole_, from_writing_) and means to create, to rejoice.




The word is referred to in the new community that formed with colonies in Latin America, a community that was created by Portuguese and the local people.


The Portuguese and the Spanish used this word to distinguish the people from the European origin, but they were born in the colonies from the noble people who had come from the mother of the country.


The name Creole Language had a negative meaning - people of low reading or of little value - a meaning which has passed as judgment on the creole tongues, as considered to be low-lying tongues or useless dialects.


In the last few years, linguists began to assess the creole tongues of a different point of view.


Creole languages are seen as true and proper languages, with their history and literature.


XYZ External bindings


 - (English) Language Varieties Description of some pedgins and creoles.


XYZ Gangrena


Gangrena (with Greek, , transgression), is a morbid morbo that happens when a lot of corporeal is dead (necrosis).


There can be a wild tree in the air after this time. The sum of gangrene is the loss of blood in the face of suffering, and the cell will be dead.


Long-standing smoking and daydreaming risks the danger of gangrene.




XYZ the kingdom of the Lower


The kingdom of the Lower States (Nederland: _Nederland_) is a nation in North-West Europe with some territories overseas in the Caribbean Sea.


In Europe, it consists of 12 provinces that border Germany on the east, Belgium on the south and the North Sea on the north-west, with bordering on the North Sea with all the countries and the United Kingdom.


Together with three island territories in the Caribbean Sea - Bonaire, Sancte Eustatio e Saba - it forms a region of the kingdom of the Lower States.


The official language is Nederland, but an official language according to the province of Frisia is the West Frisian language.


In the northern parts of the land, the Lower Saxon is also spoken.


The five largest cities in the Lower Islands are Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Le Haga, Utrecht and Eindhoven.


Amsterdam is the capital of the land, even though the Haga keeps the seat of the General States, the Cabinet and the Supreme Court.


The port of Rotterdam is the largest port in Europe and the largest in the land outside of Asia.


The country is a founding member of the EU, the Eurozone, the G10, the NATO, the OEC and the OMC, and also part of the Schengen and the Trilateral Union Benelux.




It covers inter-governmental organizations and international courts, many of which are located in the Haga, which is called the legal capital of the world.


Nederlanden_ literally means low-lying countries, in reference to their low elevation and plan topography, with only about 50 percent of their surplus land on the seabed, and nearly 17 percent below the seabed.


The majority of the areas under the seabed, known as the (ponders) is the result of the claim of land that began in the 16th century.


With a population of 17.34 million, every living area of about 41,500 square kilometers, of which the Earth's area is 33,700 square kilometers - the Lower Islands are one of the most densely populated countries in the world.


Nevertheless, they are the second largest exporter of food and agricultural products (after the United Nations), because of its [[fertile sound], suave climate and intensive farming.


The Lower States has been a parliamentary constitutional monarchist with a unitary structure since 1848.


The land has a tradition of silancing and a long term social tolerant, having legalised its work, banishment and human euthanasia, in order to maintain a policy in liberal drug matter.


The Lower States had broken the death penalty in 1870, allowed the female suffrage in 1917, and became the first country of the world to legalize marriage between persons of the same in 2001.




Its advanced mixed economy has the highest overall per-capitating revenue.


The Lower Low is classified among the highest in international rates of freedom of the press, economic freedom, human development and quality of life and in addition to happiness.


XYZ Academy for Interlingua


In 1910 the Academy for Interlingua was set up as the successor of the Universal Language Internasional Agency, which had spread the Neutral Society of the Englishman Waldemar Rosenberger, (previously the _Kadem Volapka_).


The name _Interlingua_ was used as a general name for auxiliary languages treated in the Academy and Latin without flexion were one of them.


XYZ Latin without bending


Latin without a bend (Lsf) is the auxiliary language of Giuseppe Peano (1858 - 1932), Italian and university professor of mathematics.


He proposed it in 1903 in his review of Mathematicians,


Peano felt that Latin can work with a minimal grammar, or as he said, without flexes, i.e.


none of the meanings of cases, no personal coincidences in verb conjugation, no gender and no distinct forms for the plural.




The decline is superfluous, because the cases may be indicated and re-elected by prepositions and the accuser by the order of the words.


Genres are superfluous, at least in adjectives.


XYZ Specimen


Our Academy is free of all opinion.


We taste different from the diversity of country, of study, of employment.


If there are no disputes in the study, the partners are not concocted on the subject, here is what they are about to do, that they are not quarreling, that they may not be holy, that they should be translated at the same time.


In all cases it is well that the deliberations of the academia contain not only the idea of the majority, but of the least sufficient.


Those who want a single language, can work mostly.


Behold, there is a spirit of tolerant reciprocation of respect in the academia, in meadow is today.


Man sees that the academia limits its deliberations to the points of which the opinions of associates are concocted, that ceterum, is a fundamental point.


On the other hand, instead of agreeing on the other side of the table, we consist of freedom for all of the adopting partners to experience you in practice, which is a good and useful way to make the language more perfect.




In this question, more than any discussion in the theory, is useful in practice, et prof.


I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sorry, I'm sure I'm sure I'm sure I'm going to do anything for you, but I'm sure I'm going to get a little more than you,


Partners are all quaintly related to auxiliary language - vocabulary, spelling, grammar - and discussion, however, all diversity of opinion, it is always necessary for all scientific discussion: that's, free, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, that's, it's, that's, that's, that it's all right, that's, that it's, that it's, that it's like, that it's, that it.


What an exemplary exemplary of today's criticism, what they think would be able to do that they would do what was offended.


XYZ Pater noster


Nostro, who is in heaven, whom thou hast finished in sanctification.


Let your kingdom come to pass, let your will be done in heaven and on the earth.


Let's go to our daily bread today.


You're sorry for our debts, and we're sorry for our debtors.


You don't take us into temptation, but we're free from evil.


XYZ Vocabulary




Languages from Europe, from English to Italian, from Spanish to Russian, have a beautiful common vocabulary, especially from Latin to Graeco to Indo-European.


XYZ College for adults from Hgalid


The College for adults of Hgalid was founded in 1875 and owned by the regional council.


In 1947 a new building was established with boarding and teaching facilities.


School offers very varied courses, offering the possibility of finding persons of different age and cultural backgrounds, situation of life and different conditions.


It also creates an environment that evokes the desire to learn and provide possibilities for personal development.


There will be a few years of education where each participant receives personal treatment.


In general courses you can study with different schools on different levels and with a personal schedule.


Special courses offer a lot of further and offer something for everyone.


XYZ drug and housing policy...


The school will see a thousand non-drugs and the school works in front of it.


The boarding house has room for 60-65 participants, first in single rooms.




The school is not suited to rolling chairs, but can receive persons with other forms of handicap.


XYZ General courses


- Stupid the singing,


Swedish as a language according to


 - Composition of popular music


Introductive Course


Competence


General health (capsibility of horse care)


XYZ Special courses


Salesman (in magazines)


 - Chronic dolls


 - Tourism - Interprise or Intertenance


Basal course for mentally handicapped


Music on the stage


This school was the location of 12 - the Nordic Incontre de Interlingua a 28 de julio - 11 de augusto 2010.


XYZ Mohamet ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi


Mohamet ibn Musa al-Kwwarizmi (whom Kwarizmi) shall be a member of the Member States of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations.


780 - c.




850) was a mathematical, astronomer, and Persian geographer.


He has been born looking for Khwarazm in Uzbekistan, which was part of the native cold dynasty, and has died of c.


850


He worked for the majority of his life as a scholar in the Cassa de Sagessa in Baghdad.


His first book, the Compendito Book on Completion and Balance_, written c.


820, was the first book on the systematic solution of quadratic and linear watering.


Accordingly, he's considered to be the father of the algebra..


In the 12th century, his Arithmetic_, which explained the Arab numbers, was translated to Latin, exposed the decimal positional system to the western world.


He was one of the first to use zero to mark no one in a positional notice.


Algorithmo is named after the word.


He went back and updated Ptolemey's Geography and wrote several works about astronomy and astrology.


His book is not only mathematical, but linguistic.


The word - algebra - is derived from al -jabr_, one of the two operations used to solve quadratic watering, as it is described in his book.




XYZ Constriction gradual


The gradual constriction is a technical chacoon.


XYZ A set of gradual restrictions


like his second movement, the black man yielded control of the cent by pedones.


He must now have a lot of attention for white people not to get a full center rule.


Here's five...


c4 disputes the control of the centre.


XYZ


The lady's profile is very important for black.


It allows him to control the house and, in this way, compensate for the disparagement of his stepson.


This is a shameful position, but our first thought is that black has equal.


But there are more bridges to consider.


After the next white movement, he'll be two moves forward than black.


That means a few bridges in the first ten, twelve movements, black wasted a moment.




When did this happen? The answer is interesting: the white man caught the black pedom of the lady in a movement, but the black man caught the white pedom of the lady in two movements.


The ipso, therefore, that black is two moves after obtaining a whole-symmetric position means that he must stand for a lot of attention to keep the balance of power.


A mistake that will cause surprise of serious consequences.


He'd have to continue his development with the 13th...


Cb8 -d7.


This will lead to the gravity of the black dilemma.


The white advantage in development touches the most precocious form of occupation of the lines open by their walls.


The black man can't get the same: he's lost more than a lot of time.


XYZ


White threatened to win a piece with 15 Che4.


Now the white bulls are in the actin, not made of black bulls.


The selection of movements for black are very limited.


So, 15...




Cd7 is refuted by 16 Tc7 in which the occupation of the open line has allowed the inspection in the seventh row.


A lot of 15...


Tc8? Loses a piece after 16 Txc8 Bxc8 17 Che4.


At least 15...


Td8 comes a lot late, because the white man has the answer of 16 Che4 Bxe4 17 Txd8 Dxd8 18 Cg5, attacking the bishop in e4.


Nigro can't play Dxg5 because of the shag mat of tower in the last row.


It's after 18...


Bb7 19 Dh5 with a double attack on the pedestals of h7 and f7.


For another way, if 18...


Bg3 followed by 19 Che6! Fxe6 20 Bxe6+ from 21 Tc8 won the black lady who is still locked.


These variations show the power of the open lines.


Holding a fine price on the lady's column.


Black can't play 16...


Cd7, not 16...


Tc8 17 Rxc8 Bxc8 18 Dd8+ winning one piece.


A beautiful variation is 16 ...


Cc6 17 Txc6! Bxc6 18 Dc3 with double attack, threatening to kill in g7 and to win the bishop in c6.




In this last case, the advantage of two pieces by the tower is enough to win.


The movement of the bishop's nigro to the b6 house prepares the dispute over the lady's row.


The white man is constantly looking for new bridge of invasion.


He creates a weakness in the position of the next king because of the menace of the mother.


Avoiding the chaco matte at the cost of weakening the king's pedom, which can be kept by the lady.


Yes, 17...


f5 18 Bxe6+ is not satisfactory.


The white is over the end of the press.


The recent weakness of the king is the object of attack, and it's impossible.


That's right, if 18...


Bd5 19 Cf5! Db7 20 Txd5 gain debt to the kind of graft for Ce7+.


Or 18...


Bc8 19 Cf5! Db7 20 Dxc8! Txc8 21 Bxe6+ Rf8 21 Txc8++


Note how beautiful variations were made possible by the weakness of the king's black pedom.




The black man has removed the tactic menaces for the moment, but at what cost! The black houses in his position are subject to invasion.


Such houses as d6, c5 and c7 are very vulnerable.


In response, 20 Dd6 is good enough to win.


But the white man finds another more poterous continuation.


The lady was forced to defend the king's black hair.


The balk is now taking over the black houses weak of the black field.


When he eats the mighty occupation of the seventh row, he fortifies a repulse of the black king's forgiveness.


This move is a lot of proposals.


It creates a escape walk for the king, threatens in a few cases a later advantage with h5 and h6, creating more disorderly in the position of black.


The black king comes from the vulnerable diagonal.


Menacing 25 De4 with a double attack on the tower and the h7 bridge.


Fortifying the creation of more weaknesses by the advantage of pedones.


XYZ, the option of 26...


g6 27 Df4 also leaves the black under the terrible pressure on the length of the large diagonal.




XYZ The narrowing of the black game has come up with gigantic proposals.


White threatens 28xd8 following 29 Dxb8.


XYZ Yes 27,


Dxc7 28 Txd8 and gin.


Note that if 28...


Txd8 29 Dxc7 Td1+ 30 Rh2, the white man prepared a run for his own king.


Qena Sito official


XYZ Episco (chacos)


The episcopus is a piece of chacoans which, because of its punctuated form, remembers the mitre of a Christian episcopus.


In the initial position, each player has two episcopos, one light square and one dark square.


XYZ Movement


The episcopus is always made diagonally and always on the same color.


It can take a piece of adversary if it's over a square where the episcop can move.


It can't jump on other pieces.


XYZ Value




The episcopus is about the same value as the horse, to know three points.


The episcopal has many advantages, as if by example, the fact that it can pin or climb adversarial pieces, and transvere all the chachiero into one movement.


To play on one color is all but a disadvantage relating to the horse.


Additionally, a stronger episcopal when it works together with another episcopal; in many positions, to possess the seven episcopos are considered better than to possess an episcopal and horse, or two horses.


XYZ Trackdown


_ Trackdown_ is a summer television series of 1957 -1959 with actor Robert Culp in the role of Hoby Gilman, the protagonist.


The action of the series in the western part of the U.S. in 1870s.


On the End of the World, Trump and his Wall in 1958, in the episode of the End of the World, the End of the World, actor Lawrence Dobkin played the part of a fraudster called to protect those who pay their price, saying that the world will be destroyed, but that he can build a special metal wall to protect those who pay for it.


This episode became more famous and had been the subject of articles after the announcement by Donald Trump that he wants to build a wall to protect the United Nations against the emergencies which he insists on, but there are many experts in his own dispute.




XYZ References


XYZ Franklin D.


Roosevelt


Franklin Delano Roosevelt ([o.z.v.t] under his knowledge as FDR; 30 Januarios 1882 in Hyde Park, New York, U.S.A., 12 of April 1945 in Warm Springs, Georgia, SUA) was the 32nd President of the United States of America, 1933,-1945, the only state-of-the-art president who was elected more than two times and the only full term of office was more than eight years.


Her wife was Eleanor Roosevelt.


His predecessor was Herbert Hoover and his successor was Harry S Truman.


XYZ Papamento


Papiamento (or Papiamentu) is an official language of the Caribbean islands which were colonies of Nederland: Aruba, Bonair, Curasau, and San Marten.


It is a creole language derived from Portuguese and Spanish languages, with Dutch language, English language, Arahuan language, and West African language.


The name of the language is to make sure of porter confabulation.


Papiamento has two systems of spelling.


In Aruba, use a spelling that is closer to the original spelling in Portuguese, Spanish, or Dutch.




In other classrooms, use a spelling closer to the pronunciation.


For this reason, they say, pity, in the place of pity,


Here, the examples use the second spelling.


Laplace's transformation can be extended to the transformation of Laplace two-lateral or legal Laplace's transformation by setting the integration interval on all real axes; the ordinary or unilateral transformation is made simply in a specific case consisting of the transformations in terms of Heaviside's unit degree functioning in the definition of the functioning being transformed.


Moreover, transformation, with one or two-lateral is a few different ways,


Laplace's transformation is very much used in engineering.


The egress of a linear dynamic system may be calculated by convoluting its unitary impulsionary response with the signature of entry.


By forming this calculation in Laplace's space, you change your way into a multiplication, which can make your eye more easy.


Laplace's transformation is named in honour of Pierre-Simon Laplace.


XYZ Notation of English and Physicalists




There are many convenient times of noting, especially prevailing among English and Physicalists, as it is in writing this in the following form:


When you say Laplace's transformation, without qualification, the unanimity is normally understood.


Bilateral transformation shall be defined as following:


Laplace's transformation can also be used to solve different issues and is used extensively in electric engineering.


XYZ Relating to other transformations


XYZ Fourier Transformation


Fourier's continued transformation is equivalent to the calculation of Laplace's transformation with complex argument.


This equivalent is usually used to set the display of a sign or a dynamic system.


XYZ Transformation of Mellin


Mellin's transformation and his reverse are linked to Laplace's transformation by a simple exchange of variables.


In the transformation of Mellin,




Since a transformation of ordinary Laplace may be written as a particular case of legal transformation, and since the bilateral transformation may be written as the sum of two unilateral transformations, the theory of the transformations of Laplace, Fourier and Mellin is based on the subject itself.


However, a different and different view and characteristic problems are associated with each of these three major integral transformations.


XYZ Union for Mediterranean


The Union for the Mediterranean (French: _Union pour la Mditerrane_), known in the past as the Mediterranean Union (French: _Union mditerrannne_), is a community established in 13 June 2008 by the President of France Nicolas Sarkozy, as a performance of the Process of Barcelona.


The Union for Mediterranean coalesces all members of the European Union with non-EU countries neighbouring the Mediterranean.


XYZ History


XYZ Proposition


The proposal was made by Nicolas Sarkozy during the 2007 chairmanial election of France.


After his victory in the election, the idea was repeated, with plans.




However, the risk of division that this could cause in the Muslim world, with a united party with Europe and another separate party, Sarkozy promoted the initiative as a guide to promote peace between Israel and its Arab neighbours.


The Minister to European Affairs, Jean-Pierre Jouyet, said in February 2008 that the Union for the Mediterranean, completed and enriched the structure of the EU and the politics in the region.


XYZ Institutions


Member of the Union for the Mediterranean shall form a regular consent under a rotating advisory (similar to the President of the Council of the European Union).


The Union for the Mediterranean is about energy policies, safety, anti-terrorism, immigration and trade.


The Union for the Mediterranean and the European Union shall co-operate according to the common jurisdiction to combat political corruption, terror, organized crime and human trafficking.


XYZ Membros


The Union shall consist of all members of the EU, the Mediterranean countries and the States participating in the Process of Barcelona.


The idea is to form a connection between Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.


XYZ Designation pattern




Designation patterns are the basis for the search for solutions to common problems in the development of programmes and other areas pertaining to the design of interaction or interfacements.


A pattern of design turns out to be a solution to a design problem.


To ensure that a solution is considered to be a patron must possess certain characters.


A characterist is that it must have its effectiveness to solve similar problems in previous occasions.


Other characteristics are that it must be re-usable, in other words, it must be applicable to different problems of design in different circumstances.


XYZ Brief historical magazine


In 1979 the architect, Christopher Alexander, brought the architect's book (the Timeless Way of Building; in it, he proposed the learning and use of a series of patrons for building buildings of a higher quality.


The greatest quality referred to the ancient architecture and the least quality of the modern architecture, and the noise of the ancient architecture had lost this connection to what the people considered to be quality.


In the words of this author, each patron describes a problem that will happen in the end of our environment, as well as the solution of such a way that we can use this solution a million times in the future without having to rethink it again.




The patrons whom Christopher Alexander and his colleagues have defined, published in a volume referred to as a Pattern Language_, are an attempt to train and translate, in a practical way, generations of architectural knowledge.


The patrons are not abstract principles that require their discovery to achieve a satisfactory application, and they are not specific to a particular or cultural situation; it is something in between.


A patron defines a possible correct solution for a design problem of a given context, to describe the invariant qualities of all solutions.


Against the solutions of Christopher Alexander, there is a discovery of e.g.


how to designate cities.


XYZ Channel


A channel is a construction for water.


XYZ Typos


XYZ Waterway


Navigable canals, used to carry ships and ships with merchants and people.


Channels connected to existing lakes, rivers, or oceans.


Included are interbasinal canals, such as the Suez Canal, Erie Canal, and the Panama Canal.




Channels connected in a net within a city, such as the Great Grand and Other Venice Channels, Italy; the Agrechat_de (Amsterdam), and the Equal Ways of Bangkok.


XYZ Aquaduct


Equal supply cans used for transport and free water for human consumption, municipal use, and agricultural irrigation.


XYZ Georgio and Grand Britannia


George I (in English, George I_, in German, George I_, 28 May 1660 - 11 June 1727) was the rule of the Duchy and electorate of Brunsviko - Luneburg (Hannover) in the Holy Roman Empire from 1698 and the king of Great Britannia and Ireland from 1714 until his death.


He came from the Hannover Dynasty.


Born in Hannover, Georgio inherited the title and land of the ducat of Brunsviko - Luneburg of his father and uncles.


There was a series of war in Europe to spread German lands during his living life; he was confirmed as the Prince-Elector of Hannover in 1708.


Her mother was the heir of Anna, the queen of Great Britannia, for 1701 a law forbidding a Catholic monarch.


When both died in 1714, Georgio succeeded Anna.




The first two years, his government against Jacobo Stuart's adherers, the middle of Anna and a Catholic candidate for the crown.


In the kingdom of Georgio, the power of the British monarch declined, and the land transferred to a Member of Parliament.


Differently from Anna, he didn't attend to meet the cab.


Later, the government was led by the first Prime Minister of the United Kingdom (even though its real title was the Prime Lord of the Treasury).


Whig faith was overriding the policies and dealing with an economic chryst in the South Sea Company.


He died in 1727 when he went to Hannover.


He was the end of British monarch that was buried outside the United Kingdom.


A William Makepeace Thackaray historian wrote in 1880: His heart was in Hannover.


...


He was fifty years old when he came to us. Georgio struggled to connect with the British population, for he was kept, came from a foreign land and reigned in the economic heat.


His treatment of his ex-wife in Hannover was seen as a scandal.




He couldn't speak English at the beginning, but he could talk to his French-based ministers, and in later years he learned English.


In mainland Europe, he was seen as a liberal rule, because he tolerated criticism and provided asylum for Voltaire.


XYZ Institutions of the European Union


The institutions of the European Union are the seven main nationals of the European Union.


XYZ Institutions


XYZ European Parliament


XYZ


The European Parliament shall be the European Union's parliament.


As of 1979, every five years in the European elections are directly chosen.


Therefore, it is the first supernational institution directly chosen in the world and the representative organ of around 490 million people to make up the second democratic selection of the world after India.)


Parliament shall be considered to be the first institution of the European Union; it shall be referred to in the first place in the Treaties; and its President shall prefer to provide for any other authorities at the European level.


Together with the Council of the European Union, the European Parliament shall be part of the bi-commeral legislative branch of the Union's institutions.




European Commission XYZ


XYZ


The European Commission (_Commission of the European Communities_) to enter into force the Treaty of Nice shall be the executive branch of the European Union.


This body is responsible for the implementation of legislation, the implementation of decisions, the defence of constitutive treaties, and is generally charged with the ordinary functioning of the EU.


It shall be commanded by the vigilance in the performance of the supreme interest of the Union, separate from the individual of each Member State.


XYZ Council of the European Union


XYZ


The Council or the Council of the European Union (EUO), in accordance with the Union, shall appoint the Council of Ministers, shall represent the Governments of the Member States, which shall be delivered by the Union, to establish their political bodies, to coordinate their national policies, and to resolve the existing differences between them and other institutions.


The Council is a community organ, regulated by international law standards.


Each Council meeting shall participate in representatives of the Member States, with a Ministerial rank.


The President of the Council shall change between Member States each six months from June to June and from June to December.




Governments shall work together to show a single voice in questions of external politics, assisted by the Union's High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Catherine Ashton.


XYZ European Council


XYZ


The European Council shall be a political organizer of the predominant inter-governmental nature of the Member State or Government of the Member States of the European Union together with the permanent chairman of the Council and the chairman of the European Commission.


He organises the periodic gatherings known as European Culmines,


Its offices are in the Justus Lipsus of Brussel, which sits in the Council of the European Union.


XYZ Court of Justice of the European Union


The Court of Justice of the European Union (TJUE) shall be an institution of the European Union which shall provide the functioning of the control of the European Community law, and shall be commissioned for its judicial and supernational nature.


The condemnation of the U.N. has the character tied to the Member States.


It is the guarantee of a legal framework which shall be assisted and applied also by national legal systems.


XYZ Court of the European Contempt




The Court of the European Contempt shall be the physsistant organ of the European Union.


He survives the proper administration of the European funds, both at the level of their institutions, organs and organism, and in the activities of his Member States, when they are the ones who worship them.


XYZ European Central Bank


The European Central Bank (ECB) shall be the central bank of the European Union, the euro and shall make up the main Eurosystem axe.


The ECB shall be an integral part of the European System of Central Banks and shall be subject to the provisions of the Treaty on European Community and its Statute.


XYZ Ribosome


A ribosome is an organ made up of RNAs and ribosomes (known as _ribonucleoproteins_or RNP).


It translates RNA (message RNA) to a polypedic chain (e.g. a protein).


It can be considered as a factory that builds a protein from a group of genetic instructions.


Ribosomes may be derived in the cytoplasm (the inner fluid of the cell) or tied to the endoplasmic reticule, or to the nuclear inveloppe.


After the ribosomes are _ribozymas_, they think it is possible that they have their origin in the RNA world.




XYZ Summario


The banks consist of two subunits (Figure 1) which is cleaned up (Figure 2) and work as one to translate the RNA to a polypeptial chain during the protein synonym (Figure 3).


The eukaryote subunits consist of one or three very large RNA mills (known as ribosomal RNA (RNA) and many smaller protein moles.


The crystalgraphy shows that there are no ribosome protections for the situation of reaction for polypeptial synthesy.


This suggests that the proteinic component of ribosomes come as a scaffold that can help the ability of the RNA to synchronize the protein, rather than directly participate in the catalyse.


XYZ Structure and Function


The ribosome amounts of procaryotes and eukaryotes are very similar.


However, procaryotes have 70-S ribosomes consisting of a small 30-S subunit and a large 50-S subunit, while eucharyotes have 80-S ribosomes consisting of a small 40-S subunit and a large 60-S bond.


However, ribosomes in the chloropals and mitochondria are 70S (that's one of the observations that support endosymbiotic theory).




The letter means the unit of Svedberg, measuring the rate of sedimentation in a centrifugal (the rate is associated with the size of the stake).


Differentiations between procarious and eukaryote ribomes may be exposed by humans, after the ribosomes of 70 are vulnerable by some antibiotic ones that will not vulture the ribosomes of 80S.


This helps the creation of medicines that can destroy a bacterial breach without vulnerating the cells of the animal or the human.


Even though human mythochondrios possess ribosomes of 70S, they are not affected by these antibiotics because the mitochondria are covered by a double membrane that does not admit the antibiotics to the organ.


XYZ Theory of Numbers


Traditionally, the theory of numbers is the branch of pure mathematics that is concerned with the properties of whole numbers.


Thus, in this part of the mathematics, he studies such things as divisibility, prime numbers, maximum common divider, common multiplot minimium, ordine relations, etc.


The discipline was developed to take care of a wider class of problems that naturally arose from the study of the whole number.


The theory of numbers may be divided in different fields, according to the methods which are employed and of the questions which are in search of them:




Theory of numbers: apply only the elemental methods of the arithmetic for the verification and the properties of the whole number, and in particular the properties of the first number;


The analytic theory of numbers: the use of real analysis and complex analysis, especially to study the properties of first numbers;


- Algebric theory of numbers: apply the abstract advanced adgebra (modern aggrese) and study the algebraic numbers;


- Geometric theory of numbers: employs geometric methods, library and analytics;


XYZ Over the elemental theory of numbers


The first contact with the theory of numbers is across the elemental theory of numbers


Through this discipline, we can introduce rather interesting and notable properties of whole numbers, than by being given proposals to be solved, or theories to be tested, are generally difficult to solve or prove.


These questions are linked basically to three types of research, to know:


1


Studios is specific to the properties of first numbers; 2.


Search for efficate algorithms for the basic arithmetic; 3.




Studios on diophantinic Equations solution;


These questions shall be directly linked to the study of the whole number and its sub-simulative consisting of natural numbers.


To illustrate several of the many problems dealt with in these three areas of elemental number theory:


XYZ Properness of the prime number


XYZ Theorem of Euclide


XYZ? _Exists infinite number of prime_!


XYZ Conjecture of Goldbach


XYZ, _Where can the number par, greater than 2, as the sum of two prime numbers?_ This is the Goldbach conjecture.


XYZ is formulated in 1746 and is not tested today, even though it is checked out to the order of 4*10^14.


How many first ends are made of the 7-digit? They are infinite? Of the 664579 prime numbers of ten million, which are the end of 1, 3, 7 and 9 are, respectfully, 166104, 166230, 166211 and 166032.


This corresponds to 24.99 per cent, 25.01 per cent, 25.01 per cent and 24.98 per cent of all prime numbers.


What does that suggest?


There are endless parents of first twine numbers: prime numbers that deliver one from the other, only in two units, as (3; 5), (71; 73) or (1000000009)?


XYZ Algorithmos exerts basic arithmetic




Many modern implementations are of the field of cryptography depending on some properties of the whole number and the first number.


However, the arithmetic implementations surrounding the properties of the whole number are directly connex with the ability to solve two fundamental problems:


1


the problem of the test to check if the number is first; 2.


the problem of first factor decomposition;


They look like simple solution problems, which are complex when they go on to operate with tenths, dozens, or even hundreds of fingers.


XYZ Pink Floyd


Pink Floyd was an English rock band that was founded in London in 1965.


Originally a psychedelic rock band, they became a progressive rock band in 1970s.


They were notated by their long compositions, solo experiments, philosophical words and elaborate concerts.


The original members were Syd Barrett (vowels, guitar), Roger Waters (bass guitar, vocals), Richard Wright (closers, vocals), and Nick Mason (battery).


He was traded to his first album with The Piper at the Gates of Dawn and two singles.




David Gilmour (guitar, vocals) joined the band in 1967.


Barrett left the band after four months because of his mental illness.


Waters became the first member and author.


In the 1970s, Pink Floyd published four album accounts that became an icon for progressive rock: the Dark Side of the Moon, the New Year's Article, the New Year's Article, the New Year's Article, and the New Year's Article.


Wright departed the band in 1979, due to personal tension, and Waters departed in 1985.


Gilmour and Mason continued the band, and Wright met.


They published two more albums and made concert tools, before the band became active in 1995.


All members except Barrett gathered for Live 8 in 2005.


Barrett and Wright died after all; Waters and Gilmour sounded a few times later.


One unpublished song album was published in 2014.


Pink Floyd is one of the most accomplished music, and has sold $250 million records, and has taken on an experiential and ambient music.


The Dark Side of the Moon and the Wall is two of the most accomplished commercial albums.


They were introduced to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 1995 and the UK Music Hall of Fame in 2005.




XYZ Apparate digestive


The digestive apparition is composed of the oral cavity (buke in mammoths), the digestive tube (sophago in mammoths), and other parts (stomacho, colonist and athlete).


Gastrointestinal system or digestive apparition is the body system that builds and digests food; it is also called digestive system.


By fracting food into simple cheeses that can be absorbed by other body parts because the chemics can be used for energy and the body can be built.


Because it's also because it's getting vast after the digestion.


The gastrointestinal system starts with the lips and ends in the year.


Animals have verms, insects, mammoths, birds, fishes and people all have digestive systems.


Gastrointestinal treatment is the instinctive and with other organs we helped to digest food.


XYZ Guitar


The guitar (as a gypsy script; the IED has shapes) is a musical instrument of cradles with six crates (which usually have six cradles).


The guitar is usually played by both hands.


A hand (the dominant hand) pizzs the horses with a flint or fingers.




The other hand puts the wreaths on the paths, and shortens the part of the wreath that is vibrating.


With an accustic guitar, a room falls into the sound.


With an electric guitar, an electromagnet turning the resonance to an electric sign.


The word was used after 1100 to refer to many wooden and churned instruments that were developed in Europe, especially Spanish.


Similar instruments existed in more ancient cultures.


The guiter and vihuela were forerunners to the guitar of renascentia_ (four chordas); the guitar of baroque_ (five chordas) followed.


The classical design with six horses was standardized in Spain on the 19th century.


Chordas was originally made of the cat, but now nylon or steel was preferred.


There are three main forms of the guitars: the classical guitar (with nylon wreaths), the guitar of the chordas de acerero and the guitar archtop (with an arced, popular jazz).


Originally used by classical music and flamenco, the guitars are common in the music of folk, country, rock, pop, Latin and many others.




The electric guitar was invented during the year of 1930, because acoustic guitars could be sugared by instruments in a band.


The electric guitars make little sunshine, but require an amplifier and alto-speaker.


Between the guitar and the alto-speaker, the sign may have been modified by an equaliser and many pieces of effects.


The most common effects are distortion and reverberate.


The first electric guitars had a caved body, like an accustic guitar.


After 1960 electric guitars with a solid body of wood became more common, because they avoided re-fueling (ululation).


There are many types of electric guitar: semiacoustic guitar, archtop guitar and guitar with a solid body.


The electric guitars had a deep influence on popular music, especially rock and blues, and also in pop, jazz, funk, country, reggae, metal and many others.


In the normal agreement, the guitar is matched to the E2 notes, A2, D3, G3, B3 and E4.


The differences of the notes between the courts are a fours, out of G and B, which is a greater third; the difference between the two horses and two eights.


Other chords could be used.




The music of a guitar is written with traditional musical notation or tablet.


With a traditional notice, the guitar is a transpository instrument; the muse is notated for a higher eightfold.


Debian XYZ


Debian is a free computer operating system.


An operation system is the collection of programmes and utensils that perform a computer.


At the centre of an operation system is the core.


The core is the most fundamental program in the computer: it does all the computer control and allows it to start other programmes.


Currently, Debian uses the Linux nucleo (like Debian GNU/Linux), a free nucleo created initially by Linus Torvalds and supported by thousands of programs all over the world.


The great portion of utensils which are also essential for the operation system comes from GNU; these utensils are also free.


It also has sub-projects to create Debian distributions with the ancient UNIX BSD nucleo, and the GNU Hurd nucleo (like Debian GNU/Hurd).


Debian is a volunteer development project based on the internet.


There are hundreds of volunteers who work for Debian.




The largest part of them is filled with a small number of packaged software, and is very familiar with the software that they have made.


These volunteers shall observe a number of strict rules which governs the way in which pacchets shall be gathered.


Rules are created by the Internet on electronic currents.


The project philosophy is very important to Debian.


The social contract of Debian (available in many languages) is to ensure that Debian will be completely free for ever; Debian itself is made of many small pockets to allow for easy changes for different uses.


The Debian Project was announced in 1993 by Ian Murdock and Debian 0.01, published 15 September 1993, and the first publication of the _stable_ was made in 1996.


XYZ Phase (matter)


In physical sciences, a phase is a region of space (a thermodynamic system), which in all parts all physical properties of material are uniform.


A number of physical properties include density, indicacy of refurbishment, and chimic composition.


A simple description is that a phase is a region of material that is uniform chimically, distinct physically, and (frequently) mechanically separate.




In a system consisting of ice and water in a glass jug, the ice cubes are a catch, the water is a second sentence, and the wet air on the water is a third sentence.


The jug's glass is a different sentence.


(Live Member State Nonclassical States)


The _phase_ term is used as a synonym for the state of matter.


Also, the _phase_ term is used to refer to a collection of stats demarcated in terms of the variables of stat, such as pressure and temperature for a basic limit on a basic diagram.


Because basic limits are connexed to the changes in the organization of matter, such as a liquid to a solid or a more subtle change from a crystalline structure from another, this second use is similar to the use of phasing like a synonym for matter.


However, the state of matter and phasic diagrams are uncommented with the formal definition already referred to and the intended meaning must be determined in part from the context in which the term is used.


XYZ Number of Phases


For a composite example, only particular phases are possible for a temperature and pressure.


The number and type of the phases that will happen is difficult to predict and is usually determined by experiment.




The results of such experiments may be drawn into phasic diagrams.


The phasic diagram showed here is for a system with a component single.


In this simple system, the phases that are possible depend only on pressure and temperature.


The marks show points where two or more pitches can coexist in balance.


At long temperature and pressure of the marks, there will be only one sentence at a balance.


In the diagram, the blue line marks the boundary between liquid and gas, never continues endlessly, but ends at a point called the critical tip.


As the temperature and pressure approach the critical point, the liquid and gas properties become more progressively similar.


At the critical point, liquid and gas are indistinguishable.


Suppressing the critical point, there are no liquid and gaseous phrases separated: there is only one geneanic fluid phase referred to as a supercritical fluid.


In water, the critical point occurred at around 647 K (374 C or 705 F) and 22,064 MPa.


Unusual characteristics of phasic water diagram are that the solid - liquid linea phasica (illustrated by the green linen) has a negative incline.




For most substances, the incline is positive, as exemplified by the solid green line.


This unusual water character is connexed to ice having a lower density than liquid water.


To grow the pressure that moves the water to the pit with higher density, which causes disengagement.


Another interesting thing, but not unusual characteristics of the phasic diagram are the point where the solid line commits the basics, and the liquid ingests the liquid-gassy linea phasica.


Intersection is referred to as the threefold point.


At a threefold point, all three phases can coexist.


Experimentally, the basic lines are relatively easy to make the map, because of the interdependence of temperature and pressure that develops when multiple phases form.


There's a tricky rule from Gibbs.


For example, consider an apparition consisting of a closed and well-insulated cylinder that has a piston.


To charge the right water ride and apply heat, the system can be brought to some point in the gas region of the basic diagram.


If the piston is slowly lowered, the system will draw a curl of temperature and pressure by growing in the gaseous region of the phasic diagram.




At the point where liquid begins to condense, the direction of the temperature curve and pressure will suddenly change the sentence until all of the water has condensed.


XYZ Kirchheimbolanden


Kirchheimbolanden (8,400 inhabitants) is a German city in Rhenania - Palatinate.


It is the central administrative, economic and cultural centre of the North Palatinate and in the history of one of the most remarkable cities in this region.


His old wall with the walls and gates of the city are pictoresque, the graceful needle of the church, the beautiful number of places, and the quiet remote places project the image of a German village, where the surrounding surrounding surrounding surroundings are elegantly surrounded by the old city of the city.


XYZ Accessibility


Kirchheimbolanden has the advantage of being easy to access: it can be reached by the A63 autostrata and also by the old autostrata B40 that had recently re-designated the L401


Of course there is also a connection of railroads, newly converted to the city, Alzey.


XYZ History




In the year 774 the city is made official for the first time, when it was only a village that was known as Kirchheim, and when it was together with Frankfurt, it was alluded to in the Codex of Lorsch.


They had colonies in the region for a long time before, as evidenced by the discovery of celestial residuals and remains.


In the year 1368, when Kirchheim was still a village, Emperor Carol IV gave up urban rights.


At that moment, Kirchheim, next to Bolanden, became Kirchheimbolanden, as soon as he was called. Kibo.


The agreement of this right led to the fortification of the city by a defensive wall.


Part of it survives the present and was recently restored.


Other clothes from the past, the parapet, the garlic, the walls and doors, make up one of the most pictorial characters in Kirchheimboland.


XYZ Baroque buildings


In the 1393 year, the city fell to the princes of Nassau, Saarbrcken, later on the city of Nassau - Weilburg, who reigned over the city for 400 years.


In the year 1741 Prince Carolo Augusto of Nassau - Weilburg made Kirchheimbolanden his residence of the state, both holding his administrative capital in Weilburg in Hessen.




Later in the year 1769 his son Carolo Christian decided to establish his primary residence here.


Because of these two Princes Kirchheimboland they own their baroque character.


Many baroque and classical buildings had survived until the present, including the so-called Knight's House, reminding them of what is still referred to as the period of the Kleine Residenz (parve residence).


As a result of the devasion inflicted during the French revolution and a disaster fire raging in 1871, all that remains of the princess's palace is the wing of the east, which today forms a part of a modern asylum for old women.


The beautiful park of the castle still contains many rare and magnificent trees.


XYZ Mozart


The building, which has preserved the character of this time in a very faithful way, is St.


Paul's, the old church of the court.


In the 1778th year, Mozart played the beautiful baroque organ of it during his visit to the Court of Princess Carolina, the wife of Carolo Christian.


Because of this it is also popularly referred to the organ St.


Paul's like a Mozart organ,




The last prince, Friedrich Wilhelm, who succeeded in his father in the year 1788, had to flee, when the French people took over the city in the year 1793.


For the greater part of the 20th year, the whole region was occupied by the French, who knew it as it was: Part of Mount Tonnerre, and Mount Tonitre, which is a translation of Donnersberg, the name of the mountain that dominates the region, the highest in the palace, the peak has six hundred and six hundred miles above the sea.


XYZ Conference International


Kirchheimbolanden was sitting for the international conference of the World Interlingua Union in 2009.


Today's XYZ Urbe


Today's city provides modern public easements such as schools of all levels of education, a hospital, two asylums for old, two pools (one on the inside and one on the outside) and four large car park.


Finally to administer everything, the community has a newly constructed municipal home and also a new office building of the municipal district.


Kirchheimbolanden's charme e attraction, as if, is not only derived from his historic past.


Thanks to his neighbours in Donnersberg, Mount Tonitro, and for his appointment to a large number of big German cities, local construction grounds are in great demand as reflected in many new, clean villages and dwellings that have grown up for the last few years.




XYZ Industria


In the industrial domain, Kirchheimboland is to be the basis of expanded manufacturing, which produces things like turbo-cargoers for passengers and commercial vehiculations, measuring instruments for high accuracy, security shoes, industrial tubes and super-structures for commercial vehiculations.


XYZ Festivities


No short portrait of Kirchheimboland would be complete without referencing its calendar in the midst of popular festivities, the most remarkable of all is the Residenzfest (festivation of residence) with three days and nights of entertainment, the Bierwoche (week of beer) and the Christmas market.


All festivities attract large mass of near and far away.


In the no festive period, as the visitor quickly finds out that he can tell you about the hospitality of the people of Kirchheimboland, it doesn't matter when you're going from the year to come.


XYZ Paradox of unarrestable strength


The paradex of unarrested force, also called the paradox of irresistible force, or paradexed from the scoundrel, is a classical paradox formulated like this: that it may happen when there is an indistinct force to find an unmovable object, but it is unassuming that the unmovable object and the unintentional force is uninhabitable, if not the solution to the question would be done.




Additionally, it is postulated that they are two distinct entities.


The paradox is based on mutual conclusions, to know that it can happen at once, that there is no force that can be stopped and no object that can stop all strength.


XYZ Origins


The exemplor of this paradox that does not come from Western thought can be found in the origin of the Chinese word for tradition, (pinn: _modn_, shun)


This term originates from a story reported in the book of the third century.


In that story, a man tried to sell a spear and a whore.


When he asked him how good a spear he was, he said it could pierce a few scoldings.


Then when he asked him how goodly the scutin was, he said he could defend himself against any attack on the spear.


One person asked him what would happen if he used his spear to attack his mother. The salesman could not answer.


This caused the creation of idiotism, which caused the creation of sxang modn (from the expression of the beginning of the world), meaning that it contradicts itself.




Another ancient and mythological example that illustrates this theme is the story of the vulpe of Teumes, a beast that can never be caught, and the dog Laelaps that will always catch what it has.


When he understands the paradox, he transforms with creatures into the fixed stars of the larger constellations (Laelas) and the Lessor Canis (the fox), or in the stone.


XYZ Applications


Difficulties which this paradox entails may apply to one's conflict between two extreme and definite extremes of abstract manner.


This paradox is considered more like a logic exercise than a reflection on a possible event in the universe.


Scientifically, an irresistible force needs endless energy, and an unmovable object needs infinite mass, both of which are impossible in a non-finite universe.


A specific example of use of the paradox applies to God's omnipotence, and is expressed by the question:


The other approach is that an unparalleled force, an object or strength with infinite inertity, would be consistent with the definition of an unmovable object, in so much so that they would be a single and only thing.




Any object whose impetus or movement cannot be changed is an unmovable object, and it will stop any object under its influence, which makes it a strong, in spite of it.


A deterministic universe can contain such strengths or objects as long as they are not already meant to meet in all the history of the universe.


In effect, in the context of such a universe, it would be able to redefine the words of irresistible, unmovable, as nothing at all can happen to resist, and nothing can happen to move, (with the limitation of history fixed from the determinate universe in question) in the place of counterfactual possibilities.


This is similar to the principle of Novikov's self-consistency of the grandfather's paradox in time travel scenes.


XYZ Cultural References


In the name of the Star Superman, a DC comic by Grant Morrison and Frank Quitely, there is the Ultrasphinx, which asks him: What is the case when the unarrestable force finds the unmovable object, that it may be said to be a man,


In the series of 1982, _Knight Rider_, KITT makes up for the paradox when it is confronted with the eventuality of a frontal collision with its prototypo denominated KARR, which holds most of KITT's capabilities by including an almost indestructible body.




In the film of 1991, Kickboxer 2_, Xian, a Thai master of martial art, describes the paradox with an allegory in which he asks what happens when a rhynocerote, a animal that can't be arrested, perceived by an elephant, a animal that can't be moved; the answer is that with animals will die.


In the film, Imagine Me And You_ (2005) the paradox of irresistible strength is a recurring subject which is referred to in the first time by H and the last time by Heck, which compares Rachel's love for Luce with indeprehensible strength, and is compared to the unmovable object, saying: What you feel is the most in spite of it, which means that I should go.


In the film by Christopher Nolan, The Dark Knight, (2008), the Joker makes a stand for the irresistible force in his final dialogue with Batman.


The Joker intends for the last time to explain the reason, why can't there be any way to get out of his secret indignation to say: You couldn't let me go, yes? That's what happens when an unclean man finds an unclean object.


You're incorruptible, aren't you? You won't kill me because of your mistaken moral superiority, and I won't kill you because you're too funny.


I think you and I are meant to do this forever.


The rock band Jane's Addiction uses this paradox in the words of the song Irresistible Force on its album  The Great Escape Artist_ (2011).




In station 5, episode 13 of the Wurn News, Oswald referred to Michael Westen as unarrestable, and referred to as an unmovable object,


on-2011


XYZ Bisexuality


Bisexuality is a sexual orientation where a person feels sexual or romantic attitudes to persons of at least two generations.


Thus, a judicious person is subjected to a sexual and romantic attitude by the persons of the least two generations.


The definitions as to which bi-sexuality is different, but it is not necessary for the person to feel in the same way or the same degree for these sixes.


Discrimination against judicious persons shall be called biphobia and may be a problem not only in heterosexual persons but also in gay persons, among others.


XYZ Terminology


The word appeared as a psychoanalytic term for mental pathology.


From the point of view of the psychoanalysts of this time, like Sigmund Freud, the bi-sexuality was an immaturation of human sexual development, where any human can stay too long.


In the years of 1960 and 1970, some people began to identify themselves as a judicious, to recover this word.




In this time, the bi-sexuality and abhorrence also ceased to be a political diagnosis.


Though using the term homosexuals, they generally fell in favour of words like -- the word -- bisexual, and there were the most frequent autonamings of the bisexual community.


Though the term shall reflect the binary view of old psychoanalysts, it shall not be reflected on any form of binary thought of unfaithfulness.


Bisexual community is historicly close to transgenere and transsexual community, with a disproportionate amount of transgene persons identifying themselves as bisexual.


Thus the inaccuracy and binary of the ancient term has led many to change their self-will from a non-sexual to a pansexual or polysexual.


XYZ Lutetium


Lutetium is a chimic element of Lu symbol and atomic number 71.


XYZ Transition metal


Transient metal ending (some vees also call a transition element) has two possible meanings:


The definition of the UPAC shall state that the metal of the transit is an element which is at home has a subconvention of completion, or that it can provide a location with a subconchasing subconchase of the subconchase of the 12th group, and it is not the transition metals of this definition.




A few authors describe a method of transition, such as a few elements in the periodic tablet block, including groups 3 to 12.


All elements in the metal block.


In today's practice, the f-block is also included in the form of the lantern and prison series.


Jensen has regained the history of the endings element (or metal) of transition and block d.


The word (transition_) was first used to describe the elements which are not known as the block by English and Chimo, Charles Bury in 1921, which were referred to as a series of transition of elements during the movement of an internal extension of electrons (for example, in the 4th range of the periodic tablet) of a group from 8 to 18 to 18 to 32.


XYZ Pathology


Pathology (Greeds of English: Pathology) is a medical discipline that investigates the abnormal debations or morbids of the human body and their cause.


The discipline of the morbid is pathology.


.


Its objective is before all, the treatment of changes in structure and functioning and deformities of the types and cells.


The specialist of pathology, the pathologist, ad hoc, makes section of weaning and biopsies, and it is, living types of teasing and trying them.




XYZ Notion de morbo


XYZ


The morbo is the state of the organism which is afflicted by a psychological aberration, or which suffers a disturbance in its life balance.


XYZ Professor Lucasian of Mathematician


Professor Lucasian's title of Mathematician is a special title of a mathematical professor at the University of Cambridge in England.


This function was established in 1663 by Henry Lucas, the Member of the Parliament of England representing the University of Cambridge from 1639 to 1640; and it was officially established by King Carol II on 18 January 1664.


It was described as one of the most prestigious academic posts of the world by the Daily Telegraph and its previous debtors include Isaac Newton, Joseph Larmor, Charles Babbage, George Stokes, Paul Dirac and Stephen Hawking.


XYZ


XYZ Philo (informatics)


In informatics, a son of enforcement is the smallest programmed framework which can be run independently by a planner, which is typical of a part of the operating system.




Implementation of threads and processes are carried out between systems of operation, but generally a son is a component of a process.


Multiple threads can exist within a process, running concurrently and possessing common resources such as memory, while different processes do not possess these common resources.


In particular, the threads of a process possess its executed code and the values of its ordinary variables at a given time.


Greek language XYZ


The Greek language of the antiquity was spoken not only in the ancient peninsular Greece, but also in the Greek colonies, giving location to the distant dialects that we know about it.


Greek language belongs to a large family of languages derived from a common language known as an Indo-European language.


Greek dialects constitute this linguistic family of languages descended from the Indo-European.


This is the case of Greek dialects, a linguistic sister family to the other descendants of the Indo-European.


The Greek classic and the Greek regional dialects have a great supply in their grammar and vocabulary with languages like the Holy, the Persian, the Armenian, the Albanian, the classical Latin, the Celt, the German and the Balto-Slavo.




XYZ Dialects


Ionic: There was a word in the Eubeah, in the Cyclate and in the region of Asia, which includes Smyrna, Ephesus, and Mileto.


This dialect is the basis of the language of Homer, Hesiodo and Herodoto.


Eolicho: The northern part of the coast of Asia, in the island of Lesbos, in Thessalia and in Beotia, was spoken in the northern part of the coast of Asia.


Dorico: The north-west of Greece, the Peloponeso, the south side of the coast of Asia, the islands of Creta and Rhodos and the  Magna Grecia


Attico: The men and their neighbour were spoken of.


The Greek language as we know it today, has its origin in this age, but it has caused many transformations.


XYZ Demotico (_dimotik_)


The Greek who is often studying himself as a model of the language of the antiquity is the one which corresponds to the Attic dialect, as if literarily it were to go over all the other dialects, especially in the V AEC century, as well as to the selection of Pericles, and to the seventh IV AEC.


In this dialect, the great authors of the Greek literature wrote: the Tragic poet Eschylo, Sophocles and Euripides, the poet of Aristophanes, the history of Thucides and Xenophonte, the philosophus Platone and the Orates Lisias, Demosthenes and Eschines.


XYZ Koine: The language of the lingua_commun_




Since the unification of Greece under Philippus of Macedonia, the attic dialect, changed by contact with the other dialects, was imposed as a literary language in all Greece and spread with the conquests of Alexandrus Magne throughout the East.


The resulting dialect was called the _commun_ language.


In it wrote, among others, the philosopher Aristoteles, the storyteller Polybio and the moralist Plutarch.


Even so, this dialect constitutes the core of the bible Greek, both of the Old Testament and of the New Testament.


At the end of the Greek language, he lost his ancient character by the evolution of his forms and by the mix of foreign elements, leading to modern Greek origin.


XYZ Vide etimam


Greek alphabet


Greek mythology


XYZ Ieoh Ming Pei


Ieoh Ming Pei, more well known as I.


M.


Pei (, Pinyin: Bi Ymng) (26 April 1917, Guangzhou, China - 16 May 2019, New York City) was an American architect of China.


When he had finished his scholastic studies, at the age of 18, he went out to the United Nations to study architecture.




He was enrolled at the Technological Institute of Massachusetts where he graduated in 1940.


From 1945 to 1948 he improved his skills to teach at Harvard as a professor, under the care of the two famous European architects, Marcel Breuer and Walter Gropius.


He is not only considered a classic account of American success, but also one of the great masters of the European architecture.


In 1955 Pei became an American citizen; the next year, he created his own architecture, I.


M.


Pei and Partners.


In its projects, Pei seeks the purity of the lines, unity, and functioning efficiency, according to the international style and criticism of Gropius.


He often uses abstract and material forms, a cold, like steel, a cemetery, and a glass, but he used it to create remarkable effects.


His works are characterized by structures that require unusual solutions.


Pei was one of the most famous architects of the world, thanks to his works that have been built all over the world.


His work was recognized in 1983, when he received the first Pritzker Prize, given by the most prestigious international body of architecture.




He also received the United Nations from the American Institute of Architects, and other accomplishments.


One centenarian, he died at the age of 102.


British XYZ Lingua


The British language (in the language of the English language, the British language (bre-z-nek) is referred to by a diminuous proposal of the population of the Armoric Britannia (part of the present French Republic).


Before 1945, the British was the running language of Western Britannia.


Later, a variety of factors - the meanness of television and radio, socio-linguistic pressures, negative political associations, etc. - has favoured the universalisation of the use of French.


A linguistic revitalization movement began since the year of 1960, but the official response has been feared (if not hostile) before the year of 2000.


The Briton is an island celtic language.


It was implemented in Britannia by refugees from the Great Britannia in the 6th century.


Language has many affidavits with the horny language (talked traditionally in Cornuallia) and the gallese (spoken in Galles).


It is the only celtic language to continue to be spoken in mainland Europe.




According to a probe of the Bureau of British Language (a recently created organ by the Britannia Region), the population of British speakers in 2007 was approximately 206 000 in the five regions of traditional Britannia.


Fewer members of British speakers dwell in Paris and other areas of France and the world.


XYZ E -mail


One e-mail (English for -electronic mail_), and -post or electric post is a method of exchanging digital messages from the author to one or more containers.


Modern electronics operate on the internet or other computer nets.


The first systems of e-after required the author and the vessel to be connected to the same time, in common with the same message.


System of and -this day is based on a model of imagining and advancing.


Serviers for the sake of it, and then accepts, forwards, livrates, and imagines messages.


Neither ushers nor computers are required to be connected in the same way; they are required to connect on a single basis, typicalally to a curling server, for the duration of expediting or reciprocating messages.


Historically, the _e-mail_ term was used generously for an electronic translation of documents.




For example, many writers in precoqued 1970s used the term of describing the translation of fax documents.


Like a result, it's hard to find the first quote for the use of the term with the most specific meaning it's now.


One e-message from the Internet consists of three parts: the inveloppe_, the_testa_, and the_corporeal_.


The test of the message contains controlling information, including, minimally, an address of e -post from the owner and one or more addresses from the containers.


Usually, the description information is also added, such as a field holding the test and the date and time of the submission of the message.


A text was originally written - usually (7 -bit ASCII and other) half-communication, an electronic post was extended to carry multi content - mediated by attacks, one process standardized in the 2045 through 2049 RFCs.


Collectively, these RFCs are called the multi-purpose Internet Mail Extensions_or _MIME_.


An electronic post predates the interpretation of the internet and was actually a critical instrument in creating it, but the history of modern, global internet and -post services dates back to the beginnings of ARPANET.


Standards to include electronic messages were proposed in 1973 (Rk 561).




Conversion of ARPANET to the Internet in precox 1980s produced the core of running services.


One e-post sent in 1970s shall appear similar to a basic textical message sent by the internet today.


It has been written on the APPANET on extensions of the Protocol to Transfer Persiser (in English, to transfer Protocol or FTP), but is carried by the Simple Protocol to Transfer Currral (in English, Simple Mail Transfer Protocol_or SMTP), first published as the standard Internet 10 (RFC 821) in 1982.


In the process of transporting electronic messages between systems, SMTP shall communicate libration programmes to use a separate _inveloppe_ message from the test and body of the message.


XYZ Moses


And Moses and Moys (here shall set up the Member States of the United Nations) of the United Nations, and for the sake of Amram, the son of Amram, and for the sake of the United Nations, and for the sake of the United Nations.


According to the Jewish tradition Moses brought out the Hebrews that were oppressed in Egypt, the Exodo v.1250 He was the leader who united the different people by the age of Yahweh or Jehovah.


He gave the basic elements of the Torah law.


Until the time of the illuminism Moses was considered to be the author of the pentateuch.




In today's bible science there is a consensus that a historical Moses cannot be the author of the penteur.


XYZ Second Punic War


The second war was fought between Rome and Carthago in the United States, between the years of 218 and 202 B.C.E., first in Europe (for 17 years) and later in Africa.


XYZ Textual criticism


Definition:


The textual criticism is a branch of the law in which it considers the fact that the double texts were transmitted to us by many manuscripts, the six-sided codes, which often defile one from the other in more particulars.


The duty of the textual critic, when it works with different traditions of the text (the right to - assent variations), or with corrified texts (i.


e.


Incomplete, in part, it is to be considered the textual tradition in its complex, to be able to reconstruct by the means of the implementation of scientific methodological principles, the most ancient possible text.


Textual criticism requires the knowledge of different manuscripts and good family with the characters of the Greek and Hebrew language.




(Examination of the Scripture that seeks to uncover the original text with the goal of uncovering what the original authors actually wrote.)


XYZ Compares with: The criticism of forms, the historical criticism, the criticism of redaction, the criticism of sources, the literary criticism, the sociological criticism.


In the literary criticism of the Bible, the variations are different or alternative from a particulate text, depending on the fact that the translation of the double texts was made by different manuscripts or codes and, after all, different.


Textual variations are different in the lesson of the same texts between existing copies of the double sleeves.


Japanese XYZ Dracon


The Japanese dracn (Join (Nihon no ry_) is a legendary form of Japanese mythology.


Types of Japanese dragons lack native legends with dragon stories from China, Korea and India.


The dragon's pencil was simply influencing the Chinese dragon.


Like a lot of other Asian dragons, they are made of water; they are associated with atmosphere phenomeans and bodies of water.


Typically, they are represented as long creating with the shape of the snake, without wings and with nails.




The modern Japanese language has a number of words for dracon-included by the old Japanese t-ta-ta-ta-ta-t-, the sine-japonese -ry-o -ry-d-d-d-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-n-s-s-n-s-s.


XYZ Literary Genere (theology)


The literary generation is the complex of characteristics that are common to a series of literary units of the double texts.


While these are not generally the work of a single writer, but they received form and impression in the tradition of the oral tradition and according to certain rules, it is very important for the understanding of a literary generation, to lay down the problem of their Sitz im Leben, the problem, i.


e.


of the historic and environmental situation of which the study text shall emerge, considering who speaks, his attempts, his audience, and the general atmosphere of the text.


These are important generations: songs, sentences, accounts, legends, priestly oraculations, rituals and cultual formulations, God's works, preaching, confessional forms (Credo).


Generes of the New Testament: Jesus's (logious) words, parables, tales of miracles, stories of the Passion, formulas of faith, christological hymns, preaching, etc.


XYZ Nucleo (biology)




In cell biology, the nucleo is an organule, present in all the eukaryote cells, which contain most of the genetic material in the cell.


It has two main functions: to control the chimic reactions of the cytoplasm, and to stock up the necessary information to the cell division.


The nucleo has a diameter ranged from 10 to 20 micrometers, which is the largest of the organs.


XYZ Nuecleo Defined


The nucleo is surrounded by a double membrane called the nuclear valve.


The inner and outer membrane of this inveloppe merges at regular intervals, which forms the nuclear pigs.


These pores allow for nucleo exchanges - cytoplasmic in two directions, as per example the output of RNA (message RNA) to the cytoplasm.


That's why the nuclear bulkp rules and facilitates transport between the nucleo and the cytoplasm, in order to separate chimic reactions that happen in the cytoplasm from those that happen inside the nucleo.


The outer membrane is in a continuance with the bulky endoplasmic reticulation (REG) and can be, like this, covered with ribosomes on his cytopal face.




The space between the two membranes (appelled to the peri-nuclear space) is in continuum with the inter-light_spatie of the REG.


The interne membrane is covered by a_lamin_ on its nucleo-plasmic face.


The blade is a protein net (circum 2000 types of protein) that plays a role of support, and participates in recent research, the organisation of chromatin movements during the particular cell cycle phases.


XYZ Genetic material


There are one or more nucleolos surrounded by a fibrous matrice called the nucleoplasm.


Nucleplasm is a liquid which has a gelatin consistency (simile at this level in the cytoplasm), in which many substances are dissolved.


These substantiations understand triphosphate nucleotides, enzymas, protein and transcription factors.


The genetic material (DNA) is also present in the nucleo, in the form of a complex of DNA and poisons called chromatin and made up of many continuous units, called chromosomes.


There are two chromatin types: the euxromatin and the hetero-chromatin.


Yuxromatin is the form of the compact type of DNA, and the regions of DNA that make it up with the genes that are often wiped out by the cell.




On the contrary, in the hetero-chromatin, the DNA is compact.


The regions which constitute it contain the genes which are not expressed by the cell (facultial_heterochromatin), or manufacture the chromosomes and centromers (constitutive_heterochromatin).


In multi-celled organs, cells are high-specified in the performance of particular functions; in consequence, different gene elements are required and expressed.


So, the regions of DNA that make up the hetero-chromatin vary according to the types of cells.


XYZ Physical geography


Physical geography is a branch of geography that studies the earth from the point of view of natural science.


XYZ Branches


 - geomorphology with methods of lithology and geophysicism.


Climatology, with methods of weather and statistics.


glaciologia, with methods of climatology and statistics.


 - hydrology, mainland and sea, with methods of geology, oceanography and statisticism.


 - pedology, with methods of edaphology and geomorphology.


paleogeography, with methods of general geography and geology.




 - biogeography, methods of Biology, botanics, zoology, edaphology?


XYZ Juno


Juno o Jun_o_o was the queen of the gods in the Roman Mythology.


With his wife Jupiter and his daughter-in-law Minerva, she protected the state by staying in the Triad Capitol.


Marriage and partition were the domains of special protection.


Its equivalent was Hera.


She was baptized in Samo, Argo, Sparta, Mychene, Carthane, and all Libya.


In the Trojan War, Juno protected the Greeks and took up a double Jupiter on Monte Ida so that the Greeks will gain advantage during the discovery of his husband.


After that, she became the main antagonist of Eneas, and joined in the so-called Dido and Tum Turn against the Trojan Hero.


XYZ Parve Sirena


The Parve Sirena (Danish: <Den Lille Havfrue_) is a bronz culture by Danish sculler Edvard Eriksen (1876-1959), placed in 1913 in the quaine Langelinie in Copenhagen, Danmark.




The mermaid is only 1.25 metres high, which is often disapproving of many tourists who visit her to be taken with a national, plus-pleasing symbol for Denmark and so one of the biggest tourist attractions.


The mermaid sits on a stone.


The inspiration comes from the story: The little mermaid, by Hans Christian Andersen, published in 1837.


The original story has a sad ending, which was all changed in the movie animated by Walt Disney.


On April 25, 1964, the painting lost its head, which was broken and not yet found.


During the 1984 state, the right arm was removed, and in January 1998 the head was back away, but soon returned.


From March to November 2010, Parve Sirena was often moved to Shanghai in China to be part of the Danish vineyard during the world exhibition, Expo 2000.


Because of a long battle with legal rights, it is not possible to publish photos of the statue, because the heirs of the body want to be paid.


This practice has been strongly criticized, but only 1 January 2030 - 70 years after the death of the artist - the author's right expires.


XYZ Lingua serbe


Language belongs to the Slavic language group.




XYZ Specie


In biology, a species is the unit at the base of the taxonomie system.


In scientific classification, it assigns a specific two-part name in Latin, first of all, the gene (with the capitalized prince's letter), followed by the second name.


For example, human is in the generation of Man, and is in the age of God.


The name of the species shall consist of all the binomial names, not only the second name (which may be called a specific name for animals).


The binominal name was introduced as standard by Carolo Linnaeo in 1700 years, so it is sometimes called the name of Linnaeo.


XYZ Amazon River


The Amazon River in South America is the second-longest river in the world and the largest water-flow, with a much greater discovery than the following seven rivers of combined (not including the Madeira or the Rio Negro, which are fluent in the Amazon).


The Amazon River, which has the largest hydrographic bass in the world, is about 7,5000 square kilometers, according to an approximate fifth of the total flow of the rivers of the world.




XYZ Photographic Camera


Photographic or photographical room, more recently called a photo theater, is a machine used to get photographs.


This name is derived from Latin, the dark path, an ancient mechanism for projecting images in which a single room made the same functions that a current photo room does in it, with the difference in that age, it was not possible to hold the image at any rate.


Today's photo-rooms may be sensitive to the visual view or other photo-magnets.


XYZ Description


Photographic rooms consist of a closed path, with an opener on one end that the light can enter, and in a supervising office of registration or visualisation to catch the light on the end.


The diameter of this openness is controlled with a diaphragm, but a few rooms are fixed.


XYZ Capra aegagrus hircus


He's a taxa. He's a taxan.


XYZ Appointments


...domestic goat,




XYZ Classification


XYZ Supertaxes


It's a beautiful foreign mammifer that belongs to the family Bov, and to the Caprina family.


Classes = Mammalia


#NZEV?


 - family = Bov.


Sub-family = Caprina


#NZEV?


#NZEV?


XYZ Racias


There are a lot of goatish rays, the most cognizable among them are; the goat: Alpin, Saanen, Angora, Cachmir, dwarf, English-Nubian among all.


XYZ Description


The goat has been tamed for a lot of time since, all over his flesh, skin and milk, that's the last special time in the Mediterranean region.


XYZ Generals


It's a small animal, with bowed cuerns, it's a very agile animal and particularly suited to jumping and climbing.




The goat is found in all regions of the planet, especially in the mountains.


The males are called goats and their goats.


The goats may find themselves in the wilderness, but the great majority of them are tamed; their domestication is old from about 8 p.m. to.


of C.


This animal is raised by the man by his milk (used often in the production of cheese), flesh, skin and hair.


Among the races are raised especially for the production of the fiber (pilo) is the Angora, which originates from Turchia (Angora is the old name of Ankara) and equals the Cachmir ray.


XYZ Distribution


The main countries with goat cattle are:


 - (head number)


World total: 764 500 000


China: 173 000 000


India: 124,500 000


Pakistan: 52,800 000


Sudan: 40 000 000


Bangladesh: 34,500 000


Nigeria: 27 000 000




Iran: 26 000 000


 Indonesia: 12 450 000


pp. 11 700 000.


 Kenya: 11 000 000


XYZ A list of frequent words


A list of word by frequent is the list of words from a language grouped by frequent occurrence in a body of text, or by a level or as a graduate list, which is useful to the proposal for the acquisition of vocabularies.


A list of words by frequenting a rational basis to ensure that the learners get the best performance for their efforts to learn from the vocabulary (Patron:Harvnb), but is mainly skilled for coursewriters, not directly for learning.


The list of fried words is also made for lexicographic purposes, using in some way as a control list to be sure that common words are not left outside.


Any further proceedings are the contents of the corpus, the corpus registrar, and the definition of the parable.


The word is old for a thousand years,


to continue


XYZ Methodology


XYZ Factors




XYZ Belgica


The Kingdom of Belgium (in Interlingua, also called Belgio) is a small country between France, Luxembourg, Germany and Nederland.


Belgium has three official languages: Dutch, French, German.


However, Nederland and French are the most important, since less than 100,000 people speak German as a mother tongue.


For the most part, Nederland is spoken in the north of the land, and French in the south, with Brussel as the exception of the rules, a mainly Francophone city in a country where Dutch is spoken.


Political organization in Belgium is very complex.


XYZ Culture


XYZ Designated band


The country has been very important for the development of a European-owned tradition for the designated band, with many important makers like Herg, Andr Franquin, Jij, Peyo, etc.


XYZ Baltic Sea


The Baltic Sea is a Mediterranean sea in the northern Europe, from 53N to 66N latitude and from 20E to 26.E longitude.


It is limited by the Scandinavian peninsula, the land of Europe, and the Danish islands.




It is the school in the Kattegat via the resund, the Great Belt and the Parve.


Kattegat continues along the Skagerrak in the North Sea and the Atlantic Ocean.


The Baltic Sea is connected by artificial aquatile roads to the White Sea by the White Sea Canal, and to the North Sea via the Kiel Canal.


The Baltic Sea may be considered to be limited on its northern edge by the Gulf of Bothnia, on its northern border by the Gulf of Finland, and on its eastern edge by the Gulf of Riga.


These different bays may also be considered part of the Baltic Sea.


XYZ Heteronormativity


Humanity is an ideology of many cultures that ensures the normality of heterosexuality and the abnormality of all other sexual orientations.


According to the heteronormativity, each person is a member of one of the two generations, male or female, and must be led into a corresponding way.


By consequence, a heteronormative point of view is one that surrounds the alignment of the biological sex, sexuality, gender and social role.


The heteronormativity is often linked to heterosexism and homophobia.




According to queer theory, society shall strengthen persons who do not conform to the ideology of heteronomities to conform.


An example is the intersexual persons who are neither men nor women when they are born.


Even if the intersexual body is all healthy and well functioning, the parents often decide to make a chirrgo change the child's sex to male or female.


XYZ Mayon


Mayon is a 2.421-metre-high volcano, north of the town of Legazpi, Philippinas and 330-mile south of the capital, Manila; in the island of Luzon, the province of Albay.


Known as a perfect cona, because of its form, it is considered to be more beautiful than Mount Fuji for many people.


Mayon forms a part of the 330-kilometer mountain range that is spread to the south of Manila.


XYZ Stratovulcano


Monte Mayon was classified by volcanoes as a volcano.


It's the most active volcano in his country, which was about 50 times in the last 400 years.


XYZ Eruptions


The first recorded eruption occurred in 1616, since which there were more than thirty major eruptions that caused the loss of humans and economics.




The most destructive eruption occurred on the 1st February in 1814.


He was buried by the city of Cagsawa, and 1200 people died.


Only the camp of the church of the town remained.


Eminent etimam was the rash of february 1993, in which 77 people died by the huge cloud of cinders.


Other major eruptions occurred in the years 1897, 1928, 1947.


On the 16th of March the year, the eruption was over 47, which surrounded a column of 1 kilometer high.


In 2001 about 25 thousand people were cleared after the interruption.


In 2003, 17 March and October 13 were broken up.


XYZ Cruciads


The Crusaders were a series of religious wars made by many nations in Christian Europe, especially France and the Holy Roman Empire, with the purpose of gaining Christian control of the Holy Land.


Most crucibles lasted almost two centuries, between 1095 to 1291; other countryside in Spain and eastern Europe continued until the 15th century.


There were mainly wars against the Muslims, but other camps were made against the Zavos, the Jews, the Orthodox Greek and Russian Ecclesias, the Mongols, the Catharos, the Hussites, the Losses, the Losses, and the political enemies of the Popes.




Those who fought in these wars made a vow and received repentance for past sins in recompense.


The crucibles were originally able to rebuke Jerusalem and the Holy Land of the Moslem kingdom and were made in response to an appeal from the Byzantine Empire to assist against the expansion of the Greater Turks in Anatolia.


The Crusades had political, economic and social impacts between which some have already had an influence on modern times.


Because of the conflict between the Christian kingdoms and other political power, some crosswords were amused by the original purpose of the battle, like the Fourth Crusade, which came out of the sack of the Henry and the outpost of the Empire between the Republic of Venice and the knights of the Crusade.


The Crucible Six was the first crucible to sail without the official blessing of the Pope.


The New Crusade marked the end of the crescents in the Middle East.


XYZ Ottoman Empire


The Ottoman Empire, which was a Turkish empire lasted from 623 years, from 1299 to 1922, and ceased completely when the modern land of Turchia was formed in 1923.


It spread from the lower Asia to the Caspie Sea, Europe, and parts of Northern Africa, the last great Islamic empire.




In 1453, after the Ottomans captured Constantinopole (modern-day stanbul), the last part of the Byzantine Empire, it became the capital of Ottoman.


At his zenith, the Ottoman Empire controlled territories very similar to those which were controlled by the Byzantines.


The Ottoman Empire may be considered to be a political continuation of the Byzantine Empire (one of the puppets of its Sultan was _Qaysar-i Rum-, Rome's Cesare, in Turkish ottoman, but there were no power in Rome), and also a successor of the Abbasid Caliphath (in 1517 the Sultan took the title of Califa (successor of the prophet Mahomet), after the conquest of the Egyptian of Mamelukes).


The Turkish Ottoman language used a variant of the Arab alphabet, different from the writing system of the Turkish Language, which uses a variant of the Latin alphabet.


In addition, it employed many words and grammaral constructions of persecutive origin and arabe not present in modern-day Turkish.


XYZ Tremarctos ornatus


Urso Andin o Urso de berillos (_Tremarctos ornatus_)


His name is due to the meaning that it is around the eyes that are like berets.


This animal is the only South American bear, its distribution runs from the equatorial Andes to Venezuela and Chile.


It lives in dense forests, between 1000 - 3000 m.m.




This urside is part of the family of small, measuring 150 to 180 inches (180 cm) long, and 60 inches) high from the floor to the scapula, and a weight of 130 to 140 pounds.


And there's a skin of dark black hair, and white circles or semicircles, round the eye; he can have white scales in his chest.


And the bear is looking for its food by hanging the twilight, its food has gone from small goats to insects and fruits.


This bear is a beautiful tree-scaler.


The bear shall take away 1 or the exception of 3 urns; the urs shall lay the three-month-old cub.


The little ones are left with their mother until the age of two years, their mother taught them to feed and avoid danger.


The male bear does not play any role in the education of the ursines.


XYZ History of Latin letters


The history of Latin literature begins at around 240 A.C. with the first performance of a fabula in the Opera of Livio Andronico.


XYZ Subdivisions


Latin literature is generally divided in the following periods:


The period of origin from 753 B.C.E. to 241 A.E. (end of the first penny war between Rome and Carthago).




From 241 B.C. to 78 A.E., the Archaic period (died by Lucio Cornelio Silla).


- golden or classical or transiting period from Republic to Empire, from 78 A.E. to 14 A.E. (died of Caio Julio Cesare Ottaviano); such a period is subdued in:


XYZ - Cyceronian period or Caesarean period, from 78th to 31st AEC (battalia di Actio);


XYZ - August period, from 30th to 14th C.E.


- imperial or silver or post-classic period from 14 to 550.


This period is subdued in:


XYZ - the age of the Empire, 14 to 68 (Neron's death),


XYZ - the age of the Empire, from 69 to 117 (the death of Traiano);


XYZ - early from the middle of the empire, from 117 to 192 (died of Commodo);


XYZ - at the age of the Lower Empire, from 192 to 395;


...the age of the division in two empires, and the end of the West, from 395 to 550;


Christian law, from Section II to VI,


- medieval Latin literature;


Humanistic Latin literature,


The period of the Counter-Reformation, from the 16th to the 18th century,




Modern and contemporary Latin literature from the 19th century to our days.


XYZ Period of origins


Latin culture is divided into two main phases: a post-influenced Greek post-influence of the Tarantine War (272 A.E.); and another post-event post-phase.


The civilisation remains, however, in a marital area, with regard to the Greek Peninsula, and the Egyptians' palaces, were influencing the Greeks from their birth: Greek civilization, in effect, kept the pre-dominium of the Italian peninsula, and flowed into various aspects of the Greeks, a population that controlled the cent of the pensula.


The first five centuries of the history remain to stand for the conquest of Central and Southern Italy, for the creation of political, religious and juridical institutions, but also for an anonical and orally transmissive production, with practical and occasioned bodies: for it was defined as pre-letterary.


Such a production shall consist of poetic schemes, a few literary attempts, written in a rough and primitive latin; their importance shall be based on the influence they have on later literature, especially in certain ways, such as the speaker and historiography.


XYZ Archaic Period




Later, a pre-literary map, identified with the period from the founding of Rome (753 B.C.) to 240 A.C. with Livio Andronico is established by the true birth of the Latin literature in Rome.


The Latin literature could only be born when Rome prevailed over all the Peninsular Italy, and above the great city of Maga Grecia, which was joined by their Hellenistic culture.


In fact, the shapes of the Latin literature are for the most part derived from the Greeks, as followed:


XYZ Golden or classical period


The golden period, also called classic or transition (from the Republic to the Empire), lasts from 78 B.C. to 14 C.E. and is divided in the C.E. (or educated cesarean) period or August period.


XYZ Laozi


Laozi is a major personality in Chinese philosophy who wrote the classic Taoist (Dao De Jing) and is recognized as the founder of taoism.


However, the historic existence of Laozi is not true.


According to the Chinese tradition, he lived in the 6th century B.C., the era of Ver e Autumn, but many modern scholars consider the 4th century A.C., the era of a hundred schools of thought and beautiful cities.


According to the Taoist tradition, Confucio interdum studied with Laozi, and learned a lot.




In religious taoism, Laozi is revered as an immortal, called Tishng L Itreijn.


XYZ External bindings


Site on Dao De Jing de Hilmar Aquiros (German) in English, German and Chinese with a linguistic analysis of every way.


XYZ Metropolitan


The metropolitan, or metro, abbreviations from the term of the term of the term, is an electric system of transport by train with a high capacity for movement of persons, which is generally subterranean travel, but can also be passed through superficient railroads, especially in very popular cities.


The difference between the subways and other systems on ferried roads is that their paths have no physical intrusions on other transport lines, for example: transports which are loaded, crossings with streets, etc.


Commonly the subways use electric trains that move on rails, but some cities use monorails, or trains on elastic gums, or even magnetic fluctuating systems.


XYZ History


The first metropolitan was opened in London, United Kingdom, on 10 January 1863, and worked with steam locomotives.


In about 1900, only seven cities had opened its systems: London in 1863, New York in 1870, Chicago in 1892, Budapest in 1896, Glasgow in 1896, Boston in 1897 and Paris in 1900.




In the present, more than 160 cities and metropolitan regions have metropolitans with all of around 000 kilometers of lines and about 000 stations.


The metropolitan was found in New York with a few more stations.


The longest metropolitan in all kilometers is Shanghai and London (43,7 respectfully 402 kilometers).


According to the number of passengers, the most widely used is the metropolitan of Seoul, Moscova and Tokyo, which carries about 6 000, 6.500, 000, and 6 330 000 passengers each day.


XYZ Function


Metropolitans are generally used in high cities, urban agglomerations, or metropolitan regions to transport more people with high frequency.


So it's great that other transport systems with lower capacity, such as busses, trams or trains.


And generally there are seagulls at the time of the metropolitan railways, where they can park cars and continue fast until their fate, the centre of the city or trade places.


Each metropolitan consists of one or more lines.


In a few cases, two or more lines have part of their common ways.


In other cases, a station serves two or more lines of metropolitan rail, and allowed passengers from one line to travel on another without paying any other fare.




Great seasons are generally found in quartos where a great many persons work or who concentrate on many trades and services.


To make it easier for us to set guides and movement of passengers, metropolitan trains have schematic maps that show all lines and stations of the system.


In each stations there are maps in the staircase that display streets, squares, public buildings, and other points of interest at the station.


Metropolitans are expensive to build and operate.


The majority is publicised, and many receive financial allowances.


In the present day, governments generally project systems of metropolitans in regions with high demand for transport.


In some cases, when a new line is created, the urban administration shall be involved that autos or buses have reached central regions served by metropolitan highways, with the objective of re-establishing their use.


It turns out that there is a tiny amount of air pollution, and the reduction of time spent in motion and lost in traffic conditions, which are important indirect benefits of the transport system, all of which are generally difficult to measure economically.


XYZ on the 50 plus long metres




Here's the list of 50 plus long metropolitans of the world, classified by a total amount in kilometers.


XYZ We are our mountains,


If we are our mountains, it is a great monument to the north of Stepanakert, the capital of the independent republic of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations of the United Nations, which shall be called the capital of the United Nations of the United Nations.


Sculpture, completed in 1967 by Sargis Baghdasaryan, is late seen as a symbol of the Armenian heritage of the region.


It is also known as tatik-papik, in the Armenian, which translates like Grandma and Grandfather.


The monument is carved from the volcanic stone tufted and deping a man and woman, representing the mountain people of Artsakh.


Sculpture is prominent in the Scuto de Repblica de Artsakh.


XYZ Orthodox Church


Orthodox Church is a commonion of distinct and autonome church bodies with a theology.


This church is considered to be the One, Sancte, Catholic and Apostolic Church founded by Jesus Christ in about two millennia.


Like other church cells, the Orthodox episcopos trace theirpostolic success to the original apostles of Jesus.




Orthodox Church traces its development through the ecclesias byzantin and remains until the early church established by Paul of Tarso and the apostles.


It calls for the practice of original and ancient church traditions.


It is distinct from the Catholic Church depoys the schism of 1054.


Orthodox towns are the chief representatives of Christianity in many countries, throughout Eastern Europe and the East Proxime.


The most Orthodox church is the Orthodox Russian Church; the highest, the Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinopole; the oldest, the patriarchs of Constantinopole, Alexandria, Antiochia and Jerusalem.


Orthodox churches have been very influential in Greek and Slavic cultures, and have been culturally influential by them.


There are a total of about 300 million Orthodox Christian adherents in the world.


The bible text used by Orthodoxes includes the Septuagint and the New Testament; they are both written in Greek.


This text includes the seven deuterocanonical books supported by Catholics (but generally accused by Protestants) and a few short texts not supported by Catholics or Protestants.


Sancts, throughout all Mary theotokos, are very revered.




Orthodox names often have many icons that depend Jesus and/or the saints.


Though the Orthodox Church and the ancient churches of the Next East (coptious, Armenian, ethope, these are two different communins.


In fact, the Orthodox Church is theologically more compatible with the Catholic Church than with the other, for the church of the Next East has not already accepted the Council of Chalcedon (451), nor followed by church councils; these ancient churches were considered to be an anathematic by Orthodoxy, and not only schismatic as the Catholic Church.


Orthodox churches use the border byzantin in various languages (grey, church slave, Romanian, etc.).


This brook is distinguished by the use of evature in the preparation of the Eucharist, the parochials that can be marveled, a prominent role for deacons in servants, and the importance throughout the monasticism.


The majority of Orthodox services are sung, not spoken.


At the same time, the congregations are in full service, and the iconization separates the sanctuary from the church's rest.


Faithful ones often bow down and can move freely during the services.


XYZ Ecclesias in the Orthodox Communion




The following churches are recognized all as constituents of the Orthodox communion.


Each province seat is notated among relatives.


There are other schismatic churches of Orthodox tradition and theology.


More powerful cells include Orthodox Orthodox Egyptian Autocephalic Church, Orthodox Ukrainian Church, Vetula Credentes, Orthodox Russian Church in America, and other Japanese calendarists.


So, in a few places, there's a multiplicity of Orthodox church jurisdictions.


This is notably the case in North America (the United States and Canada) and other countries with Orthodox immigrant communities (such as France, Great Britannia, Germany, etc.), but also in Ukraine, Moldova, Stonia, etc.


To the exception of the Vetula Credentes and other groups of other groups, the differences between these churches are not theological characters, but ethnic or even political.


XYZ Tetragrammaton


Tetragrammaton is a Greek term meaning four letters.


It is used to refer to the personal name of God, revealed to Moses in Exodo 3:13 - 15.


It's written in Hebrew like the Netherlands.




It is a following of four consonants (from left to right: _and_, _he_, _vav_, _he_), usually transliterated into the Latin alphabet as (YHWH, o (JHVH),


The Hebrew alphabet was (i. e., in part) extremely non-consonantal_, the vowels were not recorded.


Around 200 B.C., because of fear of breaking the fourth commandment forbidding the name of God in vain, the Jews ceased to pronounce it completely.


In the public reading of the Bible, the tradition of pronouncing the title of the title of Adonai (Senior) was established in the days of the name of JHVH.


On the other hand, the original pronouncement of the JHVH was lost in the centuries.


According to the most accepted theory, when the writing of the Masorean scribes, in the 9th and the 10th P.C., made up a system of points to represent the vowels to preserve the word of the Hebrew Bible, they put on the same problem: What vowels to enter into the name. JHVH, and so they decided to take the vowels of the admonishment, to -o -a, and to make up the following with the J.H.V.O.


The intention was to remind the reader of saying,


Later, during the European Renascentia, the passion arose for the study of ancient, Hebrew languages, and for returning European culture to Greek and Jewish sources.


The Bible was also so brought back into the hands of the people in their own languages.




Then, the translators found the painting JaHoVah introduced by the masoretes, and assumed that it represented the actual pronouncement of the word.


That's what the word _Jehovah_ implements today.


Some of the first translations to Greek kept the tetragrammaton in Hebrew letters to represent the name of God.


But because it was often confounded with the Greek letters  (pronounced beep), this practice was abandoned.


Prevailing the use of the word of Kyrios_SOR, translation of Adonai,


In some modern Bibles the word, Senior, in the moments where the tetragrammaton is represented, is written in majuscule letters.


Cf.


Psalm 110:1, City in Matteo 22:44:


XYZ HER [JHVH] said to my LORD [Adon] (...)


In the intention of restoring the original pronunciation of JHVH, recent research has studied the pronunciation of old Hebrew names.


In Exodo 3:14, God says his name is from the first singular person of the verb of the verb of shayah.


JHVH is the form of the third singular person of  Mishayah, ergo:




JH element is pronounced _iah_ in many Jewish names.


These ancient Greek translations, such as the New Year's office, and the Hypothese fortify the use of the word from which the word is called the word.


The fact is that the original translation of the tetragrammaton remains ignored.


Though the word is not a word, Jehovah, a misinterpretation and the word is a hypothese academic, they have become popular, and their use is as innocent as the use of the word, Joshua, in the days of the Hebrew name of Jerusalem.


XYZ Wikipedia in Esperanto


The Wikipedia in Esperanto (_Vikipedio_) is the edition of the Esperanto-constructed language of the Wikipedia.


It was founded on April 6, 2001 and was the Wikimedia number ten - one to be created with the U.S. Wikipedia.


The technical changes which were made to allow the script in the Esperanto Alphabeto were the beginning of the application of other language alphabets has accelerated the basis of all the United Wikipedia.


The origin of the editors of the Wikipedia in Esperanto is the most international of all the Wikipedias.


It is the 31st Wikipedia according to the largest number of Articles and the largest Wikipedia in an artificial language.




As in the Interlingua Wikipedia, the Esperanto Wikipedia uses a system of stable releases in the Articles.


XYZ Importance for Language


The Wikipedia in Esperanto is indeed the first encyclopaedia on general themes in Esperanto, which means much to the Esperanto community.


Many of the articles are translations from other national languages.


Esperanto organizations do not contribute directly, but it works on the Wikipedia in Esperanto for other ways, for example it enables rooms during conferences and meetings to inform and train people on the Wikipedia.


During the Universal Congress in Rotterdam (2008), two conferences of Wikipedians and a presentation during the Esperantologic Conference


XYZ Petras milliaire


6th April 2001 is born on Wikipedia in Esperanto


On December 5, 2003 the Esperanto Wikipedia reaches 10,000 items.


- On the 7th June 2006 the Esperanto Wikipedia reaches the 50,000 items.


The 8th June, 2007 the Esperanto Wikipedia reaches 85,000 Articles




The 15th June, 2008 the Esperanto Wikipedia reaches 100,000 Articles


The August 10, 2011 Wikipedia in Esperanto reaches 150,000 items


On September 21, 2012 the Esperanto Wikipedia reaches 170,000 items


XYZ Tucano


_ (Ramphast?) _ is a family of birds of the _Piciform_ command found in Central and South America.


The family contains 47 species.


Though the beak of the Tucano remembers that of the Newt, the two families are not firmly bound; it is a convergent evolution.


XYZ Apparence


The volcano reaches between 35 and 60 centimeters high.


The wings are short and the tail is long.


Its back feathers are of a shiny black tree and it has made a purple feather on the breast.


The legs are built like peaks, with two fingers going forward and two points going back.


The male and the female are resilient.




The most amazing characterism of the tucano is its great multi-coloured beak, but reading like a feather, which generally measures a third of its body length, sometimes even half.


This beak is made up of horn with a net of bones.


According to the science scientists, the enormous beak comes as a system of refrigeration, a little like the ear of an elephant.


They have found that the temperature of the beak changes quickly as the environment warms or cools, which the tucane can quickly lose an excess of body heat.


On the other hand, the tucano can inflict a heavy blow with his beak, but the birds with a much smaller beak are equally capable to do so.


The birds have often made a beak suited to the nourishment they eat.


However, the beak of the tucano, which is mainly bare of small fruit, is too great to have many advantages to eat.


XYZ Habitat


The volcano is located in the tropical regions of Central America and South America between southern Mexico and northern Argentina.


It's not on the Caribbean entrances, except for Trinidad.


The tucans live in the trees of different tropical and subtropical forest types.




If it doesn't fly or let it hear its monotonous cry, it's hard to know if it doesn't fly.


Tucans live in groups of about ten - two.


Each group has different places to sleep, and they are distraught if disturbed.


XYZ Nutriment


The tucans are mainly clouded with fruit and times of insects and spiders.


Sometimes they're wearing birds' nests.


XYZ Reproduction


Tucans are monogames and make nests in trees.


They're incapable of making a cavity, but they use existing cavities in their place, which make them grow by shaking their putty wood.


The nest is covered with fresh leaves, which are repressed when it is left.


The woman owes two to four white eggs, which are incubated for two to three weeks.


After six to nine weeks, the young men leave the nest.


Family members take care of the raising of progeniture.


XYZ North Polo




The North Polo, also known as the North Geographic Polo or the North Earth Polo, is, defined as the point in the Northern Hemisphere where the Earth's round axe gathers its surface.


It wouldn't have to be confused with the magnetic North Polo.


The North Polo is the northernmost part of the Earth, the most diametrically opposed by the South Polo.


It defines geodetic latitude 90 degrees north, and also the direction of the north.


At the North Polo, all directions orienteering south, all lines of geographical length are converging there, so can their length be defined as a certain degree value.


Though the South Polo liaises over the continent of Antarctica, the North Polo is placed in the middle of the Arctic Ocean in water that is almost permanently covered with constant seagull.


For this reason, it is not practical to build a permanent station at the North Polo (the South Polo disappears).


However, the Soviet Union, after Russia, has built a number of ice stations on a general annual basis after 1937, a few of which have passed over or near the pole.


XYZ Dissimulation


In phonetics, and as part of the historical linguistics, detachment is a phenomenon by which consonants of a word are made different.




At times, it is appropriate that decommissioning will produce easier ways to recognize for the hearing (during the fact that assimilation would produce easier ways to pronounce for the speaker), with the consequences of such results to be the cause of the changes.


But all these details do not stand in objective data.


It is more, the dissimilation, included in greater degree than the assimilation, usually appears inappropriate joints.


In any case, there can be a change in the wording of an adjacent or separate section, and can be produced by a connexed change with a previous or later part of the vocabulo.


Such as as as assimilation, the previous dissimilation is much more common than the later, but it is just unlike the other phenomean, the majority of the dissimilations affects not contiguous to the initial.


While many types of assimilation have come up in a phonetic law, there are a little impossible proceedings that have a direct relationship with them.


The majority has an accidental nature of a lexical form.


XYZ Atlanida


Atlanida or Atlantis (approved of the Atlantean Mythological King), is a legendary land, located in a island or a peninsula (from Greek-Sennos_), which is supposed to be destroyed by a natural disaster (forwards a tremor of land).




In the Greek language, Atlantis Nesos and in Latin Atlantis Insula are called.


XYZ Platon and Atlanida


The first thought known by this story or the legend of the Plato, who, in two dialects, is known as the Time_and the Crets_? It is referred to as an island (or a pensula) in the right place of the mouth (in Greek for all the stomachs) of the Columns of Hercules (Gibraltar).


The incident told by Platon tells a story of a civilisation that had taken place around 9 000 years of the time of Solon, or whether it was 11 560 years ago, until the end of the Bronze Epoch fought a war against the cities of the Mediterranean, based on the cities of Thenas, until they were made for a few tremors of the land of great intensity, and there was a great flood in the wilderness, which was probably a disaster under the sea, just at the time of the narrows of the Stalts of Gibraltar, in the Lower Lower Lower Lower Lower Valley of the Lower Lower Valley, there was found in the capital of the wilderness.


In the scientific field, some people consider this to be a complete nature of character during which others think that the reading was erected on the basis of a historic -geographic substratum, which would describe the kingdom of Tartesses (Iberia) and part of Morocco.




On May 2005 the first scientific congress of the Atlanida was celebrated in the Greek island of Milos, the first scientific congress of the Atlanida, where the majority of the researchers could be found, many of those in the field's real scientific authors, manifested by a certain conviction on the historic substratum, geographic of the composition of the story of Atlanida, reflected in the Timaeus, and the _Critia_Platus.


In a number of the dialects, the plato presents the story as a historical a few, derived from Solon, who once said that he had known the reading in Sais (Egipto).


Platon uses the Greek expression of the Logon, which in this time was used to call a story, as opposed to the myth or fable.


The list of direct and indirect disciples of the Academy founded by Plato, which lasted for almost 900 years, believed that the story was true, or so, an althinnon agon, and not one, and not one, but the majority.


XYZ Theories on the location of Atlanida


There are several theories as to the possible location of the Atlantic.


These groups can be divided into different groups:


It may correspond to any of the Mediterranean Sea Islanders: Cretan, Santorini, Chipre, Cerdea, etc.


According to history and novelist Robert Graves would have been found in a busy area near Carthago (now Tunis).




In Atlantic, leading from the mouth of Gibraltar, between Gades and Mauretania (provided by Georgeos Daz -Montexano).


In Doana, next to the Strato de Gibraltar.


Concrete in one area called the marismas of Hinojos (provided by German professor Werner Wickboldt and published by Rainer W.


Khne.


North of Spain (second Jorge Maria Ribero -Meneses).


At any place in the Atlantic Ocean: Azores or British islands, Central America, Cuba, (which is Ignatius Donnelly and others).


In the Pacific Ocean or in the Bolivian plateau (proponed by J.


M.


Allen).


In a few places of Polynesia, or Japan, or Hungary.


On the other side of the Indian Ocean, Indonesia (as of Arisio Nez).


On a few places in the north of the land: Denmark (second to the Danish Jurgen Spanth).


In an old town of Anatolia (as Peter James)


XYZ Mario R Capecchi




Mario Ramberg Capecchi (born 6 October 1937 in Verona, Italy) is a Nobel Prize geneticist and manager.


In 2007 he, Sir Martin J.


Evans, and Oliver Smithies have received the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine for the discovery of principles to introduce specific genetic changes in walls for the use of embryonic stripe cells.


It was the son of a father and a mother who was a native.


His father has been engaged in combat in Africa in World War II and his mother, to be active against the issue, was imprisoned in the Dachau Concentration Camp in 1942.


A little boy, Capecchi survived as a child from the street until the end of the war in 1945 when his mother was freed and has moved with his son to the United Nations.


He had his education at Schola George's secondary school, at Antioch College where he received his baccalaureate, and at the Harvard University where he studied with the DNA collector James Watson to win his Ph.D.


Capecchi was the second scientist to graduate from Schola George and win a Nobel Prize; the first was Kenneth G.


Wilson.


XYZ Neerja Bhanot




Neerya Bhanot (from September 1963 - September 5, 1986) was an Indian model and border committee for the Pan-American World Airways line that died before saving passengers from flight of Pan Am Flight 73, which was pirated by terrorist during a stairway in Karachi, Pakistan, on September 5, 1986.


At the end of the year, she became the youngest person to receive the highest price of arms of India, the _Ashok Chakra Award_, and also the highest rewards of the Government of the Government of the Government of the United States.


She was knocked out while she helped passengers to escape through the exits.


Her life and her heroism inspired the biographic film (Neerja_ per Ram Madhvani released in 2016.)


XYZ Dec -two traditions


The twelve-two traditions are guide lines for the confraternities of persons who use a programme of twelve-two steps to restore themselves to a dependence or compulsion.


Like the twelve paces, they were created of Anonymous Alcohols.


XYZ The 12 Languages of Anonymous Alcohols


1


Our good - to be common must be in the first place; personal restoration depends on the AI unit.


2




To our common end, there is only one high authority: such a loving God who expresses himself in our collective conscience.


Our leaders are only faithful servants; they do not rule.


3


The only request to be a member of the AI is a desire to stop drinking.


4


All groups must be autonomous except in matters that are considered to be other groups or all of the AI.


5


Every group has a single primary end: the conveyance of the message to the dependant who is still suffering.


6


A group of A.A. must never support, finance or lend the name of the AI to a few other organizations, or foreign enterprises, because the problems of livestock, property, or prestige do not distract us from our primary end.


7


Every group of AI must be fully independent financially and decline to contribute from the outside.


8


Some of the Anonymous will always remain unprofessional, but our centre of service can be employed by special workers.




9


For some of us, we must not be able to arrange for anything, but we may be able to create the advice of service or the directly responsible committees of those who serve.


10


In accordance with the name of AI there must never be pulled into the public contraction.


11


Our line of conduct in public relations shall be based on promotion, we must always keep our personal annotation at the level of the press, radio and film.


12


Anonymate is the spiritual foundation of all our traditions which always remind us of the principles before our personalities.


XYZ Heinrich Rudolf Hertz


Heinrich Rudolf Hertz (1957) in Hamburg, 1 January 1894 in Bonn) was a German and Mechanical physicist, above him, the Hertz, the International System of Units (SI) branch.


In the year 1888 he demonstrated how the first was the existence of electromagnetic radiation by the construction of an order to produce ultra-short radio nails.




XYZ Biography


XYZ Annos prime


Heinrich Rudolf Hertz was born in Hamburg, Germany, as the son of Gustav Ferdinand Hertz, whose father had converted from Jewish to Lutheranism and married Anna Elisabeth Pfefferkorn from a Lutheran family.


His father was a lawyer in Hamburg, his mother was a doctor's daughter.


While he ran the school at the University of Hamburg, he showed the ability for science as well as languages, learned the Arab and the sanctimonious.


He studied science and engineering in the German cities of Dresden, Mnchen, Berlin.


He was a student of Gustav R.


Kirchhoff and Hermann von Helmholtz.


He got his doctor in 1880, and stayed school from Helmholtz until 1883 when he took a job as a library reader at the University of Kiel.


In 1885 he became a professor at the University of Karlsruhe where he discovered the electromagnetic waves.


XYZ Weather




Hertz always had a deep interest in meteorology that was derived from his contacts with Wilhelm Bezold (he was the professor of Hertz in a course based at the Mnchen Polytechnique in the state of 1878).


Hertz himself, however, did not contribute much to the field except to the first few articles as the assistant of Helmholtz in Berlin, including research for the evaporation of liquids, a new generation of hypermeters, and a half-graphic for the determination of the property of wet air, if it is exposed to adiabatic changes.


XYZ Electromagnetic research


Hertz helped to set the photo-electric effect (which was later explained by others) when he noticed that an object loaded by his charge was faster when it was lit with ultra-violet light.


In 1887 he made observations of the photo-electric effect and the production and collection of electro-magnetic waves, published in Annalen der Physik's editorial office.


Its receiver consisted of a coil with a scintilla space, after a scintilla had been seen after the election of electromagnetic waves.


He placed the apparition in a dark cassock to see the better cintel; he remarked, however, that the small long shingle was reduced when it was in the box.




A platter of glass was set between the source of electro-magnetic waves and the receiver, which absorbed ultra-violet radiation that was based on the electronics to jump through the space.


When it was overwhelmed, the long shingle grew.


He didn't believe in the long shingle when he replaced a glass with quartz because he didn't absorb ultra-violet radiation.


Hertz concluded his research months and reported the result.


Then he didn't pursue research on this effect, nor did any evidence of the explanation as the observed phenomean was carried out.


After a while in 1886, Hertz was ridden by a dipolo fan.


This year is an element fed by the centre for radio frequency power transmission or reception.


These tips are the most simple points of theoretical view.


In 1887 Hertz was experimenting with radio plugs in his lab.


These actions followed Michelson's 1881 experiment (precursor to Michelson's -Morley's 1887 experiment) which did not point out the experience of displacement of ethere, Hertz altered the actions of Maxwell by considering this by electromagnetism.




Hertz used a shingle spat propounded by a coiled Ruhmkorff and a son of a son as a radiator.


Capacitive spheras were presented to the ends for the adjustment of circuit resonance.


Its recipient, a forerunner to the dipolo year, was a simple dipolo for a few short waves.


From his experience, he proved that electro-magnetic waves of free space were travelling through a few distances.


This was foretold by James Clerk Maxell and Michael Faraday.


With its configuration of apparition, the electric and magnetical fields will radiate from the threads like cross-sectional waves.


Hertz placed the swinger about 12 yards away from a plate of zinc, which was to produce all sorts of waves.


Each one was about four yards.


By using the overturns, he remembered how the magnitude and the direction of the waves vary.


Hertz measured Maxwell's waves and showed that the speed of radio waves was equal to the speed of light.


The intensity of the electric field and the polarity was measured by Hertz.


Hertzian's con was first described by Hertz as a type of spread of side by side with different media.




His experiments open the field of electro-magnetic transmission and his apparition were developed by others in the radio story.


Hertz also found that radio waves would be transmitted through different type materials, and reflected on others.


This is the key to the radar and was researched and exploded later.


Hertz did not understand the practical importance of these experiments.


I statued it:


XYZ is of no use at all... ...that's just an experiment that proves that Master Maxwell is right - we have just these mysterious electromagnetic waves that we can't see a naked eye.


But they're there.


Asked over the branching of his discoveries, Hertz replied,


XYZ, I'm sure.


His discoveries were later understood better by others and would have to be part of the new one without a son.


In short, Hertz's experiment explains reflection, refurbishment, polarisation, interference, and speed of the electric ones.]




In 1892 Hertz began to experience and showed that cathodic radios could penetrate much metal folio (tables like aluminum).


[Philipp Lenard], a student of Heinrich Hertz, continued to look for this radio effect,


He unraveled a version of the cathodic tube and studied the penetration of various metals by radios -X.


Philipp Lenard, of this, did not realize that he was producing radios -X. Hermann von Helmholtz made radio -X equations.


He put forward a dispersal theory before Wilhelm Conrad Rntgen made his discovery and announcement.


It was formed on the basis of the electromagnetic light theory. (Wiedmann's Annalen, Vol.


XLVIII).


But he didn't work with real radios.


XYZ Dead and later


In 1892, a malignant (?) of bone was diagnosed (after an attack by stern migraines) and Hertz was subjected to some operations to correct the disease.


He died of blood poisoning in the age of 37 in Bonn, Germany.


His wife, Gustav Heinrich Hertz, was a Nobel scholar, and Gustav Carl Hellmuth Hertz's son invented medical ultrasound.




The SI_hertz_ unit was built in its honour by the IEC in 1930 for frequenting, a measurement of the number of times a repeated event occurred per time unit.


In 1969 (East Germany), a memory medal was borrowed from Heinrich Hertz.


The IEEE Heinrich Hertz Medal, established in 1987, shall be provided in Hertian areas of undies, and shall be presented to an individual for attaining what are theoretical or experiential in nature.


It was adopted by the CGPM (Conferrence gnral des poides et measures) in 1964.


A crater lying on the remote side of the moon, just behind the edge, is named in his honour.


XYZ Oncology


The oncology (from Greek to Greek) is the study of cancer.


The oncologist is a doctor who treats cancer.


The original etymological of the name is the Greek verb, meaning a tumor, a volume, a mass of the verbs (_logs_), meaning a study.


The cancer's survival has been upgraded to three main parts


XYZ Namibia




The Republic of Namibia is a country in southern Africa on the edge of the Atlantic Ocean.


It will add Angola and Zambia to the north, Botswana to the east and South Africa to the south and south.


Namibia won its independence from South Africa on March 21, 1990 after the War of Independence in Namibia.


The land shall draw its name from the Namib Desert, lying on the coast of the Atlantic. The wilderness of the Kalahari is on the east.


The capital and largest city is Windhoek, in the centre of the land, even though the majority of the population is concentrated in the northern (relatively wet) region.


Namibia is a Member State of the UN, the Southern African Customs Union, the African Union and the Commonwealth of Nations.


The arid land of Namiba is overwhelmed for a long time by the people of the forest, ladies and namaqua, and depois approximately secula 14 per bantu people who were immiring from the north.


Under the name of South West Africa German (Deutsch-Sdwestafrika), it became a protector of the German Empire in 1884 and remained a German colony until the end of the First World War.


During that time, the German authorities favoured the installation of white colonists, drew many native lands, and even perpetrated a genocide against the people of the heir and namaqua (1904-1908).




In 1920, the Society of Nations sent the land to Africa, the South, which imposed its laws and (from 1948) its apartheid policy.


In 1966, in the sense of independence and demand by African leaders, the U.N. assumed direct responsibility on the territory.


However, Namiba remained under South African administration.


The UN recognized SWAPO (South West Africa People's Organization) as the official representative of the Namibian people in 1973.


Interne violence continued, and in 1985 South Africa was setting up an interim administration.


After a period of transition, Namibia gained full independence in 1990.


The last South African stronghold, the port of Walvis Bay, verged on the Namibian control after the end of apartheid in 1994.


Nomibia has a population of 2.1 million and the population density of the highest world after the monk.


His political democracy, stable and multi-partisan, was worth the highest degree in the Indian Ibrahim for good government of Africa.


Agriculture, pastoralism, tourism and the extraction of stone and precious metals constitutes the essentials of the Namibian economy.




Approximately the middle of the population survives at one level under the international line of pauperity ($1.25 U per day).


The distribution of the national wealth is one of the most inequal in the world.


Moreover, the nation suffers much from the effects of HlV/AIDS; 15 percent of the adult population were infected with HlV in 2007.


The one official language at the national level is English.


Around the middle of the population speaks Oshiwambo, a Bantu language, as a mother tongue.


Africaans are well-defunct as a free language; it is also the mother tongue of the almost all-employment of the doctors (which constitutes seven percent of the total population) and 60 percent of the total population are white).


German has a particular importance in commercial life; it is the mother tongue of about 32 percent of white people.


Other important languages include the heir, kwangali (bantu languages) and nama/damara (a Khoisan language).


There is also a Chinese community of around 40 thousand people.


The most popular sport in Namibia is football.


Rugby at 15 and cricket are also popular; the national teams of Namibia have fought the Cuppas of the world of all these three sports.


XYZ European Council




The European Council is an institution of the European Union.


It is a re-position between the heads of government, or state, of each Member State of the European Union.


XYZ Nomine


There are two other institutions with a resilient name, the Council of the European Union, which shall be an independent and separate body, and the Council of Europe, which shall not be part of the European Union.


It is sometimes called the capital meeting of the European Union.


XYZ Function


The European Council at the bottom is not a part of the regular activity of the European Union (EU) but rather a form of planning meetings between the highest representatives of the Member States.


XYZ Participants


The heads of the government of all Member States except France shall be involved in the meetings.


The representative of France is the head of the state, the president.


In addition, the President of the European Commission shall participate.


XYZ Joseph Fitzmyer


Joseph Augustine Fitzmyer, S.J.




(November 4, 1920 - December 24, 2016) was a Catholic Catholic Catholic Catholic priest of Society of Jesus and professor of Catholic University of America (_The Catholic University of America_) in Washington, D.C.


He was special in Bible study, particularly of the New Testament, when he also contributed by the study of the dead sea pedam and Jewish literature.


XYZ Denotation


Denotation is a translation of a sign to his receptiveness, especially to his or her legal account, more or less as dictionaries try to define it.


The denotation is in contrast to the connotation, which includes associated claims.


The denotation is in contrast to the connotation, which includes associated claims.


The denotation of a word is perciphered by visible accounts, where the accompaniment leads to a sensible attitude towards the phenomena.


XYZ Semiotic


Patrono:Principal In logic, linguistic and semi-otic, the denotation of a word or sentence is a part of its recognition; as the referred part vary in context:


In grammar: Necessary science and literary theory, the natural recognition of the definition of the dictionary of a term, without emotion, attitude and color.




XYZ Dead Sea


The Dead Sea, also called the Sea of Salt, is a salt lake that brings Jordan to the east and Israel and Cisjordan to the west.


Its superface and coasts are 423 m below sea level, and it is the highest elevation on Earth.


The Dead Sea is 377 m deep, the deepest lake hypersalin in the world.


With 33.7 per cent of salinity, it is also one of the most salty water bodies in the world, even though Laco Assal (Djibouti), Garabogazkl, and some hypersalin lakes in Antarctica have reported higher salinities.


It's 8.6 times higher than the ocean.


This salinity causes a difficult environment in which animals can't bloom, here's their name.


The Dead Sea is 6 miles (67 km) long and six miles (18 km) wide at its highest point.


It's already in the Jordanian Valley, and its main tributary is the Jordanian River.


XYZ Abagtha


Definition:


XYZ _Abagtha_, referred to in the book of Esther in the Bible, was an official of the court of King Asuero and ministered in the castle to the capital of Susa.


(Esther 1:10.)




XYZ Exegese:


XYZ Nomine of one of the seven officers of the court who ministered in the palace of Susa to the king persecutes Asuero, the husband of the Jewish woman Esther.


(Esther 1:10.)


XYZ The majority of the double version says he was one of the seven, but others translate it with the people of his trust, and the servants.


But in the land of the Mid-East it was usually used in the eunuchs as people of confidence in the service of the royal houses, the basic meaning of the original Hebrew term, is an official of the court, and only as a second claim can be made to a person who is cast.


It was not the case that these seven officers were the king's helpers, and they were in charge of the women. Like Hegai, the king's eunocho referred to in Esther 2:3), it is possible that they were not eunuchs in the sense of physics.


XYZ Scientific Law


A scientific law is an existing regulation without human influence and discovered by empiric observation and/or logical deduction.


Many scientific laws are discovered in natural sciences, especially in physique, but similar laws exist also in human sciences, where they are emphatically treated (for example in linguistics or psychology).


Examples of important physical laws:




 - Boyle law (Equality of gas)


 - Legs of Newton (gravitation)


 - law of Ohm (electrical resistance)


A number of scientific laws from other scientific disciplines:


Lege de Fechner (sensual perception intensity)


 - Lege de Grimm (phonetic)


XYZ B.


R.


Ambedkar,


Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar (April 14, 1891 - December 6, 1956), also known as Dr.


Babasaheb Ambedkar was an Indian lawyer, economist, political and social reformer who inspired the Dalit Buddhist movement and called for the rights of Dalites, women and traitors.


XYZ Epizootia


Illustration: Ordinance of 1753 re morbo cattle published in the imperial city of Ravensburg_


Epizooty (grek.


_Epi_in, inter + grek.


Article_ living creatures) is an extensive dispersion of a contagious animal disease.




If the disease is more restricted or can continue without travel from the outside, it calls it an enzoot.


If the dispersal is worldwide, it calls it a panzooty (grek.


_pan_all) The names correspond to the names of human diseases: Epidemia (greek.


Whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa, whoa,


People's_dems), enemy and pandem.


Members of epizooties are epizootic aphtha (or aphthose fever) in England in 2001 when six million cattle, pigs and sheep were killed.


The most of them were not ill, but they were killed to prevent further dispersal.


The costs were huge.


Heavy swine is a most fearful illness that struck Germany in 2006.


A fearsome panzootia was the flurry of birds that were scattered from the nations of Europe, and also struck some people.


Animal disease that can be made by people is called a zoo. (or an anthropozoonose).


XYZ Captures Electronic


Electronic capture () is a type of radioactive disintegration that gives itself an element when there are many protons in the atomic core, and there is not enough energy to emit a positron.




The observed phenomenom is that one of the tools present in the orbits of the owner is captured by one of the protons of the nucleo, forming a neutron and a neutral (which is released from the nucleo).


The number of neutrons in the core is believed by 1, the number of protons is reduced by 1 and the mass is not altered.


By changing the number of protons, the electronic capture turns the element into a new element, with a reduction of 1 in the atomic number.


XYZ Anne Frank


Annelies Marie Frank, known for her family and for all the world like Anne, (Frankfurt am Main, 12 June 1929; Bergen - Belsen, Fbruary, Martio 1945) was a German - Dutch girl who wrote a diary of her life as a refugee in Germany and in the Lowlands.


She has hidden her sisterhood, geniters and other four-year-olds for more than two years, in what she calls in the diary the secret Retrecasa (hollandish: _'t Achterhuis_), a refuge obtained in a retaliable library in her father Otto Frank's in Amsterdam.


Annelies Marie, Anne, Frank, 12 junior, 1929 - February or March 1945) was a Jewish - Dutch German-born diarist.




One of the most discussed victims of the Holocaust, she was hungry after the publication of Anne Frank's Journal (in fact, Chet Achterhuis (in Dutch), in which she documents her life in the 1942 service until 1944, during the German occupation in the Lower World War II.


It's one of the most famous books of the world and it's been based on many displays and films.


Born in Frankfurt, Germany, she lived most of her life in or around Amsterdam, Nederland, and moved her with his family with the age of four and a half years when the Nazi gained control over Germany.


Born with a German city, she lost her city in 1941 and was left without a country.


In May 1940 Franks worked in Amsterdam with the Nazi occupation in Nederland.


The Jewish population pursuits grew in the German of 1942, the Fanks were in the village in some of the fourth century of the summer of books in the building where Anne's father, Otto Frank, was working.


Since the prison of the family for August 1944, she kept a diary which she received as an anniversary present and wrote regularly.


After the prison, Franks was led by the concentrating fields.




In October or November, 1944 Anne and her sister, Margot, were transferred from awry to the Bergen - Belsen concentrating camp where they died, (probabely from teafoil) a few months later.


They have been killed by the Red Cross in March, with Dutch authorities standing at March 31, as an official death offering, but they are released by Anne Frank's House in 2015 and suggest that they have died in February.


Otto, the surviving guest of the Franks, returned to Amsterdam after the end of the war to find that the newspaper was saved by his secretary, Miep Gies, and his efforts lifted the publication in 1947.


It was transcribed by more than 60 languages.


XYZ Reception


Anne Frank became a symbolic figure against the inhumanity of the Nazi's time.


The _Diary of Anne Frank_ shall be considered to be an important historical document of the age of the burnt offering.


It is one of the most known international books in the literature on the Shoah for its fate of the pencil, considering the age of writing.


The book was the basis for various theatre and movie works, which accompanied the growth and formation of millions of teenagers in Europe and elsewhere.


XYZ Large Hadron Collider




The Large Hadron Collider or LHC is an international project in which the United Kingdom has the largest participation.


The LHC questions about some great questions from the universe where we live for example:


The universe started with a Great Explosion, but we don't quite understand how or why it's developed by the way it did.


The LHC will allow us to see how the matter behaved during a small fraction of a second period after the Great Explosion.


Though the researchers have some ideas to expect, they are also prepared for the unexpected.


Finally, the LHC began to operate in August 2008, and caused great worldwide expectations.


The LHC is the most excruciating scientific adventure of the decade and is for a few interested persons in how we can respond to some of the fundamental questions we have about the universe that we live in.


XYZ Project History


XYZ Octobre 1995


The LHC technical project report is published.


This document details the operation and architecture of the future accelerator.




XYZ November 2000


The first of 1232 main magnetic copies for the LHC are released.


XYZ Maio,


The first interconnect between two bulkheads of the accelerator is made.


To run the 1700 LHC interconnections, 123000 operations were necessary.


XYZ Februario 2006


The new CERN Control Center, which combines all the control rooms for the accelerator, the chryogenic and the technical underworld initiating operations.


The LHC will be controlled from here.


XYZ Octobre 2006


The construction of the longest refrigerator in the world is completed.


A 27-mile letter of chryogenic distribution, between the LHC tunnel, circulates liquid helium and gasses to provide for chryogenic conditions for the bulk of the accelerator.


November 2006 XYZ


The production of the tape record for the LHC is complete.




The last of the 1624 superdued mains came to CERN - 1232 magnetic 15-metre-long dips will be used to guide the fairings and 392 magnet quadrupoles five to seven metres long will be used to fire the fairings.


November 2007 XYZ


The interconnects of all the arches of the LHC are completed.


XYZ Augusto 2008


The 27-kilometers of the LHC have reached the -271-6.C required for the experiment.


That's just two-grades above the absolute zero, the most low-temperature imaginable.


Pixula have been running in the LHC for the first time.


Two particulate clusters were speeded up by the CERN accelerator's tubes and sent to the other direction around the LHC.


XYZ Period 7 Elements


Period 7 is the seventh period of the periodic tabella.


The period 7 elements are the chimic elements in the 7th period of the periodic tabella.




The periodic tabella is presented in ranges to illustrate recurrent (periodic) trends in the chimic conduct of the elements as their atomic numbers increase: a new range begins when chimic conduct begins to repeat, and means that elements with similar conduct are lined up in the vertical columns.


The seventh period contains 32 elements, plus plus plus plus plus plus plus six.


It begins with francium and ends with a stick, the heaviest item currently discovered.


Like a rule, period 7 elements full of their 7-first conchases, they put their 5-f, 6-d, and seven-p in the order, even though there are exceptions, as proactinium.


XYZ Properness


All period 7 elements are radio-active.


This period contains the guidelines, which contain the heaviest element of the heaviest, of course, the rain; the subsequent elements must become artificial.


Though a few of these are available in a macroscopical amounts, the largest part of it was only prepared in the mountains of a microgram or less.


The further elements, the transactinites, have only been identified in labs in small atoms at a time.




While the rarity of many of these elements means that these are not very extensive, their periodic and group activities are less well-defined than other periods.


For the sake of free and root displaying typical properties of their respective groups, acts show a variety of behaviour and very much larger categories of oxydation than the lanterns.


Theoretical points led by phlerium suggest a few different behaviors of the gas, during which analogic studies of the dogana show the characteristics not -gas -nobile.


These peculiarities are for a variety of factors, including a large degree of spin-interaction -orbit and relativistic effects, caused by the high positive electric charge of their massive atomic nuclei.


XYZ The ability to acquire


The ability to achieve (PPA) is the final amount of goods and services produced in a country, with regard to the monetary value of a land of referral.


It is based on an idea developed by the first time by the members of the monetary school of the University of Salamanca in the 16th century, and was a system of measurement begun to be used by the International Monetary Fund at the beginning of the New Year's beginnings, even though it was not the only one: the name-per-capitating PIB is the most useful thing to give an approximate idea of the size of a economy.




When you want to compare the raw product of different countries, you need to homogenize the information by the exchange types.


The ability to achieve is one of the most appropriate measures to compare the production of goods and services, with advantages over the nominal gross product (per-capita), and to see what it considers to be a variety of prices.


This signal removes monetary illusions linked to the variation of the types of exchange, of such a way that an appreciation or depreciation of money shall not change the value of the acquisition of a country, whereas the inhabitants of the land receive their wages and make their purchases in the same money.


What will affect the PPP PIB is the amount of goods and services produced in the land, depending on variations in the field of change, when it comes to imports and exports.


Usually, it is calculated that the stock is allocated to the distinct goods and services taken to a land as pertaining to them.


The problem arises when there are goods and services that diverge from those existing in the land of reference, whether from nonexistence, quality or availability.


It is for it that, for the general, in the areas of countries by PIB (Nominal and PPP) the value of the United States is identical.


XYZ Purim




Purim (in Hebrew: admonition of admonitions (Psirfm_sorres) shall be a word of the word of the pure people of the Jewish people, which are related to the Spanish adversary of Haman, which is known as the Feast of the Sortes; it is a Jewish feast that celebrates the salvation of the Jews, according to the Jewish ruler of Haman, an official of the United Empire, usually the 5th century of the United Nations.)


According to Esther's Book, Haman was the servant of the king Ahasuerus (presumed to be Xerxes I or Araxerxes I of Persia (Khshayarsha) and Artakhsher (in the Old Persian) and he intended to kill all the Jews in the empire.


His attempts were thwarted by Mordecah and his adopted nepta and daughter, Esther, who had risen to become Regina of Persia.


The delivration day became a feast and retirement day.


According to Esther's Book, it must be done by the days of the feast and the retirement, and to distribute the gates to one another, and from the women to the pauper. Purim is celebrated among the Jews by:


Excaviation of food and drinks, known as _mishloach manot_


Donation of charity to the pauper, known as a non-mattanot la -evyonim_


A celebratory review known as Purim_udated


The public request of Esther's Book, known as _kriat, -megillah_reading of the _megillah_), usually in synagogue,




Recipient additions to everyday prayers and after-repairs, known as _Al Hanisim_ (over miracles).


Other customs include the wearing of masks and custom, public gatherings and stops (Adloyed), and the eating of pastries known as Haman's hamantaschen_tasks.


The rabbins are able to cover themselves by wine or other alcohol drinks, until they can no longer distinguish between the malady is Haman, and the Benedict is Martocheo.


Purim is celebrated at the same time according to the Hebrew calendar on the 14th day of the Hebrew month Adar (or in Adar II during the years when there is a month of interlocking), the day after the victory of the Jews over their enemies.


In the cities which were protected by a wall during Joshua's time, he celebrates Purim in the 15th of the month of Adar, which is named after the city of Adar, because the battle continued in the city of Shushan on the 14th day of Adar.


Today, only Jerusalem and a few other cities celebrates Purim in the 15th of Adar.


XYZ Gallery: Customs of Purim


XYZ Dante Alighieri


During Alighieri, better known as Dante Alighieri or just Dante, 1265 -05 -14/06 -13 - 1321 -09 -13/14) was an Italian poet from Florentia.




Its main work, _Le Comedia Divin_, is considered the greatest literary work in the Italian language, and a maestrous opera of world literature.


In Italian, Dante is also known as the Sommo Poet of the highest poet.


XYZ Danish Allegory


It is known as allegory -dantesque ([al-le-go -ra dan-tsk]) (or _alegorica dantes_) the Spanish allegory of the 15th century influential by Dante Alighieri.


The chief representatives were the Marchese de Santillana (Carrion of the Condes, 1398 -1458) and Juan de Mena (Cordova, 1411 -1456).


XYZ Period Elements 1


A period 1 element is one of the chimic elements in the first period (or period) of the periodic tabella of the elements.


The periodic tabella is presented in ranges to illustrate recurrent (periodic) trends in the chimic conduct of the elements as their atomic numbers increase: a new range begins when chimic conduct begins to repeat, which means that elements with similar conduct are aligned vertically in the same columns.


The first period can be explained by modern atomic structure theories.


According to a quantic -mechanical description of the atomic structure, this period corresponds to the fullness of the orbital 1s.




The elements of period 1 shall obey the rules of duet in the sense that they shall require two electronics to make up their courage.


The maximum number of electronics that these elements can allocate is two, both of them in the orbital 1s.


Therefore, a period of 1 can be only two elements.


XYZ Periodic Trends


So that there are only two elements in period 1, there are no periodic meanings.


In fact, although hydrogenous and helium are in the s-block, the two do not get to know each other as other elements of the s-block.


Their conduct is so different from the other elements of the block, that the hydrogenous a few times is placed on carbon or fluoride in the periodic tab and a few times is left to float on the other elements, and that helium is almost always placed on the neon in the periodic tabe like a noble gas.


XYZ Veiculation Board


A registration plate (of vehiculs) is a plate for vehicles with a combination of numbers and letters to be able to identify the owner of the vehicle.


XYZ Germany


In Germany, the first one, two or three letters means the district or the city or the other institution, or police, customs or Bundeswehr.




XYZ Antimonio


Antimony is a chimic element of Sb symbol and atomic number 51.


XYZ Servlet


A servant is a Java class that allows you to create dynamic data in an HTTP server.


These data are the most generously presented in the HTML format, but they may also be in the XML format or other format for the web writer.


Servlets use the Java Servlet (javax.servlet) API.


Name (servlet) is derived from the _apple_.


Java applets are small programs written in Java language, running in the client's web navigator.


A servile runs on the web server and allows the completion of the functions of this last, typical, access to data bases, electronic trading (_commerce_) transactions, etc.


A server can be automatically loaded during the start of the web server or during the first request of the client.


After being loaded, the servants stay active in the expectation of other customer requests.


The AP defines the relations between a server and service accountant.


The accountant receives the request from the client, and chooses the servant who is to deal with it.




The accountant also provides a whole set of standard services to simplify the management of the requirements and the sessions.


XYZ Cyclo de vida


1 -


Initialise the server


When a servant charges a servant, he executes the serviceman's 'initiate' method.


Initialization proceedings must be completed before they can handle customer requests, and before the service is destroyed.


Though many servants are executed in multi-file servants, the servants are not in any trouble during their initialisation.


The servant only calls the method initiated at the moment of the service, and he won't call it again if he doesn't reload the serviceman.


The servant cannot reload a servile without first destroying the servile by the means of calling the method destroy.


2


Interagger with clients


After the initialization, the server can provide service to the customer requirements.


These requests shall be reached by the same moment of the service.




So it's necessary to access different shares, because they could give problems of synchronation between simultaneous requirements.


3


Destroy the server


Servets are carried out to ensure that the servant destroys it, by the close of the server or by the request of the manager of the system.


When a servant destroys a servant, he executes the method of servile service.


This method is only executed once and can be called when answers are still in treatment, so it is necessary to expect it.


The servant will not execute the serviceman before he has loaded and put it into the end.


XYZ History


Original server specification was created by Sun Microsystems.


Starting with version 2.3, the specification has been developed according to the Process of Java Community (_Java Community Process_).


XYZ Ricardo Garca Crcel


Ricardo Garca Crcel (born in Requena, Valencia, 1948) is a Spanish historian and essayist.




He obtained the degree of philosophy and literature at the University of Valencia in 1970.


He is professor of modern history at the Autonome University of Barcelona.


He is also an academic member of the Royal Academy of History from the year of 2001 and a member of the Babel Forest.


XYZ Genere (taxonomic)


In biology, a gender is a taxonomic group.


In taxonomy (classification of living organizations), a generation is considered distinct from other generations.


A generation has one or more species: if it has more than one kind, it has certain common morphological characters that distinguish them from the species of other generations.


In the binominal nomenclature, the name of an organ is composed of two parts: its name (several beginning with a majuscula and in Latin) followed by a class of species (etam in Latin).


An example is the name of the human, which is in the generation of Man.


A male and female of two different species in the same generation can have genius, but their proles will be sterile.


For example, the mule is a barren goat of the horse (equus cavalus_o_E).


cavalier and asin (_E.




of_o_e.


Africanus asinus_).


XYZ Etymologia


(Genre_prove the word Latin _genus_, which comes from the Greek word old )


XYZ Vulpe


The fox is an omnivorous breastmistress from small to medium, pertinent to a few generations of the family Can.


The foxes have a cleansed skull, vertical and triangular ears, a pointed and legitly recurved muse and a long, thick tail.


Ten-two species belong to the monophyletic group of the foxes of the Generan Vulpes.


About 25 other species of present or extinct are always or a few times denominated, they belong to the paraphyletic group of South American or Peripheric foxes, which are composed of the grey fox and the island fox.


The foxes live on all continents without Antarctica.


The most indisputably common and diffuse is the red fox (_Vulps_) with about 47 subspecies recognized.


The global distribution of the foxes, and also their reputation for the clever, has contributed to their prominentness in the folklore and popular culture in many world societies.




The chassa al vulpe, which was performed with the aid of dogs, was an activity set up in Europe for many times, especially in the British Islands, and was carried out in several parts of the New World by European colonists.


XYZ Etymologia


The word (vulpe) is derived from Latin (vulps_, from the Proto-Italian_wolpis_, from the Proto-Indo-European _h2wl (or) p-~ h2ulp-_vulpe (ruby)).


Compared to the British-Louarn_, the Lithuanian lp_, the ancient Greek


XYZ Biology


XYZ General Morphology


The foxes are usually smaller than a few other members of the Cand family, such as wolves and chacals, but there are a few more small members in this family than they are, such as procyonoids.


In the greatest kind, the red fox, the males weigh between 4.1 and 8.7 pounds in average, but the smallest kind, the slightest of all, the worst of all, weighs only from 0.7 to 1.6 pounds.


Typical vulpin tracts include a triangular face, pointed ears, an elongated roost and a thick tail.


The foxes are digigrade, which means they're walking on their fingers without leaving their stocks to touch the floor.


At the difference of the majority of the Cani family members, the foxes have partially retractable nails.




The wrath of the foxes, or mustaches, is black.


The mustaches on the muzzle are longer than 100 - 110 mm in average, but all the other mousachios of the goat are shorter in average.


Some mustaches (_spread vibesa_) are also found on the previous members and are long than 40 mm in the media; they are facing down and back.


Other physical characteristics vary according to the habitat and the ratios of adaptation.


XYZ Pellicia


All species of vulpe have skins of colors, lengths and spisities different.


The hair's colors vary from pearled white to white and black, and to black with white and grey on the underside.


The other species of fox adapted to life in the wilderness, such as Misulpes (macrotis_), for example, has large ears and short hair to help the body to stay cold.


The arctic, from the other side, has minimal ears, short members and also a thick, insolent skin, which helps the body to stay warm.


As for red foxes, they have a bright chestnut skin and usually a white mark on the extremity of their tails.




The colour and the stain of a fox can vary according to the season of the year; the skins of foxes are richer and denser during the coldest months, and more to read in the hottest.


To get rid of the dry hibernal cloak, the foxes are silent for a year, they're looking for April; the dumb start on their feet, and they're still on their feet, and then they're on their backs.


The colour of the skin can also change with the inveteracy of the individual.


XYZ Dentation


The teeth of a fox, like all other dogs, are I 3/3, C 1/1, PM 4/4, M 3/2 = 42.


(_Vulpes macrotis_ has six more mills for a total of 48 teeth.) The foxes have parents of pronounced dents, which are characteristic of a carnivore.


These parents are composed of the upper premolar tooth and the first lower molar tooth, and they work to make hard matter as meat.


The teeth of the foxes are very dry, which are also characteristic of a carnivore, and excellent for cutting down a prey.


XYZ Behaviour


At the state of salvation, the duration of the typical life of a fox is one to three years, even though some individuals can live for ten years.




To the difference of many dogs, the foxes don't live in dumb.


Normally, they live in small family groups, but some (the arctic foxes) are known to be lonely.


The foxes are omnivorous.


Their diet is largely composed of invertebrates like insects, and small goats like reptiles and birds, and can include eggs and plants.


Many species are generalized meadows, many species (such as _Cerdocyon thous_) have more specialised diets.


The majority of species of vulpe consumption is looking for 1 kg (2.2 lb) of food per day.


The foxes hides the food envelopes, interrupting them to consume it later, usually under leaves, snow or the floor.


The fox-attacking technician consists in quashing to change in the terrain, before jumping with a lot of strength, in the midst of the hind legs, to abate on the prey.


To use their pronounced dog teeth, the foxes clenched the neck of their prey and shook until the animal is dead or it can be eventuated.


The grey fox and the procynoid wreaths are the two species of dog known to scale trees on a regular basis.


XYZ Sexual characters




The male fox's scroto is kept near the body with the testicles in, even after they have descended.


Like other dogs, the male has a bulge, or the bone of the penis.


The testicles of the red foxes are smaller than they are from the arctic foxes.


The spruce formation of the red fox begins in August, and the testicles reaching for their maximum weight in December - february.


Women's foxes are in heat for six days, which means their cycle takes ten months.


As with other dogs, the egglides are secreted during the summer without needing to be stimulated by copulation.


Once the egg is smelted, the female fox enters a feat period that can last for 52 to 53 days.


The foxes tend to have four-to-five-wives on average with eight hundred chance of becoming pregnant.


The size of the portates can vary in different meaning from the species and the milieu - the arctic fox, for example, can be up to ten - a fox.


The female fox has four fathers of teats.


Every tent has eight to twenty milking ducts that connect the mammary straw to the paper, which is allowed to be transported to it...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................


XYZ Vocalisation




The vowel storytelling of the fox is great:


Gemamento (or groan) - done a little after birth.


Frequently produced when the thumbs are hungry or when their body temperature is low.


The groaning stimulates the mother of the way she breathes the foxes; he also knows that it smells the mascule of manners that breathes the female and the foxes.


A sharp tie - made for ten days later.


The groaning of the vulpins will become children's latres, it's sharp to produce a lot when they're playing.


Plosive cry, search for a month, the foxes can emit a plosive cry that can threaten intruders or other feathers; a sharp bulge.


A cry of combat, during the conflict between adults, the most trespassing cry is a cry of battle with its mouth, a more strenuous lattice.


...Grunniment--it's like a grown-up hints at the vultures of feeding or coming to it.


Simple translation - Adult foxes announce the presentation of intruders or defend themselves by the wayside.


In the case of domesticated foxes, some adult individuals seem to preserve the gem for first excitement or submission in the presence of their possessions.


XYZ Classification




Common canads called foxes understand the following generations and species:


XYZ Conservation


Many species of fox are impercised in their native milieu.


Difficulties known to the foxes include loss of habitat and the fact that they are chastised for their skins, for the plot of animals or for the dissemination of pathogens.


Partially because of their opportunistic hunting and lingering, the foxes are often percised as incommodities.


Despite this, the foxes have been used with success in firm grace to the ability to remove the parasitic consequences of the fruit without harming the fruit.


XYZ Vulpe island (_Urocyon littoralis_)


The island fox, though considered to be a kind of almost - threatened in many parts of the world, is now becoming more imperiled in its kind of journey of the California Channel.


Island population is generally smaller than mainland people because of limited resources like space, food and the possibility of taking refuge.


They, in sequencing, are high-susceptible to external threats that understand foreign priests, people and the extreme climate.




On the Channel of California, it was discovered that the population of island volcanoes were very low because of an epidemic of Carre's illness between 1999 and 2000 and also because of non-native golden aquilas predation.


After 1993, the aquilas caused a diminution of about 95% of the population.


Because of the small number of foxes, the population has known alle, that's what's going on when it's hard to achieve, the reproductive capacity of the double individual.


Conservationists, however, had to take over copies of wild people from the way they played in captivity until there were enough volcanoes to relax in nature.


The non-native pasturemen were also allotted to allow the native plants to revegetate their natural altar, which was baked to the foxes a suitable protection against the golden aquilas.


Darwin's XYZ Vulpe (Pseudalopex fulvipes_)


Darwin's fox is considered critically impercised because of its small, known population of 250 mature individuals and also its restricted distribution.


On the Chilen mainland, the population is only in the Nahuelbuta National Park and the surrounding Valvidian Rainforest.




Similar to the Chilo island, their population is limited to the forests that are spread from the north end to the south end of the island.


Though the Nahuelbuta National Park is protected, 90 percent of the living species on the Chilo island.


A major problem met by the species, is that their limited and dim habitat because of the unprotected forest section and army.


Because of the deforestation, the habitat of the Guerwin fox is reduced, which is allowed to multiply on its competition, _Graycalopex_, which prefers to open habitats; this competition leads progressively to the disparation of the Darwin fox.


The other problem is his inability to fight the illnesses committed by the growing number of domestic dogs.


To preserve these animals, the researchers recommend that they protect the forests that connect the Nahuelbuta National Park on the coast of Chile and so on the Chilo Island and its forests.


They also suggest that you can examine other forests in Chile to determine if the people of Darwin lived beforehand, or you can live later, in the eventuality that it is necessary to reverse this sort of thing in the region.


And finally, researchers recommend the creation of a program of reproduction in captivity, in Chile, because of the limited number of individuals in nature.




XYZ Reports with men


The foxes are often considered to be incommodities because of their opportunistic attacks on domestic birds and other micron animals.


Attacks of volcanoes on humans are rare.


Many foxes are well suited to human presence; many species are classified as city-city cars, because of their ability to maintain peoples without ever leaving the limits of the city.


In urban areas, the foxes can live longer and carry smaller vulpins than the foxes in non-urban areas.


Urban foxes are omnipresent in Europe, where their behavior is different from non-urban foxes, including higher population densities, smaller territories and group food searches.


The foxes have been introduced in many places, with different effects on Indian fauna and flora.


In a few countries, the foxes are major robbers of the cones and hens.


The swings of the population of these two species were the first sway not to line up the study, and led to Lotka - Volterra, known as the predatory - prey.


XYZ Chasses him to the fox


The hunt for the fox was invented in the United Kingdom in the 16th century.




Presently, to hunt with dogs is forbidden there, even though to hunt without dogs is still allowed.


Red flies were introduced to Australia at the beginning of the 19th century for sport, after they became very numerous.


They have caused tiny population in many local species, and they usually hunt the animals of the farm, particularly the young lambs.


Chassa al vulpe is practised as an intertenance in other countries such as Canada, France, Ireland, Italy, Russia and the United States.


XYZ Domestication


Many domesticated fox stories have been documented, but the long duration is rare.


A recent noticeable exception is the silver fox (the red fox's variety) in Russia, resulting in visible behavioural changes; it is a study of case on the manipulation of the human population of domestication.


The current group of domesticated silver flies is the result of nearly fifty years of experiments in the Soviet Union and Russia to make fun of the silver mutation of the red fox.


These selective reproductions produced physical and behavioural treatments that are observed in domestic cats, dogs and other animals, such as changes in pigmentation, falling ears and crumpled tails.




In particular, the new foxes became more docile, lagging with humans to care for them, moaning to receive attention, and alluring and lecturing their custodians.


XYZ Attacks on Humans


In the United Kingdom, a certain number of cases of blissful attacks on humans were reported.


Many were concerned with volcanoes that attacked children after they entered the houses at the front of the woods.


XYZ In the culture


The fox appears in many cultures, usually in folklore.


It has yet to read differences in the way it is described.


In Western and Persian folks, the fox is depiced as a symbol of cunning and deceit - a reputation which draws its origin mainly from its presumed ability to destroy the hunters.


It is often represented by a personage which owns these characteristics and which can be or a discomfort in history, or a misunderstood hero or a dishonest antagonist.


In Asian folks, the fox is described as a familiar spirit that has magic power.


Like in Western folks, the fox is depicted as malicious, generally duped by other people, with the ability to disguise herself as an attractive human woman.




There are still other descriptions of the fox as a mysterious, sacrificing creature that can also cause miracle and destruction.


Vules with nine caudas are referred to in English, literature and Chinese mythology, in which they can be a good or bad wish, according to the story.


This movement was later introduced from the Chinese culture to the Korean and Japanese.


The Vulpecula constellation represents a fox.


XYZ Fabrica (design pattern)


Manufacturer (_factory method_) is a patron of creational design used in object-oriented programming.


It's meant to urge objects from which the type is derived from an abstract type.


The exact kind of object is not known by the caller.


A few fabrications can be re-grouped in an abstract factory with the urge to set up objects that are derived from different abstract types.


Like, in general, fabrications are unique to a program, using the pattern of singleton design to implement them.


XYZ Exemplos


XYZ Data Base




We consider ourselves to be a source of data that provides a number of types of fields.


The fields of a table are represented by an abstract class named Field.


Each field type is associated with an underclass of the field of the field, carrying on the example: the field of the field of the field, the field of the field of the field, the field of the field of the field of the field, or the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field of the field


The _Camp_ class owns a _display () _allowing to display the contents of a field in a user interface.


A control object shall be created for each field, the nature of each control dependent on the type of the field associated with it: the contents of the field of the field of the field of the field shall be shown in a field of text, the field of the field of the field of the field of Camp of Boolean_ shall be represented by a check box (_checkbox_).


To solve this problem, _Field_ contains a factory method named increateControl()_ and named after_display ()_ to create the right object.


XYZ Animals


In the next example in Java, a class, made from the objects derived from the Animal class in the role of the name of the animal passed in the paragraph.


It's equally possible to use a surface like a type of performance.


XYZ Uso




Manufacturers are used in the _toolkits_ or frameworks,_ because their classes are derived from the implementations that use it.


Parallel class hyerarchies may have to wait for classes of the other.


XYZ Structura


The factory corresponds to the following UML (in French) diagram:


XYZ Other advantages and variations


Though the main use of the Fabric is to wait on dynamite underclasses, it has other advantages that are not linked to the inheritance of the classes.


It may be possible to write fabrics that do not apply to polymorphism to make many types of objects (so it shall be called the Static methods).


XYZ Descriptive names


Object-oriented languages are generally named after a builder named after the class, it can be joined if there are more builders (to overload).


Fabrication methods don't have this obligation and can have a name that describes their functioning better.


In the following example, complex numbers are created from two real numbers, which may be interpreted as polar coordinates, such as Cartesian coordinates; the use of fabrication methods does not leave any ambiguities:




The builder of the class is in private here, that's a way to use the manufacturing methods that don't make a confusion.


XYZ Encapsulation


Fabrication methods allowed to encapsulate the creation of objects.


This can be good when the process of creation is very complex, if it depends on the example of the configuration files or the user's entrances.


The example below presents a program that creates icons from rows of images.


This programme knows how to deal with more formatting of images represented each by one class:


Every time the programme reads an image, it needs to create the reader adapted from information found in the file.


This part can be encapsulated in a fabrication method:


The image type and the corresponding reader can be stored here in an associative vector, which prevents the structure of the_switch_ and gives a very extensive fabrication.


XYZ Vide too,


XYZ Associate patrons


 - abstract factory


 - Mounter


The patron of method,




XYZ Stock -Raising Homestead Act


In the law of the United States of America, the Stock-Raising Claim Act (the United States of the United States; 43 USC) was a law authorizing that the Secretary of the Interior may be able to make up the land owned by the government of the United Nations, which was not taken under the Homestead Act or the other additional acts, but used as a pasture for the removal (an activity that required the land that had been taken from the previous law).


The law was passed by the sixty-fourth Congress of the U.S. and signed and carried out by Theodore Roosevelt in 1916.


The act created the limitation of having a homestead to 640 acres (c.


2.59 km2) of 160 acres of undisturbed land.


Under the law, the harvesting of the land was not required, but a few bestowals on the land were mandated as necessary, and certain property with strategic ores was reserved for government use.


The act did not apply to irrigable land, with useful wood, or available under pre-laws; the Secretary of the Interior was given the power to make the final land-ridden determination.


The land was declared to be available under the act of 28 Januario 1916; the law was given legal strength on 2 Januario 1917.




Before the end of the year, 49033 approvals have been submitted, and about 15 thousand were awarded to the candidate.


The law was called back on October 21, 1976.


XYZ Today


Today, the chief effect of the act is on the tribes of property of an area of land, especially in the States to the north of the US, where the act was taken by ranchers.


The law gave the right to use on the surface of the land, but the rights to the land mine were reserved.


In states like Wyoming and Montana, it's common to buy a title on the surface of the earth, but not the subterranean resources.


XYZ John Wilkins


John Wilkins (born 1614 in Fawsley, Northamptonshire, England - 19 November 1672 in London, England) was an English churchman, Episco of Chester from 1668 to his death.


He was born in Fawsley, Northamptonshire, and was educated at Magdalen College, Oxford (in the days known as Magdalen Hall).


He was ordained and became a chaplain to William Fiennes, 1 Visconte Saye and Sele, Lord Berkeley, and Prince Charles Louis, the king's son Carol of England, and the master's elector of the Rhein.


In 1641, Wilkins published an anonymous tract entitled _Mercury, or The Secret and Swift Messenger_.




It was a little work, but a understanding of crypto, and a good time gift for the politicians and leaders of the impending English Civil War.


In 1648 he became a warden of Wadham College, Oxford.


Under him the school was exceedingly prosper, because it is bad for him to be a servant of Oliver Cromwell, he remained in contact with the most cultured Royalists who put their children in his pocket.


In 1659, Richard Cromwell called him the master of Trinity College, Cambridge.


At the English Restoration in 1660 the post given by Cromwell was left to him.


But he was given the charge of the pre-bendary of York and head of Cranford, Middlesex.


In 1661 he was a predicator at the Gray's Inn, and in 1662 he lived at St. Lawrence Jewry, London.


He was to be engaged at the Polebrook, Northamptonshire, in 1666 at the time of the prebendary of Exeter Cathedral in 1667, and in the next year at the pre-bendary of St. Paul's Cathedral and the episcopist of Chester.


Fortuiting scientific tastes, Wilkins was the Royal Society's main founder and its first secretary.


He died in London, England, at age of 58.




His numerous writing works include: (An essay to the Royal Character and the Philosophical Language (London, 1668), in which he proposes his universal new language for the use of philosophes.


He is also recognized for his curious work entitled _The Discovery of a World in the Moon_ (1638, 3rd ed., with an appendice, the possibility of a different passage, 1640).


Other works were: _A Discourse Concerning New Planet_ (1640); _Mercury, or the Secret and Swift Messenger_ (1641), a work of quite ingeniousness on the method of rapid correspondence, and _Mathematical Magick_ (1648).


XYZ Denmark


The Kingdom of Denmark is a country in Scandinavia, northern Europe, bordering the Baltic Sea and the North Sea.


It consists of a peninsula (Jutland, Danish: _Jylland_) and 405 named islands (of which 79 are inhabited) in northern Germany and south-eastern Sweden.


Denmark has been a Member State of the European Union since 1972.


Denmark is part of Scandinavia, and the only land border has been with Germany since 1999, it has been joined by street and railway with Sweden, along the bridge of resund.


The Danish territory is made up of Jutland and by 407 islands of which 79 are inhabited (2009).




Denmark has 7,314 miles of coasts, and it is completely surrounded by the North Sea and the Baltic Sea, except Jutlandia, to join the European continent.


The main Danish islands are Seland, Fionia, Vendsyssel -Thy, Lolland and Bornholm, the farthest from the Danish Archipelago.


This position has given Denmark, historicly, control over access to the Baltic Sea.


The official flag is Dannebrog, among the flags the oldest in the world.


Denmark has been a constitutional monarchism since 1849, at which date the absolute monarchy which had governed the land since 1660 was abolished, and it became a parliamentary monarchy in 1901.


In terms of permanentity, Danish monarchy may be considered to be the most ancient of the world, having existed for at least a millennia.


Denmark is part of the European Union, but it does not use the euro.


When the country joined the European Community (EEC, today the European Union) in 1973 it did so without the Faroese Islands, while Greenland chose to depart from the EEC in 1985.


Danmark also became a founding member of NATO in 1949, terminating with the traditional policy of neutrality which he had endured until this time.




With a poor geologic resource nature, Danmark supported his economy by agricultural activity, thanks to his farm, fish and naval industry.


In the last century, the Danish has given an impetus to the industrialisation of their land and has preferred the establishment of a state of welfare to ensure access to public services since the agreement of Kanslergade was signed in 1933.


Denmark was occupied by Nazi Germany during World War II.


XYZ History


The old stone-chaser: 13,000 -4000 a.Chr.


is characteristic for the use of stones for tools and weapons.


The period is a harvesting culture.


The old country of stone: 4000 -1700 a.Chr., where farming comes to Denmark.


The brono etate: 1700 -500 a.Chr., where you use bronzo for i.a.


guns.


Designation of this period is the Sun Carrossa (Danish: _Solvognen_) and the Tower of Egtved (Danish:  _Egtvedpigen_).


The iron etate: 500 a.Chr. -800, where Danmark grows, uses iron, the surroundings grow, and finds the first runic inscriptions.




The Epoch of the Vikings: 800 -105, where Denmark becomes a kingdom, and it colonizes England.


The trade and the farming are blooming.


The age of viking is brought up by the middle.


XYZ Spam


The spam is e-mail messages (but also a list of discussion, foreshores, etc.) not required and sent in the mass.


The contents of the spam often, but not necessary, consist of commercial announcements to different degrees of honesty or fraudulentness.


XYZ Etymologia


In English, the word is found (spam) with the meaning of porcupine meat in latta (the term is derived from _spiced ham_), and in effect, a type of meat is sold in a latte called SPAM.


The meaning of spam, as we intend it is derived from a scene of the television series Monty Python's Flying Circus.


In this scene, a man and his wife enter a restaurant and sit next to a table of jovial men, who are in the heads of their casings,




When the waiter arrives with the menu, the vines began to sing a song that was written by the word: Spam, spam, spam, spam, spam, and spam, and porridge, and the two guests could not communicate with the room because their voices were still disturbed by the word of the word of the day.


XYZ Significant


The idea that came to pass in the selection of the term is that it's still disturbing to prevent the possibility of communicating effectively.


The current meaning of the term is more precious; we can override the definition of spam as well as mass-diffunct messages by the net (internet) without the consensus of the containers.


The spam shall consist of typical propaganda and is sent in an automatic and persistent way to the discussion groups, or to the personal electronic mailbox.


XYZ Histoire de la sexualit


Histoire de la sexualit _ [History of Sexuality] is a study in three volumes on sexuality in the western world, written by the French philosopher and historian Michel Foucault.


The first volume was published for the first time in 1976 by Gallimard editions.




It followed him with the use of pleasures, the use of pleasures, and the souci de soi_.


The first volume analyses Foucault's ideas as to the repressive hypotheses, the idea that Western society would have suppressed sexuality from the 17th century to the middle of the 20th century.


He argues that this hypothese is an illusion and that the debates about sexuality actually proffered during this period.


He continues to argue that at this moment the specialists begin to study the sexuality of scientific manners, to classify different types of sexuality and to encourage people to confess their feelings and sexual conduct, all of which are with the desire to know the truth on sex.


Foucault was interested in creating the subject and how the individual is made up.


In Histoire de la sexualit_he argues that in the Western world, during the 18th and 19th centuries, the identity of persons begins to be related to their sexuality every time.


XYZ Theodorico the Great


Theodoric the Great (Dice, 454 - Ravena, 26 August 526), also known as Theodoric the Amalus, was a king of the ostrogoths (474 -526).


XYZ Biography




The son of the chief ostrogotho Teodomiro, of the linea of the Amalos and of Ereleva Eusebia, in the eight years he was sent by his father as a guest to the city of Constantinopole (present-day Istamble), a child (462).


There was an education based on Greek culture.


He succeeded in 474 to his father as the head of the ostrogoths.


He was called a patrician and a militum-magist for August Zenon, the Emperor of the East.


This gave to him in 488 the government of Italy with the condition of winning Odoachro, the king of the brothers who had been appointed to Romulo Augustulo, the last Emperor of the West (476).


Theodorico was looking for new land for his people, for he made a deal with Rome.


Theodorico penetrated into the Italian peninsula at the front of his people, whose number is esteemed in about a hundred thousand people, and he could take advantage of the Ravena, after he broke a pacto with Odoacro for the following time during the feasts, killed the (493).


He claimed to be king of Italy (494), setting his residence in the Ravena, and he was recognized as the King of Italy by August Anastasy, the Emperor of the East, in 497, to whom he was commanded by a treasured expedition, a non-nobstance of the season of the Roman Empire of the East, helped or attacked the Empire according to its achievement.




He kept the differences between the ostrogothos of Arrian religion, which held the military strength, and the Romans, Catholics, who focused on the civilian power, the teeth of a delicate balance.


Theodorico considered himself to be the heir of the world, and for it he respected the imperial institutions that were circumferred to by Latin councillors, such as Boecio and Cassiodoro.


He wished to create a Germanic empire of the West, a heir to the Romans, including French, Vandals, Visigoths, and Ostrogoths.


With this objective, he carried out a skilled political policy of marriage alliances between his family and the kings of the other Germanic people, which, if they did not become his dream, turned him into the chief western duran of his age.


In 511 there was a decisive way in resolving the crescent of the Visigoth, opened after the death of Alarico II in the battle of Vouille (50), in which it was defaced by the French.


He commanded Gesaleicus, the illegitime son of Alaricus II (elected by the nobles in the same field of battle of Vouille after his father's death), and commanded his grandson Amaricus, the son of Alaricus II and his daughter Tindigota.


He assumed the rule of the Visigoth kingdom as the master of his grandson, which he placed under the protection of Teudis, one of his generals.


The kingdom held until the death of the ostrogotha, 526, when Amalrico was able to rule his people freely.




Theodorique favoured the development of agriculture and trade.


He made the city of Ravena, its capital, an artistic and cultural centre, promoting the cultivation of the art and letters.


He allowed the coexistence of catholicism and arrianism for the most part of his kingdom, but this toleration was ended in the last years of his life, because of the rebellion with the Papacy, and with the outlying empire, which caused him to imprison and decapitate his enemy, and to imprison Pope John.


Theodoricus left as a successor to his great-grandfather Athalaricus, the son of his son Amalasuntha, decedent to the 26th of August 526, committed to the effects of the bitter conviction that his consiliation policy had failed.


The beginning of a civil war allowed Emperor Justinian to turn to Italy in a new province byzantin and waste oysters, which disappeared like a people (555).


XYZ Origin of life


The study of the processes which would have been allowed to make up the chimic elements that make up the organizations to achieve the degree of structural and functioning organization that characterize living matter.


The fact that these processes require certain conditions, which can only happen in specific parts of the universe, connects the study of the origin of life to astrobiology.




The models proposed by the origin of life are tentative of recreating the history of this evolution and it is important to accentuate that there is no majority of the stages of this process, a consensus among scientists.


XYZ Evolution of ideas


XYZ Hypothese heterotrophic (or classical)


The initial framework of modern scientific questions on the origin of life may be laid down in the experiments of Louis Pasteur, showing that the formation of organisms has come from unanimated matter (spontaneous generation), could not be, on the contrary of what was often supposed to happen, a trivial phenomenon.


From that moment on, scientists came to the idea that the scientific survey on the appearance of life would have to stand as fire for the very special conditions required by this process, which could have existed only in the prime days of the Earth's history.


One of the first approaches to the problem was the question on the characters of the first living.


To survive in a prime environment, it would be necessary that these primitive organizations should be able to train their own nutritions (in the east, they would be autotropic), or would be available from an external source of organic compounds (in this case it would be heterotropic).




The greatest difficulty of self-troubling organizations, which must be able to produce as much as it would be to consume its food, suggested to scientists of the 20th century's first century that the primitive Earth would have been a rich environment in organic compounds.


The discovery of the chimic composition of the atmospheres of the outer planets, the continent of Hydrogen, Methane and Ammonia, was made up by the same elements that the organic compounds of which are composed of the living beings, suggested of Oparin, one of the first seekers to dedicate themselves to this question, which was also our planet could have displayed a similar atmosphere.


It wouldn't contain, or so, Oxygen, that it could cause an organ composition by oxydation.


Later, Haldane made up the model suggest that under the action of lightning or ultra-violet radiation these compounds would be made up of the atmosphere and carried by the rains to the oceans, which will acquire the characteristics of a hot and tenuous soup.


Other important theoric contribution was that of Bernal, which raised the question of the need for the concentration of these components, and suggested how important the evaporation surfaces were in the lecture and the ability to absorb mineral compounds in contact with the primitive oceans.


He worked also on the concept of biopoese, systemizing in progressive stages the development of the complexion of the living.




These formulations won their credibility after in 1953, Stanley Miller, working under the direction of Harold C Urey, succeeded in obtaining, in a historic experiment, a variety of threats.


The real importance of this experiment is, today, quite a reply.


Neither is the atmosphere composition used to be considered plausible under a geochemical point of view, nor does the results achieved seem to be likely to raise the possible following steps of life's history.


XYZ The role of clay


Resuming the ideas of Bernal, Graham Cairns -Smith, he pointed out the hypothese that the clay ores would have made up not only the support, but also the native system of primitive life, later supported by organ compounds (nucleic acids).


In his defense he raised the replication capacity of crystalnic surfaces, preserving defects and irregularities, and also the chimic complexity of the polymers enveloped in the present-day reproductive processes.


XYZ Hydrothermal Models


The discovery, in 1979, of the Galapagos Trenchea (Corliss, Baross, Hoffman), a rich computer-powered ecosystem that came from the hydro-thermal and ergoic activity, independent of photosynthetic processes, was the basis for the hypothese of an auto-trophic chimosynthetic origin for life.




Among the many variations of this proposal, the most detailed is the one prepared by Gnther Wchtershuser, putting forward a primitive sentence of metabolism in which biochemical processes were built in two-dimensional forms, on the surfaces of the pyrite (FeS2), a wide mineral in the surroundings.


XYZ Theoretical Models


Articles on the origin of life are employed by a more abstract or generous approach.


In place of the nature of the chimic constituents of the living systems, they are guided by their functioning properties.


One of the most well-known models in this concept is hypercyclos, proposed by Manfred Eigen as prototyps of primitive metabolic cyclos.


Other proposals which flee to the specificities of the postulation of a primitive biochemy are the proposal of the Garbage Bag World, World of the Sacco of Immundis, the physicist Freeman Dyson, who worships Robert Shapiro and the model of the complexity of Stuart Kauffman.


For the first purpose, the number of chimic composites made up of the hasard shall be in visibility until one of them shall present all the characteristics of a primitive living system.




It would also suggest that metabolism and reproduction would arise independently, and that the current organisms would descend from a cell where the symbiose of the two processes would happen.


Kauffmann defends, based on pure mathematic models, that very complex collections of chimic composites can be carved into metabolic cyclos.


XYZ Metabolic Models - The world of the hiccups


The idea that the functioning of the present metabolic processes may provide important hints for the understanding of the biochemy of the first living is the basis of a metabolic view of the origin of life where the studies of Harold Morowitz and Christian De Duve are superseded.


It comes back to De Duve the formulation of a more precious model, postulating the congruency between primitive metabolism and the biochemy of today's living, where the central functioning of the Acetyl -S -Coenzyma-initial metabolism would have been preceded by compounds derived from carbonoxylic acids (RCOOH) with thioles (RSH), thiesheres (RCOSR).


XYZ Le, the world of the RNA,


Proposition of a world of the RNA made by Walter Gilbert in 1986, is based on the discovery of the fact that these mills are both capable of imagining information (like DNA in most present-day organizations), and how to promote metabolic reactions (such as currently the environmental and cultural nature).




In addition to the evidence indicating a rich repertoire of catalytic activities and the ability to replicate and evolve this material, there are, in living organizations, countless indications of this RNA world.


It quotes, among other things, the chimic nature of the enzymatic, structurally affines to RNA monomers and the processes of various virus types, considered to be residues of primitive forms of life.


The most recent map of life, dealt with by the hypothesis of the RNA world, is considered by the most well-known majority of scientists, and perhaps only in which there would be clearer than the domain of the specification.


XYZ Alternative Visions


XYZ Panspermia


Superspermy is the hypothese that the living did not originate on our planet, but on the other point of the universe, having been transported by the cosmic space, perhaps under the form of spores.


His arguous servants that the time-long lapse necessary to the evolution of life would be greater than 4.5 million years after the formation of the earth, but they would not be given any idea of where or how life would have really occurred.


Note, however, that the possibility of ordinary organic compounds made up of comets or other spati points is accepted by many servants of the classical model for the origin of life.




XYZ Ecopoese


The model of the Ecopoese ([1]) postulates that the geochimic cycles of the biogenic elements, led by a rich primordial atmosphere of Oxygen, were the basis of a planetary metabolism leading up to the gradual evolution of organic life.


This view is contrary to the traditional idea that the action of the organizations is the great responsibility for the main characteristic of the Earth's environment and is consistent with the growing aspects of a oxydante atmosphere after the beginning of the formation of our planet and the priority of aerobic metabolism with regard to photosynthetic processes.


XYZ Ovis aries


Ovis aries is the most common species of sheep, the ordinary oatmeal.


XYZ Nomine


A lamb is a woman of the kind.


The male of this kind is called rams,


XYZ Description


The male is generally great horns (in some races the women also have horns).


The ram is called a seed or a cupbearer.


The bird came from the muflon's house in the East next to the no millennia.




Women generally have a single pill (agno), even though she can have up to three.


The feat lasts for 146 days +/ - 4.


The meat and milk are used as food.


With milk, you can make milk, like cheese.


The most known cases are rock (Francia), petorino (Italia) and deed (Greece).


With its lantern, products are made like garments.


The chorus is an otherwise useful product.


The flocks of sheep are called flocks and the place where they are kept is called sheep or sheep.


Longevity: 18 -20 years.


Reproductive life: 7 -10 years.


XYZ Oves in the world


There are many rays of sheep in the world, in both different habitats and deserts and high mountains.


This kind has a strong symbolic weight in Catholic and Islamic religion.


After China, the largest sheep-producing countries specialized in the production of wool, are situated in the southern hemisphere: Australia, New Zealand and Argentina (Patagonia).


XYZ Visual Art




Visual art is a framework of disciplines which enables human communication through time, or between individuals and the objectives which they use.


Essentially, it's some art that can be seen, including theatral representation.


Such forms of art are categorized as theatre, music, work, behold, there are no clear provisions; see also Body art (Body-art) and Interactive Art, for example, or consider film, and the art that can be built by other types of art.


XYZ Traditional visual art


 - Pickling.


Design


Sculptura


XYZ Non-traditional visual art


Interactive art


Calligraphy


Photograph


Graphite (_graffiti_)


Flies (_flyers_)


#NZEV?


XYZ Impression




- First of all,


 - Typography


XYZ Design


Interior Design


 - Designation of fashions


Thank you very much.


 - Industrial design


Web Design


Display design


XYZ Cultural movements


Renascent and classicalism,


Mannerism,


Art baroque


It's a rock,


Neoclassicism


 - Romanticism


Academic art


Realism,


Impressionism




Cubism,




 - Expressionism


XYZ Timely visual art


It's got a lot of money in front of me,


 - Comics


Computer Art / Digital Art


Conceptual art


 - Decretage


Art of email / art asciei


Fluxus,


Graphite


- Happening,


Installation Art


Interactive art


Internet art


Pop art


Public art


Video Art


XYZ Peste


Heavy pestilence is a disease, whose cause is the bacterium Yersinia pestis, which year 1894 among the pestilence in Hong Kong, was discovered by the doctor Alexander Yersin.




XYZ Tpos de pte


There are many types of weight.


The three most common are bubonic, thick and pestile, all caused by the same sort of bacterium, Yersinia pestis.


In the bubonic and septic weights the infection is more frequently transmitted by the walrus of a flint, common in the community of the cheopis_xenopsylla, a parasitic of the rats and other surroundings.


Pretentious weight is transmitted directly from one person to another by cleansing guts in the air.


XYZ Pestes in history


XYZ The Black Death


In the fourth century, the weight that was the most violent and admonished death of Nigre decimated the people of Europe.


Many people from the cities escaped from the rural areas to the town of Giovanni Boccaccio in his name, the Decamerone told.


XYZ Other contagion


Another famous pestilence was in Milan in 1630, which was written by the author Mediolano of the 19th century Alexander Manzoni in the fabula (Sponsi_Sponsi) wrote.


It was contagion in the 17th century and the 18th century. (e.g.


in England, 1665, in France, year 1720, in Ukraine year 1737, and in Russia year 1789).




The most recent pademia has begun in China in 1860s, was in Hong Kong in 1894, and spread to porters across the world in the next 20 years, transmitted by rats in steamers.


Pandemia killed ~10 million people.


In this pandadia, the pestile yersinia, made it difficult for the first time in Australia, North America, South America, and South Africa.


The last urban epidemic of the U.S. was in 1924 -1925 in Los Angeles, but it remains endemic in rural and semi-rural summer areas, like other areas of the world that have prairies or steppes where Greek surroundings are alive.


XYZ Syagrio


Afranio Syagrio (430 - 486/48) was the son of Egidio, the last of the capital of Gallias, who was holding a government, the one who was called the kingdom of Syagrio, who was circumfering to Soissons after the collapse of the central government of the country remains dead.


Syagrio ruled this slave as a non-dux_ from his father's death in 464 to 486, when his kingdom was destroyed by the territorial expansion of the French kingdom of Chlodovecho I.


In the capital city of Soissons, Syagrio found refuge with Alaricus II, king of the Visigoths, based in Toulouse.


But once he was made a prisoner and sent to Chlodovecho, he was murdered in 487, holding a secret record with the Second Tours.




His kingdom represented the last recorded example of a native gallo-Roman power in the Gallia: he was actually known by Germanic barbarians as the kingdom of Roman.


XYZ Silicium


Silicium is a chimic element of symbol Yes and atomic number 14.


It is a more reactive metaloid than coal, the element directly over the periodic table, and less reactive than Germanium, the element directly under.


Silicium is the eighth-most common element in the universe, and over 90 percent of the Earth's crust is composed of silicates.


National XYZ Hymno


The national hymn is a patriotic musical composition in general, with history boundaries, traditions and struggles for the existence of the people, recognized by the government of the nation as the national official song, or by a convent in the use of the people.


XYZ History


Hymns agreed to be prominent in Europe in the 19th century.


The oldest national hymn is Het Wilhelmus, the Dutch national, written 1568 -1572 during the Dutch Revolt.


XYZ Uso


National landmarks are used for national days or festivals, or during indignation or during the award of sporting events.




During competitive sports such as the Olympic Games, the national anthem of the sports (s) that enjoys gold medaling.


In other countries the national hymn is sung for students every day at the beginning of the school as an exercise of patriotism.


XYZ Lyrica


A few national hymns have been composed of writers who won the Nobel Prize for Littering.


India and Bangladesh have two songs by poet/author Rabindranath Tagore as national hymns.


The Nobel Bjrnstjerne Bjrnson wrote the lyric for the national anthem of Norway,


A few national hymns have no official lyrics, such as in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Espania, and San Marino.


XYZ Lingua del lyrica del hymno


National provisions in general use the common language of the country of fact or the official language.


Exceptions are the national hymno of India (Jana Gana Mana) with parols in Sanskrit over the Bengali language, the national hymno of Pakistan (which is not in the official language of the Urdu or English) but in the Persian language, for there is a tradition of the culmination of Moscow states and empires in the region using the Persian language.


States with multiple official languages like Helvetia (French, German, Italian and Rheto-Roman) and Canada (English and French) have all kinds of official languages.




In South Africa the national anthem consists of national languages in five official languages.


XYZ Plain Old Java Object


In literature engineering, _POJO_ is an acronym for Plain Old Java Object .


The name is used to accentuate that a given object is an ordinary object in Java, not a special object.


The term was covered by Martin Fowler, Rebecca Parsons and Josh MacKenzie in September 2000:


We asked why people objected so much to use regular objects, in their systems and concluded that it was because of the objects, they simply named the phantom.


So we've given them a few times, and it's become popular with a lot of precision.


The term (POJO), initially denoting an object of Java, which is not known to any of the major models, conventions, or object frameworks of Java; this day it can be used by the POJO, also as an acronym for plain Old Javascript_Objective.


In this case the term denots a Javascript object of similar genealogy.




The term shall continue the oldest term (Plain Old Phone Service) for technology that does not use new plastic characteristics, such as POTS (Plain Old Phone Service) in telephony, PODS (Plain Old Data Structures) defined in C++, but only using characteristics of language C, and POD (Plain Old Documentation) in Perl.


The equivalent of the POJO on the Microsoft .NET is Plain Old CLR Object (POCO).


For PHP, it is Plain Old PHP Object (POPO).


XYZ Definition


To speak ideally, a POJO is an object of Java not bound by any other restrictions than those strengthened by the Java Language Specification.


In other words, a POJO must be told:


1


Don't put out the prespecified classes, like in 2.


Don't implement prespecified interfaces, like in 3.


Do not contain prespecified annotations, as in


However, because of technical difficulties and other reasons, many products of programmes and frameworks are described as agreeing with POJO, and are in fact requiring the use of planned annotations for such characteristics as persistent in order to work correctly.




The idea is that if the object (indeed class) was a POJO before any of the annotations were added, and would return to the state of POJO if the annotations were removed, it may still be considered a POJO.


So the basic object remains a POJO in the sense that it does not have special characteristics (so that it is implemented) which make it a specialized Java Object (JJO or (sic) SOJO).


XYZ Context variations


XYZ JavaBeans


A JavaBean is a legal POJO, has a builder with no arguments, and allows access to property by using mutating methods and access to which is a simple conjunction to be appointed.


Because of this settlement, we can make simple referrals to the property of arbitrary JavaBeans.


The code using such a declarative reference does not know anything about the type of the bean_ (whole object), and can use the _bean_ with many frameworks without the right_ frameworks to know the exact type of the_bean_.


The specification of JavaBeans, if fully implemented, readfully violates the POJO model as the class must implement the serialized interface to be a real JavaBean.


Many classes of POJO also called JavaBeans do not meet this requiriment.




Because the terrible surface is an interfaced mark (with method), it is a minimum of one.


The following code shows an example of a JSF component having a two-way bond to a POJO property:


The definition of POJO may be as followed:


Because of the conjunctions of appointing in JavaBean the single word may be automatically translated to the method (get SomeProprietized () _ (or AlcunProprietized () _if the property is of Boolean type) to gain a value, and to the method of the method of the case of the third Proprieted (Strike)_ to place a value.


XYZ Transparently Adds Services


As designs using POJOS have become more commonly used, systems have come to pass which give POJOs the full functioning in the frameworks, and more selection on which areas of functioning is actually required.


In this model, the programmaker creates no more than a POJO.


This POJO shall be concentrated on the negative (logic business_) logic and has no dependence on (enterprise) _framework.


_Programmation frameworks aimed at transparent aspects of cross-sectional issues such as persistentness, transactions, security, etc.


Spring was an earlier implementation of this idea and one of the leading forces for this model to be popular.




An example of a company of JavaBeans (EJB) being a POJO:


The company of JavaBeans,


 - JPA (including Hibernate) for persistentity


 - CDI


The following code shows a whole piece of EJB functioning, showcasing how EJB3 will influence the model of POJO:


As given, the _bean_ does not require to extend any kind of EJB or implement any one of EJB's problems and also do not require any EJB annotations.


In its place, the programmer declares, in a foreign arch of xml, what services of EJB must be added to the _bean_:


In practice, some people find elegant annotations, but they see the XML as verbose, faithful, and difficult to maintain, but others find that the POJO model is being chickened.


As an alternative to XML, many frameworks (e.g.


Spring, EJB and JPA) shall allow you to use annotations in place of or in addition to the XML.


The following code shows the same EJB's _bean_ as shown above with an added annotation.


In this case the XML archiving is not already required:




With annotation as given at the height of the _bean_ is no longer a pure POJO, but because annotations are only passive metadata, it is even worse in comparison than in order to get out of classes and/or implement intidiously.


In accordance with this, the programme model is still permulent as the pure POJO model.


XYZ Grant's Tomb


Grant's Tomb of Grant, of course, the General Grant National Memorial of the National General Grant, is the state of the rest of the General and the chairman of the Statunite Ulysses Grant and his wife, Julia Dent Grant.


The grave is in Riverside Park in New York City and is the largest museum in North America.


After the death of General Grant in 1885, ~9,000 persons below and below the U.S. gave more than $600,000 to build the grave, at the time the most expensive project financed by public donations.


Grant's Tomb was designated by architect John Duncan and built of granite and marble.


In 1897 more than a million people were at the stop and ceremonies of the dedication of Grant's Tomb on April 27, 1897.


The grave is a state-of-the-art Federal Agency of the National Park Service.


XYZ Oktoberfest




Oktoberfest (i.e.: feast of octobre) is a feast of beer and of attractions in Mnchen in Bavarian, Germany.


It's the greatest feast of his kind in the world.


The Oktoberfest is visited every year by more than six million people and starts the first Sabbath after September 15.


Because of its place, the Theresienwise (prato de Therese), it is called Wiesn in the local dialect.


XYZ History


When Kronprinz (Prince Herede) Ludwig, after King Ludwig I, married Princess Therese of Saxony, Hildburghausen, on the 12th of October 1810, he gave it to many feasts in Mnchen.


The last of these feasts was a horse race.


The idea of repeating this race next year stemmed from the tradition of the Oktoberfest.


XYZ Romain Purtolas


Roman Purtolas (born 21 December 1975 in Montpellier, France) is a French author.


He is the best known for his best novel, the extraordinary journey of the fakir, who was caught in the closet of Ikea, and the little girl who glued a cloud as big as the Eiffel Tower, (2015).


The second book sold 100,000 copies of France in August 2014 and was translated into 36 languages to become an international best seller.




XYZ Biography


Rome is the only child of a Spanish army colonist (his father) and a administrator of the French army (his mother).


He was a manager at the airport in Madrid, Spain.


He became a policeman's officer and a border guard in France in the age of 33 years.


In the police he became a specialist to examine fraud of documents of illegal immigration reports in France.


After the success of his first book, he left the police in September 2014 to work as an author.


In 2010 Romain Purtolas married Patricia Sierra Gutierrez, Spanish Paratrician of Andalucia.


He has two children, Leo Purtolas and Eva Purtolas.


XYZ Books


Romain Purtolas's dbut book, it was the day where Shakespeare invented the moonwalk (French:


The decisive success occurred with the extraordinary journey of the fakir, who was taken into the arms of Ikea, which appeared on 21 August 2013 at the publishing house of Le Dilletante in Paris, France.


It was published in English in August 2014.




The little girl who glued a cloud as big as the Eiffel Tower, French: The third child who made a big cloud like the Eiffel Tour is her third book.


It was published in France on 7 January 2015 by Le Dilletante in Paris.


The intrigue of the extraordinary journey of the fakir who was seized in the closet of Ikea: The Indian fakir Ajatashatru Lavash Patel has a goal: He wants to visit Ikea.


In Ikea there is a bed of clasps, and the fakir flew away for this bed of clogs.


Up to Paris.


He provides a banknote of 100 euros, which is set on an elastic side, so that he can use it.


Ahatashatru Lavash Patel is actually a person who has learned to be deceived by life.


But in the cafeteria of Ikea he finds something he feels genuine: a woman named Marie.


When the fakir decides to stay in the big store, it will be the beginning of a long wonderous journey, hidden in an Ikean closet.


The little girl who glued a cloud like the Eiffel Tower: The Predicament of Providence the Dupois is later in Paris, and no more ambitiaries in life than ameliorating his father's recipe of mayonnaise.




During the holidays in Morocco, she finds a little girl who is seriously ill with a man's illness.


The girl wakes up in her a well hidden maternal instinct, and decides to take the girl, so that she can come to France to be treated.


When the adoption comes to pass, and she must bring the girl, an Icelandic cloud of the fifth will cease all air traffic.


In the meantime she obtained assistance from a mysterious routine of monochases that gave her a magic elixir and taught her to fly.


And she flies - carried away by the power of love - to bring the girl.


XYZ Michel Foucault


Michel Foucault (b.


Poor people, 15th of October, 1926; Paris, 26th of June, 1984) was a French philosopher and historian.


He was among all the professors in the College of France and in the University of California, in Berkeley, until his death in 1984.


Foucault is mainly known for its critical analysis of many social institutions, for example psychiatrics, medicine, education and prisons.


He has also devoted himself to the history of sexual conduct.




His theories about power or re-relationship between power, knowledge and speech, in Western culture are still discussed and applied.


Influenced by Marx, Nietzsche and Heidegger, Foucault has researched from a point of view of the structural and historical, the phenoms of civilization, especially the technicians of the power.


XYZ Jogging


Jogging is running or running slow.


Many people go for a jog, they keep the sacrificial.


People are jogging for exercise and not for competition.


Jogging is a vile way of keeping the sacrificial, for all that are necessary are a good pair of shoes.


One can make a jog wherever, when it's good to keep a long way out of the main streets, where the air is full of trafficked smoke.


It's good to elude too much jogging on a hard floor.


A softer surface is better for jogging because there is less of a blow to the knees.


XYZ Papa Francisco


Francisco I (Latino: _Franciscus_) is the pope of the Catholic Church and the episcopist of Rome after his election on March 13, 2013.


Until his election, he called himself Jorge Mario Bergoglio.




He was born on 17 December 1936 in Buenos Aires, Argentina and served as the architect of Buenos Aires from 1998 to 2013.


Thanks to his Papal election, he became the first Latin-American, native father in the Southern Hemisphere, and who is the member of the Society of Jesus.


He has a reputation for personal humility and solidarity with the pauper.


He objected to the initiative of the Argentine government to allow marriage between the persons of sex itself.


Pope Benedict XVI succeeds in his success.


XYZ John Lennon


John Lennon (9 October 1940 in Liverpool, England - 8 December 1980 in New York, SUA) was an English music, singer, author -composer and peace activist.


He was the established, the joint lead vocalist and the Beatles' Rhythmic Guitarist.


He and Paul McCartney were the most successful participants in the composition of songs in music history.


After the dissolving of the band, he had a single carriage.


Lennon was surrounded in the skiff movement during his teens.




He formed a band The Quarrymen, which became The Beatles in 1960.


At the beginning, he was the band's non-official boss, even though the role gradually moved to Paul McCartney.


Lennon was cognized by a rebellious nature and bitterness in his words, his art and his interviews.


In the middle of the 1960s, he published two books: (In his own handwriting and in his chair in the works, the collection of his designs and absurd scripts.)


Commencing with All You Need Is Love_ (1967), his songs became a series of the movement against the Vietnam War and the counterculture of the decade.


From 1968 to 1972, Lennon created many records with his second wife, Yoko Ono, including a trilogy of forward -garde music.


After the dissolving of the Beatles in 1970, he formed the Plastic Ono Band and published the album produced by John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band.


During his initial solo career, he succeeded with the songs of Give Peace a Chance_,  _Instantly Karma!_,  _Imagine_, and  _Happy Xmas (War Is Over) _.


He moved to New York City in 1971, where he lived for the rest of his life.


His activity against the war of Vietnam was controverted, and Richard Nixon's kingdom intended to deport him for three years.


In 1975, Lennon started a hyato to raise his son Sean.




He returned to music in 1980 with the album _Double Fantasy_.


Three weeks after the release of the album, Lennon was murdered by Mark David Chapman, a previous adherent, outside the building where he lived.


In a British survey in 2002, he was chosen as one of the fifteen British artists, in the eighth place.


He was educated in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame with The Beatles in 1988 and as a solo artist in 1994.


XYZ Ytterbium


Ytterbium is a Yb-symbol chimic element and atomic number 70.


XYZ Bioburant


Biocarburant is a combustible gaseous, liquid or solid with energy content of biological origin.


Organic matter that composes living organizations constitutes a powerful source of trapped energy that begins to be exploded to satisfy the ever growing demand for energy in the whole world.


A main bioburettor is cabbage oil, which can be used instead of oil daysel in modified engines.


The methylistic areas of this oil are used in unmodified daysel motors and are called biodiesel.




At the beginning of the 20th century, he used a hay as a carbide.


In addition it is possible to bring back a combustible engine with whiskey or other alcohol drink.


Other bioburial examples are biogas and ethanol.


The oil of turnasol and oil can be used as bio-burials.


XYZ Spada


A sword or gladio is a white weapon made up of a long metal blade (typing of steel) that is sharp and sharp, fixed to a sleeve, which can be understood by a guard and a apple.


XYZ Uniform Resource Locator


A URL address (English acronym means _Uniform Resource Locator_) is a set of characters according to a standard format, which are used to refer to resources, such as documents and images on the Internet, for location.


The address of the URL was a fundamental innovation in the history of the internet.


It was created by Tim Berners -Lee in 1991 to allow the authors of documents to establish hyperligamines in the World Wide Web.


After 1994, in Internet standards, the account of the URL was incorporated into the more general URI_ (Uniform Resource Identify)_, but the _URL_ term remains in general.




In practice, however, almost all URIs are also URLs, and the terms are almost synonymous.


This discussion is applicable to a number of ideas.


XYZ Schema of URL


A URL is classified by its scheme, which usually indicates the retrench protocol used to get a resource representation in question over the computer net.


A URL address begins with the name of his scheme, followed by a two-puncture sign (:), followed by a specific part of the scheme.


XYZ World Organization of Health


The World Organization of Health (WHO) is the organization of the Organization of United Nations (UN) specialised in managing preventive policies, promotion and intervention in global health.


It has been organized by the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, which has led to the drafting of the first statutes of the WHO.


The first WHO meeting has been held in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1948.


The 193 Member States of the WHO shall govern the organisation via the World Assembly of Health.


The Assembly shall consist of representatives from all the Member States of the WHO.




WHO has been founded by the initiative of the Economic and Social Council of the UN, which has led to the drafting of the first statutes of the WHO.


The constitution and first meeting of the WHO has had a place in Geneva, on April 7, 1948, ratified by 26 Member States.


It inherited a good portion of the mandates and resources of the Organization of Health which have been the agent of the Society of Nationhood for health.


XYZ History


The idea of establishing an international authority to ensure the health care of the public has begun with the formulation of the rules of international law in the purposes of the 19th century and initios of the 20th century.


The precedent of WHO has been the International Bureau of Public Hygiene (OHIP), which has been founded in Rome in 9 December 1907, after an international convention signed by the Governments of the United Kingdom, Belgium, Brazil, Spain, United States, France, Italy, Lower States, Portugal, Russia, Switzerland and Egypt.


This organisation has been dissolved in 22 June 1946 and its service of epidemiology has been incorporated into the Interim Commission of the Organization of World Health in January 1947.




The other precedent has been the Organization of the Health of the Society of Nations, which after its disparagement in 1946 has passed through an Interim Commission of the Organization of the World Health by a resolution of the UN General Assembly of 14 December 1946, which has also decided on the celebration of the International Conference of the Health.


During the 1980s, the WHO suffered a criss, a hostility to countries such as the United States and the United Kingdom, which considered it a pledging and politicized organisation, lack of direction and the rush of controversial decisions such as the dismantling of the office of tuberculosis, which has weakened the prestige of organisation.


XYZ Function and activities


The main functions of the World Assembly of the Health shall be to approach the programme and the budget of the WHO for the next billion and decide the main questions relating to health policies.


According to its Constitution, the possibility of the WHO is that all the people of the world can enjoy the maximum degree of health that can be achieved.


The Constitution of the WHO shall define health as a state of complete good - to be physical, mental and social, and not only as the absence of affects or infirmities.


By coordinating international efforts to control the first manifestations of infectious infirmities, such as serious, serious breathing framework (SRAS), disease, tuberculosis, influence or AIDS, the WHO also defines programmes to prevent and treat this type of infirmities.




WHO shall support development and distribution of secure and effective vaccines, pharmacists and medicines, for example by the Amplified Program of Immunisation.


Organization develops and promotes the use of tools based on evidence, standards and standards to support the States to report on different health policy options.


It monitors the implementation of the International Health Regulation and publishes a series of medical classifications such as the International Infirmities Association, the International Association of the Function, the Disability and the Health; or the International Association of Interventions in Health.


On the other hand, WHO shall implement different fields relating to health care and the promotion of health care, for example, for the consumption of tobacco, for the consumption of fruit and vegetables or for promoting security in the street.


Some WHO work generates a lot of controversy, as has happened in April 2003 with a report recommending no more than 10 per cent of sugar in a balanced diet, which has generated all kinds of pressure from the sugar industry.


XYZ Structura


The WHO shall consist of 193 members, the members of the UN (191, all except for Liechtenstein) plus the Cook Island and the Nile.




The territories which are not States may join the organisation in the capacity of the associated Members of the Member States, with full access to information, but with limited rights to participation and voting.


To become an associate member of the OMS Assembly account.


There are now two members of this type, Puerto Rico and Tokelau.


States and other territories may also apply for the state of the observer.


There is currently this special state of the Organization for the Liberation of Palestine, provided in the Assembly of the OMS on 7 June 1998; the Vatican, the Royal Military Sovereign of Malta, the International Federation of Rubie and the Middle Rubie and the International Committee of the Rubie Cross.


In 2009 he invited Taiwan to assist as an observer, and the invitation was repeated in 2010 and 2011.


The Member States of the WHO shall send a delegation to the World Assembly of Health, which is the main organ of the organisation.


All the members of the United Nations may be members of the Organization, as if their application may be read on the basis of the WHO's office: Other countries may be admitted if their application is approved by a simple majority of the World Assembly of Health.




The meeting shall meet once per year (usually during May) to monitor the financial policies of the organisation and review and approach the annual budget proposed by the address.


The meeting also chooses the Director-General (for 5 year periods) and 34 qualified technical members in the field of health to be part of the Executive Committee for a period of 3 years.


The main function of the executive committee is to implement the decisions of the meeting, as well as to maintain the information and facilitate its work.


WHO shall be financed by contribution of Member States and donors.


In his last years, the work of the WHO has been aimed at increasing the collaboration with other organizations.


In our day, inter-comlaboration and working work, there are about 80 cooperation agreements with NGOs, pharmacist industry and foundations such as the Foundation Bill and Melinda Gates or the Rockefeller Foundation.


In 2007, the voluntary contribution to the WHO of the state and local government, of non-governmental foundations and organizations, of other organizations of the United Nations and of the private sector, has made more than double the value of the quotas of 193 Member States.




The everyday work is carried out by a secretariat, inter, specialists in health, scientists, managers, etc.


Organization has more than 8,000 people working together, distributed among the central chair, six regional offices and 147 delegations in 147 countries.


XYZ Regional Bureaus


The WHO's six regional offices have a remarkable autonomy.


Each regional bureau is headed by a regional director (DR) who is elected by the Regional Committee for a period of five years.


The name of the Director-elect is sent to the Executive Committee of the WHO in Geneva to be confirmed.


The regional committee of the WHO for each region is made up of all the leaders of the health service of all the governments of the countries which make up the region.


Apart from electing the regional director, the regional committee has also agreed to set the rules to implement all health policies and other policies adopted by the World Assembly in its region.


The regional committee also serves as an examiner for the progress of the action of the OMS in the region.


The Regional Director shall be the head of the OMS in his region, and shall direct or supervise the health care staff and other experts of regional and specialised directions.




He also implements the authority of direct supervision, together with the Director-General of the WHO, of all the leaders of the countries that make up its region, called the representatives of the WHO.


The six regional offices are:


NZEV?


The Organization of the European Region shall be 53 members, including all countries of Europe (except Liechtenstein, who is not members of the OMS) and some of Asia, Turchia, Israel and the Foreign Republic of Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kirghizistan, Tadzhikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan).


The seat of the Regional Direction is in Copenhagen.


The current regional director (2011) is the Hungarian Zsuzsanna Jakab.


Organization has six other offices in Rome, Bonn, Bruxelles, Athenas, Venetia and Barcelona.


XYZ Director-General of the WHO


XYZ Augusto


Augusto is the eighth of the ten - twelve months of the year in the Greek calendar and Julian calendar.


It's a seven-month-old man with 31 days.


XYZ Etymologia


Augusto is named after the Emperor, Cesare Augusto.




The name was originally called Sixths in Latin, because it was least six.


In the northern August hempherium it corresponds to the february in the southern hempherium.


XYZ Ludovico XIV of France


In French, Ludovico XIV of France (unin French, and David XIV_, 5 September 1638 - 1 September 1715), also known as Ludovico the Great (_Louis the Great_) or the Sun King (_le Roi Soleil_), was the king of France from 1643 to death.


His 72-year-old kingdom was one of the longest of a European monarch, and the longest of a French monarch.


Ludovico began his personal rule after the death of his chief minister, Cardinal Mazarino, in 1661.


The adherent of absolute monarchy and the divine right of the kings, his rule became the apoge of the power of the French monarchy.


He continued the reformations of his forefathers to centralize the French state and to abolish the final residuals of feudalism.


He had seen the rebellions of a few nobles during his childhood, and he wanted to get similar agitation.


He invited the nobles to dwell in his new palace in Versailles.


Therefore, he succeeded in pacing the nobility and became hungry for his wealth and extravagantity.




He knew many of the political, military and cultural figures of the age.


In 1485, he called out the toleration of the Huguenots (Francian protections).


He pursued the Protestants with violence and destroyed their community.


During his reign, France was the most powerful country in Europe.


His foreign aggressive policy focused on wars and preparation for wars.


There were three main wars: the Franco-Nederland War, the War of the League of Augsburg, and the War of the Spanish Succession.


There was also the War of Devolution and the War of Meetings.


Though he did not meet all his scopes and alienated the majority of his alliances, France won land to the north and east.


France also founded colonies on the stranger.


XYZ Source Languages


XYZ David McReynolds


David Ernest McReynolds (Los Angeles, California, 25 October 1929 - New York, New York 17 August 2018) was a prominent state-of-the-art activist in the movement for democratic pacifism and socialism.




He described himself as a bureaucrate of the movement for peace during his 40-year career with the War Resisters League.


He worked and resided in New York City.


McReynolds was two times the candidate for President of the Socialist Party USA, in 1980 and 2000.


He was the first state-of-the-art candidate to be extremely gay.


XYZ Biography


Mr Reynolds was born in Los Angeles, the son of Elizabeth Grace (Tallon), an infirmist, and Loctentante Colonello Charles McReynolds, a military intelligentsia officer in the stately army.


In 1951 he has joined the Socialist Party of America (SPA) and in 1953 he has graduated from UCLA with a degree in political science.


From 1957 to 1960, he worked on the editorial advice of the progressive magician _Liberation_.


He was very cheerful and wrote his first article about living like a gay man in 1969.


XYZ War Resistors League


Mr Reynolds was very anti-war and a resistant conscription, and in 1960 he began to work with the War Resisters League (or WRL), the War Resistants League, where he stayed until his departure in 1999.




In 1965 he agreed to the old and new movement, The Old Left and the New Left, at the newly founded Free University of New York.


On November 6, 1965 he was one of five people who published it had burned their conscription notes during a demonstration of the war in Vietnam at Union Square in New York City.


This was one of the first public incinerations of conscription letters after the exchange of the state law on 30 August 1965 that made it a felony, punishable by a maximum of five unimaginable years.


He was a friend of Bayard Rustin and other prominent peacemakers and literary figures like Quentin Crisp.


In 1968, he signed the Writers and Editors War Tax Protest, who were responsible for refusing payment of taxes in protest against the war in Vietnam, and then became a proposal for the War Tax Resistance (Resistant of War) project, which he practiced and called for assistance at tax rates as a form of anti-war protest.


Mr Reynolds was very active internationally, and in the International War Resistors, of which he was chairman of 1986 - 88, and in the International Confederation for Disarmament and Pace, which was later merged with the International Peace Bureau.


XYZ Socialist Party USA


The SPA was recognized by the Social Democrats USA by a vote of the majority at the 1972 convention.




Michael Harrington has resigned and then formed the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee (now the Democratic Socialists of America, DSA) with the end of strengthening the role of syndicates and other progressive organizations in the Democratic Party to make the party more radical.


The smallest and the most radical of the SPA, known as the Debs Caucus, including McReynolds, formed the Socialist Party USA (SPUS).


McReynolds was a member of the DSA and the SPUS.


McReynolds's primary theory contribution to socialism came from his mix-up of a pacifist view with a dedication to socialist economics re - distributive.


Politically, he was an anti-authorian committed and collaborated with a different group of political formations in the democratic radical movement.


His late reading brochure, the Philosophy of Nonviolence, the Philosophy of Nonviolence, provides a unique view of the mind of an activist for all his life in light of the temptations and trappings that plagued the political progressive movement in the 20th century.


He concludes that there is no living and lifelike philosophy that has no caves in it.


Consequently, he set up a pluralistic approach that is socialist, but is involved with systems as different as Hindu philosophy.




He concluded that a form of pacifist socialism is the most appropriate for future socialist experiments.


XYZ Political Campaigns


In his political career, Mr. Reynolds was a candidate for the Camera of the Representatives in his district district in Lower Manhattan, two times for the chairman of the U.S.A., and once again to be a native senator of the state of New York.


In 1958 he was a write-in candidate of the SPA and in 1968 he was the candidate of Peace and Freedom (Pace and Liberation Party) in the 19th district of the New York State, winning 4.7% of the votes (3.969 votes).


In 1980 he was the Presidential candidate of the SPUS, with Diane Drufenbrock as the vice presidential candidate, receiving 6,994 votes (0.01%).


He was the new SPUS candidate for president in 2000, with Mary Cal Hollis as the vice-presidential candidate, receiving 5.602 votes.


And in 1980 and 2000, the candidate of the Liberty Union in Vermont was at the same time.




After the election of 2000 the Palam Beach Post-speculated that almost all of the 2,908 voters who have validated their votes to kill the names and the names of the Democratic candidate Al Gore in one of those who have committed papilion's policies (to those of more than 3,000 of the other members, and to Gore and the candidate who has kept the national election) intended to vote for Gore and because they have lost the legal votes of the state of Florida, and therefore the national election.


On the June 10, 2004, Mr. Reynolds announced his appointment in the Green Party (Green Party) in the New York State for the National Assembly, in an anti-war campaign against incumbent Senator Chuck Schumer, winning 36.942 votes, 1.5 per cent of the total.


XYZ Ultime years


Mr. Reynolds was active in politics for the rest of his life, attending to meetings, speaking in classes, being interviewed for films and research, and participating in action for -pace, for -righteousness, anti-war and anti-nuclearism.


His last arrest was at the U.S. Mission to the United Nations in 2015 in an action meant immediate nuclear disarmament.


He was a grandfathered photograph throughout his adult life and won time in the last three years of his life to arrange his collection of more than five thousand photos.


In 2015, Mr. Reynolds worshipped Senator Bernie Sanders for chairman of the U.S.A., praising him as a serious candidate, and for not personally attacking his rival for the Democratic Party nominee, Hillary Clinton.




McReynolds died on August 17, 2018, at age 88, after a fall in his company in New York City.


XYZ Post-Transition metal


In chimia, the post-transition metal ending (on a few vees called the poor metals or just other metals, see bass) is used to describe the category of metal elements on the dextral of the transition elements in the periodic tabella.


Which items should be included in the post-transition metals is all the way uptightly discussed.


XYZ Elements included


The first definition of IUPAC shall state that group elements 3 -12 are the elements of a block.


These are also common elements referred to as the transition metals, even though the groups of 12 are not always included.


Depending on the inclusion of group 12 like transition metals, post-transition metals can or cannot include the elements of group 12: zinc, cadmium, and mercury.


An examination of manuals and monographs in 2003 revealed that group 12 elements are included and excluded with approximately equal frequency.


A second definition of IUPAC shall state that an element of the world has a subconchase or a subconchase, or that it can be given a location with a subconchasing subconchain.




It is based on this definition that group 12 would be divided with mercury and copernicium like transition metals, and zinc and cadmium like post-transition metals.


Of relevantity is the mercury fluoridation (IV) synthesies, which contain mercury like a transition metal.


Copernicium is predicted to have a mercury-like electronic configuration, predicting it as a metal of transition.


Old Germanium, antimony, and/or polonium are also included, even though they are usually considered to be metallic.


In the 1950s, the more manuals of organic chimia defined transition elements as including groupa 11 - copper, silver, and gold - in addition to group 12.


XYZ Metals poor


The trivial names of poor metals (or other metals) are a few vees applied to the metal elements in the block by the periodic tabella.


They are generally lower than the high-pitched transient metals and their uppermost electronegativites, and they are even softer.


They are distinguished from the metals by their bulging points meaning higher and higher in the period.


Poor metals are not a name for the U.S.A., but groups are generally supposed to include aluminum, gallium, indium, stanno, thallium, plum, and bismuth.




Rare Germanium, antimony, and polonium are also included, though these are generally considered to be metallic.


Elements of 113, 114, 115, and 116 may be able to exhibit properties that are characteristic of poor metals, but enough amounts are not already synonymized to examine their chemical properties.


XYZ Slovio


Slovo is an artificial language with a Slavic vocabulary created by Mark Huko as an international auxiliary language.


According to the author a team of ten - four linguists and instructors, plus one university (the University of Komensky in Bratislava) helped to create a Slovak.


So based on Slavic languages, it's very much like Esperanto in practical use, so much so that Esperantisms make non-Slave language at the cost of regularity.


XYZ Controversy


There are many critics of the Slovak, for various reasons.


The most common critic of Slovakia is as his maker, Mark Huko, hates derivatives of Slovakia.


That's why he's put the grammar and the dictionary under a restrictive copyright, especially created by conlinguists. This has given fear to speakers, who sometimes believes that Mark Huko would make a bed if a speaker who was not in the dictionary.


Slove also suffers from a frequent grammar changes.




This caused the derision of other conlinguists, especially hopefuls.


XYZ Panama


Panama is a sovereign country of America, placed in the far southeastern Central America.


His official name is the Republic of Panama and his capital is the City of Panama.


XYZ Microblog


A microblog is a form of multi-media blog that allows users to send out brief updates in text or micromedia such as photos or audio clips and post them to all the world or to a restricted group that can be chosen by the user.


These messages may be submitted by a variety of means, including texting, instant, e-mailing, digital audio or the web.


The contents of a microblog provide for a traditional blog in which it is typical of lower in real grain and large accumulated rows.


A single entry may consist of a single sentence or fragment or an image or a short ten-second video.


However, his proposal is similar to that of a traditional blog.


The users make micro-blogs on particular themes that vary from simple to simple, like what they do at this moment, to thematics, like sports cars, to topics of fun, like particular products.




Many micro-blogs provide brief comments at the inter-personal level, spread news about the products and services of a company, or provide a diary of the events of a person's life.


XYZ Messageria instantanee


A instant message service (instantly message) with the permission of two or more computers to exchange instant text messages by means of the net of computers, such as the internet.


Differently from the electronic postage, where messages are stored in a post office box for further reading, in a service of instant messages the messages sent out immediately to the addressee, if he is in line.


That's possible, that's a conversation at real time.


The most popular instant message services on the internet include AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), Yahoo! Messenger, .NET Messenger Service, and ICQ.


These services must have many ideas on an older (and more popular) service known as the Internet Relay Chat (IRC).


The instant message services have risen in different places, and each application has its own protocols.


This leads to a few users running some instant message implementations to be available in the last few lifetimes.


Alternatively, some application has to cover all protocols and services in a single client.




The examples of this are Trillian and Jabber.


There are several features of creating a unified standard for the service of instant messages: SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) and SIMPLE (SIP for Instant Message and Presence Leverage) of the IETF, Apex (Coreal Exchange Application) and Prime (Primary and Instant Message of Protocol).


XYZ Glacial Fjord of Ilulissa


The Glacial Fjord of Ilulissat (Grenlandic: _Ilulissad Kangerlua_) is a fjord in the west part of Greenland.


It is also called _Kangia_ and has been on the UNESCO World Heritage List as the only point in Greenland.


The Glacial Fjord of Ilulissa spreads to the inland, to the glacial covering of Groenland, to the south of the city of Ilulissa (Danish: _Jakobshavn_).


The Jakobshavn Glacier (Grenlandic: _Sermek Kujallek_) will be issued every day in the average 70 million shades of ice via the Fjord to the neighbouring Bay of Disko (Danish:  _Diskobugten_).


The icebergs simply truncheon the glacier and begin their journey in the fjord.


But the glaciero thaws, because the sea's warm water flows into the bottom of the fjord.


XYZ Matroska




Matroska (whom commons are .mkv and .mka) is a project to develop a content of multimedia format in the code opened as a similar to Apple's QuickTime, MP4 from the MPEG or the Advanced Streaming format from Microsoft.


His name is from the Russian pupa, which in the alphabet is to be translated as Matryoshka.


The official solution for the Windows operating system is the Community Codec Pack.


The project was announced on 7th December 2002 as a stealth (_en:fork_) of the Multimedia Container Format project, after a record with the creation of this project about the use of the Extensible Binary Meta Language (EBML) in the form of an other binary format.


The founder of the Matroska project believes that the use of the EBML theirs carries a number of advantages, including simplifying the extent of the format in the future when new development can happen, or when the project is changed.


The project has a number of schools:


To create a modern, flexible, extensive, multiplatform content of multimedia format that allows for the flow across the internet, to find a position in an arch and a menu of the capitals like these from the DVDs.


...to develop a collection of instruments for the creation and modification of Matroska archiving, lit by the GNU General Public Licentia.




...to develop libretaries which can be used by developmentists to add Matroska support to their implementations, based on the GNU Lesser General Public Licence.


to work with hardware producers to include the Matroska support in integrated multimedia apparitions.


 - a native support in more operational systems including Windows via DirectShow, Linux via Gstreamer and Haiku via its Mediakit.


XYZ James R.


Russell


James Robert Russell (born October 1953) is a scholar and professor at the earlier and medieval Eastern Studios, in particular Iran and Armenia.


He published extensively in newspapers and wrote some books.


He is the Israelitis Professor of Armenian Studios at Harvard University, and sits in the office of the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studios.


In July, 2016, Russell has become semi-retireed and changed his residence to Fresno, California.


XYZ Biography


Young age and education


Russell was born in New York City where he grew up in the Washington Heights.




He is Jewish: the ascendance of his mother and his father Ashkenazic.


He was educated in New York City at Bronx High School of Science and at Columbia University [B.A.


assumes cum praises 1974], and after England at Oxford University [B.Litt.


1977], under eminent archaeologists Nina Garsoan and Charles Dowsett.


He studied at Oxford as the vessel of a Kellet Fellowship awarded to his graduate degree from Columbia.


He won his Ph.D.


at the University of London, School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS), under the direction of Dr.


Mary Boyce.


His thesis in 1982 for his Ph.D.


was on the subject of Zoroastrianism in Armenia, and then it was published by the Harvard University Press.


Professional


As soon as he finished his Ph.D.


he taught at Columbia University in the Department of Languages and Media Cultures.


Then he became a Lady Davis Professor at Hebrew University of Jerusalem.




After a while he was joined by Professor Mashtots in the Armenian Studies in the Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations Department at Harvard University, which he had been in since 1993.


He also taught in a high range of subjects, including seminars for _freshmen_ (students in their first year to the college) about literature, comparative religion, and cultures.


Dr.


Russell serves in the committee of the Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard University.


He taught and read in Armenia, India, and Iran, and at the Oriental Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences and State University of Saint Petersburg.


He was the Government Fellowship Lecturer at the Cama Institute in Mumbai, India.


Russell was described as a complex figure...


(who) resists easy classification and is not a stranger to controversy: sworn and by Turks and by Armenians.


He was an interviewee as an expert and scholar in the document programmes of The History Channel, including Angel: Good or Evil_.


He read re-Soteriology in the Silk Road for the series of readings in Buddhism at the University of Toronto in October 2005, and organized and asked the international symposium in the same month to celebrate and 1600th anniversary of Mesrop Mashtots, the inventor of the Armenian alphabet.




He wrote, translating, and analysing the esoteric, mysterious, and spiritual aspects of the work of the medieval writer Krikor Narekatsi (Narek's Gregor), and wrote all kinds of articles for the _Iranium_.


He contributed to the magazine _New Leader_.


In the selection of 91 of his articles in scholarly newspapers are collected in his linen, _Armenian and Iranian Studies_.


Personal Life


Professor Russell is the son of Dr.


Charlotte Sananas Russell, a Professor Emerita of Chimia and Biochemia at the City College of New York, Joseph Brooke Russell, a lawyer and arbitrator in New York.


His grandfather, Sidney A.


Russell, you were going to be a founder and chairman of Russell and Russell, a publisher of out-of-print writing books.


XYZ Principality of Asturias


The Principality of Asturias (Spanish: _Principal of Asturias_, Asturian: _Principal of Asturias_) is a Spanish autonome community on the north side of the Iberian Peninsula.


XYZ Linguas


Languages spoken in Asturias are Spanish and Asturian.


XYZ Vino ros




The red wine or the red wine ([o'ze]), French for the rose, is a red wine produced according to different methods.


The most usual method is to produce red wine when it produces white wine, even if it uses blue waves.


The skin is left in desalation, after the waves have broken.


The time, in which the skin remains, depends on the type of red wine it produces.


For some types, the skin remains for a brief period in the fermentation of the must to give the wine a stronger colour and a more savory taste.


Some species of uvas have a colour that is strong in the skin, that a little of the color percolates in the glass that is almost pink.


The majority of such wines are produced by the Zinfandel uva and are more or less sweet.


Sic wines made by this method are rarer; one example is the White grey wine of Gerard Bertrand in southern France.


The European Union enters red wine can only be produced with blue uvas.


Usual misunderstood is that red wine is produced by mixed red wine with white wine, which is not the case.


This method is called _Tach_ and is common in the production of purple red wine.


XYZ Other types of wine




Red wine, produced with blue uvas with skin.


White wine, produced with green uvas or skinless blue uvas.


#NZEV?


the champagne of Reims in France.


 - Come strong, wine with a higher content of alcohol than the other types.


XYZ Movimento Popular de Liberacin de Sudan


The People's Liberation Movement of Sudan (MPLA) (English: _South People's Liberation Movement_) is a political party in South-Sudan.


The game was founded in John Garang's 1983 year.


He led the MPLA and the People's Army of Liberty of Sudan (APLA), the military of MPLA, until 2005.


The leader of the game is Salva Kiir Mayardit.


In front of the independence of 09 June 2011, MPLA was an important account of the government of the South South-Sudan autonome region.


The MP was running against the government of Sudan from 1983 to 2005.


In 2005, MPLA signed the Treaty of Naivasha, which brought peace to the region.


After the general elections of 2010, MPLA became the second major party in Sudan.




XYZ Domain Internet


An Internet_domain is the highest level in the hierarchal system of naming resources on the internet.


In a domain name, it is the final part; i.e., the group of letters that follow the final tip of a domain name.


For example, in the name of the 'www.exemplo.com' domain, the internet is 'how' (or COM - - internet domains have no meaning of cases).


The administration of the official internet domain shall be given to groups by the Internet to assign names and numbers (CAINN), which operate the Authority of the Internet Assigned Numbers (ANAI) and maintain the root area of SND (dominion naming system).


XYZ Typs of Internet rule


There are five major types of domains: undercreture, national, private, generous, and generous -restricted.


XYZ Instruction


Used for the underworld of the internet.


There's only one substructural domain: harp.


National XYZ


Used for the national variety.


National domain examples: .uk (United Kingdom), .us (SUA)


Private XYZ




Used by private groups for any (usually traded) reason.


Private domain examples: .cat (Catalan culture), .info (Sitis that have information)


XYZ


Generic domains that can be used by a few.


Generic domain examples: .com (commercial), .net (reets), .org (organisations), . (Japanese games), .ruhr...


XYZ


Generic domains with qualifications for use.


Generic domain examples -restricted: (name: to be the person of the name)


XYZ Vide etimam


List of internet domains


XYZ Samuel Taylor Coleridge


Share it! Samuel Taylor Coleridge (October 12, 1772 - June 25, 1834), poet, critic, and English philosopher, who was, together with his friend William Wordsworth, one of the foundationers of romanticism in England.


The most known works are the Rime of the Ancient Mariner. (_The Rima of the Elder Marine, i.e.


The poem of the Vetule Marine, using words and spelling in English, and _Khank_ is used by the word and spelling.




XYZ Battery (instrument)


Batteria is a collection of the tamburs, cymbals, and a few other instruments, which are arranged at the end that a person (the drummer) can ring them.


Batteria are run over with a drum bag in both hands and pedals.


The instrument of the battle is indefinite, even though the tamburs require agreement.


The battle took place in the first half of the 20th century.


It provides rhythm (_beat_) in many generations of popular and traditional music, including jazz, blues, rock and pop.


Some generations usually use larger or smaller baptisms.


Electronic batteries were introduced the 1980s, which uses the same configuration.


An electric and accustic factory exists also.


The most common instruments of baptism, and its most common position (in the sight of the drummer):


Cymbal crash: On the front and on the left,


Cymbal laughs: On the right,


Hi-hat: To the left,


It's bad, it's on the way forward and to the right.


Of course, it's clear,




Tom: Upstairs.


Tom lowered: On the right,


The right rod sounds low.


The left side closes the hi-hat, which can be played also with the basins.


The other instruments were ringing with the bachettes.


This configuration shall be designated for a person who is (like majority) dexteromane and dexteropede.


XYZ Switzerland


The Swiss Confederation (Etiam called Swiss Confederation, Helvetic Confederation, briefly: Switzerland, Switzerland or Helvetia) is a country in Central Europe whose neighbours are Germany to the north, France to the west, Italy to the south, and Austria and Liechtenstein to the east.


Switzerland's official languages are German, French, Italian, and Rheto-Roman.


The land is also known under its Latin name, Confoederatio Helvetica (CH).


XYZ Linguas


Switzerland is in the crossroads of a large European culture, which has involved the language and culture of the land.


Switzerland has four national languages: German, French, Italian, and Romanian.




Three first languages are official languages and the romance is only official when the authorities want to communicate with persons who speak this language.


The Federal Government shall communicate in official languages and in the Federal Parliament shall be a German, French, Italian, and Italian interpretation.


XYZ Religion


Switzerland does not have a state religion, but the most important part of the cantons recognize their official church.


XYZ History


XYZ


The precursors of the Swiss Confederation have declared their autonomy of the Holy Roman Empire in 1291.


XYZ Plastic Pollution


The greatest denunciation on the planet shall be compared to France.


This is what Philippe Cousteau, the great leader of the Jacques-Yves Cousteau, and his wife Ashal Brock, reported.


We have five immense shorelines in the middle of the ocean.


They have been made up of the particularities of the Oceanic Currends....Plastic came from everywhere in the world.


The largest denunciation is in the Pacific Ocean.




It's bigger than the state of Texas in the United States, and there's the same size of France, said Brock.


Cousteau added that most of the revenue sheets are composed of plastics that penetrate the ocean of the rivers.


The Great County of Pacific is an anthropic tunnel in the northern Pacific Ocean.


The following is an accumulation of plastics and other restrictions provided by the waters of the north Pacific corridors.


The marine temptations are noisy to the living organs in the ocean.


Established by Philippe Cousteau, the International Foundation of Conservation EarthEcho will support young people from all over the world to help clean up the plastic pollution in the rivers.


XYZ Tax


A tax is a financial charge laid on a tax payer (an individual or a legal person) by a state or one of its administrative divisions.


XYZ Modern definition


In the law of the nation of Canada, a legal case from 1930 created a legal definition that serves to describe tax in the modern era:


...is enforceable by the power of the law,


...is responsible for the power of the legislature,


...is lifted by a public body,




It's intended for a public proposal.


XYZ Payment


Today, taxes are generally paid with numeraries; historicalally, an implementation could be paid by work (namely a_corvee_) or to pay a few portion of the goods created (like the historic tenth).


Imposition is the main form of government revenues; therefore, tax evasion is always a crime.


The idea of the implementation of the government's opinion that in other languages the word of the tax payer is a synonym or a single word for the citizen.


XYZ History


The first remembered implementation system was in ancient Egypt around 3000 A.E., in the first dynasty.


The two types of taxation were the corn and the tenth.


The bridegroom was commanded by the state by the peasants who were too pauper to pay the tax in other forms; indeed, the word for work in ancient Egyptian language was a synonym for taxation.


The accounts of this document that the Pharaoh was walking between his nation every two years, gathering a tenth of the people.


The impression was already written in the bible: When the harvest came, give the Pharaoh a fifth; the other quarter five, you may have to seed the fields or the food of your own, and your houses and your sons.




In the Persian empire, Darius and Persia created a system of proportional implementation in 500 A.C.


The Darian system of implementation was adapted to each satrap (it would be carried by a snare).


In different years, the empire was between 20 and 30 snares; the snares were taxed for their performance, and the snares had the responsibility to gather and pay the Emperor after deducing his expenses.


The amount demanded was based on its economic production.


For example, Babylon, had to pay a thousand silver talents and four months of food for the army.


India, a province known for its gold, had to pay in pure gold equal to 4,680 silver talents.


An ancient Egyptian had to pay for 120.000 grain measures with 700 silver talents.


The names of his collection were left to the snares, which gave him economic and political power.


In the midway into Europe, the position took a secondary role as a source of governmental revenue; the records did not exist.


In its place, recipes were achieved by selling rights, by monopolies (such as the _gabell_, a tax on table salt in France), and national undertakings.




Later, the prince tax was a tax on property, such as fields and beasts - for example, in 1086, the Domesday book documents the reasons for the implementation of William I of England.


In China, though the influence of legalists and modernists against the schools of Confucianists and Taoists caused periodic developments, there was a central theme - a monopolie on salt, after the rebellion of An Lushan until the 20th century.


Per-cape taxes became more common in the 17th and 18th centuries, especially to pay the expenses for wars.


Charles I of England charged the tax of the head in 1641 to pay the salary of the army.


Louis XIV of France loaded a head tax from 1695 to 1699 to fund the War of the League of Augsburg.


With taxes it may be considered to be a form of progressive taxation, for both taxes were imposed by rank or class; high ranks and classes paid more than low rows and keys.


In 1776, philosophist and Swedish economist Adam Smith published _The Wealth of Nations_ ((English): the Opulentia de Nationes, a seminal opera in the study of economics.




Smith said that the state had to follow four scopos with its implementation system: proportionality (that the majority of the amount of the amount of the tax is paid by those who can pay; transparency, that they can calculate how much to be paid; gainfully, that the mods and amounts of the tax may not be found to the payer; and the tax collector may not be expected to be excessive.


It was believed by the progressive tax, and his book involved the laws of the United States, the United Kingdom and France.


This book is the most influential today of the creation and direction of financial systems.


XYZ Functions


Taxes have five basic functions: fiscal, re-distinguishing or social, regulatory, stimulative, and statistical.


For the most part, taxes serve out of fiscal_: a government imposes taxes on money.


Even though there are other ways to win money, it's the main form of recent selections.


According to each other, taxes serve unretributive_or_social_.


Progressive taxes based on the ability to pay, and need-based benefits, have the effect that (generally) move money from the wealthiest to the smallest, which ameliorates inequalities of opulence.




Tertie, taxes shall be called to promote the economic policy of a nation.


For example, taxes on sale may be used to fight inflation to disintegrate purchases of luxuriousness.


Fourth, tax may be done by _stimulative_ functions, especially in some economic proceedings.


You can create positive (to create taxes and credit) or negative (to impose new taxes that some groups don't have to pay).


Finally, taxes have _statistical_ uses.


Like an example, taxes on wages are used to estimate employment.


XYZ rations


It may be said that there are four types of tax ratios.


A tax is laid on a tax with only one reason paid for year, sale, or use.


For example, in the United Kingdom, there is a color television tax on the ratio of 145.50 per year (in 2013).


The taxes laid down are often hypothecated (dedicated to a specific purpose) to a limited expensation; in this example, the tax pays for television underpinning, and the operation of public canals in the United Kingdom.


Proportional tax shall be a tax on the basis of the amount of reason, not without the amount imposed.




For example, the city of Kansas City, Missouri has a tax on wages to the ratio of 1% (in 2013).


Proportional tax is used for its simplicity.


Progressive tax is a tax of whose reason increases as the amount of tax increases.


For example, the ratio of a base of 0.0 per cent to a maximum of 41%.


Provisionative taxes are used for proportionality, especially with tax on receipts.


A regressive tax shall be a tax which shall be left as the mountain laid increases.


For example, the tax of FICA in the United States shall be 6.2 per cent of wages, until at a salarary basis, the amount which exceeds this base is not imposed, which dims the effective ratio.


Regressive taxes are rare enough.


XYZ Tax Types


There are two types of taxes: direct taxes, which are directly drawn from the person or property imposed (such as a revenue tax); and indirect taxes, a tax collected by a stock (such as a stock) on their own transactions; or the intermediary or the consumer may pay the taxes.


Right: a right may be considered a type of tax, paid for use and not worth it.




XYZ - Licentias: Some activities may require a lyscent, and these settlements may require a right to get them.


XYZ - Pedage: A pedage is a tax for a journey on a specific street.


XYZ - Head tax: A right paid by each citizen, indifferent from his or her ability to pay.


XYZ - Transaction tax: A right paid for every financial transaction.


XYZ - Taxation of voting: A right paid to vote in public elections.


Tariff: A fee is paid for transporting a boat from a political edge.


Tariffs are used by governments to disintegrate trade.


Taxation of revenues: a portion of the income of a person or a firm.


This type of tax is paid at the end of the financial year; at the end of the financial year, a declaration of the tax shall be submitted to the government to help the amount paid to the amount of debt (or to pay a final tax, if not paid enough; or to receive a repayment of taxes, if too much was paid).


XYZ - Taxation of ganies in capital: In capital, it shall refer to the difference in the price of buying and the price of selling; the money shall be considered to be a form of revenue.


Taxation of property: a tax paid to own a good.




XYZ - Taxation of gifts: To avoid the use of gifts as a form of tax evasion, a tax is made on gifts.


XYZ - Expatriation tax: A final tax paid when a person renounces his or her citizenship.


XYZ - 'Luff Tax: A tax laid on a well that is not considered to be required, as an artistic work.


XYZ - Taxation of opulence: A tax on opulence (possessions without obligation).


Taxation to sell: a tax paid to sell (or buy) a good or service.


XYZ - A sin tax: a tax laid on a bond or service which is not prohibited, but is considered to increase the compensation of self-will, such as alcohol, automobiles, and tobacco.


A sin tax is often hypothecated to counter governmental and social expenditures of the good.


For example, a tax on automobiles is often hypothecated to the expenses of the construction of streets.


XYZ - Value tax added: a variation of sales taxes, in which a driver only pays a tax for the difference in which he paid for a good, and the reason why he sold the best money.


XYZ Guantanamo


Glomanera is a singer from Cuba.




On the bottom is a small version of the famous Cuban song.


Letters are guitar chords.


The verse is very beautiful, and translates to interlingua very naturally.


Some of the verses of a sincere man, of which they were lost, echoa (in my opinion) parts of the Zen philosophy and the teaching of the modern spirit of spiritual illumination.


XYZ Guantanamo


XYZ


XYZ I am a sincere man,


XYZ Where the palm grows,


XYZ I am a sincere man,


XYZ Where the palm grows,


XYZ E before I die, I want


XYZ Print my soul's verses


XYZ


XYZ I come from all sides


XYZ I'm going all the way,


XYZ Art sound in art


XYZ On the mountains, mountain sound


XYZ Art sound in art




XYZ On the mountains, mountain sound


XYZ


XYZ All is Belle and constant


XYZ All is music and reason,


XYZ All is Belle and constant


XYZ All is music and reason,


XYZ E all like the diamond


XYZ, the light is carbon,


XYZ


The words of the verses of Guantanamera come from the Versos Sencillos (Simple Verses) by Jose Marti.


There are some of those verses: you can find them in Jose Marti's Versos Sencillos (in Spanish).


Among the various versions of Guantanamera, only the chorus and the first verse are always present.


However, a ringer chooses a number of the Versos de Jose Marti, which he tastes like.


And finally, what does Guantanamo mean?


 - Guantanamera = Femina/Puera de Guantanamo (Cited in Cuba)


#NZEV?


#NZEV?




I believe in the translation of Interlingua.


XYZ Apple IIGS


The Apple IIGS was the final computer of the Apple II series that was sold by Apple Computer.


So it was very compatible with the Apple II, and it was also like the most complex sound and video for the era.


It was the top of the Macintosh in more capacity, competition between the two computers caused the termination of production in 1992.


XYZ Pyrenees


The Pyrenees (Pyrenes_, in French; the Pyrenees, in Spanish; the Pyrenees (in Catalan) are a chain of mountains on the north side of the Iberian Peninsula, between Spain, France and Andorra.


They are far from the Mediterranean to the Sea of Mantabra.


In its central part is an amplitude of about 150 miles.


In the northern part, in France, it passes through the regions of Aquitaine, Midi - Pyrnes and Roussillon (East Pyrenees).


In the southern part, in Espania, it passes through the Foral Community of Navarre, Aragn, and Catalonia.




Andorra's small state is just in the middle of the mountain, between Espania (Catalonia) and France (East Pyrenes).


These mountains have numbered more than three thousand feet.


On the sea level, like the Aneto (3,404 m), the Posets (3,375 m), the Mount Loss (3,355 m) and the Vignemale (3,298 m).


His mountain landscapes are as beautiful as the typical landscapes of Canada.


XYZ Communion Anglican


Communion Anglican, a worldwide association of national and regional churches which are in the community with the Anglican Church and the University of Canterbury.


The total number of members of the meeting is approximately 73 million, which are divided into 385 dioceses in all the world.


The association works by promoting the intention and cooperation in work that is common to all members of the community.


The Union shall be one of the churches which shall share a common inheritance and which shall be written to the Cuadrillateer of Lambeth of 1884.


The Cuadrillan, a declaration of doctrines as essential from the point of view of the English, defends the Catholic and the Catholic faith and declares that the Christian Church is established in the Scriptures.




It shall also admonish the sacredness of baptism and the Eucharist, the creed of the apostles, the creed of Nicaea and the episcopal congregation (see Episcopus).


All churches use the Common Oration Book, which was adapted and reformed according to the necessities of the moment and of some places in particular.


XYZ Jamblicho


Jamblicho ([jam-bli-ko]; the , Iamblichus, born in 250 in Chalcis in Syria, died in 325) was a neoplatonic philosoph.


He came about for the age of 30 years in the Roman school of Porphyrio of Tyre (and a student of Plotino) and returned to Syria to teach his philosophy in Apamea at an unknown date.


It's the third neoplatonic master, after Plotino and Porphyrio.


XYZ Biography


On the life of Jamblicho of Chalcis, little biographic elements are known.


About fifty years he separated his birth from the cell of Plotino (206 -270), and there are about ten years between Porphyrio and his student Jamblicho.


The quality of age between the master and the disciple was tenuous to see that they were of adult age.


This is about the age of thirty, Jamblicho went to Rome to perform his philosophical education with Porphyrio.




This had opened a school in Rome after the death of his master Plotino in 270 in Campany, after the murder of the Emperor Galliene who had protected him.


XYZ The thought of Jamlicho


In the first place, it is necessary to note that Jamblicho was a compiler.


He reports the doctrines he admires and can even believe that his work is written by Aristotele.


There's two different themes in Jamblicho: a particular knowledge of the soul, and the surgery.


XYZ the Platone Time and Mathematician


The doctrine of Jamblicho on the soul is without doubt inspired by the Platone Time, in which text the author depresses the soul as the mediation between the indigisible intelligible, the idea - and the divisible and multiple.


The soul will ensure that the internal cohesion of the universe can be achieved (where it can be associated with the theme of the Eros aud Platon in the Symposium_).


How does Jamblicho play this purpose of the soul? What is the instrument of the soul to make it sensible, multiple and changed? According to Jamblicho, mathematics is the means of which the soul is able to give a different unit and is capable of reasoning the order of sensibleness.


XYZ Theurgy




The second interest of Jamblicho is holding to the surgery.


In this matter he is separated from Plotino, according to whom such attitude would be irrational.


Theurgy is an assortment of mystic practices, of rituals to be seen in a mysterious fuse with the ineffable.


According to Jamblicho, the surgery is, not a group of superstitions, but a means of which the soul can divide by a graduate series of rites ending in a mysterious church.


This evasive nature does not allow men to control the gods, no sooner, but it turns out to be a divine retreat that allowed men to climb the grades.


Disposition to the ritual comes from the gods that proceed emanatively.


However, Jamblicho did not go to unify his myth and his philosophy.


Not until the time of the Proclo and the Damascus developed a negative theology, the elements reflected the influence of hermitism, the theological rationalism of Augustino of Hippo, and the efforts of the Emperor Julian to repay the empire again.


XYZ Isaac Asimov




Isaac Asimov (Isaak Jdovi Azimov (Isaak Jdovich Azimov, in Russian:  , died 6 of April 1992 in New York, SUA) was a writer and biochemist (professor of biochemy at Boston University's medical school) who was a naturalized state-of-the-art.


He is the author of fictional science romances, famous for the book of the Book, the Robot_ (which has introduced the Legs of Asimov's library) and its followings, and for the _serial of the Foundation_.


He has published 473 books in his life; the majority was not fictional.


In some of his books, in editions published in the later part of his life, Asimov has included an autobiographical essay at the end of the book.


The version of the essay in the first volume of its completion of the Complete Counts (published in 1990) is:


Isaac Asimov has been born in the Soviet Union to his great surprise.


He has moved fast to run the situation.


When his parents have admitted to the United States, Isaac (three year olds of age) has risen like an underground passenger in their luggage.


He's been a stately citizen since the age of eight.




Elevated in Brooklyn, and educated in his public schools, he has at times found his way to the University of Columbia, and, on the protest of the school administration, commanded to attach a number of graduates to chimia, until they included a Ph.D.


He has joined Boston University where the academic ladder ascended, ignorant of all shouts of outrage, until he has found himself Professor of Bioxymia.


Interim, at the age of nine, he has found the love of his life (in the inanimate sense) when he discovered his first, scientific fiction magazine.


At the age of ten, he began to write stories, and at the age of ten - eight, he has now developed the nerve to subdue one.


It was rejected.


After four months of tribulation and suffering, he sold his first account, and then he never respite.


In 1941, when he was twenty-one years old, he wrote the story, classic, nightfall, and his future was certain.


In the meantime he began to write his boto contodes, and soon after this he began his foundation.


What was the matter? At the present time, he published more than 440 books, distributed through each major division of the Dewey system of library classification, and showed no signs of slowing down.




He remains so youthful, full of life, and as pleasant as ever, and grows more beautiful with every year.


You can be sure that this is true reason why he has written this essay and his devotion to absolute objectiveness is remarkable.


He is married to Janet Jeppson, a Psychiatrist and a writer, there are two children, who live in the New York City by a previous marriage.


The cause of his death was healed, the result of a lack of HlV in a bloodshed during a heart operation.


According to the Oxford English Dictionary, Asimov was the first person to use English-Positronic words:robotics,robotics, and politicalist.


XYZ Toki Pona


Toki Pona is an artificial and philosophical language created by translator and linguist Sonja Lang (formerly Sonja Elen Kisa) from Toronto, who published it in 2001.


Toki Pona's vocabulary is minimal, with 14 phones and 123 rays, to concentrate on the accounts relating to the universe of all cultures.


Toki Pona's maker didn't understand it as an international auxiliary language, but as a way to help the Tao princes.


One of the talkers of Toki Pona, one of the pi toki, which can mean the person of Toki Pona, one of the other communicators.


XYZ Phonology




Toki Pona has only 14 phones: nine consonants and five vowels.


The first syllable is accentuated.


The structure of the syllables is similar to Japanese.


XYZ


XYZ System to write


Officially, the author uses certain letters of the Latin alphabet to represent the language, with the same meanings as in the API.


Capital letters are only used in the names of persons and places and not to mean the first word of a sentence.


That's why they don't even represent the roots of Toki Pona, but they're always the strange words.


Alternatively, there's a method of writing Toki Pona for Chinese characters.


You can write Toki Pona also for hieroglyphics.


There are two officially recognized systems of hieroglyphics: (sit them instead), (invented by Jonathan Gabel) and (sit them on) (invented by Sonja Lang).


Speaking of Toki Pona created other methods to write the language for all kinds of alphabets.


XYZ Language by signs


The book (Toki Pona: The Language of Good__Toki Pona: the language of goodness) describes (with other things) the system of communicating Toki Pona by signs.




XYZ Syntax


Some characters of the Toki Pona Syntax are:


The word shall give him the subject of the predicate,


The adjectives follow the substantivos and the adverbs follow the verbs;


The word and the direct object (by consequences) makes the verb transient;


The direct object phrases preclude prepositional sentences in the field;


The word may mean a temporary relationship or causation between two sentences.


The language is only simple that its synagogue can be expressed in ten rules:


A few roots are used for grammar functions (for example, the roots which are on the preceding rules), and others have lexical meanings.


Lexical roots are not well defined as parts of the talk may generally be used as substances, verbs or modifiers, depending on the context or their position in a sentence.


For example, it can be said to him, they ate, it's a food.


XYZ Verbos


There's no one there.




Toki Pona does not affect verbs by person, time, way, or voice.


The person is inferred from the subject of the verb; the time is inferred from the context or a temporary adverb in the sentence.


The thing that comes to passivate grammar in Toki Pona is a structura com (result) de (subject) is caused by (agent).


Alternatively, we could form a passive sentence like an active where the subject is unknown.


XYZ Vocabulary


The vocabulary of 120 rays is designated the principle of living simply without the complicatedness of modern civilization.


At the root rate in Toki Pona, the words of other languages are often translated by a collection of at least two rays, e.g.


to teach for bread and sound, which means literary knowledge,


Though Toki Pona is generally described as having only 115, 118, or 120, so it's inaccurate, because there's a lot of written words and phrases that make up independent lexical entries or lexemas and must be independently learned from memory.


XYZ Colours




Toki Pona has five streams of colour: pimate (nigree), walo (white), loje (rubie), jelo (jalne), and laso (blue).


Each word represents many inklings: the sound is referred to in colors as light blue of cyan or dark as brown blue, and also spread to glaucous ink like cyan.


If the simple conception of colors has the exclusion of many colors that are common in Western languages, the speakers often combine these five words to make the most specific descriptions of certain colors.


For example, purple can be represented by the combination of the following and the following.


The sentence means a rubbish ink with blue, and the sound means blue ink with red,


XYZ Numbers


Toki Pona has roots meaning one (_wan_), two (_tu_), and many (_mute_).


For more, ! . . can mean zero, even though its meaning is more fragile, o.non.


Toki Pona's words express greater numbers for phrases like you for three, you for four, you give up.


These characteristics were added to make the communication of large numbers impractical.


An old description of the language used luka (litterly) to mean something.




Though Lang has been deprecated this official description of the most recent description of Toki Pona, its use is common; from Januario to Julio 2006, it was used ten times more often on the list of spreads for Toki Pona as its original sense of man.


For example, using this structure, luka luka wan, would mean eleven-six.


XYZ Research


Toki Pona was selected for the first version of the vocabulary for the ROILA project.


The proposal of this project was the student of the use of an artificial language to exact the machine recognition of speech.


XYZ Community


One has reported that Lang said that at least 100 people speak Toki Pona fluently, and he loves that a few hundred have a basic science of language.


Traffic on the list of spreads for Toki Pona and other communities in line suggests that hundreds of people have taken care of their tongues.


During the 2006 International Congress of Juventua Esperantista in Sarajevo in August, a special session for speaking of Toki Pona had a venue with 12 participants.




John Clifford, a PhD, gave a presentation on Toki Pona at the Second Conference of the creation of Linguas, in 2007 at the University of California, Berkeley: the problems of success, which happen when an opinious conlongation comes to meet its speakers.


XYZ Periodic Tables


A periodic tablet block is a collection of adjacent groups.


To ensure that the ending was initially used (un-French) by Charles Janet.


The most high energy-electrons in each element in a block belong to the same type of atomic orbit.


Each block is called for its characteristic orbit; therefore, the locks are:


 - s block


 - p-lock


 - d-lock


f-block


 - g (hypothetic) block


The names of the blogs (s, p, d, f, g) are derived from the quality of the spectroscopical lines of the associated atomic orbits: distinct (s/s-harp_in-English), p-rinsic, d-infuse, e-resent, the rest of which is called in alphabetic order.


Blocks are a few times called families.




The order to fill the sub-conchases, obey the Aufbau principle, which also explains the order of the locks (with atomic numbers growing) in the periodic tablet:


XYZ Krypton


Krypton is a Kr symbol chimic element and atomic number 36.


XYZ Groups of the periodic tablet


In chimia a group is a vertical column in the periodic tab of the chimic elements.


There are 18 groups in the normal periodic tablet, including the d-block elements, but the f-block elements are excluded.


The modern explanation of the pattern of the tabella is that the elements in a group have similar configurations of the outermost electronic basins of their atoms, because most of the chimic properties are governed by the orbital location of the outermost electron.


There are three conventional ways of numbering: one using arabic numbers, and two using roman numerals.


Norms of all sorts remain the original translational names of groups; the names of the Arab numbers are recommended by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chimia (IUPAC) for re-establishing old names in an essay to reduce the confusion of the two most senior schemas, but mutually confused.




In the old system of IUPAC the letters A and B were designated to the left (A) and right (B) parts of the tabella, but in the system of CAS the letters were designated to elements of the main group (A) and the transition elements (B).


IUPAC's old system was used often in Europe and the system of CAS was more common in America.


The new system simply numbers groups from left to right in the normal periodic table.


XYZ Group list


XYZ Turkish Ocean


The Antarctic Ocean or the Southern Ocean is the area of water that surrounds the Antarctic.


Of course, it is the fourth ocean, and the last one, which is a decision of the International Hydrographic Organization (OHI) which accepted the name of the ocean, which has been used for a long time by sailors in 2000.


This decision shall reflect recent discoveries on the importance of oceanic currents.


Certain authorities continue to consider that the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian will be extended to the continent of Germany.


Only 28 of the 193 states consulted answered the questionary of the OHI in 2000.


Only 18 voted for the new name of the ocean.




In South Australia and Tasmania, it considers the Antarctic Ocean to be spread to the continent of Australia.


XYZ Rita Comisi


Rita Comisi (Itamaraju 16 de augusto 1985) is an Italian singer, a winner of the contest. Amici di Maria De Filippi (it.) in 2005 - 2006.


Rita Comisi was born in 16 August, 1985, in Itamarajn, Brazil.


In 2005 - 2006 she took part in the contest, Amici di Maria De Filippi, and had been a gin in the category.


She sings in Italian and English.


His repertory includes songs:


and cetera.


In 2006, with the Irish singer Ronan Keating (angl.), she had recorded the song: All Over Again, (angl.), which was relished as a single subject in the Italian chart), and included in the Italian edition of her album, Bringing You Home (angl).


XYZ Vale of the Itajah,


The Vale of the Itajah is one of the six regions of the state of St. Catarina.


It is made up of the union of 53 cities, grouped into four microregions.


XYZ Microregions




XYZ Jim Morrison


James Douglas Morrison, more commonly called Jim Morrison (December 8, 1943, Melbourne, Florida, SUA), 3 julio 1971 Paris, France (French) was a music.


He is known to be the group's vocalist The Doors.


Together with Ray Manzarek at the keyholes, Robbie Krieger at the guitar and John Densmore at the battle, he formed the Californian group The Doors, which published their first album in 1967.


The song _Light my Fire_ was a lot of time on the list of the most popular songs of Billboard magazine.


In 1971 Jim Morrison was found dead in his house's bath alve in the neighbourhood of Marais in Paris.


He was buried in the Gero-Lachaise cemetery, where his grave is the fourth most visited tourist attraction in Paris.


His epitaphio is written in Greek and means: Trust his own spirit.


XYZ Mary Wollstonecraft


Mary Wollstonecraft, 27 April 1759 - 10 September 1797) was a writer and philosophus who is often called the mother of womanism, especially because she wrote a Vignication of the Rights of Woman,


During his brief career, Wollstonecraft wrote romances, trials, and a book for children.




She supported the French Revolution until the reign of Terror began and wrote a history of the revolution in 1794.


In her scripts of women, she claimed that women are not of course inferior to men, but that could be true because they got less education.


She has died of mixedness after the birth of her daughter Mary, the future author of the romance and the wife of Percy Bysshe Shelley.


The next year, his husband William Godwin published a remembrance of their marriage.


That revealed that she had some loving business and accidentally destroyed her reputation from the next century.


During the 20th century, her reputation recovered when she was celebrated by women's movements.


XYZ Monty Python's Life of Brian


(@Monty_Python's_Life_of_Brian_) is a 1979 film by the comic group Monty Python, whose six members wrote it and represented the main rolos, and whose brother Terry Jones led it.


The executive producers were Denis O'Brien and the ex-Beatle George Harrison: Harrison alsi represented the minor role of Mr.


Papadopoulos.


The film tells of the Jewish man Brian de Nazareth, an anti-Roman revolutionist in Jerusalem who was born in the same night in the same street where Jesus was born.




In a famous scene, Brian writes at night in a public wall the sentence, and the romanes are seen by a Roman centurion.


But instead of arresting him, the centurion (in a parable of an instructor, strict and old-fashioned, of Latin) abuses Brian verbally, beats him with his hand, and threatens him with his gladio, until he comes up with the right grammar form of his intended message:


Before we leave, the centurion orders Brian to write the sentence corrected in the wall 100 times, threatening to punish him if he doesn't.


Brian works through the night and at the moment when he ends up at dawn, a group of soldiers stays there, sees him and hunts him off the stage.


New Zealand XYZ


New Zealand is a land in the south-west of the Pacific Ocean, which contains two large islands (the North Island and the South Island) and many smaller islands, the most significant of which are the Stewart Island and the Chatham Island.


In Maori, New Zealand is also known as the Aotear, which is normally translated into English as the Land of the Long White Cloud (the Land of the White Cloud).


The most popular sport in New Zealand is rugby at 15.




Many professional teams of this sport exist, and the New Zealand National team, the All Blacks, is usually one of the strongest in the world.


The All Blacks are famous for their performance of the _haka_, a type of martial dance of Maori origin, in front of all international matches.


In 2011, the Cup of the World of Rugby at 15 had a place in New Zealand.


Other popular sports include rugby at 13, cricket, football and netball.


XYZ Linguas


English is the predominant language in New Zealand, spoken by 95.4 per cent of the population, followed by Maori and the language of sign as official languages according to the 2018 census.


The language of Samoa is the most inofficiently spoken language (.2%) followed by South Chinese (inclusive Chinese Mandarin language), Hindi (1.5) and French (1.2%).


XYZ Ven


It's a little Swedish island in the resund district between Sweden and Denmark.


The distance to Sweden is 4.5 miles and to Denmark 18 miles.


The island belongs to the common wilderness in the province of Scania in the south of Sweden.


It is 4.5-mile-long and 2.5-mile-long, and the area is only 7.5-km-long.




It has about 350 inhabitants.


It's known for the cost of very steeply called, Backafall,


The Danish gentleman and scientist Tycho Brahe built in the 16th century his castle Uranienborg and its observatory St. Jerneborg in the centre of the island.


The church of Sancte Ibb beautifully situated on the edge of the scarf is well known.


XYZ Tourism


It's very popular for bicycle excursions, and when it's beautiful during the summer, hundreds of bikers arrive every day.


From Sweden you can take a ferry -boat in the country all year of age - but in the summer there are also connections from Copenhagen to Denmark.


[2] A return ticket from Landskrona costs $80 SEK (2006).


The journey takes twenty minutes.


The cost of placing a bicycle is 60 SEK (2006).


(Transporting his own bicycle on the ferry - the boat costs $70 SEK) There's possible bicycle around the whole island, about 12 miles, on small paths, without cars, in a very beautiful landscape.


There are many flowers growing and the view of Sweden and Denmark astonishing.




XYZ Geography


The island is a square that rises to six yards above the sea.


This allotted lack of name, but it's not far from the south.


The landscape is gratuitous to the very blissful climate.


The sole consists of brunity clay and is well suited for farming.


There are also uvas grown from a few years and can successfully grow hard trichole (_Triticum durum_).


The island is one of the most northerly places in Europe where the grain used for pasta can be grown.


Ven's cake is made on the island and can naturally buy it in shops.


XYZ Nature


There are many flowers on the hills, and a flower, Evilness, are especially connected to the island thanks to the singing of the beloved. Flicka frgn Backafall.


It flowers in the ground, but p.f.


Behold, this flower is protected by the laws of nature, and it is not allowed to collect it.


The song's text is written by Gabriel Jnsson and the music is composed by Gunnar Turesson.




There are no conifer forests on Ven but many folio trees that sometimes give a pleasant shadow for bikers.


XYZ History


During the glacial age, the island did not exist as a island, but was a part of an issue (the land of the earth between two courses of water) that unified Scania and the Sjlland island of Danmark.


When the ice melted, the water of the Baltic increased and the pressure on the island increased until the earthquake broke.


Remains of this issue exist today in the hills of Glumslv in Scania and in Klampenborg in Denmark.


It was also a part of this issue.


Ven belonged to Danmark until 1658, Pace de Roskilde.


The Swedes demanded that even Ven be included in the treaty of peace because of fear that the Danish would want to fortify the island.


The name was Hven and it was always considered to be part of Sjlland.


But the Danish had decided several years before, in 1654, that Hven had to belong to the province of Helsingborg (Scania in Sweden) before the province of Hillerd (Sjlland in Denmark) what the Swedes considered to be a certificate which Hven now had to be considered as a part of Sweden.


The Swedes planned to fortify the island with 2000 soldiers together with artillery, but the plans remained on the design tab.




The Danes took up the island during the afternoon of Sknska kriget (The Scanic War) (167 -79), but after the war it was Swedish again.


After all, the development was quieter than the period of the strong military presence during the War of Napoleon and the Second World War.


In the years of 1930, about 1300 people lived on the island, which was probably the record.


Today only about 350 people live in all the year, but many people have summer residences there.


XYZ Buildings


I have two churches on the island, Allhelgonakyrkan (the Church of the United Nations) and the Church of the Holy Ibb.


The Church of the Holy Ones today is a museum of the memory of Tycho Brahe.


It is situated in the middle of the island at Uranienborg, which was the house of Brahe during the year 1576 -1596.


The castle was built in 1576-1580.


At that time the whole island was the property of Gentile Tycho Brahe.


Today only low walls remain.


There are also rests from the Stjrneborg observatory (the Castle of Stellas) which stood in part under the sun and can enter there.




The church of Sancte Ibb was built in the years 1200 and is situated on the edge of the steeple on the west coast with a magnificent view.


It's one of the most popular in the country for marriage.


XYZ Tycho Brahe


XYZ


Tycho Brahe (Scania on 14 December 1546 - Prague on 24 October 1601) was an important Danish astronomer, considered to be the founder of modern observing astronomy.


On Ven, he established the castle of Uranienborg, with an astronomic observatory and an alchemistic lab, and also a book lecture, a garden with medical herbs, and Stjerneborg, a subterranean astronomical observatory.


XYZ Orthodoxy


After Swedish orthographic reform in 1906 many Swedish words such as a_hvad, hvem_ perished the initial _h_.


But in Hven it was allowed to keep it until 1958 when the authorities decided to call off the uninhabited's protest.


Even today, many people can be irritated when they forget to write Hven, but e.g.


...unfortunately accepts with spellings.


William Whitaker's XYZ Words




The words of William Whitaker (unEnglish: William Whitaker's Words) are a computer program that encourages the bending or the conjugation of a Latin word, and turns it to the root of English language.


It is possible to introduce English word and receive Latin translation.


The program, which is written in Ada, is free, can also use it on the internet.


This programme, especially the version by connection (_online_) on the Internet, has gained popularity among Latinists because of its easy use of many Latin words and accrued results.


Nevertheless, the user must check the results, because _Words_ shall use rules based on pre-, in-, and suffering, declination, and natural conjugation to determine the possibility of the entry.


In consequence, it is not true, if words returned by words were used in literature or Latin speech, even if the programme finds a possible meaning for a given word.


XYZ Space measurement


The dictionary is about 39,000 in, as it would be told in an ordinary dictionary.


This can generate hundreds of thousands of words, which can be built on all declines and conjugations.




The object of this utensil is to help with a simple translation for a student or amateur student of Latin language.


A few hundred prefixes and soffixes are hugely increasing the extension.


They will generate ten thousand additional words, some of them are known as Latin words, some of them are perfectly rational words which were never used by Cicer or Caesar, but they could be used by Augustino or a few monacho to Jarrow, and a few are nonsensical.


In comparison, the Oxford Latin Dictionary (LD), considered to be the most complete Latin lexicon published in English language, has about 35,000 entries, to the exception of proper names.


The LLO has more than few entries so it will only contain Latin Classic entries, but the words contain words from more than a period of time.


XYZ Syntax Analyse Process


For example, give the form of the word Latin_amabantur_a, _Words_age by the following process, to return its exact translation:


XYZ Cooking


The kitchen is a tradition and practice of caring for food, often associated with a place of origin.


Religious laws of nutrition may also greatly influence culinary traditions.




A culinary tradition is first affected by ingredients available locally or gracefully to the trade.


XYZ History


During the last century, they have seen enormous bests in the production, preservation, and immagazinage of food, and this has also affected the kitchen.


Today almost every town in the world has access not only to its traditional kitchen, but also to many world-class culinary practices.


New culinary traditions are constantly emerging, with the height of the popularity of leaders and their clients.


XYZ Ingredients


In addition to food, a culinary tradition also includes drinks, (as per example: wine, liquor, tea, coffee and others).


More than the experts maintain that the culinary tradition of regional kitchens also includes ingredients, that is, the plants and animals from which the ingredients come for each dish.


The global movement referred to as Slow Food (Lente Food, English) is strengthened to promote support for the preservation of plants and local animals, and technicalities for the preparation of food.


It has 000 adherents in 50 countries.


XYZ Attitudes




There are also different cultural attitudes in respect of food, for example:


In India, food consumption is an offering, a _Yagna_.


That's what the stomach is considered to be a manamagunda_ (holy, holy fire), and all the foods that are ingested are an offering to the holy fire.


In Japan, the imbibituring of thee is an art, and there is a very elaborate ceremony as to the service of thee.


Not to drink the tea in the traditional way is considered an act of barbarism.


XYZ International kitchens


The next section contains a summary of the world's kitchens.


It's an incomplete list.


It is organized more or less according to a geographical point of view, starting in the western hemispherium and continuing to the east of the north to the south.


XYZ European cuisine


French cuisine, Italian kitchen, Spanish kitchen, Greek kitchen, Scandinavian kitchen, Russian kitchen, Mediterranean kitchen


XYZ American kitchen


The majority of these kitchens, or culinary traditions, shall be based on the kitchens of countries from which the people have been immigrating from Europe.




However, the tradition of the european kitchen has been adapted into America and many local ingredients and technicians have involved the old tradition: Potile kitchen, Quebec kitchen, Atlantic canadian kitchen, Statounite kitchen, American kitchen, suburban kitchen, California kitchen - American kitchen, Tex kitchen, New England cook, a staunite cook, an American cook from the South, an American cook, a local cook, a local cook, a cash kitchen, a cross-country, a cook, a cook of South America


XYZ other kitchens


Polynesian cook, Japanese cook, Chinese cook, Levant kitchen or Proxy East, North African kitchen, Central African kitchen, South African kitchen,


XYZ Jerusalem


Jerusalem (Hebrew:  , Hebrew: Yerushal, Hebrew:   , romanized: romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized: Yerushal, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized, romanized in the capital of the city of the city of the city of Israel and the city of Israel, and greater cities of the city of Jerusalem and the city of Jerusalem.)


Located in Mount Judean, between the Mediterranean Sea and the Dead Sea, there is a lot of Jerusalem today, up to the side of the city of the Elder.


Jerusalem has a history that dates to the fourth millennia of AEC, which makes it one of the oldest cities of continuous housing.




Jerusalem is the most holy in Jewish, Christianity, and Islam; it is the most spiritual centre of Hebrew people, there is a number of Christians, and it is considered the third most important in Islam, after Lake, and in Medina.


In the event of a summer of 20.9km2, the city of the Elder shall have many religious importance sites, including Monte del Templo, the West Wall, the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and the Moschea al-Aqsa.


The old city is a UNESCO World Hereditary, and has been quartered in translation; the fourth used today (the Fourth Amernie, the Fourth Christian, the Fourth Judee, and the Fourth Muslim) were created in the 19th century.


This religious importance has made Jerusalem a lot of answers: in its history, Jerusalem has been destroyed for two years, and has been murdered for twenty-three times, and has been attacked for fifty-two times, and has been captured for forty-four years.


Today, the legal state of Jerusalem is one of the central themes of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.


The attachment of East Jerusalem by Israel has been condemned by the United Nations and other similar bodies, and the Palestines see East Jerusalem as the capital of a palace.


After the resolution of 478, the majority of foreign fornications has left Jerusalem to be placed in Tel Aviv, even though some nations have all over the city.


XYZ Andrew Latzko




Andrew Latzko (in Hungaro: Latzk Andor; Budapest, September 1, 1876 - Amsterdam, September 11, 1943) was an Austrian writer, biographist and pacifist.


Desert XYZ


A desert is a landland or land region that is very dry because of tiny areas of precipitation, often covered by plants, and in which rivos desiccas if they are not filled with water from external areas.


Deserts may also be described as areas where more water is lost by evapotranspiration than fall as haste.


Desert plants must have special adaptations of survival with little water.


Deserts generally receive less than 25 centimeters of rain (precipitation) every year.


Semideserts or steppes are regions that receive between 25 cm to about 40 cm of rain per year.


In the Kppen air classification system, deserts are classified as _BWh_ (hot desert) or _BWk_ (temperate desert).


In the system of Thornthwaite, deserts are classified as megathermal arid climates.


XYZ Motorhead


Motrhead is an English band of rock and metal, formed in London in 1975, which was made one of the most successful (commercially and critically) bands in the history of popular music.




In its years of international stars, the group consisted of Lemmy Kilmister (bass guitar, vocals), Eddie Clarke (main guitar) and Phil Taylor (tumbles).


Motrhead sold about 50 million copies of his records.


XYZ Jacobo II of England


James II of England (in English, James II, 14 October 1633 - 16 September 1701) was the king of England, Ireland, and (like Jacob VII) Scotland from 1885 until its disaster in 1888.


He was the Catholic monarch of these countries, and came from the Stuart Dynasty.


Jacabo was the brother and heir to Carol II.


He turned to Catholicism in 1660s.


For his first marriage to Anne Hyde, he had two daughters who would become queens: Mary and Anna, who were raised in England.


After the death of Anne Hyde, he married Maria of Modena, an Italian princess.


From 1679 until 1681, there were tentatives of excluding Jacob from the success.


The animosity is gone, and when Carol died, there was a great agreement from the crown of James.


Protestant people could tolerate a Catholic monarch, but it didn't extend to Catholicism in general.




The king of Jacob would be cast by struggles on the religious policy.


Jacob had finished discrimination against Catholics.


When the parliaments of England and Scotland refused to consent to these laws, Jacob intended to elect them without consent.


In June 1688, two events intensified discontent in a criss.


The first was the birth of his son Jacobo Stuart, who would be called Mary as the heir.


That would create a catholic dynasty.


The second was the trial of the Seven Episcopos that had been critical of him.


Agitation was overwhelmed, and the politicians invited Gulielmo from Orange, the husband of Mary and the son of James, to destroy Jacob.


Gulielmo arrived in November.


In the Glorious Revolution, Jacobo's armies set him fast and fled the land.


To gather the crown, he landed in Ireland in March 1689, but was distraught by the army of Gulielmo.


Jacob lived in France during the final years of his life.


His adversaries thought he was a tyranne; the opinion of modern history is divided.




James's argue critics who did not respect the parliament.


His arguous defenses that his proposition of religious toleration were progressive.


XYZ Source Languages


XYZ Infection


Infection is the invasion of corporeal fabric of an organism by agents who cause illness.


Mischief is caused by multiply of invading agents.


They're multiplying, they're producing toxins and they're multiply, they're producing toxins and ladying, and they're getting enough teasing.


Infectious disease, to those who know of the transmissible disease, or 'communicable disease,' all this result from an injury.


XYZ Adresse IP


The Internet Protocol (IP) address is a specific identification (logic address) which is assigned to the participating apparitions in a computer fee using the Internet Protocol for communication between its nodes.


While the IP addresses are stored in the form of binary numbers, they are normally shown in human-readable notes, like 208.77.188.166 (for IPv4), and 2001:db8:0:1234:0:567:1 (for IPv6).


The role of the IP address was characterized like this: a name indicates what we're looking for.




The address indicates where it is.


A rout indicates how to reach it.


The original TCP/IP designators have defined an IP address as a 32-bit number and this system, today called Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4), continues to be used.


Nevertheless, due to the enormous growth of the internet and the depletion of address space, a new address system (IPv6), with 128 bits for each address, has been developed (Rk 1883).


The Internet Protocol also has the burden of routing data sheets between nets, and the IP addresses specify the location of the right and destination names in the top of the route system.


For this purpose, a few bits in an IP address are used to designate a subrete.


The number of these bits is set in CIDR notation, added to the IP address, e.g.


_208,77,188,166/24_.


With the development of private nets and the threat of the completion of IPv4 address, a group of private address space has been reserved for RFC 1918.


These private_addresses may be used by all persons in private.


These are often used with translators of net addresses to connect to the global_public_ internet.




The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) is responsible for the global management of the IP address space.


The IANA cooperates on five regional Internet Registries (IRS) to set up blogs of IP addresses in Local Internet Registries (providers of Internet service) and other entities.


XYZ Kanji


Kanji is the name of Chinese characters used in Japanese language writing.


During the process of consolidating the Japanese language, on the side of a development of the Stylabic alphabet, where the Chinese system was also adopted to deliver the language.


The use of the Kanjis is one of the three main forms of the Japanese script, including the other two Hiragana and Katakana, called Kana.


They use the kanjis for a single example, different from Chinese, where they can be used as phonetic characters.


A kanji corresponds to a meaning and is used as a determinant of the root of the word, derivation, conjugation and accidents are expressed by the use of kanas (unspecified of hyraganas) with the name of Okurigana, so appropriate is the system of autochthone scripting (sed derived from the same script of the _han_) and the imported system.




A little curious is that the Japanese man, after obtaining the writing, have until the century III, with the unmoved symbols that were made in mainland China during the 60's Cultural Revolution.


__


XYZ Reading


A kanji may have various pronunciations, o-readings, depending on the context, use in combination, and the location of the proposal.


Some common kanjis possess ten or more possible readings.


These are categorized in the derivative of the Chinese, either in the native reading, or in the native reading.


Commonly use two readings, one of _kun'yomi_ and the other of _on'yomi_ with accidental phonetic changes.


The way a kanji reads depends on the context and on two generalities (in which there are many exceptions):


One word of a single kanji or sequite of okurigana is read as kun'yomi.


This is the case of verbs, for example, of ver_ (see, ), there is more of an okurigan than the Japanese reading.


A combination of kanjis in a word gives an on'yomi reading.


This is the case of the kanji of the 'rival field' (ta, lettre) which, when used in combination with others, shall be read (honda,


XYZ Apprehend it




The knowledge of the great number of the _kanji_ is all but a cultural and scholarly symbol; the professors of literature may know as many as seven thousand _kanji_.


In the official publications, the non-official (kanji) shall be accompanied by a reading guide with few characters, in ((hiragana)) or ((katakana)) shall be already in the upper part in the case of the Western Type scripting and in the other right in the Eastern scripting, in this case in which it shall be spoken of.)


The study of the _kanji_ demands a lot of strength, and also a costing practice, which comes to account for _kanji_, has to be remembered,


The treatments are important: in the _kanji_ the order and the way of carrying out the treatments are important, in which it is important to know the number of treatments and to identify the radical of the kanji, so that it is required to use the Dictionary of Chinese Characters. ( _kanwa jinten_?)


The reading or speech: it has already been said that there are two types of reading on them; there are even cases (which are very rare), in which there are only more than 20 different readings.




It means, this point is very important, so that when you write a Japanese word, your senses mean the use of a certain kanji (or group of kanjis) to deliver such an idea, for example, for example, there are different choices between them, for the number of things is all right in each of the following words, and for example, for example, there are different kinds of tools, between them, between them, for the number of things, for a non-nobstantiating, one of these things is correct in each of the following words of the following words, and for example.


Only after we had studied or found in the dictionary do we know that the right method of writing these three words is


In effect, even though the three words contain the syllag, which is phonetically identical, at the time of writing it and knowing the meaning of the word is possible to determine the use of proper kanji.


XYZ Use of Kanjis in the West


The scripting of languages from East Asiatic, Kanjis has little or no use in places where the Latin alphabet dominates.


Mostly, because of the complexity of their treatments and cryptics that can be used as ornaments, which include reaching the culture of tattoos.


Based on the stove of characters, they were also used as design projects in the subjects of this subject.


XYZ Exemplos


Some kanji used to represent some elemental concepts for the Japanese.




XYZ Le Perla de Grande Precio


The Perla de Grande Precio is a sacrificial book of the Church of Jesus Christ of the Holy of the Last Days.


It contains a selection of great themes which are riled with many important aspects of the faith and doctrine of church.


Joseph Smith, Jr.


prepared these themes which were published in the church of his age.


XYZ Parts


The parts in which the book is divided are:


The selections of the Book of Moses: Parts of the Genesis book of translation by Joseph Smith, Jr.


It was made of the Bible, which began in June 1830 (History of the Church), 1:98 - 101, 131 - 139).


Abraham's Book: It is a translation of the Egyptian papyri that came to Joseph Smith's hand in 1835, which, the Mormons believe, contained the writing of the patriarch Abraham.


The translation was published in the Times and Seasons period, beginning on March 1, 1842 in Nauvoo, Illinois.


(History of the Church, 4:519 - 534.) The papyros were bought by Joseph Smith from a traveller named Chandler who had two papyri and four mummies.




After the fire of Chivago in 1871, the papers that were already lost, re-approached at the end of the 20th century.


Many studies were done on them, without the validity of the translation of Joseph Sumith can be found.


That's why Joseph Smith used his use of the word-translation.


Joseph Smith -Mattheo: Part of the testimony of Mattheo in the translation that Joseph Smith made of the Bible (see Doctrine and Conventions 45:60 - 61), where the divine precept appears to begin the translation of the New Testament).


Joseph Smith -story: The testimony selections and official history of Joseph Smith which was prepared in 1838 and published in the editorial Times and Seasons, in auvo, Illinois, beginning at March 15, 1842 (History of the Church, 1:1 - 44).


The Articulos de Fide del Ecclesia de Jesus Christo del Santos del Ultime Dies .


A statement by Joseph Mumith published in the editorial Times and Seasons on March 1, 1842, together with a brief history of the Church, and which came to be known as Littera of Wentworth (History of the Church, 4:535 - 541).


XYZ Polyphylia


A polyphyletic group is a collection of organizations or other elements that have been grouped together that do not possess an immediate commoner.




This term is often used when certain common characteristic groups appear to be common characters that seem similar to things that are not the inheritance of ordinary ancestors; these characteristics are known as convergent evolution.


Arranging the members of a polyphyletic group is called polyphylia.


Alternatively, the polyphyletic word is simply used to describe a group with members that have many different ancestral sources, regardless of similarity among characteristics.


For example, the fact that the ancestors of the mammifers and the birds were made of warm blood is not a common evolution.


Other polyphyletic groups are for example, C4 photosynthetic plants and buildings.


Many biologists intend to avoid pity when they group taxa together.


In consequence, groups discovered as polyphyletic are frequently removed.


This is often the motivation for major revisions of the classification schemes.




Researchers who care more about the ecology of the system may regard polyphyletic groups as a legitimate discussion; they may, by example, be educated to treat the group of functions, or alternatives, as a generous offering, because of their similar activities, but not prevented from recognising them from recognising polyphylia.


In recent research, monophylia, paraphylia, polyphylia, and polyphylia are involved in deducing a few essential genes for barcoding DNA from different species groups.


XYZ Yugoslavia


Yugoslavia (Etiam Yugoslavia or Jugoslavy), pron.


/jugoslavja/ or /jugozlavja/; Slovak, Serbian and Macedonian: Jugoslavija /  , literally: (Land of the South Slavs_), was a state in existence between 1918 and 2003, going through different institutional ordinances, which have run the territory of the Western Balkan Peninsula during the 20th century.


In these last years the States of the U.S., the U.S., intends to always reconsolidate more of their economic, political, and social ligamins by forming what you define today as the _Yugosphere_.


XYZ Hard Disc


The hard disc (or DD, English translation_hard disk_; thus short of _HD_) is a disposable charge of imagining information persistently in a computer.


The hard discs generally use a magnet -optical registration system.




There's a set of double metal plates in this disc type, turning at a high speed.


On these plates stands the heads, the sheet of reading, or write the magnetic impulses.


There are different standards governing communication between a hard disk and a computer.


The most useful are IDE/ATA, SCSI, and SATA (of recent apparition).


The hard drive cannot be used by an operating system directly after libration of the factory.


We must define in it one or more parties, and then we must give it a format that can be understood by our system.


There is also another type of discs, called the single _status records, which use a certain type of memories built with semi-conductors to imagine the information.


The use of this class of records is generally limited to supercomputers, because of their high price.


XYZ Hard Disc Partition


The hard disc game is the creation of legal divisions which allows the implementation of a logic format.


A hard disc may have a game, several games, or no matches (an informed record).




Record partitioning is a simple technology that can be seen as a precursor to the direction of logic volumes.


Today, more than an operating system can be carried out or installed in a single computer, without a game (such as BSD, Linux, and SkyOS).


So the majority of installation systems can be used without a hard disk, which is set to a particular game of a hard disk.


If the system is worth several parties, it may allow for the installation of other systems of operation, or the immagazination of rows not of the functioning system (such as personal documents and programmes) at its own partition.


There are several row-organisation schemes in a game; these schemes are called the _systems of rows.


The most common families are the FAAT series (File Allocation Table, _table of the names of rows_; types include FAT16, FAT32, et alia), the NTFS series, and the Ext series (Ext2, Ext3, Ext4, etc.), but there are different row systems for different uses and reasons.


Most systems use a logical metaphora of rows and shirts.


A shirt can be placed in another shirt, and the shirt is logically in a root.


A row of supplies between the actual position of each row and the logical location.




XYZ Disc participation in common architecture


A common architecture game is part of a hard disk drive that can hold a system of independent rows.


There are three types of main parties:


1


Primary Partition 2.


Extended party containing one or more logic parties 3.


Logic Partition


XYZ Current status


The descriptions in this section of no way make up the only possible design to implement the delivery of the hard disk drive on the IBM PC.


However, this is the main partition scheme used in the IBM PC architecture, and the only one used for the Microsoft operating systems.


The above said to him does not mean that there are no debts possible from this scheme.


There are several products of software, which by modifying a few parts of the settlement sequentia, are capable of going out of this limited partition scheme.


However, before the use of some type of software, it is appropriate to study how this works and interests in the systems of operation that are carried out.




For the next application of the AI -64 architecture (the 64-bit extension of the x86 line) Intel has prepared a set of specifications known as Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI).


These include, among other things, a more advanced format for the Partition Table (appelled to the GUID Table) or GPT.


XYZ Partitions extended and log


The DOS operation system of all version can only read a primary FAT game on the hard disk.


This is what the FAT of the use of the record and the limitation on the size of the discs was done at the Microsoft inventing a scheme that was best of the record.


The scheme was relatively simple: one from the entrance of the main party table was called an extended game, and given a number of the type of special match (0x05).


Only the field of the beginning of this game was used to book the location of the first descriptor of the party, which had a similar field for the location of the six, in effect creating a united list of partition writers.


The other field of an extended party was indefinite, and from these meanings there was no space assigned to the same party, which could not be used to book data.


Partitions in the beginning of the united list with an extended party are called the logical parties.




These are allotted space, and can be used to book the date.


The old operating systems, which were not members of the extended parties, parties simply ignored by the number of types 0x05, and so the contactability was preserved.


Such a scheme can be replenished by the old, such as all the parties of a hard disk can only be replenished by a single party; however, for some reason, however, Microsoft did not upgrade its system of operations to DOS (or of any other tasks until the time), for it is so active from an extended partition, and for which the need for primary parties were preserved.


On the whole, it would only have allowed a primary game for the unit, meaning all other primary FATs must have their prior party types changed to the active DOS, so that they would be able to do so.


These technicians, used by different administrators of popular assets, wanted to be known as occultation of the party.


Partition of this is done for various reasons:


Some archiving systems (for example, old version of FAT systems from Microsoft) have even smaller sizes than a modern disk unit.


If a party is corrupt, one can try to save data on another party.


This is similar to a RAID system, except for the disco.




In some operating systems, for example, the swap archiving has to be their own games.


On the other hand, two operating systems cannot exist in the same game, or use different training systems.


The unit is split into different logic records for different operating systems.


No more partitioning systems have appeared in recent years to match all computer architectures in existence.


Many of these are relatively transparent and allow for the appropriate handling of disc parties; some, non-nobstantiated, are obsolete.


These schemes are widely considered obsolete, only allowed with hard discs greater than eight gigabytes in sizes.


As the IBM PC architecture is extremely common, the partition boards are probably remanded for a while. However, a recent Intel and Microsoft-nominated Extensible Firmware Initiative (EFI) project has a component called GUID Partition Table.


XYZ Characteristics of a hard disk


Among the notable characteristics of a hard record, there is:


Capacity: the capacity for hard disks is measured in bytes.




To mark the size of the size of the international system, the setting of the international system _mega-_, ???????????????????????????


Time for access: the time for the record to take access to a random block of memory.


Immagazined to the center of the record is easier than reading than blogs,


On the other hand, time is required for the poor, possible movement of the head of the book.


The speed that hard disk hardware can move the information read to the computer.


This speed can be limited by the computer's other hardware.


Cachet: A random access recall case used to store information reached often, to lengthen the disk's life,


Interface: a method used by hard disk to communicate with the computer.


Interfacements include IDE and SCSI (if internal) and USB and Firewire (external), with several others.


XYZ model theory




In mathematics, model theory is the study of (classes of) mathematical structures such as groups, bodies, graphs, or the universes of the theme, with the use of instruments of the mathematical logic.


A structure that means the sentence of a formal language is called a model of the language.


If a model for a language satisfies a sentence or theory (like phrasing), it shall be called a model of a_phase or theory model.


Model theory is strongly linked to the Universal Algebra and Algebra.


The finished model theory, which is concentrated in the finished structures, shall make a significant difference in the study of infinite structures in the problems studied and the techniques used.


The theory of models in high order logics or infinitary logics is obstructed by the fact that completeness is not generally validated by these logics.


As a result, a great study has been done in the languages.


XYZ Antique Greek box


Antique Greek box or a pugilato (from Greek: (_pygme_, pyx_, pyxmachia_, pygmahia_) was a part of the pentallon, five fights, of the old olympic games.


The bridegroom is prior to the box.


There was the first part of the year 688 B.C. during the 23rd Olympic Games.




In ancient Rome, pugillatus was mainly shown during the glittering struggles.


However, however, it is not exactly easy to decide how old Greek-Roman is, why on the images of the world (antiquity, ancient Egypt, Creta), seems to be like a few luxuries, which were already in practice.


They fought with hands.


The battlers tied long straps of heart around hands and forearm, only the thumb was left free.


The corrections meant to protect the hand, but also to strengthen the blows.


They mostly hit delicate parts of the body, like teeth, ears and noses.


Rules like hodierne boxing did not exist.


You can't compare previous combats and hodierne.


Participants were real combatants.


This fight could last for a few hours and often caused heavy vultures.


The fight ended with an Indian finger spread like a lost sign.


When in such a gesture, the handler continually struck the loss, the referee came in with a baton.


When the loss died, the gin was put on.




Because of the danger of the high sport during the antiquity.


The most famous puncher in the antiquity, who won more than a thousand prizes were Theagenes of Thasos (480 BC).


There is a statue sitting of bronzo in Rome, called the Quirinal_puffer.


It shows wounds on the face, which happened often during such a fight.


XYZ Molecula


A mill is an electrically neutral group of less than two atoms held together by chimic ligamas.


Molecules are distinguished from waves by their electric charge.


However, in quantic physics, organic chima, and biochemy, the terma _molecula_ is used at least strictly and is applied to polytatomical ions.


In the Kinetic Gas Theory, the term is often used for a few pieces of gases without looking at its composition.


In accordance with this definition of noble gas atoms are considered mischievous moles, the fact that they are made up of a single unbounded at the same time.


A mill may consist of a single chimic element, as for oxygen (O2), or different elements, as for water (H2O).




Atoms and complexes that are mixed by non-couth ligates such as hydrogenous ligamas or ionic ligamas are generally not considered to be single mills.


Molecules such as maternities are common in organic substances (e.g. biochemy).


They also make up most of the oceans and atmosphere.


A large number of familiar solid substances, however, include most of the minerals in the crossroads, cloaks, and the Earth's nucleo, containing many chimic ligamins, but they are not available to all.


It cannot be defined by ironic crystals (salts) and coordinating crystals (retic solids), even though this is the same as a diamond or sodium chlorore).


The subject of repeated cell structure also holds for the most part of the phases condensed with metallic ligature.


In vitros (fools that exist in a distinguished state), atoms may also be held together by chimic ligamins with no definite millet, but also without the regularity of repeated units that characterize crystals.


XYZ Litterature


Litterature is the art that employs as a medium of expression of language.




It is all the literary production of a nation, of an epoch, or of a gender.


Class of scriptures that are distinguished by its beauty of style or expression, such as poetry, trials, or history, in different areas of scientific treatments or travails, is more focused on the background than on the form.


Art that employs the word as a medium of expression.


XYZ Literary Genere: subgenerates


Lyrics or poetry: Canto, Eulogy, Elegia, Epigramma, Epistola, Hymno, Ode, and Satyra.


Epic or Narrativa: Epopeia, Epician poem, Sing of feat, Romance, Count, and Novella.


 - a drama or a theatre: comedy, drama and tragedy.


Didactica: Biographia, Chronica, Essay, and Oratoria.


XYZ Public domain


Of the international point of view, the public domain is the joints of creative works and other knowledge - scripts, works of art, music, science, inventions, etc.


In which no person or organisation has a native interest (typically a monopolie granted by a government as a copyright or a patent).




Such works and inventions are considered to be part of the public cultural inheritance, and all persons may use them or change them without restrictions (if they are not considered to be public safety, export, etc.).


While the copyright was created to defend the financial incentivization of those who do creative work as a means of encouraging more of such works, the work in the public domain exists as simply as they are, and the audience has the right to use and re-use the works of others without paying a financial or social price.


Without the agreement of any type of monopolie rights, the rights of intellectual property - all works open to the public.


When their copyright protections or other protections cease, work becomes part of the public domain.


XYZ Absentence of legal protection


The creative works are in the public domain when no law exists to establish property rights, or when the object in question is specified by the existing laws.


For example, the majority of mathematical formulas are not subject to copyrights or patents in most parts of the world (well as their implementation in the form of computer programmes may be patented).




It was only done that the work of William Shakespeare and Ludwig van Beethoven and the inventions of Archimedes was promulgated.


XYZ Expiration



